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ABSTRACT 
 

 

The efficient process of winding up of companies safeguards constructive 

corporate culture. The law of winding up of companies by the Court in Pakistan 

has been found less fruitful, cumbersome and time-consuming by Company Law 

Review Commission of Pakistan in 2006. Since the promulgation of the 

Companies Ordinance 1984, the corporate world changed a lot and identified 

countable deficiencies. The Companies Act 2017 has recently been introduced 

paying less heed to the issues of law of winding up of companies. The sub-issues 

include overlapping of laws and forums, non-codification of objectives, 

unfettered discretion of the court, the uncertainty of transactions and justification 

of the grounds. The prolonged procedure, multifariousness of remedies, less 

effective role of the Court, official liquidator and SECP, inadequate penalties, 

double jeopardy and repetition of offences are also important issues. The 

objectives are to examine all the issues, to identify the causes, to evaluate the 

impact of the issues and to find out and suggest the remedial steps. The research 

methodology is historical- tracing the development of the law in Pakistan, 

doctrinal-evaluating doctrines of commercial insolvency, good governance, just 

and equitable and comparative- evaluating statutory provisions of the company 

law and precedents of Superior Courts of Pakistan and India. The thesis has 

corporate, financial and legal impacts with consequences of expeditious and 

meritorious justice, reduced backlog, development of positive corporate culture 

and lessening the burden on public exchequer and boosting the trust of public at 

large upon the judiciary. The conclusion deduced is that the main issue exists. 

The solution is the reformation of the law. The concepts of company tribunals, 

the institution of official liquidators and valuers, consolidated law of winding up 

of companies in Pakistan and special procedure for winding up of companies are 

rich for future research.  
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Chapter 1 

 

1. Introduction 

1.1 Background 

The Corporate Law Review Commission of Pakistan pinpointed that process of 

winding up of companies in Pakistan prescribed under the ‘ Companies Ordinance 1984’1 

is ‘time consuming, cumbersome, archaic and duplicative and needs review for 

simplification and expeditious disposal of cases’2. Almost identical views and findings 

were that of ‘Irani Report’3 and ‘Eradi Reports’4 for company law in India. The law of 

winding up of companies is an integral part of company laws in both jurisdictions. India 

has specialized the law of winding up of companies by establishing independent 

institution of the official liquidator and office of valuers of property of company, 

replacing the Court with the Tribunal. The corporate realm of Pakistan and the world, 

since 1984, has confronted numerous substantive and procedural complications and 

challenges which has necessitated reformation and consolidation of the law of winding up 

of companies by the Court in Pakistan.5 The consequences of the problem are very 

serious. The annual reports of Security and Exchange Commission of Pakistan, Law and 

Justice Commission of Pakistan, Federal Investigation Agency, National Accountability 

                                                             
1 Companies Ordinance 1984 (LXVII of 1984). This Ordinance 1984 was published in the Gazette of 

Pakistan extraordinary on 8 October 1984 at pages 195 to 571 
2 Concept Paper for Development and Regulation of Corporate Sector’ compiled by the Corporate Law 

Review Commission of Pakistan (CLRC) SECP dated 18.06.2006.  
3 Indian Report on Company Law compiled by Dr. Jamshed J. Irani, New Delhi dated 31.05.2005, Ch. I, 
Para 8 
4 Indian Report by High Level Committee on Law Relating to Insolvency and Winding up of Companies 

chaired by Shri Justice V Balakrishna Eradi (Retired Judge Supreme Court) 2000. 
5 Press release dated 18.01.2016 with respect to Consultative Session on Draft Companies Bill 2015 

(Companies Act 2017) at Federation of Pakistan Chamber of Commerce and Industry (FPCCI) circulated 

by Security and Exchange Commission of Pakistan Islamabad. 
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Bureau and Transparency International Pakistan vividly speak for corporate frauds, 

corruption and non-compliance of law of the land.6 The rights of society, creditors, 

shareholders and the government are at stake. The wrong-doers hide behind the doctrine 

of corporate personality and limited liability. The intensity and seriousness of the wrong 

necessitate termination of the company through the process of winding up. Thus, winding 

up of the companies is inevitable to safeguard good corporate governance. The recurring 

amendments in the Ordinance 1984 and the recently introduced Companies Act 2017 has 

paid less heed to the issues linked with law of winding up of companies in Pakistan.  

1.2 Research Statement and Questions 

There is a need of new consolidated or amendment of the law of winding up of 

companies by the Court in Pakistan which is cumbersome, prolonged and less fruitful 

bringing about delayed adjudication, loss of public exchequer and promoting bad 

corporate governance. There are countable major research questions. First, whether a 

company in Pakistan has the same characteristics as in UK and India and mentioning 

corporation not a company in the Constitution of Pakistan 1973 gives rise to a 

constitutional question qua winding up of companies by the court?7 Second, whether 

modes, consequences and objects of winding up of companies by the court are certain 

and the winding up is not escapable in any case?8 Third, whether grounds of winding up 

                                                             
6 Annual report 2013-2014, Law and Justice Commission of Pakistan Islamabad. See: Judicial Statistics of 

Pakistan, 2013 and 2014. See also: Law and Justice Commission of Pakistan, Islamabad; Annual Reports 

2013, 2014 and 2015 of Lahore High Court Lahore; Annual Report (2014-2015), Securities and Exchange 

Commission of Pakistan; Annual Report 2014, National Accountability Bureau, Pakistan; Reports of 

Transparency International 2012 and 2013; Global Corruption Barometer 2013 of Transparency 

International; Corruption Perceptions Index 2015, Transparency International. 
7 See Chapter 2 
8 See Chapter 3 
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of companies by the court are sufficient and comprehensive?9 Fourth, whether the 

procedure of winding up of companies by the court is efficient and result oriented?10 

Fifth, what are the issues behind the ineffective role of an Official Liquidator?11  Sixth, 

what are the causes and impact of the ineffective role of the Court and SECP?12 Last, 

what are the issues and ambiguities regarding offences committed before or during 

winding up of companies by the court and how these can be solved?13 These questions 

have been answered in the body of thesis chapter 2 to 8 particularly in light of case laws 

of Pakistan. 

1.3 Research Objectives 

The salient objectives of the thesis are countable. First one is to examine similar 

and dissimilar characteristics of companies in Pakistan, India and the UK mainly from 

historical protectives.14 The second one is to evaluate modes, weigh consequence, 

identify objectives and search for alternatives to avoid winding up of companies by the 

court mainly focusing on qualitative and quantitative scales.15  The third one is to analyze 

deletion, addition and modification of grounds of winding up of companies by the court 

mainly in light of case law development.16 The fourth one is to identify the reasons 

behind the protracted and less fruitful process of winding up of companies by the court 

mainly focusing on time consumed in completion of winding up proceedings?17 The fifth 

one is to identify the reasons which make ineffective the role of an official liquidator 

                                                             
9 See Chapter 4 
10 See Chapter 5 
11 See Chapter 6 
12 See Chapter 7 
13 See Chapter 8 
14 See Chapter 2 
15 See Chapter 3 
16 See Chapter 4 
17 See Chapter 5 
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mainly focusing on appointment, removal, duties and powers.18 The sixth one is to 

examine the role of the Court and SECP, to see the possibility of substitution of the Court 

with Tribunal and discover the means to make efficient the role of SECP.19 The seventh 

one is to identify the issues regarding offences committed before or during winding up 

proceedings by the court focusing upon overlapping jurisdiction and provisions, double 

jeopardy and quantum of sentence.20 The last one is to find out solutions to all the 

issues.21  

1.4 Scope of the Study 

The study particularly deals with the law of winding up of companies by the 

Court in Pakistan, review of applicable provisions and precedents of High Courts and 

Supreme Court Pakistan, identification of ambiguities and deficiencies therein and 

recommendation of reforms and efficacious measures in the context of modern practices. 

This study does not probe into details of ‘voluntary winding up of companies, winding up 

subject to supervision of the Court under the Ordinance, 1984’, winding up of banking 

companies under ‘Banking Companies Ordinance, 1962’22, insolvency of individuals 

under ‘Provincial Insolvency Act, 1920’23, ‘corporations and autonomous bodies’24 

incorporated under various Acts and Ordinances etc promulgated in Pakistan, insurance 

companies under ‘Insurance Ordinance, 2000’25, modaraba companies under  “Modaraba 

Companies and Modaraba (Floatation and Control) Ordinance, 1980”26 and ‘unregistered 

                                                             
18 See Chapter 6 
19 See Chapter 7 
20 See Chapter 8 
21 See Chapter 9 
22 (LVII of 1962) 
23 (V of 1920) 
24 See: Table 4.1  
25 (XXXIX of 2000) 
26 (XXXI of 1980) 
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companies under the Ordinance, 1984.’27 Furthermore, this study is limited to the 

provisions of the Companies Ordinance 1984 and the provisions of the Companies Act 

2017 as this thesis was finally submitted in 2016.  

1.5 Significance of the Research 

This research is a compendium of almost all the issues of law of winding up of 

companies and may be useful for the legislature and the policy-makers. The study is also 

beneficial not only for the society as a whole but for workers, shareholders and all 

stakeholders of a company, the Court, SECP. A considerable section of the society is 

affected by the positive or negative corporate environment. The law of winding up of 

companies is a tool to safeguard this positive culture. One of the main negative 

consequence of issues is the delayed adjudication of petitions of winding up of 

companies in Pakistan and failure of the objective of winding up. The report of the daily 

newspaper ‘The Nation’ dated 19.10.2015 postulates that 125000 cases are pending in 

Lahore High Court. The Judicial Statistics of Pakistan, Annual Report 2013 unfolds that 

7670 petition, 11591 appeals and 1219 other cases in Supreme Court of Pakistan, 73037 

cases in Lahore High Court, 66475 cases in High Court of Sindh, 26716 cases in 

Peshawar High Court and 4923 cases in High court of Baluchistan, 13387 cases in 

Islamabad High Court are pending as on 31.12.2013. Thus, expeditious adjudication may 

be ensured. The relevant provisions and plethora of precedents are scattered and densely 

needs consolidation28 which will remove ambiguities. Similarly, the roles of the Court, 

SECP and official liquidator etc are occasionally overlapping. This study surely redefines 

                                                             
27 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 444 
28 Companies Ordinance 1984. See also: Companies (Court) Rules 1997; Provincial Insolvency Act 1920; 

Code of Civil Procedure 1908.  
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and clarifies the role of each stakeholder.29 Moreover, a separate law of winding up of 

companies may be introduced as the ‘Corporate Law Review Commission of Pakistan 

(CLRC)’ has recommended in “Concept Paper for Development and Regulation of 

Corporate Sector” that redrafting of provisions or an independent legislation with respect 

to law of winding up of companies in Pakistan may be done’. 30 Thus, in the overall 

context, the study has great significance. 

1.6 Literature Review 

Prior to this thesis, no focused and specified effort has been done in Pakistan to 

explore the law of winding up of companies in Pakistan. The books written on company 

law in Pakistan have not dealt with the subject of winding up of companies in appropriate 

detail but discussed in commentary style on all the provisions of the Ordinance 1984. Mr. 

Nasrullah Khan Babur’s ‘Company Law and practice in Pakistan’31 Mr. A.G Chowdhary 

, ‘Company Law in Pakistan’32, Mian Irshad Mahmood’s ‘The Company Law’33, Mian 

Imran Mushtaq’s ‘Company Laws in Pakistan’34 Imran Ahsan Khan Nyazee’s Company 

Law: Includes Companies Ordinance 1984’35  and ‘Corporations in Islam,’36 Nafeer 

                                                             
29 The Provisions of the Companies Ordinance 1984 empower the Court to exercise certain powers and 

duties whereas the Rules 1997 authorize the Official Liquidator to perform those acts. Similarly, SECP is 

empowered to appoint inspector to investigate affairs of the company.  
30 On 18.06.2006, The Corporate Law Review Commission of Pakistan was constituted by Security and 

Exchange Commission of Pakistan.  
31 Nasrullah Khan Babar, Company Law and Practice in Pakistan (1st edn., Fajar Publications House 

Lahore 2006) 
32 A.G Chowdhary, Company Law in Pakistan: A Commentary on the Companies Ordinance, 1984 

(Reprint edn, Khyber Publishers Lahore 2012) 
33 Mian Irshad Mahmood, The Company Law (1st edn., Mansoor Book House Lahore 1982) 
34 Mian Imran Mushtaq, Company Laws in Pakistan (1st edn., Irfan Law Book Publisher Lahore 2015) 
35 Imran Ahsan Khan Nyazee, Company Law: Includes Companies Ordinance 1984 (Advance Legal 

Institute, Federal Law House, Lahore 2008) 
36 Imran Ahsan Khan Nyazee, Corporations in Islam (1st edn., Federal Law House Rawalpindi 2007) 
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Ahmed’s ‘Company Law,’37 Ali Asghar’s ‘The Companies Ordinance 1984, with Acts, 

Orders, Rules and Regulations,’38 Muhammad Mumtaz Dogar’s ‘The Companies 

Ordinance 1984 (XLVII of 1984),’39 Mr. Shaukat Mahmud’s, ‘Company Law,’40Nazeer 

Ahmed Shaheen’s ‘Practical Approach to the Companies Ordinance 1984,’41 etc are some 

of the books which are deficient to the extent of law of winding up of companies by the 

Court in Pakistan. These books do not elaborate and discuss the ambiguities and 

deficiencies of the law of winding up of companies in Pakistan. Moreover, Mr. Jawwad 

S. Khawaja42 and Mr. Ziaullah Khan43 wrote articles and touched the subject of law of 

winding up of companies in Pakistan but these articles are not comprehensive enough to 

cover all aspects of this vast topic. In addition, other issues of company law have been 

addressed in thesis of LLM and PHD but not the law of winding up of companies in 

Pakistan. The examples are-‘The Single Member Companies,’44 ‘Adaptation and 

Convergence in Corporate Governance to International Norms in Pakistan,’45 

‘Administrative Reforms in Pakistan: A Case Study of Administrative Tribunals,’46 ‘The 

                                                             
37 Nafeer Ahmed, Company Law (1st edn., Punjab Law Books Publishers Lahore 2015) 
38 Ali Asghar, The Companies Ordinance, 1984, with Acts, Orders, Rules and Regulations (1st edn., Pioneer 

Book House Karachi 2005) 
39 Muhammad Mumtaz Dogar, The Companies Ordinance 1984 (XLVII of 1984) (1st edn., Irfan Law Book 

Publisher Lahore 2014) 
40 Shaukat Mahmood, Company Law (1st edn., Legal Research Centre Lahore 2013) 
41 Nazeer Ahmed Shaheen, Practical Approach to the Companies Ordinance, 1984 (4th edn, Federal Law 

House Rawalpindi 2011) 
42 Jawwad S Khawaja (Judge Lahore High Court Lahore), ‘Commercial Enforcement and Insolvency 

Systems’ (23 May 2003), Pepperdine University School of Law Malibu California. 
43 Zia Ullah Khan, ‘Political Economy, ‘Concept and Rationale of Winding-up of Companies and 
Corporate Sector’, (2015) Vol 22, Issue 1, Journal of Political Studies 87-102 
44 Imran Ahsan Khan, The Single Member Companies (LLM dissertation, International Islamic University 

Islamabad, 2006) 
45Imtiaz Ahmed Khan, Adaptation and Convergence in Corporate Governance to International Norms in 

Pakistan (PhD thesis, University of Glasgow 2014) 
46 Muhammad Iqbal Khan, Administrative Reforms in Pakistan: A Case Study of Administrative Tribunals 

(PhD Thesis, University of Karachi 2005) 
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Islamization of Pakistan’s Financial System: A Legal Analysis’47 and ‘Precedents in 

Pakistani Legal System.’48 In this context, this thesis is a first-ever comprehensive 

endeavor to elaborate and modernize the law of winding up of companies in Pakistan. 

Contrary to this, strenuous efforts have been made in India to dilute upon the law of 

winding up of companies. Eradi Report49 and Irani Report50 are the appropriate examples 

in this context. 

1.7 Justification of the Study 

The betterment possible when issues are addressed. The law of winding up of 

companies by the Courts in Pakistan is scat has some serious issues e.g.51 overlapping 

provisions, non-codification of the objectives of winding,52 unfettered discretion of the 

court,53 ‘less protection to the workers and employees’54 ‘uncertain status of transactions 

after winding up order’55 ‘ambiguous term contributory.56 The existence of harsh, 

unguided and ambiguous grounds and non-existence of necessary grounds of winding up 

give rise to delayed and fruitless litigation. Similarly, uncertain summary procedure,’57 

‘outdated summoning process,’58time-consuming mode of the recording of evidence’,59 

                                                             
47 Naeem Masood, The Islamization of Pakistan’s Financial System: A Legal Analysis (PhD thesis, 

University of London 2006) 
48 Muhammad Munir, Precedents in Pakistani Legal System (PhD Thesis, University of Karachi 2009) 
49 (n.4) 
50 (n.3) 
51 Paragraph 2.6, Concept Paper complied by (CLRC) SECP, Islamabad 2006. The Banking Companies 

Ordinance 1962, Modarba Companies Ordinance, 1980, Provincial Insolvency Act 1920, the Companies 

Ordinance 1984 and the Companies Court Rules 1997 are various laws of winding up of companies in 

Pakistan. 
52 See: Chapter 3. 
53 See: Chapter 3. See also: Draft Companies Bill 2015, s. 441.  
54 Indian Companies Act 2013, s 325. 
55 Companies Ordinance 1984, Ss 408-411; See: UK, Insolvency Act 1986, s 127 
56 Draft Companies Bill 2015, s 313. 
57Engro Chemical Pakistan Ltd v Muhammad Hussain Dawood etc., 2003 CLD 293 
58 Draft Companies Bill 2015, s 2(26). See also: Family Courts Act 1964, s 17; Punjab Rented Premises Act 

2009, s 34 
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multifariousness of remedies’,60 a mixture of substantial and procedural provisions, 61 

less automated proceedings’,62 non-recognized valuers’,63 and ‘contradictory 

provisions’64 prolong the process of winding up and cause delayed adjudication. The 

issues concerned with official liquidator are- ‘unnecessary sanctions’,65 confusion and 

ambiguity of duties and powers’,66 ‘absence of objective criteria of appointment’,67 non-

existence of independent statutory office, 68 shifting of liability’,69 ‘insufficient 

remuneration’,70 ‘absence of codified rules of removal’, 71 unjust treatment on 

resignation’, 72 ‘inadequate penalties for violation of fiduciary duties.’73 Similarly, non-

technical expertise of judges,74 non-codification of the guiding principles, 75 and 

controversy about the forum of appeal’76 have defeated objects of winding up. In 

addition, the undefined role of SECP’, 77 ambiguity about the ‘Court’ to try an offences’78 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
59 Draft Companies Bill 2016, s 6(10). 
60 Specific Relief Act 1877, Ss 42 and 56(i). 
61 See: Paragraph 2.3, Concept Paper complied by Company Law Review Commission.  
62 Draft Companies Bill 2015, Ss 2(47) and 475.    
63 Draft Companies Bill 2015, s 2(71). See: the chapter XVII, section 247 of Indian Companies Act 2013. 
64 Section 341 of Draft Companies Bill 2015. See also: the UK, Insolvency Act 1986, s 144. 
65 The Companies Act 2013 has abolished institute of committee of inspection. 
66 Draft Companies Bill 2015, Ss 341 and 355. See: UK, Insolvency Act 1986, s 143. 
67 Draft Companies Bill 2015, s 332. 
68 Indian Companies Act 2013, s 359(1). 
69 Indian Companies Act 2013 has abolished appointment of joint official liquidators. See also: Draft 

Companies Act 2016, 363.  
70 Section 334 of Draft Companies Bill 2015.  
71 Section 333 of the Draft Companies Bill 2015.  
72 Section 364 of the Draft Companies Act, 2016. 
73 The penalties prescribed in sections 412, 413, 415, 416 and 420 of the Companies Ordinance 1984 for 
the offences committed by the Official liquidator lacks deterrence effect. 
74 National Company Law Tribunal under section 408 and National Company Law Appellate Tribunal 

under section 410 of the Companies Act 2013 have been established in India.   
75 See: Chapter 7.  
76 See: Chapter 5 and Section 10 of the Companies Ordinance 1984.  
77 These grounds of winding up of companies by the court are of non-controversial nature. There should be 

a right of appeal against order of SECP who must afford an opportunity of hearing before passing order. 
78 Section 484 of Draft Companies Bill 2015 (Companies Act 2017). 
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inadequate fine’79 and ‘imprisonment’,80 ‘double jeopardy’,81 and repetition of offences 

occasion escape of guilty persons. Lastly, mention of the corporation not ‘company’ in 

the Constitution of 1973 may generate a constitutional question.82  

As discussed above, there are countable serious issues and considerable gaps 

linked with the law of winding up of companies in Pakistan. However, we hardly find 

any study from a historical perspective to know about the gradual development of the law 

of winding up in Pakistan and its deficiencies. Similarly, the quantitative and qualitative 

approach helps to sort out primary and reliable evidence to form an intelligent opinion 

about the utility of the law. In Pakistan, no such empirical study has been done on the 

main issue under discussion. Moreover, the law of winding up of companies in India is 

akin to that of Pakistan. However, there is no comparative study on this branch of law in 

Pakistan. When we critically evaluate the law of winding up companies in Pakistan by 

the Court and development in India, various gaps can be observed e.g. there is no 

independent institution of an official liquidator who plays a pivotal role in process of 

winding up. The culture of specialized tribunals and forums is prevailing in judicial 

systems. However, our law has the non-technical Court to drive the process of winding 

up of companies and there is no tribunal. We also come across overlapping provisions 

and forums ambiguous summary procedure. All these issues need attention. In this 

                                                             
79 Section 480 of Draft Companies Bill 2015 (Companies Act 2017) introduces penalty of fine on three 

Levels I, II and III. 
80 See: Indian Report by the High Level Committee on Law Relating to Insolvency and Winding up of 

Companies, 2000 chaired by Justice Shri V. Balakrishna Eradi, P. 49. See also: Draft Companies Bill 2015 

(Companies Act 2017).  
81 See: Code of Criminal Procedure, 1898, s 403 
82 Articles, 63, 70, 165-A and Federal Legislative List, Part-I in Fourth Schedule of the Constitution of 

Pakistan, 1973. See also: Hamid Khan, Constitutional and Political History of Pakistan (Oxford: 2nd edn, 

Oxford University Press 2009) 149.  
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context, this is maiden novel, comprehensive and consolidated study from a historical, 

comparative and empirical perspective in Pakistan. 

1.8 Research Methodology 

The doctrinal, historical and empirical research methods have been utilized. The 

doctrines ‘an act without jurisdiction is void’83 and ‘separation of power’84 help to trace 

the origin and consequences of overlapping jurisdiction between the laws and forums. 

Moreover, the doctrines of commercial insolvency, good governance, just and equitable 

separation of power, an act without jurisdiction is void helps to understand and evaluate 

theory and practice of the law winding up of companies in Pakistan. The historical 

method has been utilized to trace the development of the company law in the United 

Kingdom, India and Pakistan. This also helps to trace the development of the law of 

winding up of companies in these countries, particularly Pakistan. The empirical 

method85 helps to evaluate the impact of the problem upon different stakeholders in a 

quantitative and qualitative manner. The data of reported precedents in all Pakistan Law 

Reports qua petitions for winding up of companies by the court in Pakistan since 1984 

has been selected to ascertain time consumed to decide the said petitions. 

The sources of this thesis are primary and secondary as detailed in bibliography 

and references. The comparative analysis of the problem particularly with Indian law and 

practice helps to understand the problem of prolonged and less fruitful law of winding up 

of companies and to find out the possible solutions. For comparative analysis, India has 

been selected because the laws and precedents of India are similar to that of Pakistan. 

                                                             
83  It is based upon a Latin maxim corum non judice. 
84  The constitutional principle whereby state power is divided among three main branches- legislature, 

executive and judiciary. 
85 The research mode with features of qualitative and quantitative. 
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Similarly, both India and Pakistan are successors of company law of the United Kingdom 

after Independence in 1947 and all the countries are common law countries. The United 

Kingdom has been selected for historical development and for some important precedents 

of basic nature of the company. 

1.9 Structure of the Thesis 
 

The thesis has been constructed and divided into nine chapters along with a 

bibliography, catalogue of cases, list of Tables etc. The chapter one is introductory in 

nature, talks about the concept of winding up of companies in Pakistan, telecasts 

highlights of deficiencies and shortcomings of the law of winding up and unfolds the 

scope and justification of the thesis and its importance and utility in Pakistan. Chapter 

two ‘Company Law’ has a historical impact and generally deals with the gradual 

development of company law in the United Kingdom, India and Pakistan. It specifically 

traces the history of the law of termination of the company. The third chapter titled 

“Companies winding up” generally deals with the process of winding up of companies, 

its three modes and discusses the justification of each mode and recommends deletion 

and modification of modes. The chapter four ‘Grounds of Winding up’ is substantial in 

nature and brings under consideration grounds of winding up of companies with respect 

to modification & clarification, insertion of new grounds, deletion of existing grounds.  

The chapter five ‘Procedure of Wining Up’ is procedural as is evident from its 

title. It talks about different steps from the commencement of winding up till dissolution 

of the company and critically analysis effectiveness and problematic nature of each step. 

The chapter six ‘Official Liquidator’ focuses the role of official liquidator in process of 
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winding up, justifies the establishment of the office of the official liquidator and 

prescribes qualification for appointment of official liquidator and duties and powers of 

the official liquidator. Chapter seven ‘The Court and Security and Exchange Commission 

of Pakistan’ is regarding the role of the Court and SECP in winding up of companies. The 

performance of the Court and need of Company Law Tribunal in Pakistan have been 

brought under discussion. The chapter eight ‘Offences antecedent to or during Winding 

up’ hangs around offences and penalties in connection with compulsory termination 

process of a company and deals with the jurisdiction of a court to try these offences and 

probes into deficiencies and need for reformations. The last chapter nine ‘Conclusions 

and Recommendations’ concludes the whole discussion and recommends solutions to the 

identified issues and deficiencies. 

The most important, the concepts of company tribunals, the separate institution of 

official liquidators and valuers, consolidation of the law of winding up of companies, and 

devising a special procedure for winding up of companies are the areas which have been 

discussed in the thesis. However, each of these areas is rich for detailed discussion for 

future research in Pakistan. 

************************ 
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Chapter 2 

 

Company Law 

 

2.1 Introduction 

The history of company law in Pakistan begins with the existence of new 

dominions in sub-continent in light of the Indian Independence Act 1947.86 Pakistan 

adopted Indian Companies Act 191387 with appropriate and necessary amendments which 

remained in the field until the promulgation of the ‘Companies Ordinance 1984’.88 We 

trace the history of the company from days of informal business associations to formal 

nomenclature. The study of this chapter acquaints us with ‘connotation of the company’ 

and ‘company law’ from divergent angles with aid of dictionaries, jurist, judges and 

statutory plus case law definitions. The characteristics and disadvantages of the company 

have also been brought under consideration in summarized style.89 The major kinds of 

company i.e public, private, limited, unlimited, registered, unregistered, autonomous 

bodies etc have been differentiated and highlighted. The distinction has been colored 

between companies and other business enterprises e.g. corporations and partnership. The 

doctrine of piercing corporate veil’ coupled with the liability of directors personally has 

also been touched in light of modern practices and precedents in Pakistan. At the tail, the 

                                                             
86 (RO & II GEO. 6. CH. 30. of 1947) 
87 (VII of 1913) 
88.(n.1) 
89 Smith and Keenan’s, Company Law (London: 15th edn, Pearson Education 2011) p.112 
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historical development of company law in the United Kingdom demarcating in two 

phases- Pre-Registration Era and Post-Registration Era, in India from 1850 to 2013 and 

in Pakistan from 1913 to 2015 has been consolidated. In this context, the main research 

question to be answered is- whether a company in Pakistan has the same characteristics 

as in UK and India and mention of “corporation” not a “company” in the Constitution of 

Pakistan 1973 may give rise to a constitutional question qua winding up of companies by 

the court? 

2.2 Company in Pakistan  

The word ‘company’ has been derived from old French ‘compaignie’ which 

means society, friendship, intimacy or body of soldiers and from Latin word ‘companio’ 

which means ‘who eats bread with you’. The meaning ‘companionship’ is traced back 

from the late 13th century. The sense of ‘business association’ was first recorded in the 

1550s and used in reference to earlier trade guilds. The meaning ‘subdivision of an 

infantry regiment’ relates back to 1580s. The abbreviation ‘co.’ links with the 1670s.90  In 

fact, the merchants used to take advantage of festive gatherings wherein business matters 

were discussed. However, the matters became more complicated day by day and made 

composite discussion unfruitful at festive gatherings. This inability gave birth to ‘joint-

stock companies’91 and thus business in company form assumed the great importance. 

This last definition has been reproduced and endorsed in numerous precedents of courts 

                                                             
90 <www.etymonline.com/index.php?term=company>accessed 4 March 2016 
91<www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/joint%E2%80%93stock%20 company>accessed 4 March 2016. 

Joint Stock Companies means ‘a company or association consisting of individuals organized to 

conduct a business for gain and having a joint stock of capital represented by shares owned 

individually by the members and transferable without the consent of the group, e.g. The Dutch 

East India Company established in 1602 with the approval and backing of  the government of 

the Netherlands and The English East India Company established in 1600 by Queen Elizabeth.  
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of United Kingdom.92 Thus, the company is the creation of law and is an artificial 

person.93 The Ordinance 1984 defines the company as ‘a company formed and registered 

under this Ordinance or an existing company’.94 However, this definition does not 

elaborate the term ‘company’ with clarity and exhaustiveness as it excludes the company 

not formed under the Ordinance, 1984 or not an existing company as defined in “section 

2 (15) of the Ordinance 1984.”  It reads that “existing company” means “a company 

formed and registered under any previous companies Acts”.95 The Lahore High Court 

expressed that ‘company is a juristic person and functions of a company are normally 

regulated by its directors or by the board of directors, unlike partnership firm where the 

partner by his act can bind the firm.’96  ‘an incorporated company is a legal entity distinct 

from its members or shareholders.’97  Similarly, the jurists have also defined ‘company’ 

in a comprehensive manner. ‘H K Saharay’ 98 pens down in his book ‘Company Law’ 

that company means- 

“An incorporated company or corporation is an artificial person created by law 
with perpetual succession and a common seal. It is similar to a natural person in 

many respects like a human being a corporation has parents (promoters), birth 

(registration with appropriate authority), rights and duties quite distinct from the 
promoters, marriage (merger or amalgamation) and death (winding up).” 99 

 

                                                             
92 Mills v State, 23 Tex 303; Smith v Janesville, 52 Wis 680 9 NW 789 
93 Black Law Free Online Dictionary postulates that artificial person is a nonhuman entity that is created by 

law and is legally different and owns its own rights and duties.  
94 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 2(7) 
95 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 2(15). ‘Previous Companies Act’ includes any Act or Acts relating to 

companies in force before Indian Companies Act 1866, Companies Ordinance 1984 or the Acts repealed 

thereby, Indian Companies Act 1866, Indian Companies Act 1882, Indian Companies Act 1913, or any law 

corresponding to any of those Acts and in force in any of the territories now constituting Pakistan before 

the extension of Companies Act 1913 to such territories” 
96Ahram Builders Pvt Ltd v Pakistan Defense Officers Housing Society, 2003 CLD 1497; Read also: 
Keenan, Denis, Smith & Keenan’s Company Law for Students (London: 10th edn, Pitman Publishing 1996) 

p.5-8 
97 Messors Francksons & Co v Mian Muhammad Hussain, 1983 CLC 1042 
98 H K Saharay is a well known Indian jurist who has compiled many books on family, contract and 

company law etc. His book on company law has been published by Universal Law Publications, Delhi. 
99 H K Saharay, Company Law (Delhi: 5th edn, Universal Law Publications 2008) 30 
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The definition of the company in words of  “Lord Justice James” 100 is- 

“Associations of many persons who contribute money or money’s worth 

to common stock and employ it in some trade or business and who share 

profit and loss arising therefrom. The common stock so contributed is 

denoted in money and is the capital of the company. The persons who 

form it, or to whom it belongs, are members. The proportion of capital to 

which each member is entitled is his share.” 

 There is no comprehensive definition of the company by Pakistani jurists. Thus, from the 

perspective of Pakistan, the company means the association of persons with separate 

legal entity distinct from the members, recognized under the Ordinance, 1984 or previous 

Companies Act with features of perpetual succession, common seal, contractual capacity, 

ability to create rights and liabilities and having business objectives.  

2.3 Characteristics of the Company 

The law bestows the company scores of rights and powers and imposes reciprocal 

obligations and duties.101 

2.3.1 Corporate Personality 

The first characteristic of a company is ‘corporate personality’102 which makes it ‘quite 

distinct from its members under the law’103. The company owns its own corporate name 

and acts under its own seal and seal. The assets are separately and distinctively owned by 

the company as well as members of it. A company is also a dissimilar person from the 

                                                             
100 Sir James Stirling was a British barrister, judge and amateur scientist who was born on 03 May 1836 and 

died on 27 June 1916. He demonstrated exceptional ability in mathematics. He was a High Court judge in 

the Chancery Division from 1886 to 1900 and a Lord Justice of Appeal from 1900 when he was made a 

Privy Counsellor until his retirement in 1906.  He became vice-president of Royal Society in 1909–1910. 
101 Fisher Bruce D, Introduction to the Legal System: Theory-Overview-Business Applications (Tennessee: 

2nd edn, West Publishing Co 1977)  689 
102 Som Prakash Rekhi v Union of India, 1981 AIR 212; 1981 SCR (2) 111. Supreme Court of India opined 

in this case that corporate personality is a reality and not an illusion or fictitious construction of the law. It 
is a legal person. Indeed, 'a legal person' is any subject matter other than a human being to which the law 

attributes personality. This extension, for good and sufficient reasons, of the conception of personality is 

one of the most noteworthy feats of the legal imagination. 
103 <www.businessdictionary.com/definition/incorporation.html> accessed 3 March 2016.  Business 

Dictionary unfolds that incorporation is a method by which individuals are voluntarily united into a new 

entity through the creation of an artificial, intangible and legal person called corporation.  
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promoter associates. The company has the capability to own property, incur debts 104, 

borrow money, employ people, enter contracts and sue or be sued like as an individual. 

‘Its members can be even its creditors’.105 Similarly, a ‘shareholder’ 106 despite holding 

entire share capital is protected from the consequences of wrongful acts of a company. 

The shareholders cannot bind the company by their acts as their status is not of its 

‘agents’.107 The company does not hold its property as an agent or trustee for its members 

who neither can sue nor be sued to enforce its rights and liabilities.108 ‘The company 

appointing a designated person as agents performs actions similar to an individual and 

natural person’.109 The ‘Salomon case’110 is the best illustration of corporate personality. 

‘House of Lords’ 111 observed that- 

“The company is a different person altogether from the subscribers of the 

memorandum. Though it may be that after incorporation, the business is 

precisely the same as before, the same persons are managers and the same 

hands receive the profits, the company is not in law their agent or trustee. 

There is nothing requiring that subscribers to the memorandum should be 

independent or unconnected or that they should have a mind or will of 

their own.” 

                                                             
104 <www.businessdictionary.com/definition/debt.html> accessed 3 March 2016. Business Dictionary 

expresses that debt means ‘a duty or obligation to pay money, deliver goods or render service under an 

express or implied agreement. One who owes is a debtor or debtor; one to whom it is owed is a debtee, 

creditor or lender. 
105 <www.businessdictionary.com/definition/creditor.html> accessed 3 March 2016. Business Dictionary 

postulates that creditor means a party to whom money is owed. 
106 <www.businessdictionary.com/definition/shareholder.html> accessed 3 March 2016. Business 

Dictionary highlights that shareholder means an individual, group, or organization that owns one or more 

shares in a company, and in whose name the share certificate is issued.  
107 <www.businessdictionary.com/definition/agent.html> accessed 3 March 2016. Business Dictionary 

defines that agent means party that has express oral or written or implied authority to act for another  so as 

to bring the principal into contractual relationships with other parties.  
108<www.businessdictionary.com/definition/liability.html> accessed 3 March 2016. Business Dictionary 

defines that liability means a claim against the assets, or legal obligations of a person or organization, 

arising out of past or current transactions or actions. Liabilities require mandatory transfer of assets, or 
provision of services, at specified dates or in determinable future. 
109 Shiromani Gurdwara Prabandhak Committee v Shri Sam Nath Dass, AIR 2000 SCW 139 
110 Salomon v Salomon and Co Ltd, (1897) AC 22 
111 <www.parliament.uk/documents/lords-information-office/HoLwhat-the-lords-and-its-members-do-

v2.pdf> accessed 4 March 2016. House of Lords is the upper house of Parliament of United Kingdom. Like 

House of Commons, it meets in the Palace of Westminster.  
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The principle laid down in the supra Salomon case was also applied in Lee Case. For 

aerial top-dressing objective, a company was created. Mr Lee holds every part of shares 

in the company except a single share’. 112 He was a qualified and competent pilot and was 

selected for the position of managing director and also appointed by himself as a chief 

pilot against certain remuneration. However, he while working for the company inhaled 

his last breath in an aero plane crash. Thereafter, his widow claimed compensation for the 

death of her husband performing routine duties. This claim was refuted and opposed by 

the company saying that Mr. Lee could not be the employer and employee at the same 

time and thus he was not a worker. In this case, the ‘Privy Council’ 113 was pleased to 

hold that- 

“Lee and his company were distinct legal persons who had entered into 

contractual relationships under which Lee became the chief pilot as a 

servant of the company. In his capacity of managing director, he could, on 

behalf of the company, give himself orders in his other capacity of the 

pilot. The relationship as a pilot and managing director of the company 

were that of servant and master. Thus, corporate personality enabled Lee 

to be the master and servant at the same time and enjoy the advantages of 

both.” 

There are numerous precedents and illustrations in India and Pakistan wherein the 

doctrine of corporate personality has been recognized and endorsed. In India, a tea estate 

was transferred by a few persons to a company. They were shareholders in the same 

company asserted for immunity from payment of duty at market value. In this 

proposition, the Calcutta High Court recognized the principle of separate legal entity and 

observed that ‘the company was a separate body altogether from the shareholders and 

                                                             
112 Lee v Lee’s Air Farming Ltd, 1961 AC 12 (PC); Read also: Flying Kraft Paper Mills Pvt Ltd Charsadda 
v Central Board of Revenue Islamabad, 1997 SCMR 1874 
113 <www.royal.gov.uk/MonarchUK/QueenandGovernment/QueenandPrivyCouncil.aspx>accessed 4 

March 2016. The Queen is Head of the Privy Council. This is the oldest form of legislative assembly still 

functioning in the UK responsible for a number of executive responsibilities. Its origins date from the court 

of the Norman kings which met in private. Hence, the description 'privy'.  Until the seventeenth century, the 

King and his Council were the Government, with Parliament's role limited to voting funds.  
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the transfer was a conveyance as if the shareholders had been totally different 

persons.’114 In another Indian precedent, Tender Evaluation Committee declined to 

accept a tender for publication of telephone directory by New Horizons Ltd. noting that 

technical know-how mandatory to qualify for tender is lacking on the part of the 

company. ‘This rejection order was upheld by Delhi High Court’ 115 but reversed by 

Indian Supreme Court who was pleased to observe that- 

“The experience of various constituents namely Thomson Press India Ltd., 

Living Media India Ltd. and World Media Ltd. as well as Integrated 

Information Pvt. Ltd. had to be taken into consideration. Seeing through 

the veil, it will be found that the company is functioning as a joint venture. 

The experience of the company means the experience of the constituents 

of the joint venture.”  116  

Islamic Law also recognizes a juristic person. Dr Riaz–ul-Hassan Gillani quotes 

Orientalist Joseph Schacht who viewed that ‘Islamic Law does not recognize juristic 

persons’ and Muslim Jurist Abdul Qadir who opined that ‘Islamic law has recognized the 

existence of juristic persons’ e.g. ‘state treasury’ and ‘wakf’. Similarly, the jurists 

considered the schools, orphanages, hospitals, etc as the juristic persons and competent to 

hold and exercise rights. In the case of Masjid Shahidganji, Lahore High Court declared 

the mosque as a juristic person. However, the Privy Council did not agree to that and held 

that suits cannot be brought by or against mosques as an artificial person. The significant 

characteristics of a company are detailed below in apple pie order. 117Thus, the company 

is recognized as a separate entity and the principle of ‘corporate personality’ is fully 

applicable and recognized in Pakistan, India and the United Kingdom.  

                                                             
114 In Re: Kondoli Tea Co Ltd, (1886) ILR 13 Cal 43. Read also: Charles Worth and Cain, Company Law 

(London: Geoffrey Morse ed, 12th edn, Stevens & Sons 1983) 25 
115  New Horizons Ltd v Union of India, AIR 1994 Delhi 126  
116  New Horizons Ltd and another v Union of India, (1995) 1 Comp LJ 100 SC  
117 Dr Riaz-ul-Hassan Gillani, The Reconstruction of Legal Thoughts in Islam (Lahore: Idara Tarjuman al-

Quran Ichra 1979) 391 
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2.3.2. Limited Liability 

Another salient characteristic of the company is- limited liability118. This privilege 

saves from business debts which are liability of a company which owns assets. However, 

the liability of a shareholder extends to contribute only for unpaid shares nominal value. 

The members are not owners of the undertaking of company and resultantly not liable to 

pay its debts. For example, A seized 4000 shares worth 4,0000/- rupees as ostensible 

value. A pays 20000/ rupee at the time of allotment of shares and Rs.20000/- is unpaid. 

Here, A is responsible for maximum 20000/-rupees.  Contra, if A had shares paid in toto, 

no liability rests for him to contribute in case of declaration of insolvency or passing of a 

winding up against his company. Similarly, the legal responsibility of its members is 

restricted to the specific guaranteed amount mentioned in the memorandum of 

association of a company limited by guarantee. Justice Buckley observed qua ‘limited 

liability’119 that- 

“The statutes relating to limited liability have probably done more than 

any legislation of the last fifty years to further commercial prosperity of a 

country. They have encouraged aggregation of small sums into large 

capitals which have been employed in undertakings of great public utility 

increasing wealth of the country.” 120 

The principle of limited liability has some statutory exceptions. For example, ‘the 

members may become personally liable if the trade is continued exceeding 6 months 

despite the reduction in membership.’ 121 ‘Secondly, the liability of directors or managers 

may be declared unlimited by the limited company through alteration of memorandum of 

                                                             
118 Limited liability is opposed to unlimited liability in partnership. The shareholder become liable for 

unpaid shares and not fully paid shares in a limited company. 
119 In Re: London and Globe Finance Corporation, (1903) 1 Ch D 728 -731 
120 Limited Liability Act 1855 was an Act of the Parliament of the United Kingdom that first allowed 

limited liability for corporations. 
121 Indian, Companies Act 1956, s 45 
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association by passing a special resolution’.122 Thirdly, ‘the Court may declare the 

persons as personally liable for a single or all debts and liabilities burdened on the 

company without any barrier of limitation when it appears that creditors of the company 

has been cheated and defrauded in consequence of the continuation of the business. 123 

Similarly, section 47 of the Ordinance 1984 also recognizes an exception to the principle 

of limited liability. 

2.3.3 Perpetual Succession 

Perpetual succession is another characteristic of the company. ‘Gower views that 

‘members may come and go but the company can go on forever”.  ‘Perpetual succession 

connotes the continuous existence of a company irrespective of constant change in 

association of a company.  The incorporated companies do not die but in the due process 

of dissolution. The death or departure of a member does not affect the company which 

even survives in case total membership is changed. For illustration, all members of a 

private company were killed in a bomb blast but the company survived as even a 

hydrogen bomb could not destroy it’. 124 The Memorandum of Association (MoA) fixes 

the life span of a company’.125 The life of the company is either eternal or for a specific 

time period to perform tasks or objects enshrined in MoA. The membership of an 

incorporated company is changed by transfer of shares by the shareholder, devolution of 

shares upon legal representatives due to death of a shareholder or ceasing membership 

under the Ordinance 1984. Thus, we conclude that perpetual succession is characteristic 

                                                             
122 Indian, Companies Act 1956 , s 323 
123 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 409 
124 Gower and Davies, Principles of Modern Company Law (London: Paul Davies and Sarah Worthington 

ed, 9th edn,  Sweet & Maxwell Ltd 2012), 552 
125Companies Ordinance 1984, section 2 (22) defines that ‘memorandum’ means the memorandum of 

association of a company as originally framed or as altered from time to time in pursuance of the provision 

of any previous Companies Act or of this Ordinance’. 
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attributed to a company whereby its life keeps on utilizing tools of permanent devolution 

and substitution of new individuals who step into shoes of ceased members of the 

company. 

2.3.4 Capability to Own Property  

Capability to own property is another golden feature of the company. A company 

in its own name is legally capable to own, manage, enjoy and dispose of property like a 

real person. In this context, Madras High Court held that ‘a member can claim that he is 

the owner of the property of company who is running concern or in process of 

termination and even has no entitlement in the assets owned by its company.’ 126 In 

another proposition, the Supreme Court of India declared that ‘the income of a tea 

company is exempted from Income-tax because income in form of dividend received by a 

shareholder is not categorized as an income of agricultural nature which is assessed for a 

tax.  A shareholder is not co-owner of either the company or its property. The shareholder 

is only bestowed with certain rights by law. For example, he can receive the dividend, 

attend the meetings of members and vote therein etc.’ 127   

2.3.5 Transferability of Shares 

Transferability of shares is another important feature of the company. ‘A 

company’s gross wealth is split into segments named shares which are deemed movable 

property and capable to be freely transferred subject to prescribed certain conditions. The 

joint-stock companies were formed with the aim of easy transfer of shares’.128 The 

articles of association of company prescribe the mode of alienation of its shares from 

                                                             
126  RF Perumal v H John Deavin, AIR 1960 Mad 43 
127  Mrs Bacha F Guzdar v The Commissioner of Income Tax Bombay, AIR 1955 SC 74  
128 In Re: Balia and San Francisco Rly, (1968) LR 3 QB 588 
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person to person’.129 In Pakistan, general law regulating alienation of movable property 

governs mutation of shares if articles of association are silent qua mutation of shares and 

non- applicability of Table ‘A’ of the Ordinance 1984. Thus, a member of the company 

has the discretion to sell his shares in the open market and receive the sale consideration. 

In this way, the member has the liquidity option ensuring the stability of the company as 

the money from the company is not withdrawn by the member. The plenty conveniences 

to vend and acquire of transferable through electronic mode by ‘Central Depository’ 130 

of ‘listed companies’131 are provided by the ‘Pakistan Stock Exchange.’132 

2.3.6 Common Seal 

  Common seal is also one of the important characteristics of the company.’133 On 

incorporation, a company is bestowed the status of a legal entity with features of the 

common seal and perpetual succession.  The company acts through its agents. It has no 

physical existence. All the contracts of the company entered through agents necessarily 

be under its common seal which is regarded as the official signature of a company whose 

name is engraved on it. A document becomes unauthentic and devoid of legal force if it 

does not bear the common seal of the company. The common seal is kept under personal 

custody of an authorized person who has a bounden duty to ensure its careful use because 

                                                             
129 Indian, Companies Act 1956, s 82 
130 The definition of ‘central depository’ has been given in Section 2(5A) of the Companies Ordinance 1984 

that central depository means ‘a central depository as defined in clause (cc) of Section 2 of the Securities 
and Exchange Ordinance, 1969 and registered with the Commission under Section 32A of that Ordinance.’   
131 The term ‘listed company’ has been defined in Section 2(20) of the Companies Ordinance 1984 as ‘a 

company or a body corporate or other body whose securities are listed and the word ‘listed’ has been 

defined in Section 2(19) which defines that ‘listed’ in relation to securities, means securities which have 
been allowed to be traded on a stock exchange. 
132Pakistan Stock Exchange Limited (formerly: Karachi Stock Exchange Limited), Stock Exchange 

Building, Stock Exchange Road, Karachi-74000, Pakistan. 
133 Common seal is the identification mark of company like that of individual and other institutions. For 

example, the Courts make use of seal with their nomenclature. Likewise, a company also uses its seal for 

identity and validity of its acts. 
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a deed, document or instrument affixed with common seal may give rise to legal action 

and litigation harmful for a company.  

2.3.7 Capacity to Sue and be Sued 

Company is a competent legal person in its own name to sue and be sued. ‘The 

legal proceedings are instituted by or against the company in its own name’.134 When 

some loss is caused, the company becomes competent to claim damages after proving 

slander or libel’.135 For instance, ‘question of libel arose when workmen of a company 

showing their struggle prepared video cassettes in opposition to management of the 

company. Answering this question, the Court observed that the cassette was not 

defamatory and did not restrain the exhibition of the cassettes.’136 In another case, ‘the 

company was declared immune from liability due to its officer’s commission of 

contempt’.137 However, companies don’t enjoy the status of a citizen but that of a juristic 

person’.138 The Supreme Court of India held that ‘when legislative measures directly 

touch the company. The petitioner being shareholder can file a petition on behalf of the 

company if his rights are infringed by such action because the right of an individual is not 

lost for the reason that he is a shareholder of the company’. 139 Moreover, the 

fundamental rights and constitutional rights of shareholders as citizens are not lost in case 

they associate to form a company. Similarly, when fundamental rights as shareholders are 

                                                             
134 Floating Services Ltd v MV San Fransceco Dipaloa, (2004) 52 SCL 762 (Guj) 
135 Value Gold Ltd v United Bank Ltd, PLD 1999 Kar 1 
136 TVS Employees Federation v TVS and Sons Ltd, (1996) 87 Com Cases 37 
137 Lalit Surajmal Kanodia v Office Tiger Database Systems India Ltd, (2006) 129 Comp Cases 192 (Mad) 
138 PICIC v Spectrum Fisheries Limited, 2006  CLD  440  (Kar); See: State Trading Corporation of India 

Ltd v CTO, AIR 1963 SC 1811 
139 RC Cooper v Union of India, AIR 1970 SC 564. See also: Smith and Keenan’s, Company Law (London: 

15th edn, Pearson Education 2011) 128 
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impaired by an action of the State, rights as shareholders are protected because it amounts 

to infringe rights of the company.140 

2.3.8 Contractual Competency 

Contractual competency empowers a company to enter into contracts in its own 

name. Hence, a contract entered into by the company cannot be enforced by the 

shareholder who is neither a party to contract nor entitled to benefit of it. The company is 

not a ‘trustee’ 141 for its shareholders. Vice-versa, a shareholder cannot be sued on the 

basis of contracts entered by his company. ‘The distinction between a company and its 

members is not confined to rules of privity of contract’.142 In a case, the director failed to 

disclose the breach of duties to his company. Subsequently, a shareholder entered a 

contract. He might not enter the contract in the presence of such disclosure. It was held 

that ‘the shareholder cannot rescind the contract. Similarly, a member of a company can 

neither sue for torts committed against the company nor be sued for torts committed by 

the company’.143  

Royal British Bank v. Turquand’s’ is the case which introduced ‘doctrine of 

indoor management in 1856’144 known as Turquand’s Rule which defuses ‘doctrine of 

constructive notice’. The former one aids outsiders and later one protects the company. 

                                                             
140 Bennet Coleman Co v Union of India, AIR 1973 SC 106  
141 <http://legal-dictionary.thefreedictionary.com/trustee> accessed 4 March 2016. The Legal Dictionary 

defines ‘Trustee’ as an individual or corporation named by an individual who sets aside property to be used 

for the benefit of another person to manage the property as provided by the terms of the document that 

created the arrangement. 
142The ‘doctrine of privity’ in common law of contract provides that a contract cannot confer rights or 
impose obligations arising under it on any person or agent except the parties to it. 
143 British Thomson Houston Company v Sterling Accessories Ltd, (1924) 2 Ch 33 
144 (1856) 119 E.R 886; See: Lakshmi Ratan Cotton Mills Co Ltd v J K Jute Mills Co Ltd, AIR 1957 All 

311; Osama Ahmed Usmani, ‘Doctrine of Indoor Management versus Constructive Notice’ 2006 Vol II-

XIII, Vision News Letter Islamabad, Security and Excahnge Commission of Pakistan. The article is 

available at:<www.secp.gov.pk/newsletter/pdf/2013/NL_SpringEd_May06.pdf> accessed 6 March 2016 
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‘The person who acts in the good faith and is unaware of the internal arrangement of the 

company is protected as inconsistency with articles and memorandum of associations is 

material and not internal irregularities’.145 Lord Hatherly expressed in ‘Turquand’s case’ 

that the company is bound to pay back the loan as directors were authorized to borrow 

but subject to passing the resolution. The plaintiff had the right to presume that the 

necessary resolution has been passed. The outsiders are under a legal obligation to know 

external position but not indoor management of the company. ‘House of Lords’ affirmed 

this doctrine of indoor management and declared ‘company liable for a cheque signed by 

a director not duly appointed’.146  This doctrine has some exceptions e.g. (i) ‘knowledge 

of third person’,147 (ii) ‘presumption of memorandum and articles of associations which 

are public documents’ 148 (iii) forgery or illegal transaction which is void ab-initio’149 (iv) 

‘negligence of third person who acts without reasonable and proper inquiry’150 (v) ‘when 

the very existence of an agency is in question’151 (vi) ‘when the done action is unlawful 

for both the company and its directors.’152 When ‘a company exceeds the powers 

enshrined in ‘MOA.’153 After specification of powers in MoA, the company cannot go 

beyond these powers unless the alteration is done in accordance with the law.154  

                                                             
145 Pacific Coast Coal Mines Ltd v Arbuthnot, 1917 AC 353; See: MRF Ltd v Manohar Parrikar, (2010 ) 11 

SCC 374  
146 Mahoney v East Hollyford Mining Co, (1875) LR 7 HL 869 
147 Howard v. Patent Ivory Co, (1888) 38 Ch  D 156 
148 Rama Corporation v Proved Tin & General Investment Co, (1952) 1All ER 554; Official Liquidator 

Manasube & Co Ltd v Commissioner of police, [1968]38 Comp Cas 884 (Mad) 
149 Rouben v Great Fingal Consolidated, (1906) AC 439; Kredit Bank Cassel v Schenkers Ltd., (1927) 1 

KB 826 
150 B. Anand Behari Lal v Dinshaw & Co Bankers  Ltd, AIR 1942 Oudh 417 
151 Varkey Souriar v Leraleeya Banking Co Ltd., (1957) 27 Comp Cas 591 (Ker) 
152 Pacific Coast Coal Mines Ltd v Arbuthnot, 1917 AC 353 
153 <www.businessdictionary.com/definition/memorandum-of-association.html>accessed 6 March 2016. 

The Business Dictionary unfolds that the memorandum of association gives the company's name, names of 

its members and number of shares held by them, and location of its registered office. It also states the 
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2.3.9 Artificial Death 

The last characteristic is artificial death of the company. A company is dissolved 

in Pakistan through repealing clause or substituted provision in new enactment or 

prescribed process. The banking companies are dissolved as per Part-III, Part-IV, 

Sections 44 to 82 of ‘Banking Companies Ordinance, 1962’155. The insurance companies 

are dissolved as per Part-XVIII, Section 143 to 155 of the ‘Insurance Ordinance, 

2000’156. The individual is declared insolvent as per ‘Provincial Insolvency Act, 1920’157. 

The unregistered companies are dissolved as per Part-XIII section 443 to 449 of ‘the 

Ordinance, 1984’158. The defunct companies are removed in accordance with section 449 

of the Ordinance, 1984. The foreign companies are treated like unregistered companies 

and are wound up like unregistered companies. The registered companies are dissolved as 

per sections 297 to 497 of the Ordinance 1984. 

2.4 The Distinction between Company and Corporation 

The word "corporation" means body and has been derived from the Latin 

word ‘corpus’. Lord Coke opined that ‘corporation is named as a body corporate for the 

reason its constituent persons are deemed as merged in a single entity’ 159 Mr Stewart 

Kyd defines a corporation as- 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
company's (1) objectives, (2) amount of authorized share capital, (3) whether liability of its members is 

limited by shares or by guaranty, and (4) what type of contracts the company is allowed to enter.    
154 The State v Director General FIA, PLD 2010 Lah 23 
155 (LVII of 1962) 
156 (XXXIX of 2000) 
157 (V of 1920) 
158 (XLVII of 1984) 
159 Bruce D Fisher, Introduction to the Legal System: Theory-Overview-Business Applications (Tennessee: 

2nd edn, West Publishing Co 1977) 689 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stewart_Kyd
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stewart_Kyd
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“a collection of many individuals united into one body, under a special 

denomination, having perpetual succession under an artificial form and 

vested, by policy of the law, with capacity of acting in several respects as 

an individual particularly of taking and granting property, of contracting 

obligations and of suing and being sued, of enjoying privileges and 

immunities in common and of exercising a variety of political rights, more 

or less extensive according to the design of its institution, or the powers 

conferred upon it, either at the time of its creation, or at any subsequent 

period of its existence.” 160 

 The word ‘corporation’161 has also been addressed in different judgments of the Courts 

of the United Kingdom, India and Pakistan. The judgments express that corporation is ‘an 

artificial person or legal entity created by or under the authority of the laws of a state or 

nation, composed of a single person and his successors in some rare instances but 

ordinarily consisting of an association of numerous individuals who subsist as a body 

politic under a special denomination regarded in law having a personality and existence 

distinct from that of its several members and which is vested with capacity of continuous 

succession irrespective of changes in its membership by the same authority either in 

perpetuity or for a limited term of years and of acting as a unit or single individual in 

matters relating to common purpose of association within the scope of the powers and 

authorities conferred upon such bodies by law’.162 Thus, the characteristics of the 

company and corporations are identical. The main difference is the mode of creation. The 

company comes into existence through the process of incorporation whereas a 

corporation is the creation of statute e.g. International Finance Corporation Act 1956, 163 

Investment Corporation of Pakistan etc. The ‘Supreme Court of India’164 observed that “a 

                                                             
160 The First Treatise on Corporate Laws in England 
161 Hala Spinning Mills Ltd  v International Finance Corporation, 2002  CLD 1487 (SC) 
162 The Case of Sutton’s Hospital, 10 Coke 32; See: Andrews Bros Co v Youngstown Coke Co, 86 Fed 585 

30 CCA 293 
163 (XXVII of 1956) 
164 Board of Trustees v State of Delhi, AIR 1962 SC 458 

http://thelawdictionary.org/artificial-person/
http://thelawdictionary.org/legal-entity/
http://thelawdictionary.org/association/
http://thelawdictionary.org/body-politic/
http://thelawdictionary.org/body-politic/
http://thelawdictionary.org/denomination/
http://thelawdictionary.org/personality/
http://thelawdictionary.org/in-perpetuity/
http://thelawdictionary.org/in-perpetuity/
http://thelawdictionary.org/individual/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Corporate_law
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society registered under the ‘Societies Registration Act 1860’ 165 is a juristic person 

qualified to hold property and secure membership in a company but has no status of a 

body corporate under the Companies Act’ 166 Similarly, the Board of Trustees of 

Ayurvedic and Unani Tibbia College of Delhi has no status of company despite the fact 

of registration in light of Societies Registration Act 1860.’167  

2.5 Disadvantages of Company 

‘The creation of an artificial person also results in certain disadvantages’168 and 

inconveniences. First of all, ‘complicated, detailed and cumbersome formal procedure 

has been designed for the formation of a company. This process consumes considerable 

time and heavy expenses’.169 Secondly, the affairs and working of the company are to be 

conducted strictly in accordance with legal provisions which occasions delay and 

unnecessary financial burden. The filing of a variety of returns and papers with the 

registrar is mandatory. A company is compelled to maintain numerous registers, accounts 

and books. The authorization by SECP or the registrar of companies or other appropriate 

authority is necessarily required to be obtained for certain corporate activities.170 Thirdly, 

the elaborate legal framework has been designed and prescribed in the form of Rules, 

Guidelines, and Instructions to make sure utmost revelation of company information. 

However, shareholders relatively have controlled ease of access to in-house 

administration and the usual running of company work. Thus, the corporate disclosures 

                                                             
165 (XXI of 1860) 
166 Great Northern Railway Co v Coal Co-operative Society, (1896) I Ch 187  
167 Board of Trustees and Unani Tibbia College Delhi v State of Delhi, AIR 1962 SC 458 
168 The State v Director General FIA, PLD 2010 Lah 23 
169 (n.2) 
170 Robert Monk opines that ‘the great problem of having corporate citizens is that they are not like rest of 

us. As Baron Thurlow in England is supposed to have said, they have no souls to save, and they have no 

body to incarcerate. ‘ 
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remain fruitless and occasion insider trading and breach of fiduciary duties.171 Fourthly, 

the members of a company do not have effective and intimate control over its working as 

a person has in other forms of the business organization particularly in big companies 

wherein number of members is too large to exercise any effective control over day-to-day 

affairs of the company.172 Fifthly, the companies have enormous powers and absolute 

powers naturally corrupt. The impact on society requires the company to show greater 

social duty in its work and thus the companies are conditional on comparatively more 

rules and regulation compared with other forms of business organization.173  Sixthly, un-

incorporated commerce group including partnerships compared a company has a low 

burden of tax’174 and last, the Ordinance 1984 and the Rules 1997 prescribes meticulous 

modus operandi for wrapping up of companies. This process is costlier and protracted 

compared with other forms of business organization.  

2.6 Piercing through Corporate Veil 

The principle of corporate personality is the backbone of company law. The 

artificial person acts through natural persons who commit fraud and dishonesty and seek 

shelter behind the corporate personality of the artificial person. Thus, fraud, sharp 

practice, oppression and illegality are some of the grounds for piercing the corporate veil. 

This situation demands justice which can be done by piercing through the corporate veil 

by the Courts who come forward, pierce through the corporate shell and fixes liability of 

                                                             
171 In Pakistan, different departments and institutions e.g. Ministry of Commerce, Interior Ministry etc grant 

NOC and then the company can operate. 
172 The Annual Reports for the year 2014 of NAB and FIA vividly speak for breach of fiduciary duties by 

management of companies and corporate scams.   
173 Formalism in companies causes delay and corporate and business decisions require promptness. 
174 Income Tax Ordinance 2001 burdens the companies comparatively with high rate of taxes in Pakistan. 
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guilty persons by applying the doctrine ‘piercing through the corporate veil’.175 However, 

‘the shareholders have no locus standi to claim for piercing corporate veil for their own 

objectives.’176 Since the Salomon case, the Courts are generally much hesitant or very 

careful to pierce the corporate veil to ascertain real persons. ‘The Court pierces through 

the veil of corporate personality where is fraud, violation of public policy, mala fide 

conduct or evasion of tax etc.’177  

In a case, X agreed to sell a piece of land to Y. However, X transferred the same 

land to a company got incorporated by X by means of £100 but completion of formalities 

was under process. The shareholders and directors in this company were only X and his 

clerk. In fact, this transfer was done to defeat a court verdict passed in a suit for specific 

performance instituted by Y. It was announced and declared that ‘corporation 

incorporated by X was a cover to defeat the decree. The equity stresses upon the honor of 

the contract by X who had full control over the company vested with the property.’ 178 In 

Re. R.G. Films Ltd. Case, 179 an American but technically in name of a British Company 

produced a film in India.  The president of the American company produced the film and 

had 90% shares. “The Board of Trade” declined its registration as a film of British and 

observed that the English company was a mere nominee of an American corporation. 

                                                             
175 Elizabeth S.Fenton, ‘Recent Developments and Divergences in the Doctrine of Piercing the Corporate 

Veil’ 2013 Business Torts Journal 13: This Article is available at:  

<http://apps.americanbar.org/litigation/committees/businesstorts/articles/summer2013-0713-trends-in-

jurisprudence-piercing-the-corporate-veil.html>accessed 7 March 2015; See also: In Re: Hellenic and 

General Trust Ltd, (1975) 3 All ER 382 
176 Asmatullah v Court of Summary Trial, 1997 MLD 1966 (Kar); See: Premlata Bhatia v Union of India, 

(2004) 58 CL 217 (Delhi); Indian, the Companies Act, 1956, Ss 45, 147, 212, 247 and 542.   
177 BSN UK Ltd v Janardan Mohandas Rajan Pillai, (1996) 86 Comp Cases 371 (Bom); See also: DHN 
Food Distributors v London Borough of Tower Hamlets (1976) 3 All ER 462 
178 Jones v Lipmann, (1962) I. WLR 832 
179 In Re: RG Films Ltd, (1953) 1 All E.R. 615; See also: Zia Ullah Khan, ‘Political Economy, Concept and 

Rationale of Winding-up of Companies and Corporate Sector’ (2015) Vol 22 Issue-I Journal of Political 

Studies 87:102; Keenan Denis, Smith & Keenan’s Company Law for Students (London: 10th edn, Pitman 

Publishing 1996 ) 20, 26 
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Here, the Court observed that the corporate veil is lifted to protect public policy which 

conflicts with the doctrine of corporate personality. In ‘Connors Bros case’,180 the 

managing director used his position contrary to public policy. House of Lords observed 

that the persons controlling dealings of the company were domiciled in Germany and at 

hostilities with England. Hence, the company has become of enemy character. In 

‘Daimler Co. Ltd. Case’181 the court held that a company adopts enemy character if the 

persons controlling affairs reside in an enemy country or elsewhere but they acting under 

instructions from the enemy. The corporate veil was lifted when it was found that sole 

purpose for the formation of the new company was to use it as a device to reduce the 

amount to be paid by way of bonus to workmen’.182  

The Supreme Court of India lifted the corporate veil of the newly incorporated 

company which was formed as a tool to minimize the profits of the principal company 

and curtailing compensation in the form of bonus for the workmen. In ‘Kapila Hingorani 

v. the State of Bihar’,183 the petitioner alleged that the State of Bihar had not paid salaries 

to employees. The respondent averred that the undertakings were incorporated entities 

and opposed invoking the doctrine of piercing corporate veil. The Court observed that 

‘the doctrine is invoked when the company abuses its corporate personality for 

inequitable and unjust objectives or acts of a corporation are in derogation of justice and 

acts are against public benefits.’184 

                                                             
180 Connors Bros v Connors, (1940) 4 All ER 179; Thomson Robert B, ‘Piercing the Corporate Veil: An 

Empirical Study’ (1991) 76 Cornell Law Review 1036,1074 
181 Daimler Co Ltd v Continental Tyre & Rubber Co, (1916) 2 AC 307; Prest v Petrodel (2013) UKSC 34; 

See: Qaisar Javed Mian, ‘Piercing Through Corporate Veil’ (2014) 26 PLD Law Journal Lahore 110,114 
182 The Workmen Employed in Associated Rubber Industries Limited Bhavnagar v The Associated Rubber 

Industries Ltd Bhavnagar and another, AIR 1986 SC 1 
183 Kapila Hingorani v State of Bihar, 2003(4) Scale 712 
184 Inalsa Ltd v Union of India, (1996) 87 Com Cases 599 Delhi 
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2.7 Company Law 

The phrase ‘company law’ contains two words- ‘company’ and ‘law’. The former 

one has been discussed in appropriate detail in preceding lines. Hence, prior to diluting 

upon the phrase, the word ‘law’ is addressed and illuminated here. The term ‘law’ has no 

universally recognized definition.185 The definition of law differs from jurisdiction to 

jurisdiction. The renowned jurists have defined the word ‘law’ from a different 

perspective and angles. Robertson opines that ‘law is a system of rules and guidelines 

applied by means of public institutions to administrate behavior.’186 Austin pens down 

that law are ‘the command of a sovereign backed by the threat of a sanction’187 Dworkin 

describes the law as ‘an interpretive concept to achieve justice’.188 

Raz argues that law is an ‘authority to mediate people's interests.’189 Holmes 

expresses that ‘the prophecies of what the courts will do in fact and nothing more 

pretentious are what I mean by the law.’190 Iain King defines that ‘laws are conventions: 

guidelines manufactured to influence what we do. Laws are the strongest sort of 

conventions since they are backed up by threats of punishment. Other conventions, such 

as etiquettes, are weaker, enforced only by social approval and disapproval. The weakest 

conventions take the form of general advice, which carry no sanctions at all.’191 These 

                                                             
185 Lord Lloyd of Hampstead and MDA Freeman, Lloyd’s Introduction to Jurisprudence (London: 5th edn, 

Stevens & Sons 1985) 118 
186 Geoffrey Robertson, Crimes against Humanity: the Struggle for Global Justice (New York: 3rd edn, The 

New Press 2006) 110  
187 Bix, Brian, John Austin, ‘The Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy’ (Spring 2015), 

<http://plato.stanford.edu/archives/spr2015/entries/austin-john/> accessed  7 March 2016 
188 Dworkin, Ronald, Law's Empire (Cambridge: Harvard University Press 1988) 39 
189 Raz  Joseph, The Authority of Law (London: 2nd edn, Oxford University Press, 2009) 56 
190 Holmes, Oliver Wendell, The Path of Law (1897) 10 Harvard Law Review 1897  
191 Iain King, How to make Good Decisions and be the Right all the Time (London: Continuum 

International Publishing Group 2008) 235. Absolute monarchies saw no distinction at all between right and 

wrong: Kings were unquestionably right, and their words became law. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Justice
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Lord_Lloyd_of_Hampstead&action=edit&redlink=1
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definitions have both positivist and naturalist elements.’192 The Law Dictionary defines 

the phrase ‘company law’ as ‘the law that a company runs itself by.’ 193 There is no 

comprehensive definition of company law. In common phenomenon, the company law is 

that branch of law which deals exclusively with all aspects relating to companies e.g. 

incorporations, allotment of shares, share capital, membership, management, 

administration and winding up etc. The Draft Companies Bill 2015 in Pakistan defines 

that ‘company law’ means ‘the repealed Companies Act 1913 and Companies Ordinance 

1984.’194 Summarily, we can opine that ‘company law’ means the law which brings into 

existence a company, determines its jurisdiction, defines its duties and liabilities, 

regulates its governance and prescribes its modes of demise. For example, The 

Companies Ordinance, 1984195 in Pakistan, the Companies Act, 2013196 in India and 

Companies Act, 2006197 in England are the main statutes which are concerned with the 

company law. There are many other Acts198, Ordinances199, Rules200 and Regulation201 

which are concerned with companies and can be termed as company law.  

2.8 Company Law in the United Kingdom 

The history of company law in England can be divided into two eras- Pre-Registration 

Era and Post Registration Era. The companies were created through the Royal Charter or 

                                                             
192 McCoubrey, Hilaire and White Nigel D, Textbook on Jurisprudence (Canada: 2nd edn, Blackstone Press 

Limited 1996) 152 
193 <http://thelawdictionary.org/company-law/>accessed 06 March 2016 
194 Draft Companies Bill 2015 (Companies Act 2017), s 2(1)(17) 
195 (XLVII of 1984) 
196 (18 of 2013) 
197 (2006 c. 46) 
198 State Bank of Pakistan Act 1956; Securities and Exchange Commission of Pakistan Act 1997; 
Companies Act 1913 
199 Modaraba Companies and Modaraba (Floatation and Control) Ordinance 1980 
200 Companies (Court) Rules 1997, Gazette of Pakistan, Extraordinary, Part II, 26th March, 1997, vide  

S.R.O.187 (I)/97 dated 26.03.1997; The Companies (Buy-back of Shares) Rules, 1999. 
201Companies Registration Office Regulations 2003; Non Banking Financial Corporations Regulations 

2008  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Positivism
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an act of Parliament.202 Later, the companies were brought into existence through the 

process of registration. The phase prior to registration of companies is also termed as 

ancient company law and the second one is termed as modern company law. The United 

Kingdom aimed to build a mercantile empire in the sixteenth century. Therefore, the 

government of UK created corporations under Royal Charters or Acts of Parliament and 

bestowed these companies’ monopoly over a specified territory. The best-known example 

of companies linked with pre-registration era is British East India Company which came 

into existence by Royal Charter on 31 December 1600 under the title of ‘The Governor 

and Company of Merchants of London trading into the East Indies’ bestowed by Queen 

Elizabeth I. The Charter conferred upon the company sole right of trading with East 

Indies and forfeited ships and cargo of unauthorized interlopers. 

  The early voyages of the Company from 1601 to 1612 accessed Japan. The 

subscribers bore the cost of the voyage and pocketed the whole profits which seldom 

were short of 100%. After 1612, the voyages were conducted on the joint stock system 

for the benefit of the Company. The original Charter placed its control in the hands of a 

Governor and a Committee. After Clive's victory at Plassey (1757), the company became 

a ruling power in India. Similarly, ‘South Sea Company’203 was also established in 1711 

through Charter to trade in Spanish South American colonies. The South Sea Company's 

                                                             
202 The Encyclopedia Oxford Companion to Law unfolds that the Crown has frequently granted under the 

prerogative and may still grant a charter to incorporate a company e.g. African company, East India 
Company, Hudson’s Bay Company, Merchant Adventurers, Virginia Company, Massachusetts Company, 

Bank of England and London Assurance Company etc.  
203 South Sea Company was formed in 1711 supported by Robert Harley as a Tory competitor for the Whig 

Bank of England. The company was promised a monopoly of all trade to the Spanish colonies in South 

America in exchange for taking over and consolidating the national debt raised by War of Spanish 

Succession (1701-1714). Read :<www.library.hbs.edu/hc/ssb/history.html> accessed  07 March 2016 
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monopoly rights were sponsored by ‘Treaties of Utrecht’204 signed in 1713 as a 

settlement following the war of Spanish succession. These treaties gave United Kingdom 

discretion to trade in the said region for thirty years. 

South Sea Company was so well-heeled in 1717 that it assumed public debt of U 

K government. This fact accelerated inflation of share price which persuaded the 

government to pass ‘Bubble Act 1720’205 with the motive of protecting the South Sea 

Company from the competition and prohibited establishment of any companies without a 

Royal Charter. Thus, share price towered so rapidly that people began buying shares 

merely in order to sell them at a higher price. This purchase, in turn, led to higher share 

prices. However, this bubble ruptured by the end of 1720 and share price descended from 

£1000 to under £100. In 1776, Adam Smith wrote in the ‘Wealth of Nations’206 that mass 

corporate activity could not match private entrepreneurship because people in charge of 

others money would not exercise as much care as they would with their own. 

In light of Bubble Act 1720, the prohibition of the establishment of companies 

remained in force by 1824. The industrial revolution assembled pace demanding legal 

                                                             
204 Treaties of Utrecht is also called Peace of Utrecht between April 1713 to September 1714, a series of 

treaties between France and other European powers and another series between Spain and other powers 

from 13 July 1713 to 26 June 1714 concluding the War of the Spanish Succession. Read also: 

<www.britannica.com/topic/treaties-of-Utrecht> accessed 07 March 2016. 
205Bubble Act is an English statute passed on 9 June 1720 to prevent corporate fraud. It forbade all joint-

stock companies not authorized by royal charter. One of the reasons for the act was to prevent other 

companies from competing with the South Sea Company for investors' capital. The Act was repealed in 

1825. Bubble Act is also known as the Royal Exchange and London Assurance Corporation Act 1719 

because those companies were incorporated under it. Read: <http://definitions.uslegal.com/b/bubble-act/> 

accessed 07 March 2016 
206   ‘An Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of the Wealth of Nations generally referred to by its shortened 
title’. The Wealth of Nations is the magnum opus of the Scottish economist and moral philosopher Adam 

Smith. It was first published in 1776 and offers one of the world's first collected descriptions of what builds 

nations' wealth and is today a fundamental work in classical economics. By reflecting upon the economics 

at the beginning of the Industrial Revolution, the book touches upon such broad topics as the division of 

labor, productivity, and free markets. See: Evensky J, Adam Smith's Wealth of Nations: A Reader's Guide 

(Cambridge University Press 2015). 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1776
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Adam_Smith
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wealth_of_Nations
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1824
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change to facilitate business activity by this point of time. Therefore, restrictions on the 

incorporation of companies were step by step lifted on ordinary people. Thereafter, ‘Joint 

Stock Companies Act 1844’207was introduced whereby it became possible to get 

incorporated a company through a simple registration procedure. This was a major 

change but not a complete solution. The most significant challenge was the aspect of 

unlimited liability of members. The government was convinced to introduce and pass 

‘Limited Liability Act 1855’208 which allowed investors to limit their liability in the event 

of business failure to the amount invested in the company. These two features- simple 

registration procedure and limited liability were subsequently codified in ‘Joint Stock 

Companies Act 1856’.209 

  The companies became principal organizations of economic activity in England 

by the 20th century. The concept of consolidation and popularity of nomenclature 

‘company’ gained ground with the passage of time. Thus, the ‘Companies Act 1862’210 

was the first enactment having the words ‘Companies Act’ whereby MOA coupled with 

AOA became the primary component to form a company with limited liability. The 

salient features of this Act were- (i) formation of a company with legal responsibility 

restricted by pledge, (ii) prohibition of object clause modification in MOA (iii) and 

insertion of provisions for winding-up of the company. This act is named as “Magna 

Carta” of co-operative ventures by Sir Francis Palmer.’211 With the passage of time, the 

need to change or alter objects of a memorandum of association was felt. To cope with 

                                                             
207 (7 & 8 Vict. c.110); See: Charles Worth and Cain, Company Law. (London: 12th edn, Geoffrey Morse 
(ed) Stevens & Sons 1983) 5-12 
208 (18 & 19 Vict c 133) 
209 (19 & 20 Vict. c.47) 
210 (25 & 26 Vict. c.89) 
211 A renowned writer who is author of many books e.g. Palmer’s Company Law, Palmer’s Corporate 

Insolvency. 
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this need, the ‘Companies (Memorandum and Association) Act 1890’212 was passed and 

change in object clause was permitted. The object clause was changeable by members in 

their general meeting on passing “special resolution” and with permission of the Court. 

The progress of corporate sector highlighted human weaknesses particularly the 

questionable role of directors. Thus, ‘Directors Liability Act 1890’213 was introduced to 

curb the malpractice of directors by recognizing the liability of directors. The malpractice 

in accounts of companies was and is the most complicated phenomenon which could only 

be grasped by accounts experts. Hence, the audit of accounts of the company was 

declared compulsory in light of “the Companies Act 1900”.214 The ‘Companies 

(Consolidation) Act 1908’215 introduced a model of “private company.” The Acts 

promulgated in the year (1908) and (1929) consolidated the earlier Acts.  

The notion of ‘limited liability’ and separation of ownership and management 

resulted in a form of breach of fiduciary duties and necessitated accountability of 

management before investors. Ultimately, the government passed the ‘Companies Act 

1948’ 216 which was the principal enactment in England based on the report of a 

Committee chaired by Lord Cohen. The features of this Act were- (i) introduction of 

exempt private company, (ii) emphasis over public accountability, (iii) grant of statutory 

force to recognized principles of accountancy, (iv) ‘protection of the minority 

shareholders etc.217 First, ‘the Board of Trade’ 218 was competent to direct to be 

                                                             
212 (53 & 54 Vict c 62) 
213 (53 & 54 Vict. Cap. 64) 
214 (63 & 64 Vict. c. 48) 
215 (1908 c. 69) 
216 (1948 c. 38) 
217 Smith and Keenan’s, Company Law (London: 15th edn, Pearson Education 2011) 311 
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scrutinized company dealings. The shareholders have bestowed the authority to get rid of 

a director earlier than the expiry of tenure of office strengthening auditors’ independence 

and directors. In 1977, the Bullock Report proposed that employees ought to be allowed 

to participate in the selection of the board of directors like in Europe. The ‘Companies 

(Amendment) Act 1967’ 219 amended the Act of 1948 keeping in view recommendations 

of ‘Jenkins Committee’220 and thus abolished notion of an excepted private corporation in 

addition to burden each limited company to submit the accounts. The provisions qua 

interests of directors in the company and disclosure thereof were made more stringent. 

‘The Companies Act 1976’221 endeavored to remove various deficiencies in these 

enactments of the years (1948 and 1967). Hence, the Act of 1976 improved necessities of 

communal accountability and revelation of interests in the company. 

The “Companies Act 1980” 222 reformed a lot the company law in the United 

Kingdom and thus ‘insider dealing’223 was declared an offence.  A pre-emption right in 

case of issuance of new shares was bestowed upon shareholder in specified 

circumstances. The dealings between directors and their companies became restricted and 

maximum financial limits were introduced for the dealings. The minority shareholders 

were allowed to prefer petition for relief in case of unfairly prejudiced position. 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
218 The Board of Trade originally the Lords of Trade or Lords of Trade and Plantations is a committee of 

Privy Council of United Kingdom first established as a temporary committee of inquiry in the 17th century 

and evolved gradually into a government department with a diverse range of functions. See: Alison G 

Olson, ‘The Board of Trade and Colonial Virginia’ Encyclopedia Virginia.  
219 (1967 c. 81) 
220 The Independent Commission on the Voting System, popularly known as the Jenkins Commission after 
its chairman Roy Jenkins was a commission into possible reform of the United Kingdom electoral system. 
221 (1976  c. 69) 
222 (1980 c. 22) 
223 Cambridge Dictionary defines insider dealing as the illegal buying and selling of shares in a company by 

people who have special information because they are involved with the company. 

<http://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/insider-dealing> accessed  10 March 2016 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bullock_Report
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Board_of_directors
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The ‘Companies Act 1981’ introduced many important changes e.g. the companies were 

classified into small-sized and medium-sized.  The companies were differentiated for the 

purposes of accounting and disclosure and their disclosure requirements. The requirement 

of approval of name for the company by the Department of Trade was abolished. The 

authority was granted to the company to purchase its own shares and also to issue 

redeemable equity shares. The requirement of keeping a register of business names under 

‘Registration of Business Names Act 1916’224 was abolished. “Department of Trade” got 

printed an advice-giving article with caption “Consolidation of Companies Acts” in 

November 1981 wherein a variety of systems of consolidation and their comparative 

rewards were discussed. All the statutes exclusively related to companies were 

consolidated in the ‘Companies Act 1985.’225 The ‘Companies Consolidation 

(Consequential Provisions) Act 1985’226 repealed the ‘Companies Acts 1948 and of 

1983.’227  The ‘Companies Act 2006’ 228 is the prevalent law of the United Kingdom.  

2.9 Company Law in India 

‘Indian company law is the offspring of company law of the United Kingdom’.229 

Most of the Companies Acts in India have been modelled in line with Acts introduced in 

the United Kingdom. ‘Joint Stock Companies Act 1844 was introduced in the UK in 

1844. After six years, ‘Joint Stock Companies Act of 1850’ 230 was introduced in India. 

This Act was based on ‘Joint Stock Companies Act 1844’ which recognized the company 

as a distinct legal entity and introduced the process of registration of companies. The 

                                                             
224 (1916 c. 58) 
225 (1985 c. 6) 
226 (1985 c. 9) 
227 (1983 c. 50) 
228 (2006 c. 46) 
229 Indian Report on Company Law compiled by Dr. Jamshed J Irani, New Delhi, 31.05.2005  Ch II, Para. 6 
230 (XLIII of 1850) 
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‘Limited Liability Act 1855’ was introduced in UK  and ‘Joint Stock Companies Act 

1857’ 231 was introduced in India and this Act bestowed benefit of limited liability to 

members of companies except for members of banking and insurance companies. ‘Joint 

Stock Companies Act 1860’ was passed which extended the benefit of ‘limited liability’ 

to members of banking and insurance companies. ‘The Companies Act 1862’ was passed 

in the UK having salient features with respect to the memorandum of association, articles 

of association, the formation of a company limited by guarantee, restriction to alter object 

part of MOA and inserting various provisions to winding-up a company. The ‘Companies 

Act 1866’ having a similar feature was introduced in India. 

  The Act of 1866 was replaced with the ‘Companies Act of 1913’ 232 which 

followed Companies Act 1908 in the UK. The Companies Act 1913 was amended time 

and again to cope with new problems and challenges. This Act remained in force in India 

and Pakistan who became independent dominions on August 15, 1947. The Companies 

Act 1948 was introduced in the UK. The need for reform was also felt in India. 

Resultantly, Government of India appointed a committee of 12 members under the chair 

of ‘Shri H C Bhabha’233 for a comprehensive review of Companies Act 1913, on 25 

October 1950. The committee submitted its report on all aspects of Company Law in 

April 1952. Thus, the ‘Companies Act 1956’ 234 containing 658 sections and 14 schedules 

was passed on the basis of the recommendation of the Bhabha Committee. This Act was 

enforced on 1 April 1956. The features of this enactment are- ‘prospectus with complete 

                                                             
231 (19 of 1857) 
232 (VII of 1913) 
233 Cooverji Hormusji Bhabha more popularly known as C. H. Bhabha was a Parsi businessman who took 

charge of the Commerce portfolio in the First Cabinet of India. Read more: Ananth V Krishna, India since 

Independence: Making sense of Indian politics ( New Delhi: Pearson Education 2010) 28 
234 (1 of 1956) 
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revelation of a range of issues, provision of information qua financial affairs of company, 

government intervention and investigation into dealings of corporation, limiting authority 

of executive human resources, ensuring proper performance of obligations by 

administration and shield of minority members etc. ‘Depositories Act 1996’235 amended 

the Companies Act 1956.  

The ‘Companies (Amendment) Act, 1960’ 236 was grounded upon proposals 

advanced by “Shastri Committee”. Thereafter, “Companies (Amendment) Act 1963” 

introduced appointment of Tribunal of Company and formation of BCLA. The central 

government was also given power by this enactment to get rid of executive persons who 

were involved in fraud cases etc. The Companies (Amendment) Act 1965 was based on 

recommendations of ‘Vivian Bose Commission’. In this Act, most important and 

secondary objects of the company in MOA were differentiated and sections qua inquiry 

into dealings of the company were strengthened. In 1966, amendments were inserted 

twice in the Companies Act 1956. The ‘Companies (Amendment) Act 1969’237 

introduced two important changes e.g. abolition of institutions of managing agents, 

secretaries and treasurers and prohibition of donations by a company to all political 

parties or political objectives. “The Companies (Amendment) Act 1974” 238 was enforced 

on 01.02.1975 which amended the Companies Act 1956 with respect to deemed public 

limited companies, to accept deposits from public as per Rules, to maintain by public 

limited companies a separate account for unclaimed dividend, to control companies 

                                                             
235 (XXII of 1996) 
236 (LXV of 1960) 
237 (XVII of 1969) 
238 (XLI of 1974) 
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owned by foreigners, to appoint in metropolitan cities Company Law Board benches, to 

disallow selection of a sole-selling representative and to appoint a whole time secretary. 

The Central Government was empowered by the ‘Companies (Amendment) Act 

1977’ 239 to extend time or to exempt application of provisions of Section 58A for any 

deserving company. The company was also empowered to donate for charitable purposes. 

The ‘Companies (Amendment) Act 1985’ 240 allowed non-government companies for 

political contributions and dues of workers were ranked equal to secured creditors in case 

of dissolution of the company. The ‘Companies (Amendment) Act 1988’241 was 

introduced in light of recommendations of ‘Sachar Committee.’ This Act substantially 

amended Companies Act 1956 and mandatorily required for a whole-time director for 

every public company. The flexibility of restrictions to fix management salary based 

upon definite restrictions was granted to the companies. 

‘The Depositories Act 1996’242 also amended the Act of 1956. The amendments 

required that a person who holds equity share capital as well as having his name noted as 

a beneficial owner in depository record is deemed as a member of the company.  The 

mandatory prerequisite to differentiate all shares by an appropriate number was relaxed in 

the company in case names of transferor & transferee as beneficial owners noted in 

depository records, the requirement of stamping of transfer instruments was relaxed, 

refusal to register the transfer of shares was limited for a private company and securities 

were made freely transferable. Infrastructure Development Finance Company Limited 

was recognized as one of the public financial institutions by ‘the Companies 

                                                             
239 (XLVI of 1977) 
240 (XXXV of 1985) 
241 (XXXI of 1988) 
242 (XXII of 1996) 
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(Amendment) Act 1999’243. The companies were allowed to buy back their own 

securities and to issue sweat equity shares, to facilitate nomination for advantage of 

debenture, deposit or shareholders, establish “Investor Education and Protection Fund” 

and “National Advisory Committee on Accounting Standards”, to allow a company from 

obtaining prior endorsement from government qua inter-corporate investment or lending 

scheme. The ‘Companies (Amendment) Act 2000’ 244 fixed Rs. 100000/- and 500000/- as 

the limit of minimum paid-up capital for private and public companies. The regional 

director’s confirmation for change of registered office from jurisdiction of one Registrar 

of Companies to another within the same state was compulsory and conversion from 

public to a private company was permitted vide sub-section 2-A. 

The ‘Companies (Amendment) Act 2006’ 245 had numerous salient features e.g. 

allotment of Director Identification Number (DIN). The electronic filing or delivery of 

MoA & AoA etc. was permitted along with maintenance of record by Registrar in 

electronic form. Similarly, service or delivery of the document, notice, any 

communication or intimation was permitted. The prevalent ‘Companies Act 2013’ 246 has 

been introduced to enhance self–regulation, encourage corporate democracy and reduce 

number of government approvals, introduction of ‘single member company’,247 existence 

of ‘small company,’248‘treatment of  active and dormant company at a different 

                                                             
243 (XXI of 1999) 
244 (LIII of 2000) 
245 The Companies (Amendment) Bill 2006 was introduced and passed by the Parliament in May 2006. The 
Bill received President's assent on 29th May 2006. Section 4 of the Act which proposed to insert new 

Sections 610B, 610C, 610D and 610E was made effective from 16th September 2006.  
246 The Companies Act 2013 was assented to by the President of India on 29 August 2013 and published in 

Official Gazette on 30 August 2013. 
247 Indian, Companies Act 2013, s 2(62) 
248 ibid, s 2(85) 
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footing,’249 ‘maximum number of directors from 15 to 20, ‘resident directors’ 250 one 

woman director in companies, 1/3 independent directors in listed companies, changes qua 

prospectus, concept of Red Herring Prospectus, modern auditing standards, rotation of 

auditor,  provision for company social responsibility initiatives, definition of insider 

trading, introduction of National Company Law Tribunal, National Financial Reporting 

Authority, Serious Fraud Investigation Office.  

2.10 Company Law in Pakistan 

Pakistan came into existence on 15th of August 1947 in light of the Indian 

Independence Act 1947. The laws prevalent at that time in British India were applied and 

extended to new dominions of Pakistan and India.251 Indian ‘Companies Act, 1913’ 252 

was prevalent to regulate the affairs of companies in British India. This act was a 

duplication of UK ‘Companies (Consolidation) Act 1908’ 253save certain minor 

variations. Indian Companies Act, 1913 was adopted by Pakistan after inserting 

necessary amendments. The Ordinance 1984 replaced the Companies Act 1913 in 

Pakistan. The ‘Commissions’254 and Committees have been classified into two eras- 

‘Post-Colonial’255 and ‘After Independence.’256 The Federal Government of Pakistan 

                                                             
249 ibid, s 455 
250 A resident director means a person who has stayed in India for at least 182 days or more in the previous 

calendar year. 
251 Indian Independence Act 1947, s 18 
252 (VII of 1913) 
253 (1908 c. 69) 
254  The Law & Justice Commission of Pakistan has published reports of commissions and committees with 

respect to British Colonial Period and after independence in 1947. See: <www.ljcp.gov.pk>accessed 08 

March 2016 
255 The First Law Commission was constituted in 1834 and comprised of four members namely Mr. Lord 

Macaulay, Mr. J. M. Macleod, Mr. G. M. Anderson and Mr. F. Millet. The Second Law Commission was 

constituted in 1853 under the Charter Act 1853. This commission consists of Sir John Romilly, Sir John 

Jervis, Sir Edward Ryan, R. Lowe, Lord Sherbrook, C. H. Cameron, John. M. Macleod and T. F. Ellis. The 

Third Law Commission was appointed in 1861 initially comprising Sir John Romilly, Sir. W. Erle, Sir 

Edward Ryan, Mr. Robert Lowe, Mr. Justice Willes and Mr. J. M. Macleod. In 1870, the members 
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appointed a Company Law Commission in 1959 under the chair of Mr Chundrigar. The 

Commission was reconstituted in February 1961 under the chair of Mr Sharifuddin 

Pirzada. The Commission published its final report in 1962. The recommendations 

suggested in this report resulted in the promulgation of ‘the Ordinance 1984’257. 

Thereafter, the Corporate Law Authority constituted “Corporate Law Reform 

Committees” to evaluate and review the law of companies.258 In April 1991, a review 

board was created presided by Mr Mumtaz Abdullah who was chairman of Corporate 

Law Authority. The report by the Committee was submitted to the Federal Government 

in 1993. In February 1997, Mr Shafee-ur-Rehman was appointed the chairman of 

“Commission on Corporate Laws” The Companies (Amendment) Act 1999 contains the 

important recommendations. Security and Exchange Commission of Pakistan established 

a committee to review the Ordinance 1984 in January 2001. The ‘Companies 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
resigned. The Fourth Law Commission was constituted in 1879. Dr. Whitley Stockes, Sir Charles Turner, 

and Mr. Rayward West were its members. The Government appointed the Statute Law Revision Committee 

in 1921 headed by Sir Henry Monerieff Smith and Sir Alexander Muddiman. Thereafter, the Government 

constituted the Civil Justices Committee in 1923 headed by Justice George Clause Rankin to suggest 

measures for eliminating delays in disposal of civil suits. 
256 The Government of Pakistan constituted the Commission on Marriage and Family Laws in 1956 headed 

by Mr. Justice Abdul Rashid. Quetta and Kalat Laws Commission was appointed in 1958 headed by Justice 

Sheikh Abdul Hamid. Thereafter, the Government set up Law Reform Commission in 1958 under the 

Chairmanship of Mr. Justice S. A. Rahman. In 1967, the Government set up another Law Reform 

Commission chaired by Justice Hamood-ur-Rehman. High Powered Law Reform Committee was set up in 
1974 headed by the then Law Minister and Attorney General for Pakistan, a Judge of the Supreme Court, 

Chief Justices of the High Courts and the Law Secretary. Then, Law Committee for Recommending 

Measures for Speedy Disposal of Civil Litigation was constituted in 1978 under the Chair of Mr. Justice S. 

Anwar ul Haq, Attorney General for Pakistan and four Chief Justices of the High Courts. The Committee 

comprising of Secretaries of Cabinet Division, Interior Division, Law and Justice Division and Finance 

Division was set up in 1978. Salahuddin Ahmed Committee was set up in 1980. The Pakistan Women’s 

Rights Committee was set up in 1976 headed by Attorney General of Pakistan and thirteen members. In 

1983, the Commission on the Status of Women headed by Begum Zari Sarfraz and fifteen other members 

was constituted. Furthermore, the Commission on Reform of Civil Law was constituted in 1993 headed by 

the Chief Justice of Pakistan and four Chief Justices of the High Courts. The Commission of Inquiry for 

Women headed by Justice Nasir Aslam Zahid was constituted by the Government in 1994. The 
Government constituted a statutory body called Pakistan Law Commission in 1979 which has been 

renamed as Law & Justice Commission of Pakistan. 
257 The Companies Ordinance 1984  was published in the Gazette of Pakistan extraordinary on 8 October 

1984 at pages 195 to 571 
258 Concept Paper for the Development and Regulation of the Corporate Sector, Corporate Laws Review 

Commission (CLRC) Securities and Exchange Commission of Pakistan 2005. 
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(Amendment) Ordinance 2002’ was promulgated in light of the recommendations. The 

Company Law Review Commission constituted by SECP has recommended reforms in 

the Ordinance 1984. 259 Prior to the adoption of ‘Companies Act, 1913’ by Pakistan, the 

‘Companies (Foreign Interests) Act 1918’ 260 was introduced in British India whereby 

foreign interest was regulated. The ‘Undesirable Companies Act 1958’261 prohibited 

certain names of companies. These Acts have been repealed by the Ordinance, 1984. 

‘Securities and Exchange Ordinance 1969’ 262 brought significant changes with respect to 

securities which were redefined. This Ordinance of 1969 is still in the field in Pakistan 

except sections 11 to 15 which have been repealed by the Ordinance, 1984. 

The companies flourished in Pakistan and complications with respect to managing 

agency and the election of directors of companies emerged. These complications were 

resolved by the introduction of the “Companies Managing Agency and Election of 

Directors) Order 1972” 263 which remained in the field till repealed by the Ordinance 

1984. ‘Companies (Shifting of Registered Office) Ordinance 1972’ 264 regulated shifting 

registered offices of the companies. These Order and Ordinance were repealed in toto. On 

26 September 1973, ‘Companies (Amendment) Act 1973 was passed to conform to the 

new constitutional pattern and also made some amendments in Section 248 and 277. On 1 

March 1974, the ‘Companies (Appointment of Legal Advisors) Act 1974’ 265 was passed 

                                                             
259 Presently, members of Company Law Commission are Chief Justice of Pakistan (Rtd.) Mr. Ajmal Mian, 

Mr. Hameed Chaudhri, Mr. Razzak Dawood, Mr. Rashid I. Malik, Dr. Khalid Ranjha, Mr. S. Salim Raza 

and Barrister Amber Dar Ms. Musharaf Hai, Mr. Sohail Hasan, Dr. Tariq Hassan, Mr. Tahsin Khan Iqbal, 

Mr. Qazi Jamil, Mr. Razi-ur-Rahman Khan.  Read more: <www.secp.gov.pk> accessed 10 March 2016 
260 (VI of 1918) 
261 (X of 1958)  
262 (XVII of 1969) 
263 (2 of 1972)  
264 (V of 1972) 
265 (X of 1974) 
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whereby it was compulsory for the company to appoint one legal advisor. The Companies 

Act 1913 was further amended by the ‘Companies (Amendment) Ordinance, 1979.’266 

The Companies Ordinance 1984 comprises 514 Sections and 8 Schedules. Part 11 

containing 143 sections primarily deal with different modes of winding up of companies 

and connected matters therewith. Part 13 deals with winding up of unregistered 

companies. According to the preamble, it is “the ordinance to consolidate and amend the 

law relating to companies and certain other associations”.267 A number of amendments 

have been infused in this Ordinance 1984 to cope with the advancement in the realm of 

the corporate sector. The ‘Banking & Financial Services (Amendment of Laws) 

Ordinance 1984’ 268 introduced amendments in the Ordinance 1984 and deleted sub-

section (10) of section 2, substituted section 2(25) of the Ordinance 1984, redefined the 

term participatory redeemable capital, inserted section 2(30A) qua ‘redeemable capital’ 

added definition of security, added subsection 5 in section 62 and substituted section 87.  

Subsection 3A was inserted in section 92, Proviso clause was added in Section 94 and 

Section 120 was substituted in the Ordinance, 1984. 

In addition, the words “any instrument in the nature of redeemable capital” were 

substituted in section 121. Table F under Sections 2 and 120 was omitted. Thereafter, 

‘Finance Act, 1994’ 269 amended the Ordinance 1984. The words ‘A company may by 

public offer or’ were added in section 120 with respect to redeemable capital not based 

on interest and issuance of securities and paragraph (c) in section 227. The ‘Finance Act 

                                                             
266 (LXII of 1979) 
267 Sunrise Textile Mills Ltd v Mashreq Bank, PLD 1996 Lah 1 
268 (LVII of 1984) 
269 (XII of 1994)  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Preamble
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1995’ 270 added Section 62A with respect to the issuance of securities outside Pakistan 

that no company shall issue any security outside Pakistan except with prior approval of 

SECP. This Act added proviso clause in Section 85, subsection (7) in section 86 and 

omitted words in subsection (4) of section 120 and repealed ‘Capital Issues (Continuous 

of Control) Act 1947’. Corporate Law Authority was replaced with SECP‘ by the 

Securities and Exchange Commission of Pakistan Act 1997’ 271 which omitted section 12 

(3 to 7.  “Central Depositories Ordinance 1997” 272 omitted words in section 209 (5-b), 

added word ‘or’ in Section 209(5-c) and added Clause (5-d) in section 209. 

The ‘Finance Act 1999’ 273 permitted companies to issue different kinds and 

classes of share capital as per memorandum and articles of association. The listed 

companies were allowed to acquire reverse their own shares conditional on approved 

stipulations. “Companies (Amendment) Act 1999” 274 inserted Section 14(3-d), 53(1-A), 

the words ‘twenty’ in Section 236 (4-a), substituted section 245(3), 254 (1) of the 

Ordinance 1984. The Finance Act 1999 added proviso clause to Section 86(1), 

substituted section 90 and clause (4) of section 94, inserted new sections 95-A and 197-

A. The ‘Companies (Amendment) Ordinance 2002’ 275 inserted definition clause 6-A of 

‘Commission’ which stands for SECP as per section 3 of “Securities and Exchange 

Commission of Pakistan Act 1997”, omitted section 11 concerned with Corporate Law 

Authority replaced with SECP, introduced notion of ‘Single Member Company’, reduced 

                                                             
270 (I of 1995) 
271 (XLII of 1997) 
272 (XIII of 1997) 
273 (IV of 1999) 
274 The Companies (Amendment) Act 1999 was passed by the Senate on 4.3.1999 and by National 

Assembly of Pakistan on 30.6.1999 and was published in statutory notification (S.R.O) Government of 

Pakistan, Islamabad on 30 June 1999. 
275 (C of 2002) 
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minimum strength of members and directors from seven to three of non-listed public 

company, tightened eligibility criteria of directors of listed companies and required 

appointment of whole-time professionally qualified secretaries by listed companies, 

strengthened financial reporting requirements of companies and reduced period for 

holding AGM from 6 months to 4 months from shut of a year. 

The ‘Companies (Second Amendment) Ordinance 2002’276 inserted Part-VIII-A 

in the Ordinance 1984 with respect to Non-Banking Finance Companies (NBFC). The 

Federal Government was authorized to frame rules for regulation and establishment of 

NBFCs. The SECP was authorized to grant approval for incorporation of NBFC and 

issue directions to NBFC in the public interest, to safeguard the interest of shareholders 

and stakeholders, secure the proper management. The SECP was also empowered to 

modify or cancel any direction suo moto or on representation and regulate the removal of 

directors, supersede Board of Directors, directions to furnish information by NBFC, 

special audit, the penalty for failure, refusal to comply with, or contravention of any 

provision, penalty for making false statement, the procedure for amalgamation of NBFCs, 

the punishment and adjudication of fine or penalty. 

The ‘Finance Act, 2007’277 dated 30.06.2007 amended the Ordinance 1984 a lot. 

The provisions regarding NBFC were altered and amended. Some of the definition 

clauses of the Ordinance 1984 were altered and added.  Similarly, the Finance Act 2008 

dated 27.06.2008 also added and deleted some words in various provisions. The statutory 

notifications termed as S.R.O. have also amended the Ordinance 1984 to some extent. 

                                                             
276 (CXXIII of 2002). The Ordinance was first published in the Gazette of Pakistan extraordinary on 15. 11. 

2002, Government of Pakistan, Ministry of Law, Justice, Human Rights and Parliamentary Affairs vide F. 

No. 2(1)/2002 Pub dated 15.11.2002  
277 (IV of 2007) 
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First Schedule of the Ordinance 1984 has been amended in the year 2005278, 2009279, 

2012280, 2013 281 and 2014 282. The Second Schedule of the Ordinance 1984 was 

amended on 15.12.2003283, Part-II of Second Schedule was substituted 04.04.2011 284and 

Part-III of Second Schedule was substituted on 08.07.2011285. The Third Schedule was 

twice substituted and amended in the year 2003286 and 2005.287 

The Fourth Schedule was substituted, amended and deleted in part in the years 

2004288, 2005289, 2008290 and 2013291. The Fifth Schedule was also substituted, amended 

and deleted in the years 2007292, 2008293 and 2013294. The Sixth Schedule of the 

Ordinance 1984 has mostly been amended and substituted for eight times from 

21.02.2005 to 04.06.2015.295 Similarly, S.R.O.860 (I)/2007 296 defined a medium-sized 

and small-sized company and enforced their accounting and financial reporting standards 

on July 28, 2006. S.R.O. 98(I)/2005297 specified meaning of the words ‘other persons’ as 

                                                             
278 S.R.O. 286(I) /2005 dated 31.03.2005 
279 S.R.O. 447(I) /2009 dated 08.06.2009  
280 S.R.O. 753(I) /2012 dated 18. 06. 2012  
281 S.R.O. 194 (1) /2013 dated 11.03.2013 
282 S.R.O. 1012(I) /2014 dated 13.11.2014 
283 S.R.O 1104(I) /2003, dated 15 12. 2003   
284 S.R.O. 289 (I) /2011 dated 04.04.2011  
285 S.R.O. 677(I) /2011 dated 08. 07. 2011   
286 S.R.O. 49 (I) /2003 dated 15.01.2003 
287 S.R.O. 286 (I) /2005 dated 31.03.2005  
288 S.R.O. 589 (I) /2004 dated 05.07.2004 
289 S.R.O. 771 (I) /2005 dated 02. 08. 2005   
290 S.R.O. 1261 (I) /2008 dated 02.12.2008  
291 S.R.O. 183 (I) /2013 dated 04.03.2013  
292 S.R.O. 859 (I) /2007 dated 21.08.2007 
293 S.R.O. 1261(I) /2008 dated 02.12.2008  
294 S.R.O. 182 (I) /2013 dated 04.03.2013  
295 S.R.O. 188 (1) /2005 dated 21.02.2005; S.R.O. 119(I) /2009, dated February 6, 2009; S.R.O. 444(I) 

/2009, dated 08. 06. 2009; S.R.O. 793(I)/2009, dated 10. 09. 2009; S.R.O. 996(I) /2010, dated 26. 10. 2010; 

S.R.O. 282 (I) /2011 dated 30.03.2011; S.R.O. 685(I) /2014, dated 22. 07. 2014; S.R.O. 543(I) /2015, dated 

04. 06. 2015 
296 S.R.O. 860 (I) / 2007 dated 21.07.2007 
297 S.R.O. 98(I)/2005 dated 27.01.2005 
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used in section 120. S.R.O. 920(I)/2008 298 burdened and imposed a duty upon Chief 

Executive Officer of a company to pay a dividend within 30 days of declaration. S.R.O. 

698 (I) / 86 299 empowered Corporate Law Authority (CLA) to exercise powers of 

Federal Government under the Ordinance 1984. S.R.O. 282 (I)/1986 300 approved 

abbreviations in English Pvt. Ltd. Co. Ltd. and abbreviations in Urdu. Vide S.R.O. 

922(1)/2003,301  SECP notified the amount of loan for purpose of clause (i) of section 

187 of the Ordinance 1984 as one Rs. Million.  

The ‘Companies (Amendment) Act 2015’ 302 has also amended the Ordinance 

1984 whereby listed companies have been permitted to buy back their shares and retain 

the repurchased shares as treasury shares and reissue them at the appropriate time. The 

‘Draft Companies Bill 2015’303 and ‘Draft Companies Bill 2016’304 after the 

consolidation of company law has been circulated by SECP for public comments and 

suggestions and this draft is passed by the legislature will replace the Ordinance 1984. 

The word ‘company’ has been used in the Constitution of Pakistan, 1973 for four times- 

twice mentioned in Article 63 with respect to qualifications of a member of Majlis-e-

Shoora and twice in Article 165-A with respect to the imposition of a tax upon 

corporations, company and associations etc. However, this word ‘company’ has not been 

mentioned in the Federal Legislative List in Fourth Schedule as per Article 70 (4) of the 

Constitution of Pakistan, 1973. The words ‘corporation’, ‘financial corporations’ and 

                                                             
298 SRO 920(I)/2008 dated 03.09.2008 
299 S.R.O. 698(I)/86 dated 02.07.1986 
300 S.RO 282 (I)/1986 dated 18.03.1986 
301 S.R.O. 922(1)/2003 dated 17.092003 
302 (XXI of 2015) 
303 Press release dated 18.01.2016 with respect to Consultative Session on Draft Companies Bill 2015 

(Companies Act 2017) at Federation of Pakistan Chamber of Commerce and Industry, SECP Islamabad. 
304 SECP has placed this draft in Sep 2016 for public opinion suggestions. This draft has been promulgated 

in form of the Companies Act 2017 after submission of thesis in 2016. 
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‘trading corporations’ have been mentioned in the Federal Legislative List in Fourth 

Schedule of the Constitution of Pakistan, 1973. Thus, there exists some ambiguity and 

legal deficiency with respect legal existence of company and corporation. SECP 

incorporates ‘company’ and not a corporation which is created by an Act or Ordinance.305 

Such issue may surmount in near future as after 18th Constitutional Amendment, 

concurrent legislative list has been deleted. The matters not mentioned in the Federal 

Legislative List falls within the domain of the Provincial government. The law of 

winding up of companies is part of the Companies Ordinance 1984. Prior to this, 

constitutionality of the Industrial Relations Act 2012306 was questioned before the four 

provincial High Courts and Islamabad High Court and the appeals were also preferred 

before supreme Court of Pakistan. The reason was that entries in in the Federal 

Legislative were ambiguous which created a room for cross- arguments. The similar 

arguments may be raised by the provinces that federal parliament has no authority to 

enact law with respect to companies. Although, Supreme Court applied the principles of 

interpretation of statutes and declared that the said Act is constitutional. However, there 

is no harm if the ambiguity is removed and future issues are preempted. 307 

2.11 Summary and Conclusions 

The conclusions deduced from discussion supra are that India and Pakistan 

inherited their company law from the United Kingdom. A company in Pakistan has 

                                                             
305 Article, 63, 70, 165-A and Federal Legislative List, Part-I in Fourth Schedule of the Constitution of 

Pakistan. Read: Hamid Khan, Constitutional and Political History of Pakistan (Oxford: 2nd edn, Oxford 

University Press 2009) 314. Sheikh Zain, Constitution of Islamic Republic of Pakistan 1973 (Lahore: 4th 

edn, Pakistan Law House 2012) 35; Khurram M. Kashmi, The Constitution of Islamic Republic of Pakistan 

(Lahore: Federal Law House 2015) 89  

306  (X of 2012) 

307 Sui Southern Gas Company Ltd. etc. V. Federation of Pakistan etc., 2018 S C M R 802. 
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similar characteristics as a company has in the UK and India. Similarly, the law of 

winding of companies is not separate in India and Pakistan.  Rather, the main statute of 

company regulates and covers the process of winding up. The United Kingdom has a 

separate law of winding up of companies. Furthermore, there exists some ambiguity and 

legal deficiency with respect to the legal existence of company and corporation as the 

word ‘company’ has not been mentioned in the Federal Legislative List of the 

Constitution of Pakistan 1973 and this ambiguity may give rise to a constitutional 

question. 

The history of company law in the United Kingdom, India and Pakistan are 

summarized in Tables 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 in lines below: 

Table 2.1 Chronological History of Company Law in the United Kingdom 

S.# Name of Statute Statute  No 
I Joint Stock Companies Act, 1844 (7 & 8 Vict. c.110) 

II Limited Liability Act, 1855 (18 & 19 Vict c 133) 

III Joint Stock Companies Act, 1856 (19 & 20 Vict. c.47) 

IV Companies Act, 1862 (25 & 26 Vict. c.89) 

V Companies (Memorandum and Association) Act, 1890  (53 & 54 Vict c 62) 

VI Directors’ Liability Act 1890  (53 & 54 Vict. Cap. 64) 

VII Companies Act, 1900 (63 & 64 Vict. c. 48) 

VIII Companies (Consolidation) Act, 1908  (1908 c. 69) 

IX Registration of Business Names Act, 1916  ( 1916 c. 58) 

X Companies Act, 1948 (1948 c. 38) 

XI Companies (Amendment) Act, 1967  (1967 c. 81) 

XII Companies Act, 1976 (1976 c. 69) 

XIII Companies Act ,1980  (1980 c. 22) 

XIV Companies Acts, 1983  ( 1983 c. 50) 

XV Companies Act, 1985  (1985 c. 6) 

XVI Companies Consolidation (Consequential Provisions) Act, 1985 (1985 c. 9) 

XVII Companies Act, 2006  (2006 c. 46) 

                                                                        

                                                                                                  Sources: Author’s Own 
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Table 2.2 Chronological History of Company Law in India 

S.# Name of Statute Statute  No 
I  Joint Stock Companies Act 1850 (XLIII of 1850) 

II  Joint Stock Companies Act 1857 (19 of 1857) 

III Companies Act 1913 (VII of 1913) 

IV Companies (Foreign Interests) Act 1918 (VI of 1918) 

V Companies (Amendment) Act 1960  (LXV of 1960) 

VI Companies (Amendment) Act 1969  (XVII of 1969) 

VII Companies (Amendment) Act 1974 (XLI of 1974) 

VIII Companies (Amendment) Act 1977 (XLVI of 1977) 

IX Companies (Amendment) Act 1985  (XXXV of 1985) 

X Companies (Amendment) Act 1988  (XXXI of 1988) 

XI Depositories Act,1996 (XXII of 1996) 

XII Companies (Amendment) Act 1999  (XXI of 1999) 

XIII Companies (Amendment) Act 2000 (LIII of 2000) 

XIV Companies Act 2013  (18 of 2013) 

                                                                                               Sources: Author’s Own 

Table 2.3 Chronological History of Company Law in Pakistan 

S.# Name of Statute Statute  No 
I Companies Act 1913 (Act No. VII of 1913) 

II Undesirable Companies Act 1958  (Act No. X of 1958) 

III Securities and Exchange Ordinance 1969  (Ord. No XVII of 1969) 

IV Companies Managing Agency and Election of Directors Order, 

1972 

(2 of 1972.) 

V. Companies (Shifting of Registered Office) Ordinance, 1972  (V of 1972) 

VI Companies (Appointment of Legal Advisors) Act 1974 (X of 1974) 

VII Companies (Amendment) Ordinance 1979  (LXII of 1979) 

VIII Companies Ordinance 1984 (XLVII of 1984) 

IX Central Depositories Ordinance 1997  (XIII of 1997) 

X Securities and Exchange Commission of Pakistan Act 1997 (XLII of 1997) 

XI Companies (Amendment) Act 1999  

XII Companies (Amendment) Ordinance 2002  (C of  2002) 

XIII Companies (Second Amendment) Ordinance 2002  (CXXIII of 2002) 

XIV Companies (Amendment) Act 2015  (XXI of 2015) 

XV Draft Companies Bill 2015 Pending in SECP 

XVI Draft Companies Act 2016 Pending in SECP 

XVII Companies Act 2017 Act No. XIX of 2017) 

                                                                                                      Sources: Author’s Own 

********************* 
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Chapter 3 

 

Winding up of Companies 

 

3.1 Introduction 

The winding up of companies has a great significance in the corporate realm. In 

this segment, we endeavor to understand connotation, ambit and advantages etc. of 

winding up of companies. The necessity of winding up and its justification has been 

elaborated in a historical perspective. The distinction between winding up and liquidation 

and ‘defunct company’ and ‘dissolved company’ has also been highlighted. There are 

countable alternatives to avoid compulsory winding up of a company.308 The recognized 

alternatives i.e. (i) investigation of affairs of company, (ii) appropriate actions by the 

Court against management, (iii) arbitration, (iv) compromises and arrangements, (v) 

compulsory acquisition of shares from dissenting shareholders, (vi) orders by the Court to 

prevent oppression and mismanagement, (vii) management by administrator, (viii) 

rehabilitation of companies owing sick industrial units have been discussed in detail 

pinpointing effectiveness and deficiencies of each alternative.309 The devices to create 

and dissolve companies in Pakistan have also been highlighted. The procedure, 

similarities and dissimilarities with respect to winding up of ‘unregistered’310, ‘foreign’311 

                                                             
308 UK, Insolvency Act 1986, Ss 1 to 7. See: Smith and Keenan’s, Company Law (London: 15th edn, 
Pearson Education 2011) 554; See also: IRC v Adams and Partners Ltd., (1999) 2 BCLC 730 
309 In Re: Energy Holdings Ltd. (In Liquidation), (2010) EWHC 788 (Ch); See: Smith and Keenan’s, 

Company Law (London: 15th edn, Pearson Education 2011) 552 
310 Companies Ordinace 1984, s 443. ‘Unregistered company shall not include Railway Company and 

registered companies but includes association, partnership, or company consisting having more than seven 

members’. 
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and ‘registered’312 companies’ are the cardinal features which have been detailed and 

scrutinized mainly focusing on statutory provisions and ‘precedents’.313 The company 

law in Pakistan recognizes three modes of winding up of companies- (i) compulsory, (ii) 

voluntary, (iii) and subject to the supervision of Court and all these modes have been 

critically appreciated.314 The justification of the mode- ‘winding up subject to the 

supervision of the Court’ juxtaposition status in India has been dealt with.315 The 

distinction between member’s and creditors’ voluntary winding up has been discussed 

and clarified.  

The ‘consequences’316 of winding up of companies by the Court in Pakistan with 

respect to creditors, members and stakeholders etc have been summarized and critically 

analyzed. The ‘objectives’317 of winding up e.g. (a) avoid losses, (b) safeguard interests 

of creditors, (c) safeguard interests of shareholders, (d) guard public interest, (e) oust bad 

governance, (f) protect minority shareholders, (g) ensure obedience to laws and (h) block 

fraud etc have been consolidated and critically analyzed in light of precedents of Superior 

Courts of Pakistan. Furthermore, there are countable kinds of companies’ e.g. registered, 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
311 The Companies Ordinance 1984, section 450 defines foreign companies as ‘companies incorporated or 

formed outside Pakistan which, after the commencement of this Ordinance, establish a place of business 

within Pakistan or which have, before the commencement of this Ordinance, established a place of business 

in Pakistan and continue to have an established place of business within Pakistan at the commencement of 

this Ordinance’. 
312 The registered companies means the companies which have been incorporated in accordance the 

provisions of the Companies Ordinance 1984 and the previous companies Acts.  
313Muhammad Muneer, Precedents in Pakistan (Karachi: Ameena Saiyed, Oxford University Press 2014) 1 
314 The Companies Ordinance 1984, section 297 endorses three modes of winding up. The mode winding 
up subject to supervision of court has been deleted in India.  
315 Indian Companies Act 2013 contains only two modes of winding up- voluntary and compulsory.   
316 The word ‘consequences’ has not been defined in the Companies Ordinance 1984. However, its general 

meanings are relevant. It means the outcomes which ensue in case of winding up. 
317The word ‘object’ has also not been defined in the Companies Ordinance 1984. Thus, its general 

meaning is relevant. The object means the goals aimed at by the process of winding up.  
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unregistered, foreign, ‘single member’318, ‘illegal associations’319 etc which have been 

discussed and differentiated in the context of winding up. It has been considered whether 

there is a need for separate law of winding up of companies in Pakistan or not as some 

countries e.g. the UK and Canada have a separate law of winding up of companies? 320 

Thus, the main research question in this chapter is- whether modes, consequences and 

objects of winding up of companies by the court are certain and this winding up of 

companies is not escapable in any case? 

3.2 Winding up of Companies and its Different Aspects 

3.2.1 The Necessity of Winding up 

Necessity is the mother of invention. The concepts of ‘corporate personality’321 

and ‘limited liability’ 322 as endorsed in Solomon case and Lee case are the main factors 

which necessitated ‘winding up of companies’323. The creditors and shareholder were in 

tongue-tied position when these two basic principles were not in existence. The 

introduction of the doctrine of ‘corporate personality’ relieved the company but not the 

shareholders whose liability remained unlimited. The concept of ‘limited liability’ 

relieved the shareholders but pushed the creditors in hot waters and doldrums. Thus, to 

ensure equilibrium among creditors, shareholders and company, winding up of the 

                                                             
318 The Companies (Amendment) Ordinance 2002 has introduced the concept of Single Member Company 

in Pakistan. Thus, a single person can get the company incorporated. 
319 The word ‘illegal associations’ have not been defined in the Companies Ordinance 1984. Hence, its 

general meaning is relevant. 
320 Winding-up and Restructuring Act 1985 (R.S.C., 1985, c. W-11) 
321 See: Heading ‘characteristics of company” in Chapter 2 of this thesis. 
322 UK, Chartered Companies Act 1837 guaranteed incorporation and limited liability. However, the Board 

of Trade was reluctant to extent these benefits to all the companies. 
323 Smith and Keenan’s, Company Law (London: 15th edn, Pearson Education 2011) 592. See: Report on 

Company Law compiled by Dr. Jamshed J Irani, New Delhi, India, 31.05.2005, Ch. XIII, Para. 6.1 which 

unfolds that ‘an effective insolvency system is an important element of stability of financial system and 

essential to nourish a sound framework for winding up and liquidation’. 
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company was necessitated in specified ‘circumstances’.324 Both creditors and 

shareholders have bestowed the ‘remedy’325 of winding up of the company and were thus 

redeemed. Prior to 1844, there was no separate body of legal principles which could be 

considered as the law of company liquidation’.326 The nightmare of the creditor was to 

sue all members to get his grievance redressed. ‘Joint Stock Companies Banking Act 

1826’ 327 enabled the public officers to be sued on behalf of all the members but they can 

still be proceeded against individually. Thereafter, the ‘Companies Winding Act 1844’328 

was introduced with aims to extend remedies to creditors against the property of the 

company, make the easy process of winding up of companies and finding of deficiencies 

qua formation and management of companies.329 

Thereafter, ‘Joint Stock Companies Winding-up Act 1848’330 was introduced 

which allowed members to apply for winding up of a company. This Act was further 

amended in 1897 and its provisions were extended to all partnerships, associations and 

companies of seven persons or more regardless of incorporation.331 The systematic and 

equitable winding up came with ‘Joint Stock Companies Act 1856’332 which endorsed the 

theory of corporate personality and limited liability. The company, creditors and 

contributors were allowed to resort winding up of company on the basis of prescribed 

grounds. This is the basic scheme of winding up of companies prevalent in Pakistan, 

                                                             
324 The Companies Ordinance 1984, section 305 postulates the circumstances which justify compulsory 

winding up of the company in Pakistan.  
325 The Latin maxim ‘Ubi Jus Ibi Remedium’ is the basic principle which recognizes remedy for legal 

wrong. The Latin maxims ‘Damnum sine Injuria’ and ‘Injuria sine Damnum’ are also relevant with this 

aspect of wrong and remedy. 
326 BH McPherson, the Law of Company Liquidation (Sydney: 2nd edn, Law Book Company 1980)  9 
327 (7 Geo IV, c.46) 
328 (7 & 8 Vict, c. 111) 
329 In Re: Royal British Bank, ex parte Marcus, (1856) 26 LR Bky 1 
330 (11 & 12 Vict, c. 45) 
331 (12 & 13 Vict, c. 108) 
332 (19 & 20 Vict, c. 47) 
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India and the UK. 333 The annual reports of SECP, LJCP, FIA, NAB and TIP vividly 

speak for corporate frauds, corruption and non-compliance of law of the land. 334 Thus, 

winding up of companies is inevitable to safeguard the rights of creditors, shareholders 

and the company in a just and fair manner.  

3.2.2 Winding Up and Liquidation 

Business Dictionary defines winding up as ‘a method of dissolving 

a business by selling off its assets and satisfying creditors from proceeds of the sale.’335 

Gower expresses that- 

‘Winding up of a company is the process whereby the life of the company is 

ended; its property is administered for the benefit of members and creditors. A 

liquidator is appointed who takes control of the company, collects its assets, pays 
its debts and finally distributes any surplus among the members as per their 

rights.’336 

 

As per ‘Halsbury's Laws of England,337 ‘winding up is the proceeding whereby the 

company is dissolved. The belongings of the company are accumulated, realized and 

adjusted to reimburse sum unpaid. The balance amount is returned to its members in 

proportion to the sums contributed by them.’ The Courts in Pakistan have endorsed these 

definitions in countable verdicts338. Thus, winding up of a company by the Court means 

‘the process initiated through the presentation of winding up petition by an authorized 

                                                             
333 Berns, Sandra and Paula Baron,  Company Law and Governance; An Australian Prospective (New 

York: Oxford University Press 1998) 265-267 
334 Annual report 2013-2014, Law and Justice Commission of Pakistan, Islamabad; Judicial Statistics of 

Pakistan 2013 and 2014, Law and Justice Commission of Pakistan Islamabad; Annual Report 2013, 2014, 

2015, Lahore High Court Lahore; Annual Report (2014-2015), Securities and Exchange Commission of 

Pakistan; Annual Report 2014, National Accountability Bureau Pakistan; Report of Transparency 

International 2012, 2013; Global Corruption Barometer 2013, Transparency International; Corruption 

Perceptions Index 2015, Transparency International 
335 <www.businessdictionary.com/definition/winding-up.html> accessed 10 March 2016 
336 Gower and Davies, Principles of Modern Company Law (London: Paul Davies and Sarah Worthington 

ed, 9th edn,  Sweet & Maxwell Ltd 2012), 560 
337 Halsbury’s Laws of England (2nd ed. 1932) Vol 5 Companies, at p. 286. 
338 Mehr Textile Mills Ltd v Investment Corporation of Pakistan; 2005 SCMR 1328; Read also: American 

Marbles Products Ltd v  Investment Corporation of Pakistan, PLD 2003 SC 149 
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person against a company in the Court in consonance with provisions of the Rules 1997 

and the Ordinance 1984. ‘Liquidation literally means turning fixed assets into liquid 

assets namely cash. An owner selling his business for cash as a going concern is 

technically liquidating it. This term is applied where a business is closed and assets are 

sold voluntarily or involuntarily.’339 the Cambridge Dictionary considers that liquidation 

means ‘a situation in which a company stops operating and sells all its assets in order to 

pay its debts.’340 Juxtaposition definitions of ‘winding up’ and ‘liquidation’, the 

conclusion deduced is that there is a substantial dissimilarity between the two terms. The 

connotation of ‘winding up’ is wider than that of ‘liquidation’ as the former stands for 

termination and later means insolvency. The termination includes the aspect of 

insolvency but vice versa not. Liquidation is used when dissolution is sought on the 

ground of inability to pay debts and winding up is used when the ground of unlawful 

activities etc. is pleaded.  

3.2.3 Winding up and Dissolution 

The term ‘winding up’ has been defined in lines supra. The term dissolution means ‘end 

of the independent existence of a firm, brought about by consolidation or merger, 

creditors, government, or the stockholder’.341 The word ‘dissolution’ originates from 

‘dissolvere’342  a Latin word which connotes ‘the closing down or dismissal of an 

assembly, partnership, or official body.’ Juxtaposition definitions of winding up, 

liquidation and dissolution lead to the conclusion that the term winding up stands for the 

whole process of ending a company A to Z and dissolution stands for the tail of the whole 

                                                             
339 < http://definitions.uslegal.com/l/liquidation> accessed 23 May 2016 
340 <http://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/liquidation> accessed 23 May 2015 
341 <www.businessdictionary.com/definition/dissolution.html#ixzz42rmC5Vpc.> accessed 20 April 2016 
342 <www.google.com/search?client=opera&q=definition+of+winding+up&sourceid=opera&ie=UTF-

8&oe=UTF-8#q=dissolution+definition> accessed 20 April 2016 
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process. The process of winding up commences when an order for winding up has been 

passed by the Court or a resolution is passed for voluntary winding up and this ends on 

completion of the winding up proceedings. In Pakistan, SECP issues notification of 

dissolution after the order passed by the Court. On dissolution, the company ceases to 

exist. The company has no assets or liabilities at the end of winding up. The dissolution 

of the company occurs as soon as the matters of the company are completely settled. 

Thereafter, its nomenclature is erased from the register. Thus, a fictional person dies. The 

Court opined in ‘Leslie case’ that winding up has a certain commencement point and 

ending point but dissolution is the end. The winding up precedes dissolution and vice-

versa is not possible.’343 In summarized words, we may conclude that winding up 

includes dissolution. There is a possibility of dissolution without winding up.  

3.2.4 Defunct and Dissolved Company 

The defunct company and dissolved company have not been defined in the 

Ordinance 1984. Hence, dictionary and precedent meanings are applied to distinguish the 

two terms. Dictionary Reference unfolds that defunct means “no longer in effect or use; 

not operating or functioning”.344 Merriam Webster Dictionary defines ‘defunct’ as ‘no 

longer living, existing, or functioning’.345 Thus, ‘defunct company’ means a company 

which is not living, functioning or operating. Cambridge Dictionary highlights ‘dissolve’ 

which means ‘to end an official organization or a legal arrangement.’346 Learner 

Dictionary reads that ‘dissolve’ means ‘to officially end something, such as a marriage, 

                                                             
343 Pierce Leslie & Co. Ltd v Violet Ouchterlony, 1969 SCR (3) 203 
344 <http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/defunct> accessed  20 April 2016 
345 <www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/defunct> accessed  20 April 2016 
346 < http://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/dissolve > accessed  20 April 2016 
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organization, or agreement.’347 Thus, the word ‘dissolved’ is an adjective in grammatical 

terms and it means ‘officially ended organization or legal arrangement’. Thus, ‘dissolved 

company’ means ‘officially ended company’. The comparison of defunct and dissolved 

company points out gross differences and distinctions. The former one is non-functional 

and operative and later is officially ended. For example, ‘if a company does not 

commence a business for years after incorporation, it is a defunct company.’348 If a 

company is wound up and dissolved with due process of law, it is termed as ‘dissolved 

company’. Section 439 of the Ordinance 1984 generally deals with ‘defunct companies’ 

and empowers Registrar of Companies to eliminate a defunct company from the 

register.349 Registrar strikes off from register name of defunct companies by passing an 

order which is appealable before High Court for restoration.350 

3.3 Alternatives to Escape Winding up of Companies  

The company law in Pakistan has different solutions and remedies to avoid 

winding up of companies.351 These remedies are-(i)‘investigation,’(ii)‘removal of 

management by the Court,’352(iii) ‘arbitration,’353(iv) ‘arrangement and compromises,’354 

(v)‘reconstruction or amalgamation,’355 (vi) ‘compulsory purchase of shares from 

                                                             
347 <www.learnersdictionary.com/definition/dissolve> accessed  20 April 2016 
348 Tahir Umer v Sun Color Garments etc., 2005 CLD 1177 
349 Salahuddin v Seth Industries Ltd., 1974 SCMR 15 
350 ARK Industrial Managements Ltd v Joint Registrar Govt of Pakistan, 1991 CLC 1520; In Re: 
Associated Electrical Enterprises Ltd., 1988 CLC 1538 
351 Smith and Keenan’s, Company Law (London: 15th edn, Pearson Education 2011) 585 
352 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 271 
353 ibid, s 283 
354 ibid, s 284 
355 ibid, s 287 
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dissenting members,’356 (vii) ‘appointment of an administrator,’357(viii) ‘rehabilitation of 

sick industrial units,’358and (ix) deletion from register name of a company.’359 

3.3.1 Investigation 

‘Before moving for wrapping up of the company by the Court, the one or more 

competent persons as inspectors can be appointed by SECP to look into ’360 dealings of a 

company on application by at least 1/10th members or holding voting powers or on a 

report by registrar’.361 The application by members must be supported by evidence 

showing ‘good reason’ 362 for investigation. SECP may require the applicants to give 

security for payment of costs of the investigation before appointing an inspector.363 The 

SECP is bound to appoint competent persons as inspectors to investigate affairs of a 

company when the company has passed a resolution in general meeting or on the order 

passed by the Court. 

 However, SECP has the discretion to appoint inspector in circumstances- (i) 

business of company is conducted with intent to defraud creditors, members or any other 

person, (ii) commission of fraud, misfeasance, breach of trust towards company, (iii) 

deprivation of members from reasonable return, (iv) Non-provision of all information to 

members regarding affairs of company, (v) allotment of shares for inadequate 

                                                             
356 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 289. 
357 ibid, s 295. 
358 ibid, s 296. 
359 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 439. See: Smith and Keenan’s, Company Law (London: 15th edn, Pearson 

Education  2011) 587 
360 Companies Ordinance 1984 , Ss 263 and 265. 
361 Companies Ordinance, 1984, s 263; See: Rajasthan Ltd v Rajasthan Breweries Ltd & Ors, (2007) 140 
Com Cases 622 (CLB) wherein investigation was ordered by High Court. 
362 Shafiq-ur-Rahman v Muhammad Ashraf, 1990 CLC 1806. The phrase ‘sufficient cause’ and ‘good 

cause’ has been differentiated. The phrase ‘good reason’ and ‘good cause’ are used interchangeably. The 

distinction is that of level of proof. 
363 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 264. See: Light Metal and Rubber Industries Pvt Ltd v Sarfraz Qadri, 

2011 CLD 1485 (Kar) 
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consideration,  (vi) management of business in violation of good business values or 

sensible profitable practices and (vii) fiscal condition of company leading toward 

insolvency.364 The inspector has powers of ‘civil court’365 under ‘Code of Civil Procedure 

1908’366 for enforcing the attendance of persons and examining them on oath or 

affirmation, compelling discovery and production of books and papers and any material 

objects and issuing commissions for the examination of witnesses.367 

The proceeding before inspector are judicial proceeding in nature and come with 

ambit of sections 193 & 228 of “Pakistan Penal Code 1860”368 and penalties are imposed 

for contravention of orders or directions passed by an inspector who is also empowered to 

probe matters of “associated companies”369 or ‘subsidiary’370 or ‘holding company’ 371 or 

a subsidiary of holding company or a holding company of subsidiary, other body 

corporate managed by chief executive. The inspector needs the permission of SECP to 

investigate and report any ‘body corporate’372 or ‘chief executive.’373 All officers, 

employees and agents have a duty to give to the inspector all assistance in connection 

with the investigation. ‘The person who defaults is punished with imprisonment of 

                                                             
364 Companies Ordinance 1984 , s 265 
365 The Civil Courts are established in Pakistan under the Civil Courts Ordinance 1962. There are three 

class of Civil Courts- Class-III, Class-II and Class-I. 
366 (Act V of 1908). The Code contains the detailed procedure and comprises two main parts- Sections and 

Orders. The procedure of winding up is regulated by the Companies Court Rules, 1997. However, this 

Code supplements the procedure.  
367 Companies Ordinance 1984 , s 266 
368 (XLV of 1860). The Code of 1860 is the substantive statute which comprises definitions and 

components of offences. However, there are many other statutes which define the offences. 
369 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 2(2). There are certain qualifications which make a company associated 

and basically interconnection between companies is inevitable. 
370 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 3. There are certain qualifications which make a company subsidiary and 

basically interconnected with a holding company. The cardinal distinguishing feature is that of control over 

management of company. 
371 ibid 
372 Companies Ordinance 1984, 2 (4). Body corporate is broader term which includes companies 

incorporated outside Pakistan but does not include corporation sole, cooperative societies and corporation 

notified by government of Pakistan. 
373 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 267. Moreover, the Companies Ordinance 1984, s 2 (6) defines chief 

executive as the most senior officer of the company. 
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maximum one year and a fine of ten thousand rupees.’374 The inspector makes interim 

reports to the SECP on its direction and a final report at the conclusion of the 

investigation. The SECP forwards copy of reports at the registered office of a company 

with appropriate instructions and supplies copies of reports to members, interested 

persons and the Court.375 The SECP has an option to prosecute the person who is guilty 

of any offence. All officers and employees have a duty to give all assistance in 

prosecution.376 Thus, we may conclude that investigation by the inspector is one of the 

efficacious remedies to address frauds and unlawful activities before winding up. 

3.3.2 Action against Management of Company 

Another remedy to avoid winding up of the company is ‘taking appropriate 

actions against the management of the company by the Court’. The SECP has optional 

power to apply to the Court to take ‘appropriate’ 377 action when the investigation report 

reveals that-(i) conduct of  business is  ‘fraudulent’ 378 for creditors etc. (ii) purpose of 

business is fraudulent or unlawful, (iii) ‘manner of business is oppressive ’ 379 (iv) the 

purpose of formation of company was unlawful & fraudulent (v) the promoters or 

management of the company commits “fraud” 380, “misfeasance” 381, “breach of trust” 382 

                                                             
374 Companies Ordinance 1984 , s 268 
375 ibid, s 269 
376 ibid, s 270 
377<www.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/appropriate>accessed 27 April 2016. The word 

‘appropriate’ means suitable or proper in the circumstances. It is used in discretionary sense and its ambit is 

regulated by principles of equity.   
378<www.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/defraud> accessed 27 April 2016. Defraud means 

illegally obtain money from someone by deception. 
379 <www.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/oppressive> accessed 27 April 2016. Oppressive 
means inflicting harsh and authoritarian treatment.   
380 <www.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/fraud> accessed 27 April 2016 

Fraud means wrongful or criminal deception intended to result in financial or personal gain.   
381 <www.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/misfeasance> accessed 27 April 2016. Misfeasance 

means a transgression, especially the wrongful exercise of lawful authority. The word has been derived 

from Old French ‘mesfaisance’.  
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or “misconduct”383  (vi) carrying  not permitted business(vii) deprivation of members 

from a logical reward (viii) concealment of information from members (ix) allotment of 

shares for insufficient ‘consideration’384 (x) violation of ‘sound business principles’385(xi) 

threat of ‘insolvency.’386 The Court has discretionary powers to remove directors and 

chief executive etc, direct changes in management or in accounting policies, direct to call 

a meeting of members to take appropriate ‘remedial actions’ 387 or direct ‘annulment’388 

or ‘modification’ 389 of any existing contract detrimental to a company or its members. 

The removed person is ineligible for reappointment for a period of five years. An 

‘opportunity of hearing’390 must be provided to the affected person. These actions are in 

addition to and not in substitution of other actions.391 Thus, the Court can remove the 

administration of the company and pass appropriate orders in cases of fraud, 

misrepresentation and unlawful activities by the company or administration.  However, 

this remedy is dependent upon the discretion of SECP.  

 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
382 <http://dictionary.law.com/Default> accessed 27 April 2016. Breach of trust means any act which is in 

violation of the duties of a trustee or of the terms of a trust. Such a breach need not be intentional or with 

malice, but can be due to negligence. 
383 <http://dictionary.law.com/Default.aspx?selected=1387#ixzz4722JMzbc> accessed 27 April 2016 
Misconduct means improper and/or illegal acts by a public official which violate his/her duty to follow the 

law and act on behalf of the public good. Often such conduct is under the guise or "color" of official 

authority.  
384 <http://dictionary.law.com/Default.aspx?selected=305#ixzz4723rpmUv> accessed 27 April 2016. 

Consideration is a benefit which must be bargained for between the parties and is the essential reason for a 

party entering into a contract.  
385 There are numerous principles e.g. observance of corporate governance, respect for law etc. 
386 Black’s Law Dictionary defines that solvency means the ability to pay debts as they come due.  
387<www.nationallibertyalliance.org/files/docs/Books/Black's%20Law%204th%20edition,%201891.pdf> 

accessed on 27April 2016. Remedial action is one which is brought to obtain compensation or indemnity.  
388<www.vocabulary.com/dictionary/annulment> accessed 27April 2016. Annulment means act of 
abrogating; an official or legal cancellation; a formal termination of a relationship or a judicial proceeding. 
389 <www.vocabulary.com/dictionary/modification> accessed on 27April 2016. A modification is a change 

or alteration usually to make something work better.  
390 The principle of natural justice audi alterm partem requires that no one should be condemned unheard. 

This principle has been recognized by the company courts in Pakistan. 
391 Companies Ordinance 1984 , s 271. 
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3.3.3 Arbitration 

The company law in Pakistan recognizes many tools to settle disputes out of the 

Court. One of these tools is ‘arbitration’ 392 which is utilized to resolve corporate issues 

particularly in case of private companies as decade’s lapse in resolving disputes in the 

Courts. This remedy may be availed either prior to presentation of winding up petition in 

the Court or thereafter. In the case of arbitration, the company may refer to writing 

existing or future differences between itself and any other company or person. 

Furthermore, the company or parties to the arbitration has the option to delegate power to 

the arbitrator to settle any term or to determine any matter capable of being lawfully 

settled or determined by the companies themselves or by their directors or another 

managing body.393 If the dispute is referred to arbitration, the provisions of the 

‘Arbitration Act, 1940’394 come in operation. 

The perusal of precedents listed in the catalogue of cases in this study reveals that 

the remedy of ‘arbitration’ has seldom been availed by the parties so that winding up of 

companies may be avoided. Thus, this remedy has been less useful as it requires the 

consent of both parties. Generally, the wrongdoer refuses to refer the dispute to an 

‘arbitration’ wherein parties or their authorized agents sit one to one and have to speak 

the truth.  

 

                                                             
392 The law of arbitration in Pakistan is contained in the Arbitration Act 1940. The Act provides for three 

classes of arbitration: (i) arbitration without intervention of court as per Chapter II, Sections 3 to 19, (ii) 

arbitration through court but without pendency of suit as per Chapter III, Section 20 and (iii) arbitration in 
suits through court as per Chapter IV, Sections 21 to 25.  See also: Chanbasappa Gurushantappa Hire math 

v Baslingayya Gokurnay Hire math, AIR 1927 Bombay 565. Bombay High Court observed in 1927 that to 

refer matters to a Punchayat is one of the natural ways of deciding many a dispute in India.  
393 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 283; Section 35-A of Code of Civil Procedure 1908 which deals with 

different modes of alternate dispute resolutions including arbitration. 
394 (Act No. X of 1940)  
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3.3.4 Compromise or Arrangement 

The next device to avoid winding up of the company is ‘compromise’395 or 

‘arrangement’396. The company, creditors or members have the option to propose a 

compromise or arrangement and present the same in the Court. A meeting of creditors or 

members may be ordered by the court to be called, convened and conducted in the 

manner prescribed. If a majority of three-fourths of creditors or members either in person 

or by ‘proxy’397 agree to the compromise or arrangement and is ‘sanctioned’ 398 by the 

court, such compromise or arrangement is binding on all creditors, members, the 

company, liquidator and contributories. This compromise or arrangement may be 

proposed either before or after the presentation of winding up petition in the Court. The 

applicant has a duty to disclose to the Court by ‘affidavit’ 399 or otherwise all material 

facts relating to the company e.g. latest financial position of the company, latest auditor's 

report, the pendency of any investigation proceedings etc. The sanctioned order has no 

effect unless a certified copy of the order is filed within 30 days with the registrar of 

companies and annexed with all copies of MoA. 

                                                             
395 <www.vocabulary.com/dictionary/compromise> accessed 27 April 2016. Compromise comes from the 

Latin ‘compromissum’, which means "mutual promise." A compromise is a way of settling differences by 

everybody making concessions. If you want to stay out until 10 and your friend wants to stay out until 

midnight, 11 is a good compromise. Compromise can also mean to erode or diminish. If you never repair 

your brakes, you will compromise the safety of the car. If you cheat, you compromise your integrity.  
396 The ‘arrangement’ includes a re-organisation of the share-capital of the company by the consolidation of 

shares of different classes or by the division of shares into shares of different classes or by both those 

methods. 
397 <www.vocabulary.com/dictionary/proxy > accessed 27 April 2016. Proxy means a power of attorney 

document given by shareholders of a corporation authorizing a specific vote on their behalf at a corporate 

meeting.  
398 <www.vocabulary.com/dictionary/sanctioned> accessed 27 April 2016. Sanctioned means ‘an action 

formally approved and invested with legal authority’.  
399 <www.vocabulary.com/dictionary/affidavit>   accessed 27 April 2016. The affidavit has been derived 

from the Latin ‘affidare’, which means ‘to pledge’. When you state something in an affidavit, you're 

pledging to the powers that be that you're not lying. The word usually appears in legal settings. It also 

means written declaration made under oath.  
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 A company and its officer who ‘knowingly’400 and ‘willfully’401 defaults are penalized 

for each default with a maximum fine of Rs. 5000/- The Court has discretionary power to 

stay commencement or continuation of any suit or proceeding against the company until 

the application is finally disposed of.402 The Court has discretionary powers to give 

directions, suggest modifications in compromise or arrangement for proper working at 

the time of granting sanction or thereafter. The Court can order winding up of the 

company either on its own motion, on application by Registrar or interested person when 

arrangement or compromise cannot be acted upon and modification thereof is fruitless.403 

The notice of calling a meeting of creditors or members must be annexed with a 

statement containing terms of the arrangement or compromise, effect, material interests 

of directors and chief executive. The statement must give information and explanation 

about its effects upon debenture holder’s rights. This statement in the copy is furnished to 

the entitled creditors or members free of costs. The officer of the company or the officer 

in person who knowingly and willfully defaults in this regard can be fined for a 

maximum of two thousand rupees.404 In case, compromise or arrangement suggests 

‘reconstruction’405 or ‘amalgamation’ 406 or division of companies into two companies or 

more and the part or whole ‘undertaking’,407 liabilities or property of transferor company 

                                                             
400 <www.vocabulary.com/dictionary/knowingly> accessed 27 April 2016. Knowingly means do something 

with full knowledge and deliberation.  
401<www.vocabulary.com/dictionary/wilfull> accessed 27 April 2016. Willful means deliberate or 

stubborn. While being full of will, or determination, doesn’t necessarily seem like a bad thing, the word 

willful is negative in meaning. Thus, willfully means doing something with stubbornness and deliberation.   
402 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 284. 
403 ibid, s 285. 
404 ibid, s 286. 
405 <www.vocabulary.com/dictionary/reconstruction > accessed 27 April 2016. Reconstruction means ‘the 

process of putting something back together.’ 
406  <www.vocabulary.com/dictionary/amalgamation> accessed 27 April 2016. Amalgamation means the 

combination of two or more commercial companies. Its synonym is merger.  
407 <www.vocabulary.com/dictionary/undertaking> accessed 27 April 2016. Undertaking means any piece 

of work that is undertaken or attempted. For example, when you take something under consideration, it 
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is also to be transferred to transferee company, the Court has discretion to order at the 

time of sanction or thereafter- (i) allotment or appropriation408 by transferee company of 

any shares, debentures, policies or like interests, (ii) continuation of legal proceedings by 

or against transferor and transferee company, (iii) dissolution of  transferor company but 

without winding up and (iv) adjudicate ‘incidental’,409 ‘consequential’410 and 

‘supplemental’ 411matters. Transferee Company includes the company as defined by the 

Ordinance 1984 but Transferor Company even includes a company not recognized by the 

Ordinance ibid.412 The Court has a duty to give notice of application for arrangement, 

compromise, reconstruction and amalgamation to Registrar and consider his 

representation.413 There is no specialized forum in Pakistan which may nourish 

independent guidance to finalize compromise or arrangement between contesting parties 

particularly the members and not creditors who are generally ‘financial institutions.’414  

3.3.5 Regulation of Conduct, Reduction of Share Capital, Purchase of Shares. 

The compulsory winding up of companies is avoidable in case winding up 

petition is filed by a minority shareholder who dissents with a scheme or contract 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
means you're not necessarily going to do it; you're just going to think about it. When you take something 
on, you've undertaken to actually do it.  
408 <www.vocabulary.com/dictionary/appropriation> accessed 27 April 2016. Appropriation means a 

deliberate act of acquisition of something often without the permission of the owner. Appropriation 

originally referred to the taking of private property, usually by the government.  
409 <www.vocabulary.com/dictionary/incidental> accessed 27 April 2016. Incidental means minor or casual 

or subordinate in significance or nature or occurring as a chance concomitant or consequence.  
410<www.vocabulary.com/dictionary/consequential> accessed 27 April 2016. Consequential means things 

that are consequential are important and extremely important.  
411<www.vocabulary.com/dictionary/supplemental> accessed 27 April 2016. Supplemental comes from the 

Latin ‘supplementum’ "added to supply a deficiency. Something that's supplemental is added when there's a 

lack or deficiency. Teachers are famous for assigning supplemental reading to round out the information in 
a textbook.  
412 Companies Ordinance 1984 , s 287 
413 ibid, s 288 
414 <www.vocabulary.com/dictionary/financial%20institution> accessed 27 April 2016. Financial 

institution means an institution public or private that collects funds from the public or other institutions and 

invests them in financial assets. 
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involving the transfer of shares from ‘transferor company’ to ‘transferee company’.  

After approval of scheme, within 120 days after making of offer by transferee company 

by holders of at least nine-tenths in value of shares whose transfer is involved, except 

shares held at date of offer by itself or by a ‘nominee’ 415 for transferee company or its 

subsidiary, the transferee company has option to give notice dissenting shareholder that it 

desires to acquire his shares within 60 days after expiry of 120 days. After this notice, the 

transferee company is entitled and bound to acquire those shares on terms whereupon the 

shares of approving shareholders are to be transferred to Transferee Company in light of 

scheme or contract.  However, the court is empowered to restrain transfer on filing a 

petition in 30 days commencing from the date of knowledge by a dissenting shareholder.  

When shares in Transferor Company are already held by Transferee Company 

worth greater than 1/10th of the aggregate value of all the shares, such forceful transfer is 

not possible.416 The case law in Pakistan qua winding up of companies on the ground of 

oppression upon minority shareholders is meagre in numbers. The limitation of 1/10th or 

9/10th is technical in nature. The superior courts of Pakistan have repeatedly ruled that 

technicalities should not thwart ends of justice.417 The paramount consideration should be 

justice and not technical terms. The law should impart justice even to a member who 

holds a share. The ‘oppression’418 and ‘mismanagement’419 are major grounds of winding 

                                                             
415 <www.vocabulary.com/dictionary/nominee> accessed 27 April 2016. A nominee is someone running 

for office. 
416 Companies Ordinance 1984 , s 289 
417 Imtiaz Ahmed v Ghulam Ali, PLD 1963 SC 382. The Supreme Court of Pakistan observed that the 

proper place of procedure in any system of administration of justice is to help and not to thwart the grant to 
the people of their rights. All technicalities have to be avoided unless it be essential to comply with them  

on grounds of public policy. 
418 <www.vocabulary.com/dictionary/oppression> accessed 27 April 2016. Oppression is when a person or 

group in a position of power controls the less powerful in cruel and unfair ways. Not cool. ‘Power concedes 

nothing without a demand. I never did and it never will.’ Those words came from Frederick Douglass, a 

former slave who devoted his life to ending the oppression of black people at the hands of powerful white 
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up of companies. The members holding minimum twenty percent of issued share capital 

or creditors possessing interest minimum 20% of paid-up capital of company or Registrar 

is competent to allege in winding up petition that conduct of affairs of the company is in 

either unlawful or fraudulent or in derogation of memorandum or tyrannical to members 

or creditors or opposed to community benefits. In this context, if winding up of a 

company is unfairly prejudicial to members or creditors, the court has some options to 

pass orders for- (i) regulating conduct of affair of the company or (ii) purchasing shares 

of members (iii) and reduction of capital of the company.420 

The court has also discretion to order for setting aside or modification or 

rescission of an agreement between the directors etc. and company etc, declare null and 

void any transfer, payment, execution, delivery of goods, or other transactions done or 

made against or by the company within three months but prior to filing of the 

application’421 to pass interim orders subject to just and equitable terms and conditions.422 

No claim against company lies for damages or compensation in case of termination, 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
slave owners. The Latin root means “pressed against,” and oppression feels like hands pressing your head, 

keeping you down. Oppression can be widespread throughout a culture, or felt by a single individual, like 

enduring the sun’s oppression on a hot summer day.  
419 The Supreme Court of India found in Rajahmundry Electric Supply Corporation v A Nageshwara Rao, 

AIR 1956 SC 213 that the vice chairman had drawn considerable amounts for his personal purpose, large 

amounts were owing to government for charges for supply of electricity, machinery was in a state of 

disrepair, directorate had become greatly attenuated and the shareholders outside group of chairman were 

powerless to set matters right. This was held to be sufficient evidence of mismanagement. In RS Mathur v 

H.S. Mathur, (1970) 1 Comp LJ 35, it was held that there should be present and continuing 

mismanagement. The charges of mismanagement in the past, even if proved, are not enough to establish an 

existing injury to the interest of the company or public interest. Furthermore, the Calcutta High Court 

declined the winding up of seriously mismanaged company and a special officer was appointed to manage 

the company which was engaged in special industries necessary for the implementation of the plans of 

country. Richardson and Cruddas Ltd v/s Haridas Mundra, (1959) 29 Com Cases 547. In Addition, it was 
held in ‘Indowind Energy Ltd v ICICI Bank Ltd. (2010) 153 Com Cases 394 (CLB) that non-declaration of 

dividends would not amount to oppression and mismanagement. 
420 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 290; See: Feroz-ud-Din v Pakistan Hotels Developers Ltd, PLD 

1996 Kar 300 
421 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 291; See: UK, Insolvency Act 1986, s 127. 
422 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 292. 
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setting aside, or modification of an arrangement by the court.423 Thus, the conclusion 

deduced is that “unfair prejudice” is the central criteria to answer winding up of the 

company. The Superior Courts in Pakistan has pronounced countable judgments wherein 

winding up petitions have been refused to be prejudicial to members or creditors.424 

Furthermore, the interests of employees and workmen of the company are also 

watched.425  

3.3.6 Management by Administration 

There are illustrations where the fault lies with management and not the company 

but extinction becomes the fate of the company. To rescue, the company law in Pakistan 

provides alternate remedy of management by ‘administration’426 of company on various 

grounds e.g. (i) conduct of affairs or business of company in prejudicial manner, (ii) 

breach of trust, misfeasance or misconduct by director or management, (iii) ‘defraud’427 

with members or creditors or any other person, (iv) business for fraudulent or unlawful 

purpose or in oppressive manner, (v) deprivation of members from a reasonable return, 

(vi) non-completion of industrial project or unit or non-commencement of operations, 

(vii) production or performance of the industrial unit has deteriorated and market value of  

shares has fallen by more than 75% of its par value or debt-equity ratio has deteriorated 

                                                             
423 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 293. 
424 American Marbles Products Ltd v Investment Corporation of Pakistan, PLD 2003 SC 149; See: Pak. 

Industrial C & I Corporation v Bawany Industries Ltd, PLD 1998 Kar 45; National Development Finance 

Corporation v Fazal Sugar Mills Ltd, 1993 CLC 642 
425 Feroz-ud-Din v Pakistan Hotels Developers Ltd, PLD 1996 Kar 300; See: Aeroflot Russian International 

Airlines v Gerry's International Pvt Ltd, 2003 CLD 1075 (Kar); See also: Hashmi Can Company Ltd v K.K 

& Co Pvt Ltd, 1992 SCMR 1006  
426 W Gunther Gmbh & Others v Switching Technologies Gunther Ltd & Others, (2004) 4 Comp LJ 507 
(CLB). The administrator was appointed to manage the affairs of the company. See: Securities and 

Exchange Commission of Pakistan v  Innovative Islamic Bank Ltd., 2010 CLD 1866; Security Leasing 

Corporation Ltd v Diamond Food Industries Ltd, 2003 CLD  861(Quetta); Daewoo Corporation v Platinum 

Insurance Company Ltd, 1997 CLC 1272 
427 <www.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/defraud> accessed 27 April 2016. Defraud means 

illegally obtain money from someone by deception. 
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beyond 9:1 or current ratio has deteriorated beyond 05:1, (viii) any industrial unit is not 

functional for a period more than two years or operating ‘intermittently’428 (ix) 

accumulated losses exceed 60% of paid up capital. Thus, the creditor having the interest 

of at least 60% of paid-up capital of a company has to the option to ‘represent’ 429 SECP 

for management of the company by an administrator. SECP, affording hearing chance, 

has the power to appoint an administrator within sixty days of the date of receipt of the 

representation from a ‘panel’430 maintained on the recommendation of SBP. From the 

date of appointment of the administrator, the management of affairs of the company vests 

in an administrator who exercises all powers of directors or management. The 

administrator has power to ‘terminate’ prejudiced contract or employment with approval 

of SECP. The claim for ‘compensation’431 or ‘damages’432 due to termination of any 

office, contract or employment is barred. SECP has the discretion to permit the company 

to appoint directors at any time. Anything done in good faith by the administrator 

protects him from all legal actions.433 The order of SECP and “administrator” is 

                                                             
428<www.vocabulary.com/dictionary/intermittently> accessed 27 April 2016. The adverb intermittently 

describes something that starts, then stops, and then starts up again. If something happens intermittently, it 

doesn’t happen all the time or in a steady flow, but goes in fits and starts.  
429 <www.vocabulary.com/dictionary/represent> accessed 28 April 2016. Represent means ‘be a delegate 
or spokesperson for; represent somebody's interest or be a proxy or substitute for, as of politicians and 

office holders representing their constituents, or of a tenant representing other tenants in a housing dispute.’ 

See also: Richardson and Cruddas .Ltd. v Haridas. Mundra,  AIR 1959 (Cal) 695 
430 <www.vocabulary.com/dictionary/panel> accessed 28 April 2016. Panel is derived from Old French and 

originally meant ‘a piece of cloth’.  It’s still used as a sewing term but now it has additional meanings. It 

can mean ‘jury’ as above and can also refer to a flat piece of a hard surface, often rectangular, such as the 

wood panel of a door or wall. It means a group of people gathered for a special purpose as to plan or 

discuss an issue or judge a contest etc.  
431 <www.vocabulary.com/dictionary/compensation > accessed 28 July 2016. Compensation means 

something such as money given or received as payment or reparation as for a service or loss or injury. 

Compensation comes from the Latin word ‘compensat’ meaning weighed against. If you receive fair 
compensation for your work, the money is equal to your time and effort. In other words, the scale is 

balanced.  
432 <www.vocabulary.com/dictionary/damages > accessed 28 April 2016. Damages are the official amount 

of money awarded to the winner in a law suit or a sum of money paid in compensation for loss or injury. 
433 <www.vocabulary.com/dictionary/good%20faith> accessed 28 April 2016. Good faith means having 

honest intentions.  
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appealable before the Federal Government by the ‘aggrieved person’ 434 within sixty 

days. The failure in delivering any property, records or documents company related to 

administrator or failure in furnishing any information, or obstruction to administrator in 

managing dealings of corporation or acting or representing a company are the offenses 

punishable with maximum fine of one million rupees by SECP and further fine maximum 

ten thousand rupees in case of continuous failure or obstruction. SECP has the power to 

issue further directions to the administrator who has also an option to seek further 

instructions by SECP. The order, decision or direction of the SECP is final and cannot be 

called in question in any Court under section 295 which has ‘superseding’435 effect upon 

the law, contract, MoA, AoA, or sections of “the Ordinance 1984.”436 

3.3.7 Rehabilitation Plan 

‘Rehabilitation plan may be a substitute for winding up of companies.’437 The 

authority, committee, institution or authorized person are competent to draw up a plan 

for438 ‘reconstruction,’439 ‘rehabilitation’ and re-organization of the company in case an 

industrial unit of company combating financial or operational troubles is declared by 

‘Federal Government’440as a ‘sick company.’441 The rehabilitation plan may include (i) 

                                                             
434 Aggrieved person means a person whose legal rights have been infringed.  
435 Supersede means ‘take the place or move into the position of’. In legal sense, it means the law having 

superior application and having feature of replacing. 
436 Companies Ordinance 1984 , s 295 
437 ibid, s 296 
438 <www.vocabulary.com/dictionary/rehabilitation> accessed 28 April 2016. The ‘rehabilitation’ comes 

from the Latin prefix re- meaning again and ‘habitare’ meaning make fit. When something falls in to 

disrepair and needs to be restored to a better condition, it needs rehabilitation.  
439 <www.vocabulary.com/dictionary/reconstruction> accessed 28 April 2016. Reconstruction means the 
process of putting something back together. 
440The Constitution of Islamic Republic of Pakistan, 1973 recognizes the federal and provincial 

governments in Pakistan. 
441 The word sick company has not been defined in the Companies Ordinance 1984. In corporate sense, it 

means a company which has loss capability to keep on functioning as a normal company and its production 

has ceased to meet expenses. 
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‘Reduction of capital’442 under section 96, amalgamation, reconstruction, compromise or 

other arrangements as per sections 284, 287 or 289,  (ii) ‘alteration in share capital’443 

and dissimilarity of shareholder’s rights and obligations (iii) debt rescheduling, loan 

rescheduling, attaching special rights with shares or adaptation in conditions of 

outstanding debts and liabilities or dissimilarity in rights of creditors, (iv) purchase or 

transfer of shares of management of company or its sponsors (v) capital issuance as well 

as shares with unusual privileges and duties qua powers to vote, “dividend” 444, 

“redemption” 445 (vi) appointment or removal of chief executive etc., (vii) modification, 

novation etc. of contract and (viii) amendment in “articles”446 or “memorandum”447or 

amendments in the accounting procedure and policy. The rehabilitation plan is approved 

and got published in the official ‘Gazette by the Federal Government’ 448 to ascertain 

                                                             
442 <www.businessdictionary.com/definition/capital-reduction.html#ixzz4767yQAdV> accessed 28 April 

2016. Reduction of capital means reducing the amount of issued share capital to reflect (1) permanent 

reduction in a firm's scale of operations, or (2) revenue losses that cannot be recovered from the firm's 

earnings, resulting in permanent loss of capital.  
443 <www.businessdictionary.com/definition/alteration-of-share-capital.html#ixzz4768hEtDy> accessed 28 

April 2016. Increase or decrease in or rearrangement of the authorized share capital of a firm as permitted 

in its articles of association. Any such change requires (1) passing of a resolution to the effect in the firm's 

general meeting, and (2) filing of the notice of alteration with the appropriate governmental office such as 

the Registrar of Companies.  
444 <www.businessdictionary.com/definition/dividend.html#ixzz4769dfzpI> accessed 28 April 2016. A 

share of the after-tax profit of a company, distributed to its shareholders according to the number and class 
of shares held by them.   
445 <www.businessdictionary.com/definition/redemption.html#ixzz476ACGWMU> accessed 28 April 

2016. Redemption means repayment of bonds or other debt securities on or before their maturity date. An 

issuer-compelled redemption is known as call. 
446 <www.businessdictionary.com/definition/articles-of-association.html#ixzz476EqoMeA> accessed 28 

April 2016. The articles of association are ‘the internal rule book that every incorporated organization must 

have and work by. It forms a part of the constitution of an organization.’ The articles of association are a 

contract (1) between the members and the organization and (2) among the members themselves. It sets out 

the rights and duties of directors and stockholders individually and in meetings. Certain statutory clauses 

dealing with allotment transfer, and forfeiture of shares must be included; the other clauses are chosen by 

the stockholders to make up the bylaws of the organization.  
447 <www.businessdictionary.com/definition/memorandum-of-association.html#ixzz476E8qX8f> accessed 

28 April 2016. Memorandum is ‘a document that regulates a company's external activities and must be 

drawn up on the formation of a registered or incorporated company. As the company's charter it (together 

with the company's articles of association) forms the company's constitution.  
448 <www.vocabulary.com/dictionary/gazette> accessed 28 April 2016. The ‘gazette’ comes from the 

Italian word ‘gazzetta’. In the 1600s, there was a Venetian news sheet that became known as a ‘gazeta’ 
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views of members, creditors and concerned personnel within a specific period.  Federal 

Government ponders over the received views within the prescribed period before 

approval. On approval of the rehabilitation plan, the conditions of plan attain finality, 

become effective and are implemented. This plan is obligatory and enforceable even 

though something contrary exists in law, MoA, AoA, agreement or document or 

resolution of the company or in the Ordinance 1984. The contrary provision is ‘void’449 

to the extent of ‘repugnancy.’450  The damages or compensation is not payable for any act 

done as per the rehabilitation plan. 

 To ‘vary’ 451 or ‘rescind’ 452 rehabilitation plan is the domain of the Federal 

Government who is also competent for issuance of directions to implement the plan and 

ancillary matters. The implementation of the rehabilitation plan is supervised by any 

authority or authorized person or Federal Government who can issue directions to 

concerned parties. The guilty person who fails to carry out or implement rehabilitation 

plan or any direction is punishable with maximum two years imprisonment and 

maximum one million rupees fine and maximum five thousand rupees further fine in case 

of continuous failure. Until the approval of rehabilitation plan, powers or rights of 

company, shareholders or creditors are intact to compromise, arrange or settle as per law. 

The rehabilitation plan after approval and modification therein is printed in the Gazette.  

                                                                                                                                                                                     
because it cost a ‘gazeta’ a small-valued Venetian coin. Other experts suggest that the word comes from 

gazza, a kind of bird- specifically a chattering magpie that would spread news. The Gazette of Pakistan is 

the official newspaper of the Government of Pakistan. The Gazette provides information about government 

acts, ordinances, regulations, orders, S.R.Os, notifications, appointments, promotions, leaves, awards, etc. 
449 <www.vocabulary.com/dictionary/void > accessed 28 April 2016. Void means ‘lacking any legal or 

binding force’. 
450 <www.vocabulary.com/dictionary/repugnance> accessed 28 April 2016. Repugnancy has been derived 

from repugnance which means the relation between propositions that cannot both be true at the same time. 

The word repugnance comes from Latin root words, re, meaning back, and ‘pugnare’ to fight.  
451 <www.vocabulary.com/dictionary/vary> accessed 28 April 2016. Vary means ‘become different in 

some particular way, without permanently losing one's or its former characteristics or essence.’  
452 <www.vocabulary.com/dictionary/rescind > accessed 28 April 2016. Rescind means ‘cancel officially’.  
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3.4 Creation and Dissolution of Companies in Pakistan 

The autonomous bodies including companies in Pakistan are created by the 

‘Acts’453 passed by legislature, ‘Ordinances’ by President of Pakistan or Governor of 

Provinces or by registration process under the Ordinance 1984 by SECP.454 Supreme 

Court of Pakistan has determined that autonomous bodies cannot be established through 

notification or resolution of departments. With reference to winding up, the companies 

may be divided into many kinds e.g. ‘banking companies’455, ‘insurance companies’456, 

‘unregistered companies’457, ‘foreign companies’458 and ‘registered companies’459. The 

Federal Government of Pakistan has four hundred eleven organizational entities, 

registered companies, ‘statutory corporations, attached departments and autonomous 

bodies.’460 National Commission for Government Reforms exercised to determine legal 

instruments creating and recognizing these departments and organizations. Out of 411 

organizational entities, 26% belonged to categories of commercial, semi-commercial, 

manufacturing, public utilities, service providers and financial institutions, 14% entities 

                                                             
453 <www.vocabulary.com/dictionary/act > accessed 28April 2016. Act is a legal document codifying the 
result of deliberations of a committee or society or legislative body. 
454 <www.vocabulary.com/dictionary/autonomous > accessed 28April 2016. The adjective autonomous is 

often used of countries, regions, or groups that have the right to govern themselves. Thus, such bodies 

which have right to govern themselves are termed as autonomous bodies. 
455 The Banking Companies Ordinance, 1962, section 5 (c ) defines banking company as ‘any company 

which transacts the business of banking in Pakistan and includes their branches and  subsidiaries 

functioning outside Pakistan of banking companies  incorporated in Pakistan. 
456 The phrase ‘insurance company’ is not defined in Insurance Ordinance, 2000. The Companies 

Ordinance 1984, Section 2 (xxxix) defines ‘mutual insurance Company’ and Section 2 (xxvii) defines 

‘insurance’. Thus, a company dealing with insurance is termed as ‘insurance company’. 
457 Companies Ordinance 1984 , s 443. 
458 Companies Ordinance 1984, Part-XIV. ‘Foreign company’ means a company established outside 

Pakistan. 
459 Registered company means ‘a company formed and registered under the Companies Ordinance 1984  or 

an existing company as defined in the Ordinance 1984. 
460 A statutory corporation is created by a statute. e.g. State Life Corporation of Pakistan established under 

Life Insurance Nationalized Ordinance 1972. 
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are attached departments or executing agencies, and 9% entities are training institutions. 

The remaining 50% of entities are scattered over 12 functional categories. See Table 3.1.  

Table 3.1 Legal Instruments to Create a Company in Pakistan 461 

Sr. Organization Legal Instrument 

1 Frequency Allocation Board  Pak Telecommunication Act-1996 

2 National Electric Power Regulatory 

Authority  

Regulation of Generation, Transmission & 

Distribution of Electric Power Act  1997 

3 Pakistan Telecommunication Authority Pakistan Telecommunication Authority Act 1996 

4 National Archives of Pakistan National Archives Act 1993 

5 Abandoned Properties Organization  Abandoned Properties (Management) Act 1975 

6 Securities and Exchange Commission of 

Pakistan  

Security & Exchange Commission of Pak Act 1997 

7 National Construction Company  Companies Act 1913 

8 Pakistan Broadcasting Corporation Pakistan Broadcasting Corporation  Act 1973 

9 Pakistan. Television Corporation Companies Act 1913 

10 Pak Arab. Refinery Limited  -do- 

11 Pakistan. Petroleum Limited  -do- 

12 Pakistan .State Oil Company Ltd -do- 

13 Sui Northern. Gas Pipelines Ltd -do- 

14 Sui Southern Gas Companies Ltd -do- 

15 Printing. Corporation of Pakistan  Companies Ordinance 1984 

16 Trading Corporation of Pakistan  -do- 

17 National Fertilizer Corporation  -do- 

18 Lahore Electric Supply Company Pvt Ltd  -do- 

19 Oil and Gas Regulatory Authority Oil and Gas Regulatory Authority Ordinance  2002 

20 Pakistan Electronic Media Regulatory 

Authority  

Pakistan Electronic Media Regulatory Authority 

Ordinance  2002 

21 State Life Insurance Corporation  Life Insurance Nationalized Ordinance 1972 

22 Higher Education Commission  Higher Education Commission, Ordinance 2002 

23 Monopoly Control Authority  Monopolies and Restrictive Trade Practices 

(Control and Prevention) Ordinance 1970. 

24 National Language Authority  Cabinet Resolution No.275/CF/79 dated 4.10.79 

25 Foreign Trade Institute of Pakistan  Cabinet Resolution 1989 

26 National Institute of Population Studies  Resolution dated 29.12.1985 

27 Pakistan Armed Services Board   Notification dated 27.1.1961 

28 National Institute of Science & Technical 

Education, Islamabad  

 Cabinet Division Notification dated 04.04.1997 

29 Director General Munitions Production  Letter No.7/8/DP-1/70/1125/DP-1/74 dated. 

11.3.1974 

                                                             
461 A Functional and Legal Classification of Corporations, Autonomous Bodies and Attached Departments 

under the Federal Government published by National Commission for Government Reforms Prime 

Minister’s Secretariat Government of Pakistan, Islamabad, April 2008).  
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30 Office of Auditor General of Pakistan  Article 168 of the Constitution of Pakistan 1973 

Sources: Author’s Own 

The dissolution of companies is directly linked with the legal instrument which creates 

the company. The repealing or substituted provision in an Act or Ordinance happens to 

dissolves the company.462 The provisions of the Ordinance, 1984 are general in nature 

and complement special laws.463 The dissolution of ‘banking companies’464, ‘insurance 

companies’,465and ‘insolvency of individual’466 is regulated by special laws. The 

‘dissolution of registered companies,’467 ‘unregistered companies,’468 foreign companies’ 

which are treated like unregistered companies469 and ‘removal of defunct companies from 

register’ 470 is regulated by the Ordinance, 1984.  

3.4.1 Winding up of Unregistered Companies 

The unregistered company means any partnership, association or company consisting of 

more than seven members but exception are- a railway company incorporated by 

enactment of United Kingdom, Pakistan law or registered company under previous 

Companies Act or the Ordinance 1984. ‘The whole separate part of the Ordinance 1984 

regulates wrapping up of companies which are not registered’. 471 The connotation of 

“company unregistered”472 and ‘circumstances’473 calling for winding up and the 

                                                             
462 The substituted provision in the Security and Exchange Commission of Pakistan Act 1997 has dissolved 

Corporate Law Authority and replaced it Security and Exchange Commission of Pakistan.   
463 Ghulam Dastgir & Sons v Union Insurance Company of Pakistan Ltd, PLD 1995 Lah 290. 
464 Banking Companies Ordinance 1962, Part-III, Part-IV, Ss 44 to 82.  
465 Insurance Ordinance 2000, Part-XVIII, Ss 143 to 155.  
466 Provincial Insolvency Act 1920. 
467 Companies Ordinance 1984, Ss 297 to 497; Companies Act 1913, Part-V, Ss 155 to 247. 
468 Companies Ordinance 1984, Part-XIII, Ss 443 to 449. 
469 ibid, s 444(3).  
470 ibid, s 449. 
471 Companies Ordinance 1984, Part-XIII, Ss 443 to 449; Companies Act 1913, Part-IX, Ss 270 to 276. 
472 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 443; Companies Act 1913, s 270; See: Charles worth and Cain, Company 

Law (London: 12th edn, Geoffrey Morse (ed), Stevens & Sons 1983) 649. 
473 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 444; Companies Act 1913, s 271. 
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definition of ‘contributories’ 474 are of a specific nature. The court is empowered to 

restrain or stay the proceedings.475  The suits are stayed on passing winding up order.476 

In brief words, we may conclude that the winding up of unregistered companies is 

regulated with the same procedure of winding up of registered companies except for the 

determination of registered office and jurisdiction of the court. The winding up by court 

is the only option for the unregistered company. 

 The circumstances in which unregistered company can be wound up are- when 

the company is dissolved or has ceased to carry on business or is carrying on business 

only for the purpose of winding up its affairs, is unable to pay its debts or the Court is of 

opinion that it is just and equitable that the company should be wound up. The 

contributory means a person who is liable to (i) pay debt or liability of company (ii) pay 

for adjustment of rights of members, and (iii) pay costs and expenses of winding up. The 

provisions qua death and insolvency of contributory and stay or restraining of 

proceedings in case of winding up of registered companies are also applicable in case of 

unregistered companies. Similarly, pending and new suits will be barred. The property of 

the unregistered company is vested with an official liquidator who brings and defends 

suits with respect to the property of the company. 

3.4.2 Winding up of Foreign Company  

Foreign company means “a company built-in out of but carrying on business in 

Pakistan”. A foreign company which ceased the continuation of business in Pakistan is 

wrapped up like a company not registered despite its dissolution or termination in its 

                                                             
474 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 445; Companies Act 1913, 272. 
475 Ibid, s 446; ibid, s 273. 
476 Ibid, s 447; ibid, s 274. 
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parent country.’477 ‘There are numerous duties of a foreign company gone in liquidation 

in its parent country.’478 The salient duties include giving notice of dissolution to the 

Registrar within thirty days, publishing a notice in at least two daily newspapers 

circulating in the Province or Provinces or the part of Pakistan not forming part of a 

Province in which its place or places of business are situated, furnishing to the registrar 

every return relevant with liquidation and accounts with reference to affairs of company 

relating to trade in Pakistan in 30 days of end of insolvency procedures and causing a 

statement to appear on every invoice, order, bill-head, letter paper, notice of other 

publication in Pakistan to the effect that the company is being wound up in country of its 

incorporation. Furthermore, no person can continue a trade in Pakistan representing a 

foreign company dissolved or ceased to exist after the date of dissolution or cessation. 

The foreign company can be wound up in Pakistan despite the fact that this company is 

alive in its parent’s country. 

3.4.3 Dissolution of Registered Companies 

The registered companies can be dissolved through reconstruction or 

‘amalgamation’479, removal from the register of companies480 and winding up. 481 We are 

mainly concerned, in this study, with winding up of registered companies under the 

Ordinance, 1984. The term “registered company” has not been defined in the Ordinance. 

However, the perusal of definition clauses of Section 2 of the Ordinance gives the answer 

that the ‘registered company’482 means a company formed and registered under the 

                                                             
477 Companies Ordinance 1984 , s 444(3) 
478 ibid, s 465 
479 ibid, s 287 
480 ibid, s 449 
481 ibid, Part-XI, Ss 297 to 437 
482 ibid, s 2(7, 15 and 27) 
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Ordinance, 1984 or ‘Indian Companies Act. 1866’ 483, or ‘Indian Companies Act, 

1882’484 or ‘Indian Companies Act, 1913’ 485, or any law corresponding to any of those 

Acts and in force in any of the territories constituting Pakistan before the extension of the 

Companies Act, 1913 to such territories and the Acts repealed by the ‘Indian Companies 

Act, 1866.’ 486 

3.5 Modes of Winding Up  

The Ordinance, 1984 recognizes three types of wrapping up 487 of registered 

companies in Pakistan which are- (i) winding up by a court, (ii voluntary winding up, and 

(iii) Winding up conditional on supervision of the court. Voluntary winding up is further 

subdivided in two categories namely member’s voluntary winding up and creditor’s 

voluntary winding up.  All these modes are elaborated in the lines infra. 

3.5.1 Winding up of the Companies by the Court 

The winding up of the companies by the Court is also termed as compulsory 

winding up. Normally, this remedy is resorted to by creditors of the company which is 

not in a position to pay back debts. A company, contributory, SECP and Registrar of 

                                                             
483 (X of 1866) 
484 (VI of 1882) 
485 (VII of 1913) 
486 (X of 18 66) 
487 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 297. There are different laws in England and Wales and Scotland which 

are concerned with aspect of winding up. These laws include: Northern Ireland Land Purchase (Winding 

Up) Act 1935; The Venture Capital Trust (Winding up and Mergers) (Tax) (Amendment) Regulations 

2015; The Olympic Lottery Distribution Fund (Winding Up) Order 2015; The Coal Industry 

(Superannuation Scheme Winding Up) (Revocations and Savings) Regulations 2014;  The Foreign 

Compensation Commission (Winding Up) Order 2013; The Venture Capital Trust (Winding up and 

Mergers) (Tax) (Amendment) Regulations 2011;  The Personal Accounts Delivery Authority Winding Up 
Order 2010; The Pension Schemes (Transfers, Reorganisations and Winding Up) (Transitional Provisions) 

(Amendment) Order 2010; The Personal Accounts Delivery Authority Winding Up (Consequential 

Provisions) Order (Northern Ireland) 2010; The Insolvency (Voluntary Winding Up) (Forms) Regulations 

(Northern Ireland) 2008; The Occupational Pension Schemes (Winding Up, Winding Up Notices and 

Reports etc.) (Amendment) Regulations 2007; the Insurers (Reorganisation and Winding Up) 

(Amendment) Regulations 2007 
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Companies have “locus standi” to submit an application for winding up of companies on 

the different ground488 discussed in detail in the next chapter. The procedure of winding 

up by the court, the role of the court and official liquidator, wrongs and penalties of the 

Ordinance and conclusion and recommendations have been thoroughly discussed in 

separate chapters. The necessity of winding up, alternatives to escape winding up by the 

court, the consequences and objects of winding up by the court has been dealt with in this 

chapter. Hence, there is no need for a detailed discussion on the captioned mode here. 

3.5.2 Voluntary Winding up 

Voluntary winding up of company means winding up of company out of court at the 

sweet will of either creditors or members.489 Hence, this category of winding up is further 

subdivided into two sub-categories namely- (i) ‘voluntary winding up by members (ii) 

voluntary winding up by creditors’.490 These categories are discussed in the lines below.  

3.5.2.1 Member’s Voluntary Winding up 

The members can voluntarily decide to wind up the company by passing a 

“special resolution”  in its general meeting for its ending within 5 weeks of filing 

declaration of solvency when members believe that the company is going to be insolvent 

soon, or purpose of formation of company has ended or provision of adequate return on 

assets has failed, period fixed for duration of company in ‘articles of association’491 has 

                                                             
488 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 305. 
489 Ibid, s 297. 
490 When voluntary winding up is resorted to by creditors, it is termed as creditors; and in case of members, 
it is termed as member’s voluntary winding up. 
491 <www.businessdictionary.com/definition/articles-of-association.html#ixzz476EqoMeA> accessed 28 

April .2016.The articles of association are ‘the internal rule book that every incorporated organization must 

have and work by. It forms a part of the constitution of an organization.’ The articles of association are a 

contract (1) between the members and the organization and (2) among the members themselves. It sets out 

the rights and duties of directors and stockholders individually and in meetings. Certain statutory clauses 
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expired or event leading to dissolution of the company as provided in ‘memorandum’492 

and articles has occurred. A voluntary winding up is deemed to commence at the time of 

passing of the special resolution.493 The company stops business activity at the beginning 

of termination.  However, the business activities which are beneficial in nature can be 

continued.’494 The modus operandi of “member’s voluntary winding up” has been 

prescribed in provisions of the ‘Companies Ordinance, 1984’495 and the Rules.496 First of 

all, the directors formulate a “declaration of solvency” 497 fittingly propped up by a 

report of an auditor and come to a decision that suggestion of voluntary winding up is 

submitted to shareholders. Thereafter, the directors are required to call ‘annual general 

meeting’498 or ‘extraordinary meeting’499 of the members500 who decide that the company 

be wound up voluntarily on recommendations of directors and pass a special resolution in 

AGM or extraordinary meeting and appoints a ‘liquidator’ and fix his remuneration. On 

the appointment of the liquidator, the board of directors ceases to exist.501 The company 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
(such as those dealing with allotment, transfer, and forfeiture of shares) must be included; the other clauses 

are chosen by the stockholders to make up the bylaws of the organization. See also: Table –A in the 

Companies Ordinance 1984 which contains specimen of article of association. 
492  <www.businessdictionary.com/definition/memorandum-of-association.html#ixzz476E8qX8f> accessed 

28 April 2016. Memorandum is ‘a document that regulates a company's external activities and must be 

drawn up on the formation of a registered or incorporated company. As the company's charter it together 

with the company's articles of association forms the company's constitution.  
493 Companies Ordinance 1984 , s 359 
494 ibid, s 360 
495 (XLVII of 1984) 
496 Companies (Court) Rules 1997 
497 The declaration is made on Form 107 prescribed under Rule 269 of the Companies (Court) Rules 1997. 
498 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 158. An annual general meeting is a mandatory, public yearly gathering 

of a publicly traded company's executives, directors and interested shareholders. At the annual general 

meeting, the CEO and director typically speak, and the company presents its annual report, which contains 

information for shareholders about its performance and strategy. Shareholders with voting rights vote on 

current issues, such as appointments to the company's board of directors, executive compensation, dividend 

payments and auditors. Shareholders who do not attend the meeting in person are asked to vote by proxy, 
which can be done online or by mail.  
499 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 159.  An extraordinary general meeting is a meeting other than the annual 

general meeting between a company's shareholders, executives and any other members. An EGM is usually 

called on short notice and deals with an urgent matter.  
500 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 362 
501 ibid, Ss 358 and 364 
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has the duty to notify notice of the resolution in official Gazette within 10 days, publish 

the notice in the newspapers simultaneously and file a copy thereof with Registrar.502 

‘The company gives notice annexed with the consent of liquidator qua his appointment or 

change of liquidator to the registrar within 10 days’.503  ‘After appointment but within 14 

days, the liquidator has dual duties- (i) to get his appointment order published in official 

Gazette and also deliver notice of it to the registrar.’504 ‘A liquidator summons creditors’ 

meeting  and presents a summary of assets and liabilities which are insufficient to satisfy 

their claims in toto.’505 The liquidator has the duty to file, within 10 days of the meeting, 

the return of convening creditor’s meeting and a notice of meeting etc. with the 

registrar.’506 ‘The liquidator summons a general meeting as a year comes to an end and 

pleads extension of time from the court in case liquidation process remain inchoate in one 

year’.507  The liquidator has a duty to file return qua assembling all general meetings and 

a notice of the meeting, accounts statement and minutes of meeting with Registrar within 

10 days of the date of the meeting.508 The liquidator has the duties, as soon as affairs of 

the company are fully wound up, to make a report and call a final meeting of members, 

notice of convening of final meeting on Form 111 prescribed under Rule 279 of the Rules 

before which the report and accounts are placed and get published notice of final meeting 

of members in the Gazette and newspapers minimum 10 days prior to meeting scheduled 

time’. 509  

                                                             
502 ibid, s 361 
503 ibid, s 366 
504 ibid, s 389; See Form 110, Rule 271 of the Rules 1997 
505 ibid, s 368 
506 ibid, s 368 
507 ibid, s 387 (5) 
508 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 369 
509 ibid, s 370 
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3.5.2.2 Voluntary Winding Up by Creditors 

The creditors of the company are qualified to move for termination of company 

voluntary. ‘The scheme of the general meeting in particular sketch of special resolution 

for company termination is approved and finalized by its board of directors.’ 510 ‘The 

members are given a note of general meeting in conjunction with a copy of a sketch of 

special resolution minimum 21 days ahead of the meeting. 3/4th majority of its members 

approves the declaration on Form 26 which is filed before the registrar. Resultantly, a 

liquidator is appointed to move ahead’.511 For this idea, a company also calls creditors 

meeting on that day or the day next following when a general meeting of the company is 

to be held and the resolution of voluntary winding up is to be proposed.512 The notice of a 

meeting of creditors is sent by post to the creditors, advertised in official Gazette and 

newspapers circulated in the Province wherein the registered office of the company is 

located.’513 ‘In the meeting, the creditors approve a motion of voluntary winding up of 

the company and appoint the liquidator. If creditors and company nominate different 

persons as liquidator, liquidator nominated by creditors is legally considered’.514 ‘The 

notice of the resolution passed at the meeting of creditor together with the assent of a 

liquidator is given by the company to the registrar in 10 days.’ 515 ‘The committee of 

inspection comprising a maximum of five persons is appointed by the option of the 

company. This appointment may be done either at the moment of passing of the 

resolution or subsequently. However, the creditors have veto power to resolve that all or 

                                                             
510 Companies Ordinance 1984, 372. 
511 ibid, s 375. 
512 ibid. 
513 ibid, s 374. 
514 ibid, s 375. 
515 ibid. 
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any of the persons appointed by the company as a member of the committee of inspection 

ought not to be so member’.516 ‘The liquidator has the duty to grasp the belongings, 

prepare creditors’ catalogue, acknowledge their proof, reconcile inventory of 

contributories, make upon them necessary calls. The liquidator also pays protected 

creditors, outlay as well as his own fee, special claims.’517 ‘The liquidator distributes the 

surplus amount on a pro-rata basis after satisfying creditors’ claims and rights. He has 

the duty to complete the process of winding up within one year.’518 In case of failure, the 

liquidator has the duty to summon a general meeting of the company and a meeting of 

creditors at the end of first year from commencement of winding up and lay before the 

meetings an audited account of receipts and payments, acts and dealings and conduct of 

winding up during the preceding year together with a statement in prescribed form 

containing prescribed particulars with respect to proceedings and position of liquidation 

and forward by post to every creditor and contributory a copy of the account and 

statement together with report of auditors and notice of meeting at least ten days before 

the meeting required to be held.519 ‘The liquidator has the duty to prepare and get audited 

the accounts. He is also required to prepare and present the creditors a final report and 

final accounts qua conduct of wrapping up and disposition of the property.’520 ‘The 

accounts are audited by an appointed auditor.’521 ‘All the contributories and creditors are 

given notice of meeting through post minimum 10 days before the meeting date. 

Moreover, the account plus auditor report is enclosed with the notice which specifies the 

                                                             
516 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 376; See: UK, Insolvency Act 1986, Ss 141 and 142. The committee of 
Inspection is known as ‘liquidation committee’ in England and Wales and Scotland. 
517 Companies Ordinance 1984 , s 385 
518 ibid, s 382 
519 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 382 
520 ibid, s 385 
521 ibid, s 384 
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point in time, venue and purpose. This notice is also printed in Gazette and newspaper 

minimum 10 days prior to the meeting date.’ 522 ‘A copy of reports and accounts coupled 

with the minutes of the meeting are mailed by the liquidator to the registrar. The 

liquidator has also the duty to mail a return to registrar uttering duly summoning of 

meeting and absence of a quorum. Such mailed return is measured as presented in the 

meeting. The Registrar is required to register the scrutinized report, account and return. A 

company is deemed extinguished on expiry of 3 months from the registration of final 

report etc.’ 523 

3.5.2.3 Winding up by Members and Creditors, Distinctions 

There are differences between “voluntary winding up” of a company by 

shareholders and creditors=. ‘The former is availed by solvent companies and requires 

the filing of a declaration of solvency by directors of the company with the Registrar 

whereas later is availed by ‘insolvent companies.’524 In former, there is no need for a 

meeting of creditors. In the case of later, a meeting of creditors must be called 

immediately after the meeting of members. In the case of the former, liquidator is 

appointed by members. In the case of later, if members and creditors nominate two 

different persons as liquidators, then, a nominee of creditors legally becomes the 

liquidator. In the case of later, a committee of inspection may be appointed by the 

company. However, in the case of former, there is no provision for the appointment of the 

committee.525 The ‘remuneration’526 of the liquidator is fixed by members in case of 

                                                             
522 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 385. 
523 ibid, s 382 
524 Insolvent companies are those companies which are unable to pay debts to the creditors. 
525 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 376 
526 <www.businessdictionary.com/definition/remuneration.html#ixzz477eENNxB> accessed 28 

April.2016. Remuneration means ‘reward for employment in the form of pay, salary, or wage, including 
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former whereas it is fixed either by the committee of inspection or creditors in case of 

later.527 

3.5.3 Winding up Subject to Supervision of the Court 

The captioned one is the third mode of winding up of companies in Pakistan.528 

‘The Court, either ‘suo moto’529 or on submission of any entitled person to apply for 

winding up a company to the Court, can formulate an order for the continuance of 

voluntary winding up of company but under court supervision and subject to just terms 

and conditions’.530 ‘An application to continue voluntary “wrapping up beneath control of 

the Court” is deemed like a petition for compulsory termination for purposes of vesting 

jurisdiction with the Court over other legal proceedings and suits’. The Court may pay 

regard to wishes of creditors or contributories but subject to provisions applicable in 

compulsory winding up while deciding and choosing between compulsory winding up or 

a winding-up subject to court supervision and in matters of appointment of liquidators 

and every ancillary one’. 

‘Any person who would have been entitled to file a petition for compulsory 

winding up is a competent file petition for winding up subject to court supervision where 

a company is being wound up voluntarily. The onus to prove that voluntary winding up 

cannot continue with fairness to all concerned parties is upon petitioner’.531 ‘Thereafter, 

the court has discretionary option to appoint an additional liquidator or continue with an 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
allowances, benefits (such as company car, medical plan, pension plan), bonuses, cash incentives, and 

monetary value of the noncash incentives.  
527 Companies Ordinance 1984 , s 377 
528 ibid, s 297 
529 Suo moto means without application by any person but by the Court itself. See: Code of Criminal 

Procedure 1898, s.190; The Constitution of Pakistan 1973, Article 199.   
530 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 396. 
531 ibid, Ss 397 and 398. 
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existing liquidator who may also be required to give security’.532 ‘The liquidator has 

mandatory duty to file a report of progress of liquidation in every three months with the 

Registrar’.533 ‘The Court enjoys discretionary powers qua matters of appointment, 

removal and filling the vacancy of liquidators who are empowered and entitled to do all 

acts and things but in the interest of the company and enjoys identical powers as in case 

of voluntarily winding up of company’.534 However, this mode of winding up has been 

deleted in India in light of recommendation of the High-Level Committee on the law of 

insolvency and winding up.535 Furthermore, a perusal of hundred precedents in Pakistan 

cited and included in the catalogue of cases reveals that termination subject to the control 

of a Court has seldom been availed and resorted to either by creditors or members.536 

3.6 Consequences of Winding up 

The winding up gives birth to variant consequences affecting different 

stakeholders e.g. company, shareholders, creditors, employees, management, property 

and the court.537 After the commencement of winding up proceedings, the words ‘in 

liquidation’ are added with the name of the company on all documents of the company. 

The existence of the company as the juristic person remains intact but the right of the 

company to choose its management is curtailed and management is replaced with official 

liquidator. The administration is managed by a liquidator until the dissolution of the 

                                                             
532 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 399. 
533 ibid, s 400. 
534 ibid. 
535 Indian, Report compiled by High Level Committee on Law Relating to Insolvency and Winding up of 
Companies 2000. The committee was constituted under the chair of Shri Justice V Balakrishna Eradi- 

retired judge of Supreme Court. 
536 Indian Companies Act 2013 is the latest prevalent statute and it does not contain the mode of winding up 

subject to supervision of court. Furthermore, the matter of winding up has also been transferred to Tribunal 

from the Court.  
537 Smith and Keenan’s, Company Law  (London:15th edn,  Pearson Education 2011) 597 
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company. Any transfer of ‘property’538 made within one year before the presentation of 

winding up petition is void unless the court otherwise orders.539 The shareholders become 

contributories who are under statutory liability to contribute to the extent of unpaid 

shares. The power of shareholder to transfer shares is curtailed and approval of official 

liquidator becomes mandatory. The alteration in the status of shareholders also requires 

the approval of official liquidator. Any transfer of shares or alteration of status without 

the approval of official liquidator is void.540 Furthermore, the winding up proceedings 

occasions legal embargoes upon creditors who cannot file or continue suits against the 

company except with leave of the Court. The creditors neither can get executed the 

decrees in their favour nor proceed with pending execution petitions against the 

company. Furthermore, the creditors are required to lodge and prove their claims with 

official liquidator. Moreover, any attachment, distress or execution put in force against 

estate or effects of the company after the commencement of winding up is void.541 The 

cardinal change which happens is a change in management of the company. By a fiction 

of law, the entire powers of chief executive, directors, and officers of the company stand 

transferred to official liquidator. However, the powers qua giving notice of resolution of 

winding up the company, liquidator appointment and filing of liquidator’s consent etc. 

remain with directors. The provisional manager also ceases to hold his office on passing 

winding up order unless the court directs otherwise.542  

                                                             
538 Pierce Leslie & Co Ltd v Violet Ouchterlony, 1969 SCR (3) 203. Supreme Court India holds that there 

is no statutory provision vesting the properties of a dissolved company in a trustee or having the effect of 
abrogating the law of escheat. The shareholders or creditors of a dissolved company cannot be regarded as 

its heirs and successors. On dissolution of a company, its properties, if any, vest in the government. 
539 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 406 (b) 
540 ibid, s 406 (a) 
541 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 410 
542 ibid, s 325 (4) 
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3.7 Objectives of Winding Up 

Juxtaposition comparison of provisions regarding winding up of companies and 

other provisions of the Ordinance, 1984 give rise to cardinal contrast with respect to 

objectives of incorporation of companies and termination of companies. The rest 

provisions of the Ordinance, 1984 aims at the growth of the corporate sector by 

incorporation of companies and provisions of winding up are meant for termination of the 

corporate entities. This contrast is of great significance and leads towards identifications 

of deficiencies in the company law of Pakistan which need redressal. The best solution is 

the introduction of specified separate enactment dealing with winding up of companies in 

Pakistan. An apt illustration of like enactment is the ‘Corporate Manslaughter and 

Corporate Homicide Act 2007 in England and Wales’.543  These objects are not 

separately classified. However, the preamble and numerous provisions of the Ordinance, 

1984 and plethora of precedents in England, India and Pakistan speak for objects of 

winding up of the companies.544 The Courts deals with matters of winding up keeping in 

view the preamble of the Ordinance, 1984 and leans towards the survival of the 

company.545 The noteworthy objects are highlighted and elaborated in lines below. 

3.7.1 Healthy Growth of Corporate Enterprise 

The healthy growth of corporate enterprises is the basic object of the Ordinance, 

1984. The companies are formed to earn profits for the investors and not losses. If the 

company fails in earning profits, the primary object is defeated and keeping intact 

existence of the company will only result in further losses which cannot be considered 

                                                             
543 ( 2007 Ch. 19) 
544 Companies Ordinance 1984, preamble.  
545Rauf Bakhsh Kadri v. National Technology Development Corporation Ltd., 2005 CLD 747 (Kar) 
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positive outcome by a prudent man for the healthy growth of a corporate enterprise. In 

the case of recurring losses, the liabilities will exceed compared to assets. Ultimately, the 

company will be deemed unable to pay its debts. This state of affair was in knowledge of 

legislature who provided the remedy of winding up the company to answer this 

eventuality. However, there are many questions which need answers. What is the loss? 

What amount of loss can be ignored? Who will determine the loss in case of a dispute? 

Loss and profit are the possibilities in business, then why winding up is justified? What 

should be the scale of losses to justify winding up? In common parlance, the loss means 

the negative difference between income and cost. When cost exceeds income, the 

difference is a loss. There is abundant case law which deals with losses and resultant 

winding up of companies. Karachi High Court wound up the company and concluded 

that Bambino Pvt. Ltd. did not respond and submit anything in rebuttal. The auditors of 

the company expressed that there was material uncertainty about the ability of the 

company to continue as a going concern.546 

In another case, Karachi High Court concluded that Tri-Star Power Ltd. was in 

hot waters as the balance sheet of the company was showing huge losses. The company 

was dormant and not functional for the last ten years. Thus, the company was wound up 

on the ground of recurring losses. 547 However, Lahore High Court opined that mere 

running of the company into losses is not a justifiable ground for winding up order.548 

The court ordered winding up of Messrs Farm Aids Pvt. Ltd. that if the company was not 

                                                             
546 Zulfiqar Ali v Bambino Pvt Ltd, 2012 CLD 252 (Kar) 
547Additional Registrar of Companies  Karachi v Tri Star Power Ltd, 2010 CLD 1115 (Kar) 
548 Joint Registrar of Companies v Sh. Fazal Rehman & Sons Ltd, 2008 CLD 465 (Lah) 
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wound up, its losses would increase and security of creditors will deplete.549 The court 

passed winding up order qua Najma Sugar Mills and concluded that its balance sheet 

reflected the loss of four crore rupees, the comparison showed loan increased in 2003 and 

there was nothing to suggest any improvement.550 There are judgments in contra too. In 

Feroz-ud-Din v. Pakistan Hotels Developers Ltd., the court refused winding up order and 

concluded that company earned profits of millions of rupees, established a five-star hotel 

by spending profits, earned net profits about 32% of total paid-up capital. 551 Thus, mere 

losses are not the sole just ground to winding up the company. The ultimate inference is 

deduced from overall circumstances. The loss on one occasion is not sufficient to attract 

the harsh remedy of winding up as demand and supply affect the price.  The scale of loss 

to attract winding up cannot be defined and fixed in mathematical terms. In extraordinary 

circumstances, the volume of loss may be gigantic but bearable as there may be chances 

of rehabilitation and reconstruction with the aid of creditors and governments. Hence, this 

may differ from case to case and time to time. Moreover, the precedents supra make it 

certain that the court is the final authority to determine which amount of loss will be 

justified to wind up the company. 

3.7.2 Protection of Interests of Creditors 

The second salient object of winding up of a company is to safeguard the interest 

of the creditors as protection of creditors is part and parcel of the preamble of the 

Ordinance 1984. The debtor ought to find his creditor and settle and pay the claim. 552 

                                                             
549 Deutsche Bank A.G v Messrs Farm Aids Pvt Ltd, 2004  CLD  449 (Lah) 
550 Sabir Ahmad and others v Najma Sugar Mills, 2005  CLD  151 (Lah) 
551Feroz-ud-Din v. Pakistan Hotels Developers Ltd., PLD 1996 Kar 300; See: Aeroflot Russian 

International Airlines v. Gerry's International Pvt. Ltd., 2003  CLD  1075 (Kar) 
552 Manhattan Communication Pvt. Ltd v Ghandhara Nissan Ltd., 2001 YLR 838 (Kar); Mushtaq Ahmad v 

Sana Textile Pvt Ltd, 2001  YLR  1054 (Kar); PICIC Ltd. v. Mansoor Textile Mills Ltd., 1989  MLD  945. 
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There are countable precedents in Pakistan wherein interests of creditors were watched 

and protected by the Court. Investment Corporation of Pakistan alleged that American 

Marbles Products Ltd was unable to pay debts and failed to commence business. The 

Court wound up the company who preferred an appeal before Supreme Court who 

dismissed the appeal and concluded that the agreements, demand promissory note, trust 

deed and the registered mortgages, charges, hypothecations and correspondence 

exchanged between parties vividly demonstrate their intention and speak for a loan. 553 

Similarly, the court, ordered to wind up Diamond Food Industries Ltd with the 

observation that decreed recovery suit in favour of the Security Leasing Corporation 

Limited and pendency of execution proceedings led to the conclusion that the company 

was unable to pay its debts.554 

Electric Lamp Manufacturers of Pakistan Ltd. pleaded that it had a bonafide 

dispute, had assets far in excess of its liabilities and was commercially solvent and its 

liabilities were fully secured. The court overruled plea of the company and preferred 

interest of creditor Pakistan Industrial Credit and Investment Corporation Ltd. concluding 

that debtor company had failed to show the existence of a bona fide dispute qua amount 

claimed by the creditor.555 The Waseem Beverages Ltd. was also wound up on petition by 

the creditor PICIC due to its inability to pay its debts and suspension of business for over 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
Contra: Muzaffar Abbas Malik v Pakistan P.V.C Ltd., PLD 1998 Kar 71; Zafar Mahmood Sheikh v Messrs 

Ahmed Food Industries Pvt Ltd, 2005  CLD  659 (Kar) 
553 American Marbles Products Ltd v  Investment Corporation of Pakistan, PLD 2003 SC 149; Pak. 

Industrial C & I Corporation  v Bawany Industries Ltd, PLD 1998 Kar 45; National Development Finance 

Corporation v Fazal Sugar Mills Ltd, 1993  CLC  642 
554 Security Leasing Corporation Ltd v Diamond Food Industries Ltd, 2003  CLD  861(Quetta); Habib 

Credit & Exchange Bank  v Tariq Cotton Mills Ltd., PLD 1998 Kar 238; Industrial Development Bank of 

Pakistan v. Sarela Cement Ltd, 1993  CLC 1540 
555 Pakistan Industrial Credit and Investment Corporation Ltd v Electric Lamp Manufacturers of Pakistan 

Ltd, 2001  MLD  1885 (Kar); Habib Bank Ltd v Central Cotton Mills Ltd, 1998  CLC  474; PICIC v Indus 

Steel Pipe Ltd, 1993  MLD  94 
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a period of three years.556 Hala Spinning Mills Ltd was wound up concluding that the 

company was unable to pay its debts for no plausible reason and no bona fide dispute 

with International Finance Corporation.557 Hamaliya Textile Mills Pvt Ltd pleaded that 

its assets exceed its liability and there was no case of winding up. This contention was 

repelled by the Court and winding up order was passed.558 The Supreme Court ruled that 

the High Court had rightly held that the company had no defence to make against 

winding up petition and dismissed the appeal.559 

ICP advanced loan facilities to Sindh Tech Industries Ltd. who failed to repay 

debts and violated terms and conditions of the finance agreement and trust deed. The 

court protected the interest of the creditors and accepted the petition for winding up of the 

company.560 Messrs Central Cotton Mills Ltd pleaded that Habib Bank had instituted 

winding up proceedings for recovery of outstanding amounts. The Court concluded that 

the company failed to demonstrate that it was in a functional condition and making 

profits. The Supreme Court also dismissed the appeal and endorsed findings of the High 

Court.561 The court concluded that debtor has not produced documentary proof worth 

consideration to show that it was commercially solvent. The debtor owed large sums of 

                                                             
556Pakistan Industrial Credit and Investment Corporation Ltd v Waseem Beverages Ltd., 

2000 MLD 660 (Lah) 
557 International Finance Corporation Washington D C USA v Hala Spinning Ltd Lahore, PLD 

2000 Lah 323; Investment Corporation  of Pakistan v Charagh Sun Engg., PLD 1997 Kar 504 
558 BCCI v. Hamaliya Textile Mills Pvt. Ltd., 1999  MLD  3195 (Lah); Pakistan Industrial Credit and 

Investment Corporation Ltd v M/S Oregan Industries Pvt Ltd Karachi, 1996  CLC  799 (Kar) 
559  Glorex Textile Ltd Karachi v Investment Corporation of Pakistan; 1999  SCMR  1850; Sindh Tech. 

Industries Ltd v Investment Corporation of Pakistan, 1998  SCMR  1533 
560  Investment Corporation of Pakistan v Sindh Tech. Industries Ltd, 1999 MLD 2609 (Kar); Hala 

Spinning Mills Ltd v International Finance Corporation, 2002  CLD  1487 (SC); Habib Bank Ltd v Hamza 

Board Mills Ltd, PLD 1996 Lah  633 
561 Messrs Central Cotton Mills Ltd v Habib Bank Ltd, 2004  CLD 1272 (SC); Platinum Insurance 

Corporation  Ltd v Daewoo Corporation, PLD 1999 SC 1; Overseas Transit Agency Pvt Ltd v Tech Pak 

Extraction Pvt Ltd, 1994  CLC  2202 
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money to the creditor. Ultimately, the debtor company was ordered to be wound up.562 

The creditors in circumstances were justified in apprehending that assets of the company 

might be wasted or illegally disposed of and rights of creditors might be defeated.563 

Rana Muhammad Tariq Anjum sought to wind of Ihsan Processing Mills (Pvt) Ltd on the 

ground that the company owed him Rs.14,25,100 on account of civil works done by him. 

The court accepted winding up petition and concluded that the company was not in a 

position to liquidate its liabilities.564 Faysal Bank advanced loan to Irum Ghee (Pvt) Ltd. 

and there was an acknowledgement of outstanding liabilities in letters addressed to the 

bank. The company was commercially insolvent and was unable to pay its debts.565 

The Court accepted wound up Sindh Glass Industries with findings that 

indebtedness is admitted with an allegation of lack of bona fide. The company admitted 

that it had no working capital and would be in a position to manage the affairs and pay 

the debt in five years if Rs.62 million was provided. Supreme Court upholds the findings 

of the High Court.566 However, there are certain circumstances wherein the remedy of 

winding up is refused to the creditor by the court. The court refused to wind up Habib 

Jute Mills Limited and declared that when a solvent company is unwilling to pay the 

                                                             
562Pakistan Metal Industries v Assistant Collector Central Excise and Land Customs, 1990 CLC 1030; 

Glorex Textile Ltd Karachi v Investment Corporation Of Pakistan, 1999  SCMR 1850 ; Mehmood ul 

Hassan v Baig Industries Pvt Ltd, 1997 CLC 1577 
563 National Development Finance Corporation v Fazal Sugar Mills  Ltd, 1993 CLC 642; Messrs Central 

Cotton Mills Ltd v Habib Bank Ltd, 2004  CLD  1272 (SC); Sindh Glass Industries Ltd v NDFC, PLD 

1996 SC 601 
564 Rana Muhammad Tariq Anjum v Ihsan Processing Mills Pvt Ltd, 2008 CLD  889; Pakistan Industrial 
Credit and Investment Corporation Ltd v Electric Lamp Manufacturers of Pakistan Ltd, 

2001 MLD 1885 (Kar) 
565 Faysal Bank Ltd v Iram Ghee Mills Pvt Ltd, 2006 CLD 227 (Lah); Investment Corporation of Pakistan  

v Sindh Tech Industries Ltd, 1999  MLD 2609 (Kar) 
566 Sindh Glass Industries  v NDFC, PLD 1996 SC 601; Habib Credit and Exchange Bank Ltd v Sindh 

Sugar Corporation Ltd, 1999  CLC 1909 
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debt, the remedy of winding up petition is not available.567 Similarly, Azad Friends & Co 

Company was not wound up by the court who concluded that allegation of inability to 

pay the debt is not supported by any evidence. 568 In a petition filed by Rizvi and Rizvi, 

Advocates against Wak Orient Power and Light Ltd, the court concluded that 

professional fee is not a "debt" as mentioned in section 305(e) of the Ordinance, 1984.569 

The BCCI claimed an amount U.S $ 57, 99,125 from Duty-Free Shops (Pvt.) Ltd who 

denied the claim. The court observed that creditor was not aware of the exact outstanding 

amount. The winding up action lacked bona fides and was intended to pressurize the 

company.570 

‘The object of sections 305 and 306 of the Ordinance 1984 is not to apply 

coercion upon the debtor to pay off a creditor.’571 The winding up petition is not 

maintainable when- (i) it is filed to pressurize payment of debts’572, (ii) ‘the company is 

solvent and capable to pay debts and (iii)  if there is neglect to pay debts to a creditor by 

the company’.573 Non-mentioning in agreement clear amount to be paid by a debtor has 

created a bona fide dispute between parties.574  Winding up proceedings could not be 

used as a lever for pressurizing a company to pay debt seriously disputed. The petitioner 

by filing winding up the petition after eight years of the filing of a suit for recovery 

appears to have resorted to winding up proceedings to pressurize and coerce the 

                                                             
567 Construct Pvt Ltd v Habib Jute Mills Ltd, 2002  CLD 166 (Lah) 
568 Aminuddin v Azad Friends & Co, 2002  CLD 1519 (Kar); Metito Arabia Industries Ltd v Gammon 

Pakistan Ltd, 1997 CLC 230 (Kar) 
569 Rizvi and Rizvi Advocates v Wak Orient Power and Light Ltd, 2002 CLD 614 (Lah) 
570 Bank of Credit and Commerce International v  Duty Free Shops Pvt Karachi, 1999  MLD 3260 (Kar) 
571 Platinum Insurance Comp Ltd v Daewoo Corporation, PLD 1999 SC 1; Metito Arabia Industries Ltd v 

Gammon Pakistan Ltd, 1997 CLC 230 (Kar) 
572 Humera Abdul Aziz Essa v Al-Abbas Cement Industries Ltd, 2008 CLD 214 (Kar); United Bank Ltd v 

Golden Textile Mills, PLD 1998 Kar 330. 
573 Muslim Commercial Bank Ltd v Dewan Salman Fibre Ltd, 2009 CLD 1483 (Isd) 
574Humera Abdul Aziz Essa v Al-Abbas Cement Industries Ltd, 2008 CLD 214 (Kar) 
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company.575 From the precedents detailed supra, we may conclude that the law protects a 

creditor who comes forward with clean hands.576 The creditor who comes to pressurize 

debtor to pay bonafide disputed amount remains failed in fulfilling his object. 

Furthermore, the remedy of winding up is refused if the financial status of the company 

seems solvent and a running entity.  The “winding up” is not a substitute for recovery 

proceedings for creditors. The amount claimed by the creditor should be certain and vivid 

as the jurisdiction of the company court is summary in nature and factual controversies 

cannot be resolved. The unwillingness of debtor and inability of the debtor are two 

different scenes. The later is the just ground for winding up of the company. There are the 

contradictory finding of the High Courts in Pakistan with respect to the situation of 

pendency of recovery suit and simultaneous filing of winding up petition. However, this 

controversy may be resolved in the terms that filing up winding up petition by a creditor 

should not be maintainable if a suit for recovery of debt has been filed by the creditor. 

However, there should be no bar upon filing winding-up petition if the remedy of the suit 

is availed by the debtor.  

3.7.3 Protection of Investors 

The protection of investors precedes the protection of creditors in the preamble of 

the Ordinance, 1984. The management and control of the company in the hands of 

strangers results in a conflict of interests. The management, sometimes, prefers its 

interests and the ultimate result is the loss of shareholders who are the real owner of the 

                                                             
575 Pak Industrial C&I Corpn v Bawany Industries Ltd, PLD 1998 Kar 45; Faysal Bank Ltd through 
Attorney v Iram Ghee Mills Pvt through Chief Executive, 2006 CLD 227 (Lah) 
576 Amalgamated Commercial Traders Pvt v A C K Krishna Swami, (1965) 35 Company Cases 456 (SC) 

Supreme Court of India holds that it is well-settled that a winding up petition is not a legitimate means of 

seeking to enforce payment of the debt which is bona fide disputed by the company. A petition presented 

ostensibly for a winding up order but really to exercise pressure will be dismissed and under circumstances 

may be stigmatized as a scandalous abuse of the process of the court. 
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company. The fraud, bad governance, mismanagement and recurring losses etc. are very 

common in the corporate realm. There are countable precedents in Pakistan when 

companies were wound up on behest of shareholders just to safeguard their interest. 

Cortex Mills Limited earned profits but did not distribute among shareholders. The court 

wound the company to safeguard the interest of shareholders and the creditors. 577 The 

Supreme Court concluded that Karim Silk Mills Ltd suspended its business since 1993. 

The auditors of the company had given an adverse opinion on annual accounts for the 

year ending June 30, 2006. The management had no intention of carrying on its business 

operations. Hence, the remedy of winding up of the company is just to protect the rights 

of creditors and investors.’578 The court has a duty to protect and safeguard public interest 

and interest of shareholders.579 

 The proceedings of winding up should not be prolonged where there were no 

reasonable prospects of reviving of normal operations or business as putting off final 

decision would result in a reduced distributable surplus of company, increased liabilities 

and static assets.580 The SECP is primarily responsible to ensure the protection of rights 

of the shareholders. The SECP concluded that management of Saleem Sugar Mills Ltd. 

had no intention of carrying on business operations. Winding up of the company had 

become necessary so that available assets of the company could be distributed among the 

shareholders before such company becomes empty shells in the hands of inefficient and 

imprudent management.581 Thus, we may conclude that the courts and SECP consider the 

                                                             
577 Investment Corporation of Pakistan  v Cotex Mills Ltd., 1998 CLC 579 (Kar) 
578 In Re: Messrs Karim Silk Mills Ltd, 2007 CLD 1009 (SC) 
579 Habib Bank Ltd v Central Cotton Mills Ltd, 1998  CLC 474 (Kar) 
580 Asmatullah v Court of Summary Trial, 1997  MLD  1966 (Kar); Mehmood ul Hassan v Baig Industries 

Pvt Ltd, 1997 CLC 1577 (Kar) 
581 Securities and Exchange Commission of Pakistan v Saleem Sugar Mills Ltd., 2008  CLD 286 
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interests of shareholder while adjudication the matters of companies with respect to 

affairs of winding up. If the interests of shareholders are not protected, it will result in 

failure of corporate dynasty. 

3.7.4 The Protection of the Public Interests 

The public interest has not been defined in the Ordinance, 1984. The preamble of 

the ordinance is also silent in this regard. However, the grounds of compulsory winding 

up of company vividly speak that the court may order winding up of a solvent company 

to guard the public interest.582 The ground “just and equitable” and unlawful and 

fraudulent activities are apt illustrations of this objective. However, the ambit of public 

interest is not defined.  The courts have the discretion to define the limits of public 

interest. There are countable precedents in Pakistan when the companies were wound up 

by the court to guard public interest e.g. the court found it just and equitable to pass an 

order for winding-up. Lasani Straw Board Mills Pvt. Ltd was wound up due to the 

disappearance of its substratum, suspension of business, absence of reasonable hope of 

revival in future, misappropriation of the funds and property, sale of assets, irregularities 

in the maintenance of accounts etc. 583 However, the court would primarily lean in favour 

of a company to be a going concern.584 Supreme Court ruled that company Judge or 

appellate Court should examine matter differently in case of a running or dormant 

company. The efforts should be made by judicial forums to adopt such a device so that 

the project may continue running commercially and its financial liabilities start reducing 

                                                             
582 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 305 (f, i, h)  
583 Sheikh Mazhar Ali v Lasani Straw Board Mills Pvt. Ltd., 2003 CLD 1494 (Lah) 
584 Joint Registrar of Companies v Sh. Fazal Rehman & Sons, 2008 CLD 465 (Lah) 
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gradually. 585 In ‘Khursheed Ismail v. Unichem Corporation Pvt. Ltd.’ the court ruled that 

the company would be wound up on just and equitable grounds where the directors 

committed several acts of commission and omission, partners excluded from the 

management of the company and there was complete deadlock among the parties. 586 

Similarly, NAB is responsible for curbing mega scandals and financial scams in Pakistan 

and thus public interest is watched.  NAB submitted a list of 179 cases of mega scandals 

in Pakistan including 38 cases of financial scams.587 Thus, we may conclude that winding 

up of a company is one of the means to watch public interest.  

3.7.5 Avoid Bad Governance 

‘Bad governance’ 588 is the most striking issue in the corporate realm. In the year 

2015, Denmark was the least corrupt country whereas Somalia and North Korea are the 

most corrupt countries. Pakistan was placed at number 117 in a total of 168 countries.589 

Juxtaposition reports of Economic Crime Wing of FIA, annual reports of SECP, 

                                                             
585 Hala Spinning Mills Ltd v International Finance Corporation, 2002  CLD 1487 (SC) 
586 Khursheed Ismail v Unichem Corporation Pvt. Ltd., 1996 CLC 1863 (Kar) 
587 NAB report submitted in Supreme Court of Pakistan in 2014 The persons and companies involved in 

these scams are Ghazi Akhtar Khan and others of M/s Tandlianwala Sugar Mills Pvt. Ltd., Ayaz Khan 

Niazi, Ex‐ Chairman NICL & Others, Abid Javed Akbar, Ex‐ Chairman, officials of NICL and 

Management of FDIBL, M/s Schon Group, M/s Younas Habib, Mahwash & Jahangir Siddiqui of M/s 
Azgard Nine Limited, Mahwash & Jahangir Siddiqui Foundation, Muhammad Farooq, Ex‐Chairman BDA 

and others in Reko Diq Scam, M/s Zephyr Textile Mills Ltd., M/s Dawood Spinning Mills Pvt. Ltd., M/s 

CECO Tyre Pvt. Ltd., M/s Delta Construction Pvt. Ltd., M/s Tanveer Spinning & Weaving Mills Pvt. Ltd., 

M/s Anmol Textile Mills Ltd. Lahore, Muhammad Arif, SVP/Regional Business Chief (Retired) NBP 

Gilgit and others, officials of KASB and SBP, officers/ officials of Privatization Commission, PTCL, M/s 

Eitsalat and others, Saeed ur Rehman, CFO, NLC and others, M/s Divine Developers Pvt. Ltd. Khurram 

Iftikhar Ex‐Director of Bank of Punjab) of M/S Amtex Pvt Ltd others,  Owners of M/s Haq Bahu Sugar 

Mills Pvt Ltd and others, Harris Afzal s/o Sh. Muhammad Afzal & others, M/s T&N Pakistan,  M/s 

HATCO and others, Asif Javed Director NIT and others, Sh. Muhammad Afzal, CE/Director of M/s Harris 

Steel Industry Pvt. Ltd. and others, partners of M/s Windmills Restaurant, Lahore & Others, Ahmed Latif 

and Mrs. Mahvish Hadi, Shareholders / Directors of M/s Gas Natural Pvt. Ltd and M/s Synergy Power Pvt. 
Ltd. & others. 
588  <www.businessdictionary.com/definition/corporate-governance.html#ixzz477iS2xLN> accessed 28 

April 2016. The bad governance is opposed to corporate governance which means the framework of rules 

and practices by which a board of directors ensures accountability, fairness, and transparency in a 

company's relationship with its all stakeholders.  
589 Corruption Perceptions Index 2015, Transparency International. 
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corruption perception index 2015 and list of mega scandals prepared by NAB, we cannot 

consider the state of affairs satisfactory. The situation in the corporate sector is not better 

than that of individuals as the more companies are involved in financial scams and 

fraudulent activities. Thus, the ouster of bad governance does not mean that the wishes of 

an aggrieved shareholder should be preferred. Rather, the accumulative interest of the 

company is to be preferred. Different devices have been introduced to curb bad 

governance in the corporate sector. Winding up of the company is one of these devices. 

The courts in Pakistan have ordered winding up of companies on the ground of 

bad governance. In a case titled Light Metal and Rubber Industries Pvt Ltd v Sarfraz 

Qadri, the petitioner being chairman of the company alleged that directors had not only 

transferred huge amount from company's account to their personal accounts but also 

maintained duplicate, bogus and unofficial accounts. Due to the inefficiency of directors, 

the business of the company suffered huge losses. The court directed SECP to appoint a 

chartered accountant as an inspector to investigate the affairs of the company. The 

appellate court also upheld the impugned order and opined that shareholders of the 

company being stakeholder had a legal right to know about affairs of the company. 590 

Similarly, Razak Pvt Ltd was wound up with the observation that the company could not 

go further due to differences between shareholders and mismanagement. The auditor's 

report did not reveal the solid reason for the continuation of the company.591 Similarly, 

Messrs Cossar Carpets Pvt Ltd was wound up for not doing business for many years, 

non-cooperation and the estranged relationship between different groups of shareholders 

                                                             
590 Light Metal and Rubber Industries Pvt Ltd v Sarfraz Qadri, 2011 CLD 1485 (Kar) 
591 Muhammad Iqbal v Razak Pvt  Ltd Karachi, 2009  CLD  422 (Kar) 
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and deadlock in affairs of the company.592 Patley International Pvt Ltd. ceased to 

function, failed to pay debts and governance issues surmounted. The company in question 

was ordered to be wound up. 593 Some of the directors of Plastic Crafters Pvt Limited 

were intending to assume full control of the management of the company. The 

apprehension in mind of petitioners that they would be deprived of their share in the 

management of the company appeared to be fully justified. The complete lack of 

confidence coupled with embittered feelings left no room for reproachment between 

parties. The election of new chairman would not be possible in view of an equal number 

of directors opposing each other. Thus, the companies’ affairs justified passing of 

winding up order.594 The court ordered to wind up the company as conduct and attitude of 

parties indicated a complete lack of faith and confidence. The business of the company 

was at standstill for more than two and a half years. The parties attempted to distribute 

assets and properties in the name of the company for a considerable period of time but no 

mutual settlement arrived.595 

Where members of a private company belonged to one family, the same could be 

treated more or less like a partnership and the same principles as applicable to a 

partnership would be applicable for winding up such a company. 596 However, Messrs 

Azad Friends & Co was not wound up with the conclusion that it was difficult to prefer 

wishes of petitioner shareholder as opposed to remaining shareholders having an 

overwhelming majority of nearly 69%. Thus, the ouster of bad governance justifies 

winding up. 

                                                             
592 Adil Masood Butt v Messrs Cossar Carpets Pvt Ltd, 2004 CLD 437 (Kar) 
593 Muhammad Saleem Anwar v Patley International Pvt Ltd, 1991 CLC 1854  
594 Iqbal Alam v Plasticrafters Pvt Ltd, 1991 CLC 589  
595 Qamar Loan v Kashmirian Pvt Ltd, PLD 1997 Kar 376 
596 Hilbro Pvt Ltd v Ejaz Ahmad Chatha, 1991  MLD  1225  
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3.7.6 Protection of Minority Shareholders 

One of the disadvantages of corporate personality and corporate democracy is the 

oppression upon the minority members. A vital rule of non-interference by the courts qua 

indoor administration of the company has been explained in ‘Foss v Harbottle’597 ‘that a 

member is precluded to bring an action against the directors qua wrong allegedly 

committed to the company who itself is the proper party of such an action’. This principle 

is followed in Pakistan and India. However, the law in Pakistan has not deserted minority 

shareholders at the mercy of the majority. If oppression upon minority shareholders is of 

serious nature, the company may be wound up.598 Thus, one of the objects of winding up 

is the protection of minority shareholders. SECP granted permission to file winding up 

petition against Progressive Insurance Company Ltd. and concluded that operations of 

company were being conducted in a manner prejudicial to minority share-holders599 

SECP presented petition for winding up of Karim Silk Mills Ltd in the Court on the 

grounds that the company was non-functional since the year 1993, failed in maintaining 

the accounts and submitting statutory returns and has also disposed of plant and 

machinery in year 1999. The Court ruled that SECP was empowered to seek winding up 

of a company to facilitate minority shareholders to realize their stuck up capital in the 

company.600 In the case against Pakistan Hotels Developers Ltd., the shareholders prayed 

winding up due to non-issuance of share and mismanagement. The court ordered that 

                                                             
597 Foss v Harbottle, 67 E R 189;(1843) 2 Hare 461; See: Rajahmundry Electric Supply Co v Nageshwara 

Rao, AIR 1956 SC 213, Supreme Court of India observed that: the courts will not, in general, intervene at 

the instance of shareholders in matters of internal administration and will not interfere with the 
management of the company by its directors so long as they are acting within the powers conferred on them 

under articles of the company. Moreover, if the directors are supported by the majority shareholders in 

what they do, the minority shareholders can, in general do nothing about it. 
598 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 305 
599 Securities and Exchange Commission of Pakistan v Progressive Insurance Company,  2009 CLD 1602 
600Additional Registrar of Companies v Karim Silk Mills Ltd, 2009 CLD 124 (Kar)  
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specified quantity of shares be issued to petitioner member as per letters of rights issued 

to them subject to deposit of the value of shares. However, the company was not liable to 

be wound up. 601 Hassan Al-Adawi presented a petition for winding up of Hama 

International (Pvt) Ltd that respondents had fraudulently transferred his shares in their 

names and were conducting affairs of the company in a manner oppressive to the 

petitioner being a minority shareholder. The court rejected the petition and concluded that 

against the fraudulent transfer of shares, the remedy available to the petitioner was to 

apply to the court for rectification of register but not winding up petition.602  

3.7.7 Ensure Respect for Law 

Respect for the law is the inevitable requirement of every civilized society. 

Likewise, a company is also expected to obey laws. In case of disobedience of laws by a 

company, the harsh consequences including winding up may result. Thus, one of the 

objects of winding up is to obey the laws. There are numerous precedents when the 

companies were wound up due to violation of laws. For example, Messrs Pakistan 

Northern Insurance Company Limited failed in holding two consecutive AGM. The 

SECP granted sanction for filing winding up the petition after service of show-cause 

notice on the company. The court also accepted the winding up petition due to 

disobedience to law and overruled the pretext of unavoidable circumstances.603 Schon 

Textile Mills Limited also failed to hold its AGMs, suspended business, did not file any 

statutory returns. SECP imposed various fines on the company for violation of different 

provisions of law. The contention of the company was that statutory defaults could be 

                                                             
601 Feroz-ud-Din v Pakistan Hotels Developers Ltd, PLD 1996 Kar  300 
602 Hassan Al-Adawi v Hama International Pvt Ltd, 2009  CLD  1043 (Kar) 
603Additional Registrar of Companies SECP v  Messrs Pakistan Northern Insurance Company Ltd., 

2004  CLD 1723 (Kar) 
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regularized and were not serious to invite harsh penalty of compulsory winding up. 

However, this contention was repelled by SECP.604 In another case, Registrar of 

companies preferred a petition for winding up of TriStar Power Ltd whose balance sheet 

was showing huge losses. The audit report showed the company to be dormant and not 

functional for the last ten years and also failed in holding AGMs for the last seven years. 

The Court adjudicated that the Registrar raised lawful grounds for winding up of the 

company and accepted winding up petition.605 Furthermore, SECP found Investment 

Mutual Fund Ltd. violating various provisions of the regulatory framework e.g. failure of 

company to obtain registration and to appoint a custodian with prior written approval of 

SECP in terms of Rules 38 and 40 (1) of Non Banking Finance Companies 

(Establishment and Regulation) Rules 2003, to hold its AGM for the relevant year 

required under section 158 of the Ordinance, 1984 and to prepare annual accounts for the 

relevant year.606 Similarly, Noorie Textile Mills Ltd. violated various provisions of the 

regulatory framework. The company failed to hold seven consecutive AGMs, suspended 

its business for countable years. The Court accepted the winding up petition.607 Thus, we 

may conclude that respect for the law is the prime object of winding. The violation of law 

ultimately damages the investors, creditors and society. 

3.7.8 Curbing the Fraud 

Fraud means an intentional and deliberate act to deprive another person or 

institution of property or money by deception or other unfair means. Corporate fraud is 

generally classified into three kinds: (i) fraud by management involving 

                                                             
604Schon Textile Mills Ltd v Commissioner (Enforcement and Monitoring) SECP, 2005 CLD 1090 (SECP) 
605 Additional Registrar of Companies  Karachi v Tri Star Power, 2010  CLD  1115 (Kar)  
606 Securities and Exchange Commission of Pakistan v  Investec Mutual Fund, 2011 CLD 4 
607Additional Registrar of Companies  Karachi v Noorie Textile Mills Ltd, 2010  CLD 143 (Kar)  
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misrepresentation of financial statements, improper use or theft of resources of company 

(ii) fraud by employees fraud involving improper use or theft of resources of company 

and (iii) fraud by outsiders which involves improper use or theft of resources by persons 

who are not from management and employees’.608 With reference to financial reporting, 

fraud is an intentional act that results in a material misstatement in financial 

statements.609 Section 17 of the Contract Act 1872 defines fraud. Corporate frauds and 

misconduct are threatening the economy. In recent decades, growing economies observed 

an enormous increase in corporate frauds a challenge for academicians, researchers and 

professionals on the effectiveness of corporate governance mechanisms, government 

regulation mechanism and role of corporate and individual ethics.610 

The greed entices humans to multiply the wealth either by hook or crook. This 

enticement results in a form of fraud. The chances of fraud are more in case of the 

fiduciary relationship as the man collapses and kneels down when opportunities are 

available. In the case of companies, the chances of fraud are more probable. The 

Economic Crime Wing of FIA has reported in 1st Quarterly Bulletin that 427 enquiries, 

389 cases and 1122 court cases till 31.03.2015 were pending in FIA.611  Furthermore, this 

wing reported in 2nd Quarterly Bulletin that 441 enquiries, 384 cases and 1218 court cases 

till 30.06.2015 were pending in FIA.612 In addition, this wing reported in 3nd Quarterly 

                                                             
608 Dr Tariq Hassan, ‘Corporate Fraud - Responsibilities of the Board, Management and Auditors to 

Prevent and Deter Financial Crime’ speech delivered at a seminar managed  by ICAP Northern Regional 

Committee  Lahore,  on 5.1. 2005. 
609 India, Director CBI, ‘Corporate Frauds-Risk & Prevention under Changing Paradigm’ speech at 8th 

Annual Summit on Corporate Frauds on  13 May 2014, New Delhi. 
610 P K Gupta, Sanjeev Gupta, ‘Corporate frauds in India – perceptions and emerging issues’ (2015) Vol  22 

Issue I Journal of Financial Crime 80 
611 Ist Quarterly Bulletin (01.01.2015 to 31.03.2015) Federal Investigation Agency Islamabad.  Available at 

<www.fia.gov.pk> accessed 29 April 2016 
612 2nd Quarterly Bulletin (01.04.2015 to 30.06.2015), Federal Investigation Agency Islamabad.  Available 

at <www.fia.gov.pk> accessed 29 April 2016 
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Bulletin that 455 enquiries, 392 cases and 1290 court cases till 30.09.2015 were pending 

in FIA.613 Thus, it means fraud in economic issues is deep-rooted in Pakistan. With the 

passage of time, the number of enquiries, cases and court cases is increasing. The 

institution exceeds disposal in numbers. These facts are compiled in tabular form. 

Table 3.2 Enquires, Cases and Court Cases in FIA 

Nature of Proceeding As on 31.03.2015 As on 30.06.2015 As on 30.09.2015 

Enquires 427 389 1122 

Cases 441 384 1218 

Court Cases 452 392 1290 

                                                                                                Sources: Author’s Own 

Keeping in view this eventuality, the law has provided the remedy of winding up of the 

company. Thus, blockage of fraud is also an important object of winding up. The courts 

in Pakistan are vigilant enough to block fraud. The Court ordered to wind up G.M. Printo 

Pvt. Ltd and directed the management to submit a statement regarding affairs of company 

verified by an affidavit to Official Liquidator who would submit his preliminary report to 

Court qua all factors resulting in failure of the company and containing his opinion with 

respect to any fraud committed by any person in promotion and formation of the 

company.614 In another case, the chief executive of Interconnect Pakistan (Pvt.) Limited 

diverted the funds of the company to his personal account and could not deny this 

allegation satisfactorily. The court concluded that lack of probity on part of chief 

executive of the company in conducting affairs of the company was sufficient to justify 

the passing of winding up order. 615 The company failed to pay investments which were 

                                                             
613 3rd Quarterly Bulletin (01.07.2015 to 30.09.2015) Federal Investigation Agency Islamabad.  Available at 

<www.fia.gov.pk> accessed 29 April 2016 
614 Muhammad Nasir Ghazi v G.M. Printo Pack Pvt Ltd, 2009 CLD 307 (Kar)  
615 Integrated Technologies & Systems  v Interconnect Pakistan  Pvt  Ltd, 2001 CLC 2019 (Lah) 
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repayable in fixed instalments on specified dates. The company deliberately suppressed 

material facts with an ulterior motive in order to defraud its creditors. In this context, the 

court accepted winding up petition and appointed an official liquidator.616 The creditors' 

plea was that petitioner and his wife as directors of the company have embezzled its 

entire finance and they be directed to pay off its liabilities. The objectors did not contest 

the question of the inability of the company to pay debts. Thus, the court ordered the 

company to be wound up while directing its directors to submit a statement regarding its 

affairs verified by an affidavit to Official Liquidator who would submit his preliminary 

report qua all factors resulting in failure of the company and any fraud committed by any 

person in promotion and formation of the company.617 

 The actions and defaults of Pakistan International Insurance Co were prejudicial 

to the interests of policy-holders. The insurance company played fraud upon insurance 

department at time of registration by furnishing false undertaking, utilized registration 

certificate as an insurer for extracting public money by issuing guarantees for illegal 

investment companies, a number of claims were pending settlement with the company, 

complaints had been received and the company was in the habit of issuing cheques which 

had been dishonored. The petition for winding up of the company was granted in 

circumstances. 618 High Court initiated suo moto action against the company for 

repayment of the amounts received by the company from its customers. The Court ruled 

that ‘liquidation of company could be made under the Ordinance, 1984 but the company 

was held liable to compensate for the injury or loss caused in consequence of criminal 

                                                             
616 Investment Corporation of Pakistan  v Glorex Textile Ltd,  1998  CLC 731 (Kar) 
617 Muhammad Nasir Ghazi v G M Printo Pack Pvt Ltd, 2009  CLD 307 (Kar) 
618 Controller of Insurance v Pakistan International Insurance Co, PLD 1993 Kar  720 
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acts or omissions’.619 In another case, the Pakistan State Oil could not establish that Pak. 

O.P. Ltd. did not properly maintain the accounts of the company. However, the court 

concluded that the company committed fraud, misfeasance and malfeasance in relation to 

the company in collusion with each other. 620 

3.8 Summary and Conclusions 

The conclusions deduced from discussion supra are that comprehensive definition 

of ‘winding up of a company’ is by Gower who says it is ‘a process whereby life of 

company is ended, property is administered for advantage of members & creditors 

through a liquidator who controls company, accumulates assets, returns debts and shares 

out the leftover amongst members’. The principles of ‘corporate personality’ and ‘limited 

liability’ justify winding up of companies to ensure equilibrium among creditor, members 

and the company. The terms ‘winding up’ and ‘liquidation’ is having a little difference. 

The connotation of winding up is wider than that of liquidation as the former means 

termination and later means insolvency. The termination includes ‘insolvency’ but 

insolvency does not include termination. 

The distinction between winding up and dissolution of companies has been 

explained in ‘Leslie case’ whereby ‘winding up’ has a certain commencement point and 

ending point but ‘dissolution’ is the end. The ‘winding up’ precedes dissolution and vice-

versa is not possible. The ‘defunct company’ means ‘a company not functional and 

operative and ‘dissolved company’ means ‘an officially ended company’. Company law 

in Pakistan has different remedies to avoid winding up of companies. The remedy- 

                                                             
619 The State v Director General FIA, PLD 2010 Lah 23  
620 Pak State Oil Co Ltd v Pak OP, PLD 1993 Kar 322  
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“investigation into affairs of company by inspector” as per provision 263 Ordinance 1984 

is meant to address frauds and unlawful activities and the grounds enumerated in section 

265 of the Ordinance 1984. The prolonged proceedings, discretionary reference power of 

SECP and multistage proceedings are salient deficiencies of this remedy. Similarly, the 

Court is empowered to take appropriate action against the management of the company 

on grounds fraud, unlawful objects etc. enumerated in section 271 of the Ordinance 1984. 

This remedy is comparatively more effective. Section 283 of the Ordinance 1984 

recognizes remedy of ‘arbitration’ which may be availed before or after the filing of 

winding up petition. The optional nature of arbitration and non-availability of 

professional arbitrators are major deficiencies of arbitration. 

The ‘compromises and arrangements’ under section 284 to 287 of the Ordinance 

1984 are of much importance and result oriented in case of private companies. In the case 

of bonafide disputes, this remedy is very fruitful. However, to resolve complicated 

corporate issues, non-availability of proper consultation by professional persons is the 

major flaw. On the ground of oppression and mismanagement, winding up can be 

avoided by compulsory acquisition of shares with just and fair consideration under 

section 289 of the Ordinance 1984. However, limitation of one-tenth or nine-tenths of 

members is technical which thwarts ends of justice and facilitates a group of riches and 

deprives the poor. 

 Furthermore, the creditor has an option to represent SECP for management of the 

company through an administrator on numerous grounds under section 295 of the 

Ordinance 1984. In this context, SECP appoints an administrator from its panel 

recommended by State Bank of Pakistan for purpose of managing dealings of the 
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corporation as per specific stipulations and settings. The Federal government authorized 

institution, authority, committee or person may prepare a sketch for reconstruction, 

rehabilitation or reorganization of the company in light of section 296 of the Ordinance 

1984 when an industrial unit of a company is handling operational or financial troubles 

and is acknowledged as ‘sick company’ by ‘Federal Government’, 

The autonomous bodies and companies in Pakistan are created by the 

promulgation of the Acts or Ordinances or by registration process under the Ordinance 

1984 by SECP. Unregistered company means any partnership, association or company 

consisting of more than seven members. However, a railway company incorporated by 

enactment the United Kingdom or Pakistan and a registered company under the previous 

Companies Act or the Ordinance 1984 are in exceptions. The process of winding of 

unregistered company has been set forth in Part-XIII, Sections 443 to 449 of the 

Ordinance 1984 and this procedure resembles that of registered companies except for the 

determination of registered office and jurisdiction of the court.  

Foreign company means a company carrying business in but incorporated outside 

Pakistan. it is wound up as unregistered company if carrying on business in Pakistan 

ceases under section 444 (3) of the Ordinance 1984 notwithstanding its dissolution or 

cessation as a company in the country of incorporation. The registered companies can be 

dissolved in countable ways e.g. reconstruction and amalgamation, removal from the 

register of companies and winding up. 

The company law in Pakistan introduces three modes of winding up of companies 

in Pakistan e.g. (i) winding up by the Court, (ii) voluntary winding up and (iii) winding 
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up subject to the supervision of the Court. The company, contributory, SECP and 

Registrar of Companies can apply for compulsory winding up of the company on grounds 

detailed in sections 305 and 306 of the Ordinance 1984. The mode ‘voluntary winding 

up’ is further subdivided into two sub-categories namely member’s voluntary winding up 

and creditor’s voluntary winding up. 

The differences between voluntary winding up of the company by members and 

by creditors are- (i) declaration of solvency by directors of the company, (ii) meeting of 

creditors, (iii) appointment of liquidator and committee of inspection, (iv) fixation of 

remuneration of the liquidator. The winding up subject to the supervision of court can be 

ordered by the Court either suo moto or on the application of an eligible person. 

The consequences of winding up of companies affect the company, shareholders, 

creditors, employees, management, property and the Court. The words ‘in liquidation’ are 

added with the name of the company on all the documents of the company. The right of 

the company to choose its management is curtailed and management is replaced with 

official liquidator. Any transfer of property within one year before the presentation of 

winding up petition is void unless validated by the Court. The shareholders become 

contributories and their power to transfer the shares is curtailed. The creditors are barred 

to institute or go on with suits in opposition to a company with the exception of leave 

granted by a court. The creditors neither can get executed decrees in their favour nor 

proceed with pending execution petitions against the company. Any attachment, distress 

or execution put in force against estate or effects of the company after the 

commencement of winding up is void. 
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The objects of winding up of company have not been separately classified in the 

Ordinance, 1984. However, the preamble and numerous provisions of the Ordinance, 

1984 and plethora of precedents in the United Kingdom, India and Pakistan speak for 

objects of winding up of the companies. The preamble of the Ordinance 1984 speaks for 

“consolidation and amendment of the law relating to companies for purpose of protection 

of investors and creditors, healthy growth of corporate enterprises, promotion of 

investment and development of economy and connected matters”. Thus, winding up aims 

to avoid losses, safeguard interests of creditors & shareholders, guard public interest, oust 

bad governance, protect minority shareholders, ensure obedience to laws and block fraud.  
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Chapter 4 

 

Grounds of Winding Up 

4.1 Introduction 

The ‘grounds’621 of ‘winding up of a company by the Court’622 are the basic 

parameters to determine the fate of winding up petitions. The significance of these 

grounds is universally acknowledged.623 Hence, the immense importance is linked with 

this segment of our study. The sections 305 and 306 of the Ordinance 1984,624 section 

271 of the ‘Indian Companies Act 2013’625 and sections 433 to 434 of ‘Indian Companies 

Act 1956’626 postulate the circumstances and grounds which are pre-requisite for 

“winding up of companies by the Court” in Pakistan and by ‘Tribunal’627 in India. More 

so, sections 433 and 434 referred supra have been merged in section 271 of the Act of 

2013 ibid but substratum is almost the same. This segment of study casts lights upon 

various grounds enumerated in the Ordinance 1984 e.g. (i) ‘special resolution’ by 

company,628 (ii) default in delivering statutory reports,629 (iii) default in convening 

                                                             
621 The grounds mean circumstances recognized by company law to justify winding of companies by the 

Court in Pakistan and other countries of the world.  
622 The Companies Ordinance 1984, section 297 introduces three modes of winding up of companies 

including winding up of company by the Court which is also termed as ‘compulsory winding up’ or 

‘forceful winding up.’ 
623 The company laws of almost all the countries contain the provisions which regulate the process of 

winding up of companies. UK, India, Hong Kong, Malaysia, Singapore, Australia and Canada etc are a few 

ones among those countries having law of winding up. 
624 (XLVII of 1984). 
625 (18 of 2013). 
626 (1 of 1956). 
627 National Company Law Tribunal has replaced the Court in matters of winding up of companies in India. 

This Tribunal has been established and constituted as per section 408 of Companies Act 2013 (Indian). 

However, subject of winding up comes within jurisdiction of the Court in Pakistan. 
628 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 305 (a). UK, Insolvency Act 1986, s 122 (a). 
629 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 305 (b). 
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statutory meetings,630 (iv) default in convening annual general meetings,631 (v) non-

commencement of business,632 (vi) suspension of business,633 (vii) reduction in members 

of company,634 (viii) inability to pay debts,635 (ix) unlawful and fraudulent activities,636 

(x) doing business not authorized by memorandum etc,637 (xi) conducting business in an 

oppressive manner,638 (xii) management by persons committing fraud etc., 639(xiii) 

management by persons not law-abiding,640 (xiv) ceasing of  listed company,641 (xv) just 

and equitable 642 and (xvi) ceasing member.643  

The grounds enshrined in the Ordinance 1984 and Indian Companies Act 1956 

have much resemblance.644 The Indian Companies Act 2013 has introduced new grounds 

and also deleted some old ones. The similarities and dissimilarities between the grounds 

of winding up of companies in Pakistan and India have been distinguished. With the 

passage of time, new complex corporate challenges have emerged due to technological 

and scientific advancement. Thus, some of the grounds of winding up of companies by 

the Courts have become either redundant or deficient and necessity has arisen, to cope 

with modern challenges and needs, to incorporate in the company law of Pakistan new 

grounds of compulsory winding up of companies, modify deficient ones and delete 

obsolete ones. This chapter comprehensively debates over the addition of new grounds, 

                                                             
630 Companies Ordinance 1984, 305 (b). 
631 ibid. 
632 ibid, s 305 (c); See: UK, Insolvency Act 1986, s 122(d) 
633 ibid.  
634 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 305 (d); See: UK, Insolvency Act 1986, 122 (e) 
635 ibid, s 305 (e); See: ibid. s 122 (f). 
636 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 305 (f)(i). 
637 ibid, s 305 (f)(ii). 
638 ibid,  s 305 (f)(iii). 
639 ibid, s 305 (f)(iv). 
640 ibid, s 305(f)(v). 
641 ibid, s 305 (g). 
642 ibid, s 305 (h); See: UK, Insolvency Act 1986, s 122(g).  
643 ibid, s 305 (i) (iv). 
644 See: Table 4.1.  
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deletion and modification of existing grounds. Furthermore, some of the grounds of 

winding of companies by the Court and of other remedies e.g. ‘investigation’645, 

‘administration’646, ‘and Court’s interference’647 etc are similar. Hence, the justification 

for such grounds has been discussed. The statutory provisions and ‘precedents’648 of 

Pakistan and India are the main helping tools in carrying out this task. The tail of this 

chapter comprises conclusions deduced from the overall debate in this part.   

4.2 Grounds of Winding up 

Winding up of companies by the Court in Pakistan can be sought on numerous 

grounds detailed in sections 305 and 306 of the Ordinance 1984.649 The existing grounds 

need review in light of modern trends and ever-changing corporate realm. In this context, 

India is moving ahead as many grounds incorporated in Indian Companies Act 1956 have 

been deleted, the required ones have been added and a few of them has been re-worded in 

the Companies Act 2013 in light of recommendations of ‘High-Level Committee on 

Company Law.’650 The ‘Draft Companies Bill 2015’651and ‘Draft Companies Act 

2016’652 in Pakistan is also an apt endeavor to combat modern challenges. The 

                                                             
645 Companies Ordinance 1984, Ss 263 and 265. See: Rajasthan Ltd v Rajasthan Breweries Ltd and Ors, 

(2007) 140 Com Cases 622 (CLB) 
646 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 295 
647 ibid, s 271 
648 Precedents mean case laws pronounced by superior Courts. See: All Pakistan Newspaper Society v 

Federation of Pakistan, PLD 2004 SC 600. Read also: Muhammad Munir, Precedents in Pakistan (Karachi: 

Ameena Saiyed, Oxford University Press 2014) 16 
649 Smith and Keenan’s, Company Law (London: 15th edn, Pearson Education 2011) 593 
650 High Level Committee Report on Law Relating to Insolvency and Winding up of Companies 2000, 
India.  
651 Press release dated 18.01.2016 with respect to Consultative Session on Draft Companies Bill at 

Federation of Pakistan Chamber of Commerce and Industry (FPCCI) circulated Security and Exchange 

Commission of Pakistan Islamabad. 
652 SECP has placed ‘Draft Companies Act 2016 on 06.09.2016’ on its website on 06.09.2016 for public 

comments and suggestions.  
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amendments have been proposed in grounds of winding up of companies and introduced 

the principle of ‘core company law’653 in light of recommendations of CLRC’.654   

 4.2.1 Resolved by Special Resolution 

The first ground of winding up of a company by the Court is- ‘when the company 

itself has resolved by special resolution that the company be wound up by the Court.’ 655 

The phrase ‘special resolution’656 has been defined in the Ordinance 1984 as under-  

‘A resolution which has been passed by a majority of not less than three-fourths of 

such members entitled to vote as are present in person or by proxy at a general 
meeting of which not less than twenty-one days notice specifying the intention to 

propose the resolution as a special resolution has been duly given. 

 

Provided that, if all the members entitled to attend and vote at any such meeting so 

agree, a resolution may be proposed and passed as a special resolution at a 
meeting of which not less than twenty-one days’ notice has been given.’ 

 

 

 The Law Dictionary also defines the term ‘special resolution’ in these words- 

 
‘A resolution that requires an important decision to alter terms of articles of 

association or memorandum of association. It requires no less than 21 days’ 

notice, no less than 3/4 of the votes of present members and to be filed with 15 
days of approval.’ 657 

 

The definitions supra postulate that notice of 21 days, passing of resolution with a 3/4th 

majority of members and convening of the general meeting is the essential requirement 

of special resolution for winding up of a company by the Court. The first requirement of 

                                                             
653 Corporate Laws Review Commission established by the Securities and Exchange Commission of 

Pakistan prepared ‘Concept Paper for Development and Regulation of Corporate Sector’ which has a note 

at page 5 that ‘core company law’ form was borrowed from the New Zealand.  The separation of securities 

law from company law in New Zealand was first major break with U.K. legislative tradition in 1978 by 

introduction of  ‘the Securities Act 1978’ which became operational in 1983 with features of creating  
difference between activity-based securities regulation and entity-based company law. 
654The Commission has been established by the Securities and Exchange Commission of Pakistan  with 

mandate to review corporate laws in Pakistan 
655 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 305 (1) (a) 
656 ibid, s 2 (36) 
657 <http://thelawdictionary.org/special-resolution> accessed 16 March 2016 

http://thelawdictionary.org/articles-of-association/
http://thelawdictionary.org/articles-of-association/
http://thelawdictionary.org/association/
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21 days notice is in line with the principle of natural justice ‘audi alterm partem’.658  

However, there is an exception to this requirement of notice i.e. when all members 

entitled to attend and vote at the general meeting unanimously agree. The second 

requirement for special resolution is that it is passed by minimum 3/4th members present 

and entitled to vote either in person or by ‘proxy’659 at a ‘general meeting.’660 This is not 

necessary that matter of passing special resolution should be kept pending unless all 

members of the company come in attendance. The 3/4th majority of present members is 

the requirement of law. For instance, total members of the company are 100, present 

members are 40, 30 members approve and 10 members disapprove the resolution, it is a 

valid special resolution. The third pre-requisite is that special resolution must be passed 

in the general meeting of members. The word ‘general’ manifests that all members are 

important and they must be invited and intimated about the object of the meeting.  

4.2.2 Statutory Report 

The next ground for compulsory winding up of a company is ‘when a company 

defaults in delivering a statutory report to Registrar’.661 ‘The phrase ‘statutory reports’ 

means ‘the report submitted to the Registrar after statutory meeting’. The object behind 

the delivery of these reports to Registrar is to furnish information to the member, 

creditors and the public at large and to ensure good corporate governance. Generally, the 

                                                             
658 Mehr Textile Mills Ltd v Investment Corporation of Pakistan etc., 2005 CLD 1026 (SC). See: Rule 76 

of the Companies (Court) Rules 1997 
659The Companies Ordinace 1984, section 161defines proxies which mean a power of attorney document 

given by shareholders of a corporation authorizing a specific vote on their behalf at a corporate meeting. 

See: <www.vocabulary.com/dictionary/proxy> accessed 27 April 2016 
660 There are three types of general meetings- (i) statutory general meeting under section 157, (ii) annual 

general meeting under section 158, and (iii) extraordinary general meeting in light of section 159 of  

Companies Ordinance 1984. The requirement of law is general meeting. Hence, passing of resolution in 

any of these three forms is valid. 
661 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 305 (1) (b). See: Asmatullah v Court of Summary Trial: 

1997  MLD 1966 (Kar) 
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Courts direct the defaulter company to deliver requisite reports and extend the time to do 

the needful before passing winding-up order.’662 There are countable illustrations of 

winding up of companies by the Court in Pakistan because of default in delivering 

statutory reports.663 ‘This ground is considered in a conjunctive manner for purpose of 

compulsory winding up of company as sole default in delivering statutory reports comes 

within the purview of SECP who imposes fines upon the company and its directors.’664   

4.2.3 Default in Statutory Meeting 

The next ground for winding up of a company by the Court is ‘default in 

convening statutory meeting’.665 This ground has different aspects. Section 157(1) of the 

Ordinance, 1984 defines ‘statutory meeting’ as under- 

“Every company limited by shares and every company limited by guarantee and 

having a share capital shall, within a period of not less than three months, nor 

more than six months, from the date at which the company is entitled to 

commence business, hold a general meeting of members of the company, which 
shall be called "the statutory meeting.” 

 

Thus, statutory meeting means ‘general meetings of members of the company to be 

convened after the expiry of three months and before the expiry of six months from the 

date of commencement of business. This statutory meeting is compulsory for every 

company limited by shares or limited by guarantee and having a share capital. The rest of 

the companies are exempted from convening the statutory meeting. The ‘default’ means 

failure in compliance with the legal duty of holding the statutory meeting. The default is 

condonable in certain circumstances. Generally, the Court refrains from making a 

winding-up order in the first instance and desires the company to hold a statutory meeting 

                                                             
662 Companies Ordinace 1984, section 314 directs for grant of time to deliver statutory reports to registrar 

of companies before passing winding up order. 
663 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 157 
664 ibid. 
665 ibid, s 305 (1) (b)  
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and extends time in this regard. If a company fails to comply with this order, the order to 

wind up the company is passed. 666 There are countable illustrations of winding up of 

companies by the Court in Pakistan because of default in convening statutory meetings. 

This ground is considered in a conjunctive manner for the purpose of winding up of a 

company by the Court as sole default in convening statutory meeting comes within the 

purview of SECP who imposes fines upon the company and its directors.667 

4.2.4 Default of two Annual General Meetings 

The next ground for “winding up of a company by the Court” is ‘when the default 

is made by the company in holding any two consecutive AGMs.’668 The word 

‘consecutive’ means one after another. The default in convening one AGM is not 

sufficient rather it must be for two consecutive times. If the default is made in one year 

but next year, AGM is convened and the default is again committed in the third year. This 

is not consecutive default for two years to invoke remedy of winding up by the Court. 

Section 158 (1) of the Ordinance defines AGM as- 

“In addition to any other meeting, every company shall hold a general meeting as 

its annual general meeting within eighteen months from the date of its 

incorporation. Thereafter once at least in every calendar year within a period of 

four months after the close of its financial year but not more than fifteen months 

after holding of its last preceding annual general meeting.” 

Thus, AGM is convened within 18 months of the date of incorporation. Thereafter, is 

convened once every year within four months of the closure of the financial year of the 

company and before the expiry of fifteen months after last preceding AGM. Furthermore, 

SECP is empowered to impose fines upon the directors and company for failure in 

                                                             
666 Asmatullah v Court of Summary Trial, 1997 MLD 1966 (Kar) 
667 Minimum fine Rs.10000/- and maximum fine Rs. 25000/- is imposed upon the company and officers 

under section 157 of the Companies Ordinance 1984 
668 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 305 (1) (b) 
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convening AGM.669 For instance, the proceedings were initiated against Haseeb Waqas 

Sugar Mills Ltd. and its directors for default in holding AGM which deprived the 

shareholders to exercise their powers envisaged in the Ordinance, 1984. SECP first 

directed the company to hold AGM within thirty days of issuance of direction which was 

not complied with by the company. Thus, the default in holding AGM was established 

and fine of Rs.33, 200 was imposed on the chief executive.670 Moreover, SECP 

highlighted the object of holding AGM in this matter of Haseeb Waqas Sugar Mills Ltd. 

that AGM was a forum where the Board, Executives and share-holders deliberate 

important affairs of the company, the management presents annual accounts and informs 

share-holders about affairs of the company and various powers are also exercised.671 

 The question arose- whether AGM is holdable not at the company’s registered 

office? This question finds an answer in the precedent ‘Messrs Shaheen Foundation v. 

Messrs Capital F.M. Pvt. Ltd. wherein AGM was convened not at the company’s 

registered office. The Court ruled that fact of holding AGM up to the year 1998 was not 

denied. The AGM for the year 1999 was held in a foreign country i.e. London and AGM 

for the year 2000 was not held due to non-availability of directors. It was opined that 

there was no bar of holding AGM for a private company at a place other than the 

registered office. However, in case of a listed public company, AGM must be convened 

at registered office as per section 158(2) of the Ordinance 1984’.672 Thus, specification of 

the place is mandatory in the case of a listed public company but optional in case of a 

private company. Similarly, Additional Registrar of Companies, Karachi preferred 

                                                             
669 Minimum fine Rs.50000/- and maximum fine Rs. 500000/- is imposed upon the company and officers 

under section 158 of Companies Ordinance 1984 
670 In Re: Haseeb Waqas Sugar Mills Ltd, 2006  CLD  1092 
671 ibid 
672 Messrs Shaheen Foundation v. Messrs Capital F M Pvt Ltd, 2002  CLD  188  (Kar) 
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petition for winding up of TriStar Power Ltd. on many grounds including failure in 

holding AGM for the last seven years. The Court adjudicated upon that the petitioner had 

raised lawful grounds for winding up of the company and accepted the winding up 

petition.673 The Court was also pleased to wind up Hi-Tech Construction Pvt. Ltd. for not 

convening AGM. 674 The petition for winding up of Messrs Pakistan Northern Insurance 

Company Limited was filed by Registrar of Companies due to default in holding two 

consecutive AGM and other grounds. The company despite service of show-cause notice 

neither opted to reply nor availed opportunity provided by the commissioner. The Court 

directed the company to be wound up.675 

SECP issued show cause notice to Noorie Textile Mills Ltd. for violating various 

provisions of the regulatory framework including failure to hold seven consecutive AGM. 

The company did not respond to show cause notice. Resultantly, SECP authorized 

registrar for presenting winding up petition in the Court who concluded that the company 

failed in fulfilling legal formalities and ordered winding up of the company.676 Schon 

Textile Mills Ltd. also failed to hold AGM from 1997 to onwards and suspended its 

business since 1997.  The Registrar approached SECP for grant of sanction for filing 

winding up petition. The company averred that statutory defaults could be regularized 

and were not as serious to invite harsh penalty of compulsory winding up. This 

contention was repelled as the company had been in constant default to comply with 

mandatory statutory requirements.677  

                                                             
673 Additional Registrar of Companies Karachi v Tri Star Power Ltd, 2010 CLD 1115 (Kar)  
674 Shahamatullah Qureshi v Hi-Tech Construction Pvt Ltd, 2004 CLD 640 (Kar) 
675Additional Registrar of Companies v. Messrs Pakistan Northern Insurance Company Ltd.,  

2004  CLD 1723 (Kar) 
676Add. Registrar of Companies (Karachi) v. Noorie Textile Mills Ltd., 2010  CLD  143  (Kar)  
677 Schon Textile Mills Ltd. v. Commissioner (Enforcement and Monitoring), 2005 CLD 1090 (SECP) 
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4.2.5 Non-Commencement of Business 

The next ground for “winding up of the companies by the Court” is- ‘non-

commencement of business by a company within a year from date of incorporation’.678 

This ground is of much importance as some of the companies are formed for fraudulent 

objects and such companies did not commence business. The word “commencement” has 

not been defined either in the Ordinance or the Rules. The Merriam-Webster Dictionary 

defines commencement as “the time when something begins” 679 The Oxford 

Dictionaries defines commencement as “the beginning of something.”680 Similarly, 

the word ‘business’ has also not been defined in the Ordinance or the Rules.  Business 

Dictionary defines ‘business’ as- 

“An organization or economic system where goods or services or exchanged for 

one another or for money. Every business requires some form of investment and 

enough customers to whom its output can be sold on a consistent basis in order to 

make a profit.” 681 
 

Merriam Webster dictionary defines ‘business’ as- 

“The activity of making, buying, or selling goods or providing services 

in exchange for money; the amount of activity that is done by a store, 
company, factory etc.”682  

 

Moreover, ‘Business’ means ‘the work of buying or selling products or services for 

money’ as per the MacMillan Dictionary.683 From definitions supra, we may conclude 

that ‘business’ means an activity or work with respect to making, buying or selling goods 

or providing services for money or consideration. The meanings of business vary in the 

context of commencement and suspension. The construction of buildings, stores, 

                                                             
678  Companies Ordinance 1984, s 305 (1) (c ) 
679 <www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/commencement > accessed 17 March 2016 
680 <www.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/commencement > accessed  17 March.2016 
681 <www.businessdictionary.com/definition/business.html> accessed  17 March.2016 
682 <www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/business> accessed  17 March.2016 
683 <www.macmillandictionary.com/dictionary/british/business> accessed  17 March.2016 
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warehouses etc is ‘businesses for the purpose of commencement but not for suspension. 

Similarly, non-production of goods is ‘businesses for the purpose of suspension but not 

for ‘commencement’. The controversy qua calculation of one year exists as 

commencement point is different in both commencement and suspension of business. 

The date of incorporation of the company is commencement point in case of 

commencement of business. However, the rule of thumb is not there to fix the 

commencement point of one year in case of suspension of business. The petitioners filed 

winding up petition against American Marble Products Ltd. and alleged failure to repay 

debts, the disappearance of substratum, heavy financial liabilities and non-

commencement of business. The Court concluded that ‘the company did not start 

production and commence business within one year from incorporation and accepted 

winding up petition.684 

Similarly, ARY Cement Company was wound up due to the non-commencement 

of business for more than sixteen years.685 SECP permitted presentation of the petition 

for winding up of Messrs. Karim Silk Mills Ltd. due to suspension of business since 1993 

and concluded that failure of management of the company to start its business or to make 

efforts to revive company had indicated that management had no intention of carrying on 

its business or operations.686 SECP also permitted filing a winding petition against 

Progressive Insurance Company Ltd. on numerous grounds including suspension of 

business since the year 2006.687  

 

                                                             
684 Investment Corporation of Pakistan v. American Marbel Products Ltd., 1998 CLC 514 (Kar) 
685 Abdur Rauf  v ARY Cement Company  Ltd., 2013 CLD 1735 (Kar) 
686 In Re: Messrs Karim Silk Mills Ltd., 2007 CLD 1009  
687 SECP v Progressive Insurance Company Ltd, 2009 CLD 1602 
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4.2.6 Suspension of Business 

The next ground for winding up of a company is ‘suspension of business for a 

whole year’.688  There may be circumstances when a company becomes dormant and 

suspends its business. However, this suspension must be at least for a whole year to 

invoke penal consequences of winding up. The word ‘suspend’ has not been defined in 

the Ordinance, 1984 or Rules 1997. Black’s Law Dictionary defines ‘suspend’ as “to 

interrupt; to cause to cease for a time; to stay, delay, or hinder; to discontinue 

temporarily, but with an expectation or purpose of resumption.” The Oxford Dictionary 

defines suspend as ‘temporarily prevent from continuing or being in force or effect’. The 

Court defined ‘suspend’ in petition against Sh. Fazal Rehman & Sons Ltd. that- 

‘Business of the company would be deemed suspended when there was no 

business activity at all or complete cessation of business for a certain 

period. If a company is making investments, improving management, 

installing new units, paying its liabilities, seeking credit lines from banks 

and raising construction, business is considered not suspended’.689 

 

 In the matter of Haji Irtiza Hussain Zaidi, factory of the company was closed for more 

than one year and was not having liquid assets from which its creditors could be paid. 

The Court concluded that business is suspended and ordered winding up of the 

company.690 Similarly, SECP concluded that business of Saleem Sugar Mills Limited had 

been suspended since 1995. The failure of management of the company to start its 

business or to make efforts to revive the company indicated that management had no 

intention of carrying on its business operations.691 Additional Registrar preferred petition 

for winding up against Tri-Star Power Ltd. whose balance sheet was showing huge 

                                                             
688 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 305 (1) (c ) 
689 Joint Registrar of Companies v Sh. Fazal Rehman & Sons Ltd., 2008 CLD 465 (Lah) 
690 State Life Insurance Corporation v Haji Irtiza Hussain Zaidi., 2002 CLD 1112 (Kar) 
691 Securities and Exchange Commission of Pakistan v Saleem Sugar Mills Ltd., 2008 CLD 286 
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losses. The audit report showed that the company was dormant, non-functional for the 

last ten years and also failed in holding AGM for the last seven years. The company 

preferred an appeal against sanction order which was dismissed by the appellate bench of 

SECP.692 In a matter of Messrs Cossar Carpets Pvt. Ltd., the Court concluded that 

‘suspension of business for more than one year and continuous incurring of liability are 

sufficient grounds to order winding up of the company.’693 Thus, we may conclude that 

suspension of business for one whole year is a sufficient ground for winding up of 

companies. 

4.2.7 Reduction of Members 

The next ground for winding up of companies by the Court is- ‘when the number 

of members is reduced below two in case of a private company or below seven in case of 

any other company’.694 The reduction of members of a company produces two 

consequences- (i) liability under section 47 and (ii) liability under section 305 of the 

Ordinance, 1984. Section 47 reads as under-     

“If at any time the number of members of a company is reduced, in the case of a 

private company, other than a single member company, below two, or in the case 

of any other company, below three, and the company carries on business for 

more than six months while the number is so reduced, every person who is a 
member of the company during the time that it so carries on business after those 

six months and is cognizant of the fact that it is carrying on business with fewer 

than two members or three members, as the case may be, shall be severally liable 
for the payment of the whole debts of the company contracted during that time, 

and may be sued therefor without joinder in the suit of any other member.” 695 

 

Thus, section 47 supra is an exception to the doctrine of limited liability whereby 

members are protected from unlimited liability. The distinction between section 305 (d) 

                                                             
692 Additional Registrar of Companies Karachi v Tri Star Power Ltd, 2010 CLD 1115 (Kar); Tri Star Power 

Ltd v Additional Registrar of Companies  Karachi, 2010  CLD 162 (Kar)  
693 Adil Masood Butt v Messrs Cossar Carpets Pvt Ltd, 2004  CLD 437 (Kar) 
694 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 305(1) (d) 
695 ibid, s 47 
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and 47 of the Ordinance, 1984 is that former deals with the liability of the company and 

later with the liability of members. The introduction of the concept of ‘Single Member 

Company’696 has created ambiguity and uncertainty with respect to the ground of 

reduction in members. The minimum number of shareholders is two for a private 

company and seven for a public company under section 305 (d) of the Ordinance, 1984. 

However, the definition of a public company as enshrined in section 2(30) of the 

Ordinance, 1984 creates doubts with respect to the single-member company as “every 

company, which is not a private company, is a public company”. Thus, there is a glaring 

contradiction between sections 2(30) and 305 of the Ordinance, 1984. Furthermore, the 

ground of winding up- ‘when the company ceases to have a member’ has been added by 

the Companies (Second) Amendment Act 2002.  

4.2.8 Inability to Pay Debt 

The most invoked important ground for winding up of a company by the Court is- ‘when 

the company is unable to pay its debts.’697 Section 306 of the Ordinance, 1984 is 

explanatory to this ground and recognizes the fictional existence of facts as deemed 

clause and reads as under: 

“(1) a company shall be deemed to be unable to pay its debts- 

  
(a) If a creditor, by assignment or otherwise, to whom the company is indebted in 

a sum exceeding one per cent. or its paid-up capital of fifty thousand rupees, 

whichever is less, than due, has served on the company, by causing the same to 

be delivered by registered post or otherwise, at its registered office, a demand 
under his hand requiring the company to pay the sum so due and the company 

has for thirty days thereafter neglected to pay the sum or to secure or compound 

for it to the reasonable satisfaction of the creditor”;  
 

                                                             
696 Companies (Amendment) Ordinance, 2002.  
697 The Companies Ordinance 1984, s 305 (1) (e) ; See: UK, Insolvency Act 1986, s 123 
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(b) if execution or other process issued on a decree or order of any Court or any 
other competent authority in favour of a creditor of the company is returned 

unsatisfied in whole or in part; or  

 

(c) if it is proved to the satisfaction of the Court that the company is unable to 
pay its debts, and, in determining whether a company is unable to pay its debts, 

the Court shall take into account the contingent and prospective liabilities of the 

company. 
 

(2) The demand referred to in clause (a) of sub-section (1) shall be deemed to 

have been duly given under the hand of the creditor if it is signed by an agent or 
legal adviser duly authorised on his behalf, or in the case of a firm if it is signed 

by such agent or legal adviser or by any member of the firm on behalf of the 

firm.”698 

 

Section 306 of the Ordinance 1984 is to be strictly construed 699 and all clauses of section 

306(1) are disjunctive and can operate independently of each other.700 The careful perusal 

of sections 305 and 306 of the Ordinance 1984 unfolds countable aspects of this ground 

of winding up of companies by Court and discussed in lines below. 

4.2.8.1 What is Debt? 

The word ‘debt’ has not been defined in the Ordinance, 1984 and the Rules 1997. 

The Business Dictionary defines ‘debt’ as “a duty or obligation to pay money, deliver 

goods, or render service under an express or implied agreement.” 701 The Oxford 

Dictionary postulates ‘debt’ as “a sum of money that is owed or due” 702 The Merriam-

Webster Dictionary highlights ‘debt’ as “an amount of money that you owe to a 

person, bank, company, etc.”703 The Investor Word defines ‘debt’ as “an amount 

owed to a person or organization for funds borrowed. Thus, debt can be represented by a 

loan note, bond, mortgage or other form stating repayment terms and interest 

                                                             
698 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 306 
699 Habib Bank Ltd v Golden Plastic Pvt. Ltd., 1991 MLD 124 (Kar) 
700Pakistan Metal Industries v Assistant Collector Central Excise and Land Customs,1990 CLC 1030 (Kar) 
701 <www.businessdictionary.com/definition/debt > accessed 18 March 2016 
702 <www.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/debt > accessed 20 March 2016 
703 <www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/debt > accessed 20 March 2016 
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requirements. These different forms all imply intent to pay back an amount owed by a 

specific date set forth in repayment terms” 704 With respect to professional fee of an 

advocate, the Court observed that ‘professional fee is not ‘debt’ as mentioned in section 

305 (e) of the Ordinance, 1984 as it had no direct relation with business s of the 

company. Once the claim of the fee is converted into a decree of the Court, then it can be 

considered as a debt. 705 In another case, Bank of Credit and Commerce Investment 

claimed the U.S $ 57, 99,125 from Duty-Free Shops Pvt. Ltd. who denied liability. The 

Court concluded that creditor was required to prove that a certain amount of money was 

due and payable against a company who was unable to pay its debts. The bank was not 

aware of the exact outstanding amount as the claim was based on figures in the statement 

of accounts of the company. The petition was dismissed in circumstances.706 The 

conclusion is  that the debt should be certain, payable and fall within four corners of debt. 

4.2.8.2 Deemed Inability  

The phrase ‘deemed inability’ comprises two words- deemed and inability. 

The Merriam Webster Dictionary articulates ‘deemed’ as “to come to think or 

judge”707 Business Dictionary defines ‘deemed’ as “assumed after deliberation”708. 

Similarly, Merriam Webster Dictionary defines ‘inability’ as “lack of sufficient 

power, resources, or capacity.”709 Thus, deemed inability means a lack of 

sufficient resources assumed after deliberation. The Superior Courts of Pak istan 

have elaborated and illustrated this ‘deemed inability’ in numerous cases. In the 
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petition against Hamza Board Mills Ltd., the Court pronounced verdict that mere non-

payment of debt due on service of notice to company by the fiction of law would be 

deemed to be the inability of the company to pay its debts for purpose of Section 305 of 

the Ordinance, 1984.710 Moreover, Pakistan Industrial Credit and Investment Corporation 

Ltd. granted M/S. Oregan Industries Pvt. Ltd, Karachi foreign currency loan. On failure 

in repayment, the corporation served notice upon the company who failed to appear 

before the Court who concluded that the company was to be deemed unable to pay its 

debts.711 In another case, the Court concluded that ‘negligence in payment debt by a 

company does not connote that the business entity is unable to pay its debts unless 

statutory demand under section 306 of the Ordinance is given.’712 

In a matter of Waseem Beverages Ltd., the Court observed that liability of debts 

was not denied by the company which was unable to pay its debts.713 In another case, 

Habib Bank Ltd. required Messrs Central Cotton Mills Ltd. to pay the due amount of loan 

or enhance security. The company neither fulfilled demand nor enhanced security within 

30 days. The Court concluded that the company was neither in running condition nor 

commercially viable. The company was deemed unable to pay the debt. However, the 

company preferred an appeal and pleaded to have a running business and sound financial 

capability. The Supreme Court dismissed the appeal and endorsed the order of company 

judge.714 In ‘Aeroflot Russian International Airlines v. Gerry's International Pvt. Ltd., the 

Court observed that ‘deeming provision becomes effective when a demand of specified 

                                                             
710 Habib Bank Ltd v Hamza Board Mills Ltd., PLD 1996 Lah 633  
711 Pakistan Industrial Credit and Investment Corporation Ltd v M/S Oregan Industries Pvt Ltd Karachi , 
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sum is made by a creditor to debtor under his hands or duly authorized agent and 

company has neglected to pay, compound or secure for it for thirty days to reasonable 

satisfaction of creditor.’715 Similar opinion was reiterated in winding up petition against 

Indus Steel Pipe Ltd.716 The burden lies upon the company to show its ability to pay its 

debts. The pleas that assets of a company exceed its liabilities, the company is 

commercially solvent and liabilities are fully secured are no grounds for refusing winding 

up order.717 In another case, Hamaliya Textile Mills Pvt. Ltd. took a loan from BCCI for 

expansion and modernization of its business. The company became defaulter and was 

called upon to clear its liability. The company failed to comply with a statutory notice to 

repay the loan and did not dispute its liability. The company pleaded excess assets than 

liabilities. The Court concluded that ownership of certain properties of fixed assets was of 

no value considering the inability to pay debts.718 

In, ‘Habib Bank Ltd. v. Hamza Board Mills Ltd.’ the Court observed that mere 

non-payment of debt due would be deemed inability of the company to pay its debts by 

the fiction of law on service of notice on the company.719 In, ‘Overseas Transit Agency 

Pvt. Ltd v. Tech. Pak. Extraction Pvt. Ltd., the question of failure to serve notice on the 

registered office of the company was raised. The Court concluded that the stage for 

adducing evidence has yet not reached. The question was to be decided at the proper 

stage. The objection of non-service of notice was overruled.720  

                                                             
715Aeroflot Russian International Airlines v Gerry's International Pvt Ltd., 2003  CLD  1075 (Kar); 

Industrial Development Bank of Pakistan v Sarela Cement Ltd, 1993 CLC 1540 (Quetta) 
716  PICIC v Indus Steel Pipe Ltd, 1993  MLD 94 (Kar) 
717  Pakistan Industrial Credit and Investment Corporation Ltd v Electric Lamp Manufacturers of Pakistan 

Ltd.,  2001  MLD  1885 (Kar) 
718 BCCI v. Hamaliya Textile Mills Pvt Ltd, 1999  MLD  3195 (Lah) 
719 Habib Bank Ltd. v Hamza Board Mills Ltd., PLD 1996 Lah  633; Mst. Asefa Afzal v Messrs Journalist 

publications Pvt Ltd, 2002  CLD  767 (Kar) 
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4.2.8.3 Due demand notice 

Section 306 (2) of the Ordinance, 1984 elaborates due to demand by the creditor. ‘The 

demand is deemed duly given when it is given either underhand of the creditor or an 

authorized agent, an officially permitted counsellor or a partner of firm signs the 

same.’721 The controversy exists in Pakistan whether notice under section 306 of the 

Ordinance, 1984 is necessary or directory in nature. In petition ‘Investment Corporation 

of Pakistan v Messrs Ajax Industries’, the Court concluded that failure of the company to 

pay undisputed debts within 30 days of service of the statutory notice of demand by the 

creditor is a condition precedent for passing order of winding up of the company.722  In 

another case, The Court declared that requirement of statutory notice under section 306 of 

the Ordinance, 1984 is necessary. The notice was duly sent to Sindh Tech. Industries Ltd 

at its registered address and was ignored. The non-payment of debt would give rise to an 

adverse presumption against debtor-company who had no valid and plausible defence 

against winding up petition.723 The Court concluded in the petition against Ahmad 

Construction Company that statutory notice under section 306 (a) of the Ordinance, 1984 

is a highly formal and important document. This notice must be clear, unambiguous and 

unequivocally state that the sender is a creditor and demand a specific amount. Any 

defect in notice renders the winding up proceedings ab initio defective.724 However, there 

are also abundantly reported judgments wherein the notice under section 306 of the 

Ordinance, 1984 has been found directory in nature. Sindh Tech. Industries Ltd. 

contested winding up petition on the ground of want of service of statutory notice under 
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section 306 of the Ordinance1984. It was declared by the Supreme Court of Pakistan that 

it was an obligation of the company to intimate change of address to the bank. The notice 

was sent through registered post acknowledgement to the company on its known previous 

address. Hence, the presumption under section 27 of the ‘General Clauses Act, 1897’725 

would be that notice had been received by the addressee.726 In another case, the Supreme 

Court expressed that non-service of notice under section 306 was not fatal for winding up 

petition as the provision was directory in nature.727 The Court concluded in ‘Investment 

Corporation of Pakistan v Charagh Sun Engg. Ltd’ that the service of notice is directory 

in nature. Non-service of notice would not be fatal to the maintainability of winding up 

petition.728 Juxtaposition perusal of supra referred precedents leads to the conclusion that 

the controversy of mandatory or directory nature of notice under section 306 exists 

among judgments of High Courts but not of Supreme Court of Pakistan. The precedents 

of August Supreme Court are of binding nature on all other courts under Article 204 of 

Constitution of Pakistan 1973. Thus, notice under section 306 of the Ordinance, 1984 to 

the debtor by the creditor is directory in nature.   

4.2.8.4 Neglect to Pay 

The phrase ‘neglect to pay’ is of much significance in the context of 

winding up of companies by the Court on the ground of inability to pay debts. 

This phrase has been elaborated in precedents and dictionaries but not in the 

Ordinance, 1984. The Merriam Webster Dictionary defines ‘neglect’ as “to fail 
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to take care of or to give attention to someone or something”. 729 The ‘debt’ has 

been elaborated in preceding paragraphs. In a petition by HBL against Messrs 

Central Cotton Mills Ltd., the Court concluded that company neglected to pay debt being 

not in a functional condition, making profits, capable to discharge its liabilities and to pay 

debts owed to the bank.730 In ‘Pakistan Industrial Credit and Investment Corporation Ltd 

v. Waseem Beverages Ltd.’ the Court observed that non-payment of debts and suspension 

of the project for over a period of two or three years was enough to conclude that 

company has neglected to pay the debt.731  

Similarly, Glorex Textile Ltd. did not pay the debt to the Investment Corporation 

of Pakistan despite repeated demands and legal notices. The Court held that the company 

neglected to pay the debt.732 In another petition, Rana Muhammad Tariq Anjum prayed to 

wind up Ihsan Processing Mills Pvt. Ltd. on the ground that the company had neglected 

to pay Rs.1425100. The Court concluded that the company was not in a position to 

liquidate its liabilities and had neglected to pay its debt.733 The Court expressed a similar 

view in winding up petition by Faisal Bank against Southern Network Limited and 

directed the company to pay the undisputed amount to the petitioner within eight 

weeks.734 More so, the Court wound up Hamza Board Mills Limited on the ground of 
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neglect to pay the debt.735 Brand Masters Pvt. Ltd. settled compromise with Messrs 

United Brands Limited for payment of the debt within a period of twelve months in equal 

instalments. However, the company violated its commitment. Thus, the conduct of the 

company showed that it neglected the payment of a debt.736  

However, in ‘Muslim Commercial Bank Limited v. Dewan Salman Fiber Ltd, the 

Court concluded that winding up order could not be passed against the company which 

was solvent and able to pay debts despite neglect to pay debts.737 Moreover, Humera 

Abdul Aziz Essa filed a petition for winding up of Al-Abbas Cement Industries Limited 

and averred that the company was required to repay sponsors loan to her within six 

months as per agreement which had not been honoured by company who denied being 

insolvent or party to the agreement. The Court dismissed winding up petition and 

observed that there was no neglect in payment of debt as the non-mentioning clear 

amount in agreement to be paid by the company has created a bona fide dispute. 738  

4.2.8.5 Unwillingness  

‘Unwillingness to pay debt’ differs from an inability to pay the debt. In ‘Deutsche 

Bank A.G v. Messrs Farm Aids Pvt. Ltd.’ the Court opined that registration of loan 

agreements with Registrar proved that loan was based upon mark up to be repaid. The 

oral assertion of the company that agreements were not to be implemented was valueless. 

Any misprint or wrong entry of a date in trust receipt was hardly of any significance. The 

pendency of suit had no nexus with liabilities already incurred by a company who neither 

                                                             
735Hamza Board Mills Ltd v Habib Bank Ltd, 2005 SCMR 1314 
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discharged its liabilities nor justified non-payment of dues. This was not a case of mere 

unwillingness but an inability to pay the debt.739 In the petition against Habib Jute Mills 

Ltd. filed by Construct Private Ltd., the Court opined that remedy of winding up petition 

would not be available where company though commercially solvent was merely 

unwilling to pay its debt.740 Similarly, Spencer & Co. Pakistan Ltd. failed to pay admitted 

liability but had sufficient assets to meet its liability and was willing to deposit the 

required amount within three months. The Court passed conditional order of winding up 

of the company.741 In ‘Aminuddin v. Azad Friends & Co.,’ the Court dismissed winding 

up petition and concluded that petitioner had not placed material on record to show the 

inability of the company to pay debt except a bare allegation. Neither petition nor balance 

sheet showed that any liability was due or any creditor initiated proceedings for recovery 

of dues. The company was a going concern and its assets exceeded its liabilities as per 

balance-sheet. The largest creditor bank and union of employees opposed the petition.742 

Thus, unwillingness links with the solvency of the company and the inability to pay debt 

with insolvency of the company. 

4.2.8.6 Pressure Tactics 

Sometimes, the remedy of winding up of companies is resorted to pressurize the 

company and this practice is not warranted under the law as basic purpose of sections 305 

to 306 of the Ordinance 1984 is to secure discontinuation of functioning of company 

which is no more commercially solvent but not to pressurize debtor company to pay an 
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unpaid creditor’743 In ‘United Bank Limited v. Golden Textile Mills Ltd.,’ the Court 

observed that company was commercially solvent, had huge valuable assets and its 

business was not closed. The Bank instituted suits for recovery of amounts in Banking 

Courts. The filing of winding up petition in High Court and suits in Banking Courts 

reflect that winding up petition was not filed bona fide but with the dishonest motive to 

blackmail and pressurize the company.744 

In ‘Metito Arabia Industries Ltd. v. Gammon Pakistan Ltd.,’ the Court concluded 

that creditor was just trying to pressurize the company for payment of its time-barred 

debts which clearly amounted to abusing the process of law.745 In ‘Muzaffar Abbas Malik 

v. Pakistan P.V.C Ltd.,’ the Court observed that it would amount to abuse process of law 

when winding up petition was filed with the intention to pressurize the company to settle 

disputed debts.746 Similarly, in ‘Kaikobad Pestanjee Kakalia v. Almas Pvt. Ltd.’ the 

petitioner claimed that the company was unable to pay its outstanding dues, failed to 

discharge its liability and was insolvent. The Court concluded that settlement of disputed 

claims between parties could not be undertaken in the jurisdiction of company court but 

before the court of plenary jurisdiction. The presumption drawn in terms of section 306 

of the Ordinance, 1984 was completely misconceived.747 Thus, pressure tactics link with 

mala fide and absence of plausible reason. 
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4.2.8.7 Bonafide Dispute 

The existence of ‘bona fide dispute’ over debt is a strong and worth consideration 

defence to rebut presumption arising under section 306 of the Ordinance, 1984 qua 

inability to pay its debts. A heavy burden lies on the debtor to establish bona fide.748 

There are countable illustrations and precedents wherein the fact of the bona fide dispute 

has been addressed. In ‘National Development Finance Corporation v/s Fazal Sugar Mills 

Ltd.’ the company claimed bona fide dispute with creditors and instituted the suit. The 

Court concluded that parties must be referred to a suit when the company had a bona fide 

dispute with its creditors with respect to the inability to pay the loan. Mere filing a suit 

does not mean bona fide dispute with creditors.749 In the matter of ‘Gammon Pakistan 

Ltd’, the Court observed that requirement for the grant of winding up order was the 

presence of genuine debt against the company. The questions regarding the bona fide 

dispute of debts and pressure tactics were also relevant factors to be considered by the 

Courts while passing winding up order. The creditors were not entitled to winding up of 

company when a claim was doubtful and the dispute was bona fide.750 

In winding up petition against ‘Hala Spinning Mills Ltd.’, the Court ordered 

winding up of the company and concluded that company was unable to pay its debts for 

no plausible reason and bona fide dispute.751 In winding up petition against ‘Trade and 

Industries Publications Ltd.’, the Court concluded that proper remedy for the creditor is 

not to present petition for winding up of company but to establish in a civil action a debt 
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bonafide disputed. 752 Similarly, ‘Habib Credit and Exchange Bank Limited’ extended 

running finance facility to Sindh Sugar Corporation Limited who failed to liquidate its 

liability. The notice was served upon it to pay the borrowed amount. The bank filed a suit 

for recovery of amount and petition of winding up against company who resisted winding 

petition on the ground that due to the pendency of the suit for recovery of the amount, 

petition for winding up was not maintainable. The Court concluded that mere pendency 

of suit would not bar entertainment or grant of a winding-up petition especially when 

defence raised by the company was based on a pure question of law and ex facie was 

frivolous and mere a cloak to avoid payment of the debt.753 In ‘Pak. Industrial C & I 

Corporation v. Bawany Industries Ltd.’ the Court dismissed winding up petition and 

observed that suit for recovery of amount instituted by petitioner was pending 

adjudication wherein respondent had been permitted leave to appear and defend suit 

unconditionally. The winding-up proceedings could not be used as a lever for 

pressurizing the company to pay the debt which was seriously disputed by it. The 

petitioner by filing winding up the petition after eight years of the filing of a suit for 

recovery appears to initiate winding up proceedings just to pressurize and coerce 

respondent come to terms. The winding up of the company would neither be just nor 

equitable without determining due debts against the company and definite verdict of 

inability to pay debts.754 In ‘Habib Bank Ltd v. Central Cotton Mills Ltd.’ the Court 

accepted the winding petition and ruled that the company disputed outstanding amount 

but was unable to pay even undisputed amount. The company undeniably had some 

assets. However, the amount of liability was increasing day by day. There was a bleak 
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possibility of improvement in the future if the company could not manage its affairs and 

start working. The company was not functioning for the last three years. The liabilities of 

the company to Bank and financial institutions were not known. The lending institutions 

had the right to proceed against borrowers as money advanced by the bank is public 

money. The Courts have the duty to protect and safeguard public interest and interests of 

shareholders.755 The Court observed in ‘Pakistan Industrial Credit and Investment 

Corporation Ltd v Electric Lamp Manufacturers of Pakistan Ltd.’ that assets in excess of 

liabilities, commercial solvency, and fully secured liabilities would be no grounds for 

refusing winding-up of the company which has failed to show the existence of a bona 

fide dispute.756 In another case, winding up of the company was sought on the ground 

that the company was unable to pay the amount of loan. The company claimed that it had 

a bona fide dispute with creditors and had already instituted the suits. The Court 

concluded that where the company had a bona fide dispute with its creditors to pay the 

loan, the parties, in that case, must be referred to a suit.757 In ‘Hashmi Can Company Ltd 

v KK & Co Pvt Ltd’ the Court ruled that the debt refers to undisputed amounts payable 

by the company and not those which may be disputed bona fide. The refusal to pay debts 

cannot be regarded as negligence to pay under section 306 of the Ordinance, 1984 if the 

creditor is informed of the reason of dispute and the matter is taken to the Court of law.758 

Thus, the bonafide dispute is a good defence to winding up petition filed on the ground of 

inability to pay the debt. 
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4.2.8.8 Non-Satisfaction of Decree or Order 

The non-satisfaction of either decree or order passed by competent authority gives 

rise to a presumed inability to pay the debt. The terms ‘decree’ and ‘order’ has not been 

defined in the Ordinance, 1984. These terms have been defined in the ‘Code of Civil 

Procedure, 1908’.759 The decree760 means- 

‘the formal expression of an adjudication which, so far as regards the Court 

expressing it, conclusively determines the rights of the parties which regard to all 

or any of the matters in controversy in the suit and may be either preliminary or 
final.  
 

The term ‘order’761 means “the formal expression of any decision of a Civil Court which 

is not a decree.” Thus, in the context of winding up of companies, the formal adjudication 

of the matter in controversies can be either decree or order. Furthermore, the ambit of 

decree and order is not limited to the company Court in Pakistan but includes civil, 

banking and all other courts in Pakistan. In addition, subject to certain terms and 

conditions, foreign awards are also enforced in the Courts in Pakistan in the context of 

winding up of companies. Sections 355 to 357 of the Ordinance, 1984 deal with 

enforcement of orders. There are a number of precedents wherein the companies were 

wound up due to non-satisfaction of decree or orders. In winding up a petition titled 

‘Security Leasing Corporation Ltd v. Diamond Food Industries Ltd.’ the corporation pleaded 

that it obtained decrees for recovery of amounts advanced as a loan to Diamond Food 

Industries Ltd. and decrees were pending execution and not satisfied. The company 

challenged maintainability of winding up petition on the grounds that execution petition 

is pending adjudication and the company had been closed for a temporary period being 
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not in a position to pay all debts. The Court accepted winding up petition and concluded 

that petitioners filed suits for recovery of the loan before the ‘Banking Court’762 who 

decreed the suits in favor of petitioners and execution proceedings are pending. These 

facts proved that the company was unable to pay its debts.763 The question of validity and 

enforcement of ‘foreign award’764 arose in a petition against ‘Gammon Pakistan Ltd’. 

The Court pronounced verdict that creditor seeking winding up of company on basis of 

the foreign award must show that foreign award had legal sanctity, was binding on the 

company and execution thereof returned unsatisfied. When these essentials were fulfilled, 

order for winding up of company would have been passed when execution or other 

process issued after decree passed by Court in favor of creditor remained unsatisfied.765  

Furthermore, this not necessary that decree or order should be passed by a Court 

rather the process may be issued by any competent authority. For example, SECP is 

empowered to impose fine for non-submission of statutory reports, non-holding AGM or 

statutory meetings, etc. When imposed fine upon the company is not paid and the process 

remains unsatisfied, winding up of the company may be prayed. The non-satisfaction of 

decree or order may be either in whole or in part. The third form of ‘inability to pay debt’ 

has been enshrined in paragraph (c) of subsection (1) of section 306 of the Ordinance 

1984 which is based on mode and principles of proving through the evidence to the 

satisfaction of Court.766 The mandatory consideration for the Court is to take into account 
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the contingent and prospective liabilities of the company. This mode is in line with the 

common principles and procedure of evidence and standard of a reasonable and prudent 

man is applied while answering a fact as proved, disproved or not proved. In case, the 

creditor proves the un-ability of the company to pay the debt, the fate of the company is 

winding up.767 

The phrase ‘contingent liabilities’ comprise two words contingent and 

liabilities. As per Merriam Webster Dictionary, contingent means ‘depending on 

something else that might or might not happen’768 Thus, ‘contingent liabilities’ 

means the liabilities which are dependent upon some event which might happen or 

not. In a matter of ‘Diamond Food Industries Ltd.’, the Court considered the conduct of 

the past three years, contingent and prospective liabilities of the company and ordered 

winding-up of the company.769 In winding up petition against ‘Messrs Ahmed Food 

Industries Pvt. Ltd.’, the petitioner contended that he had been exposed to financial 

liability on account of a default by the company and he was a contingent creditor and 

entitled to seek termination of the company to set off the liability. The Court observed 

that contingent creditor was required to furnish security to maintain the petition in light of 

section 309 (d) of the Ordinance, 1984. Hence, the petitioner was directed to furnish 

security Rs.25,000 to Nazir of the Court within two weeks.770 Similarly, the phrase 

‘prospective liabilities’ comprise two words ‘prospective’ and ‘liabilities’. As per 

Merriam Webster Dictionary, prospective means ‘belongs to future’771 Thus, 

‘prospective liabilities’ means liabilities which are non-existent but will come into 
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existence in the future. In winding up petition titled ‘Investment Corporation of 

Pakistan v. Glorex Textile Ltd.’ the grounds for winding up were that company was 

under heavy financial liabilities, failure to pay investments on specified dates, deliberate 

suppression of material facts with ulterior motive to defraud its creditors and no 

likelihood of assets and properties of company being saved. The Court considered those 

grounds and was accepted the winding up petition.772 Furthermore, in ‘Pak. State Oil Co. 

Ltd. v. Pak. O.P. Ltd’, the Court observed that statutory report indicated assets of the 

company exceed its liabilities. The conditional and forthcoming liabilities of the company 

would not justify its winding up.773 Thus, we may conclude that the company shall be 

deemed as unable to pay the debt when the creditor proved this fact through reliable and 

tangible evidence keeping in view perspective and contingent liabilities of a company.  

4.2.9 Unlawful or Fraudulent Activities 

The next ground is- ‘when the company is conceived or brought forth for or is or 

has been carrying on unlawful or fraudulent activities’. 774 There are countable significant 

phrases which require interpretation e.g. ‘conceived’, ‘brought forth’, ‘is carrying on’, 

‘has been carrying on’ ‘unlawful activity’ and ‘Fraudulent activity’. These terms have not 

been used in the Ordinance, 1984. Oxford Learners Dictionary defines ‘conceived’ as 

‘To form or hold an idea’,775 ‘brought forth’ as ‘produced something’,776 ‘carry on’ as ‘to 

continue doing something’,777 fraudulent’ as ‘intended to cheat somebody, usually in 

                                                             
772 Investment Corporation of Pakistan v Glorex Textile Ltd, 1998 CLC 731 (Kar) 
773 Pak State Oil Co Ltd v Pak OP Ltd, PLD 1993 Kar 322  
774 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 305 (1) (e) 
775<www.thefreedictionary.com/conceived> accessed  11 May 2016 
776<www.oxfordlearnersdictionaries.com/definition/english/bring-forth> accessed  11 May 2016 
777<www.oxfordlearnersdictionaries.com/definition/english/carry-on_2> accessed  11 May 2016 
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order to make money illegally’,778 and ‘activity’ as ‘a thing that you do for interest or 

pleasure, or in order to achieve a particular aim’779 However, ‘unlawful activity’ has been 

defined in Explanation I of Section 305 of the Ordinance 1984. Thus, fraudulent and 

unlawful activities either in present or past result in winding up of a company by the 

Court. In the petition against ‘Interconnect Pakistan Pvt. Ltd.’, the shareholder alleged 

that chief executive of the company diverted funds of the company to his personal 

account and he could not deny allegations satisfactorily. The Court concluded that this 

lack of probity on part of chief executive of the company in conducting affairs of 

company was unlawful and fraudulent activity and sufficient to justify winding up order 

of the company.780 

In another winding up petition against ‘Pakistan International Insurance Co.’, the 

Court accepted the petition and concluded that actions and defaults of the company were 

prejudicial to interests of policy-holders. The company played fraud upon the insurance 

department at the time of registration by furnishing false undertaking, utilized registration 

certificate as an insurer for extracting public money by issuing guarantees for illegal 

investment companies. Moreover, a number of claims were a pending settlement with the 

company; complaints had been received by the department against the company in habit 

of issuing cheques which were dishonored.781 In ‘Pak State Oil Co Ltd v Pak OP  Ltd, the 

petitioner alleged commission of fraud, misfeasance, and malfeasance. The Court 

concluded that petitioners failed to establish that respondent/directors had not maintained 

properly accounts of the company. However, respondents were found conniving to oust a 

                                                             
778<www.oxfordlearnersdictionaries.com/definition/english/fraudulent?q=fraudulent> accessed  11 May 

2016 
779<www.oxfordlearnersdictionaries.com/definition/english/activity?q=activity> accessed  11 May 2016 
780 Integrated >Technologies & Systems Ltd v Interconnect Pakistan Pvt Ltd, 2001 CLC 2019 (Lah) 
781 Controller of Insurance v Pakistan International Insurance Co, PLD 1993 Kar  720 
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petitioner holding fifty percent share capital in the company. Thus, they have committed 

malfeasance, fraud, and misfeasance with respect to the company.’782  

4.2.10 Business not authorized by Memorandum of Association 

The next ground for winding up of a company by the Court is ‘when the company 

is carrying on business not authorized by the memorandum of association of 

company’.783 The memorandum of association is considered as the constitution of the 

company who cannot bypass the limits defined therein. For instance, the company 

incorporated with the objective of producing sugar cannot produce rice and vice-versa. 

However, the Court is the sole arbiter to decide whether a business activity comes within 

four corners of objectives set forth in  the memorandum of association or not. The Daft 

Companies Bill 2015 also recognizes this ground. However, this ground is not recognized 

in India as the Indian Companies Act 1956 (repealed now) and the Companies Act 2013 

do not have this ground.  

4.2.11 Business in Oppressive Manner 

The next ground for compulsory winding up of companies is- ‘conducting 

business by the company in an oppressive manner784 against members or promoters of 

company or shareholders in minority’.785 Thus, the promoters and persons forming a 

company and minority shareholders are safeguarded from oppression which means 

inflicting harsh and authoritarian treatment. The ‘minority shareholders’ mean 

shareholders who hold together a minimum 20% of the equity share capital of the 

                                                             
782 Pak State Oil Co Ltd v Pak OP  Ltd, PLD 1993 Kar 322; Additional Registrar of Companies v Karim 

Silk Mills Ltd, 2009 CLD 124 (Kar) 
783 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 305 (1) (e); Indian Companies  Act 1956, s 434 
784 <www.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/oppressive> Accessed  11 May 2016 
785 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 305 (1) (e); Indian  Companies Act 1956, s 434 
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company.’786 The question of oppression upon minority shareholders arose in winding up 

petition titled ‘Mrs. Syma Mahnaz Vayani v. Molasses Export Company Pvt. Ltd., 

wherein petitioner being legal heir sought winding up of company on various grounds 

e.g. non-transfer of shares of deceased, siphoning funds from the company and illegal 

sale of assets. The Court concluded that petitioners admittedly claimed shareholding of 

16.72% which had not been transferred in their names. The petitioners neither pleaded 

the case of winding up on allegation of conducting business in a manner oppressive to 

members nor filed winding up petition on this ground. Hence, non-transfer of shares to 

petitioners was not a valid ground available for winding up of a company under section 

305 as the grievance of the petitioners was to be dealt with under sections 79 & 152 of 

the Ordinance, 1984.787 

Similarly, in winding up a petition titled ‘Hassan Al-Adawi v. Hama International 

Pvt. Ltd.’, the plea of the petitioner was that respondents fraudulently transferred his 

shares in their names and they were conducting affairs of the company in a manner 

oppressive to the petitioner being a minority shareholder. The Court observed that 

remedy against the fraudulent transfer of shares was a request for adaptation of register of 

shares and not winding up petition. Only members or creditors who have interests 

equivalent to at least 20% of paid up capital of the company could file a winding petition 

on the ground of oppressive to minority. The petitioner was not a member of the 

company according to the record of SECP on date of filing winding up petition. 

                                                             
786 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 305, Explanation II. See: Muhammad Iqbal v Razak Pvt Ltd Karachi, 

2009 CLD 422 (Kar) 
787 Syma Mahnaz >Vayani  v  Molasses Export Company Pvt Ltd, 2013 CLD 1229 (Kar) 
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Resultantly, the Court dismissed winding up petition being incompetent.788 The petition 

for winding up of ‘Khiali Paper and Board Mills Pvt. Ltd.’ was filed on grounds of 

oppression, mismanagement, and loss of mutual trust inter-se the parties resulting in the 

inharmonious working of the company. The Court concluded that the petitioner had to 

show that conduct of the management lacked in probity and was prejudicial to the interest 

of requester exercising lawful as well as ownership rights as shareholders. The order for 

winding up of a company was not to be taken as a readily available relief. The object 

being that industry should flourish instead of getting the same close down creating 

multiple problems of income and employment. The Court directed the appointment of 

Ombudsman for the company in order to curb mismanagement.789  

4.2.12 Not Maintain Proper and True Accounts 

The next significant ground for winding up by Court is ‘management of the 

company is being run by persons who have failed in maintaining true and proper accounts 

or they are guilty commit ‘fraud’, 790 ‘misfeasance’791 or malfeasance.’792 This ground 

grasps misdeeds of management of company responsible for preparing true accounts and 

having opportunities to commit fraud, misfeasance, and malfeasance. In, Aminuddin v. 

Messrs Azad Friends & Co., the petitioner prayed for compulsory winding up of the 

company on allegations that he and his brothers were managing directors on papers only 

whereas respondent was share-holder and actually running company as de facto 

                                                             
788Hassan -al-Adawi v Hamma International Pvt Ltd, 2009 CLD 1043 (Kar); Iqbal Alam v Plasticrafters Pvt 

Ltd, 1991 CLC 589 
789 Ch. Muhammad Hussain v Khiali Paper and Board Mills Pvt Ltd, 2005 CLD 636 (Lah) 
790  <www.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/fraud> accessed 27April 2016. Fraud means wrongful 

or criminal deception intended to result in financial or personal gain. 
791 Misfeasance means a transgression, especially the wrongful exercise of lawful authority. The word has 

been derived from Old French ‘mesfaisance’. 
792 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 305(1)(e) 
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managing director who diverted funds and mismanaged company which was going in 

losses, unable to pay its debts and did not declare dividends for last nine years. The Court 

concluded that the petitioner failed to prove allegations and wishes of the petitioner being 

a share-holder could not be preferred as opposed to remaining shareholders having an 

overwhelming majority of about 69%.793 In ‘State v. Director General FIA,’  the Court 

initiated suo moto action against the company for repayment of amounts received from 

its customers fraudulently under Article 199 of the Constitution of Pakistan, 1973 as the 

company was engaged in transferring money to different destinations all over the world. 

The company pleaded that it was incorporated under the Ordinance, 1984 and its assets 

could not be disbursed otherwise than under provisions of the Ordinance, 1984. The 

Court overruled plea advanced by the company and declared that liquidation of the 

company could only be done under the Ordinance, 1984. However, the company was 

liable to compensate for loss or injury caused while doing criminal acts or omissions.794 

In another case, SECP sanctioned a scheme of amalgamation of two companies 

subject to certain terms and conditions and approval by a majority of stakeholders i.e. 

shareholders, depositors, and creditors. One of them- ‘Innovative Investment Bank Ltd.’ 

failed to carry out business as per terms and conditions of the amalgamation scheme. 

During spot inspection of affairs of the amalgamated company, gross financial 

irregularities and violation of regulatory framework were found. The sponsors, chief 

executive, and board of directors failed to comply with the main conditions of 

amalgamation order and did not carry out operations of the company. This state of affairs 

endangered financial and commercial viability of the company which defaulted in 

                                                             
793 Aminuddin v Messrs Azad Friends & Co, 2004 CLD 1064 (Kar) 
794 The State v Director General FIA,  PLD 2010 Lah 23  
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repayment of installment of Rs.750 million to depositors as per repayment schedule. 

Thus, the sponsors, chief executive, and board of directors of the company including 

chairman endangered financial and commercial capability of the company. SECP 

removed the chairman, superseded the board of directors and appointed an administrator 

to handle dealings of the corporation. The licenses availed by the company were also 

canceled and operation of the company ceased.795 In the petition titled ‘Muhammad Nasir 

Ghazi v.  G.M. Printo Pack Pvt. Ltd.’ the creditor pleaded that the petitioner and his wife 

as directors of the company have embezzled entire finance and they may be directed to 

pay off liabilities of the company. The Court concluded that objectors had not contested 

question of the powerlessness of corporation to return amount outstanding. The objectors 

might initiate legal proceedings against the petitioner and his wife if permissible under 

the law. The Court accepted winding up petition.796 Thus, gross mismanagement 

prejudicial to interests of shareholders, creditors and the company justifies order for 

winding up of the company.  

4.2.13 Management by Law Violators 

The management of company by defiant persons is an important ground for 

winding up of a company by the Court. The actions of management must be as per 

requirements of articles and memorandum of association or in conformity with mandate 

of the Ordinance 1984. The management is also bound to implement directions and 

decisions of the Court, Registrar or SECP in letter and spirit’.797 The rule of law and 

respect for law are the foundations of judicial system. The directions or decisions of the 

                                                             
795 SECP v Innovative Islamic Bank Ltd., 2010 CLD 1866  
796 Muhammad Nasir Ghazi v G M Printo Pack Pvt Ltd., 2009 CLD 307 (Kar)  
797 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 305(1)(e) 
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Court, Registrar and SECP are binding upon the company and management and must be 

honored. There are countable illustrations wherein the management of the company did 

not honor the law. First, SECP takes penal action and the Court orders wrapping up of the 

corporation in situation of serious nature of violations. For instance, SECP found 

‘Investment Mutual Fund Ltd.’ violating various provisions of regulatory framework and 

these violations appeared as prejudicial to interests of the shareholders of the company. 

The SECP issued show cause notice pointing out that company failed to obtain 

registration under Rule 38 of Non Banking Finance Companies (Establishment and 

Regulation) Rules, 2003, to hold AGM for relevant year required under Section 158 of 

the Ordinance 1984, to prepare annual accounts for relevant year and to appoint a 

custodian with prior written approval of SECP in light of rule 40 of the Rules 2003. 

Thereafter, investigation was carried on and report revealed that affairs of company were 

severely mismanaged, management was guilty of misconduct, business of company was 

being conducted in oppressive manner and financial position of company was about to 

endanger its solvency. The company was violating Rules 38 to 40 of Non Banking 

Finance Companies (Establishment and Regulation) Rules, 2003 and sections 158, 233 

and 245 of the Ordinance 1984.798 

In another case, registration of Insurance Company was cancelled on account of 

violations. Thereafter, the company filed application for compulsory winding up. Notice 

of this application was served on authorities who neither appeared nor filed any objection 

despite various adjournments. Resultantly, the petition for winding up of company was 

                                                             
798 Security and Exchange Commission of Pakistan v  Investec Mutual Fund Ltd., 2011 CLD 4; 

Muhammad Saleem Anwar v Patley International  Pvt Ltd, 1991 CLC 1854 
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granted.799 In another matter, it was alleged that direction of the Court has been violated. 

The contempt application was moved by the petitioner with version that respondents had 

pre-judged adjudication which amounts to interference with course of justice and process 

of the Court. The Court dismissed the contempt petition and concluded that respondents 

neither done any act with intention to obstruct administration of justice nor scandalized a 

judge of High Court. The respondents had also not disobeyed or disregarded or 

committed willful breach of a valid undertaking given to High Court while passing 

restraining order. The proceedings pending in High Court had not been published and 

opinion or advice of a counsel to his client could not be said to be pre-judgment because 

an opinion or advice of counsel was not certain and definite conclusion.  The main 

petition wherein restraining order was passed had already been dismissed. Furthermore, 

issuance of annual report was requirement of section 233 of the Ordinance, 1984 and 

Listing Regulations of Stock Exchanges.800 

Similarly, Muhammad Masood Butt filed writ petition against S.M. Corporation 

Pvt. Ltd. due to non-declaration of dividend by a private limited company for a long time 

and prayed that direction may be given to the company to provide them information in 

respect of different matters, affairs and accounts of company.  The High Court observed 

that Article 19-A of the Constitution would attract when information sought was of 

public importance. The information regarding operation of company was of no 

significance to 99.9% of people of Pakistan. Thus, rights of shareholders including their 

right to information and dividend were regulated under Companies Ordinance, 1984 

                                                             
799 The Insurance Act 1983: In Re, 1991 CLC 1510  
800 Siraj Kassam Teli v Bashir Ali Muhammad, 2010  YLR  3294 ;2010  CLD  1737(Kar);See also: 

Muhammad Ashraf  v Arbor Acres Pakistan Ltd,1988  MLD 287 (Kar) 
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providing them complete efficacious remedy and writ could not be issued in case of a 

company not owned and controlled by the Government. Ultimately, High Court 

dismissed constitutional petition being not maintainable.801 Thus, disrespect of lawful 

direction and order by competent authority is a strong ground for winding up of the 

company. 

4.2.14 Ceasing Listed Company 

Section 305 of the Ordinance 1984 enumerates in vivid terms that ceasing the 

status of a listed company is a solid ground of compulsorily winding up.’802 No such 

ground is recognized in Indian company law e.g. the Companies Act 1956 or the 

Companies Act 2013. Furthermore, this ground has also been proposed in Draft 

Companies Bill 2015- the proposed new company law in Pakistan. There is no reported 

case in Pakistan wherein this ground has been invoked as is evident from catalogue of 

cases of our study.  

4.2.15 Just and Equitable 

The discretionary ground for winding up of a company is- when the Court is of 

opinion that it is just and equitable to wind up a company.803 There are different guiding 

principles for the Court to adjudicate upon the fate of companies in winding up petitions. 

This ground is based on principles of equity and good conscience. There are a number of 

precedents wherein the Court accepted and rejected winding up petitions on the criterion 

of just and equitable. What is just and equitable has not been defined in the Ordinance, 

1984. From accumulative facts, the Court deduces inference either to wind up a company 

                                                             
801  Muhammad Masood Butt v S M Corporation Pvt Ltd, 2011 CLD 496 (Kar); PLD 2011 Kar 177 
802  Companies Ordinance 1984, s 305(1)(f) 
803  ibid, s 305(1)(g) 
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or order otherwise. In ‘Habib Bank Ltd. v. Golden Plastic Pvt. Ltd.’ the Court observed 

that service of statutory notice under Section 306 of the Ordinance, 1984 is immaterial 

and the Court can order wrapping up of companies on judicious and evenhanded 

opinion.804 Similarly, petition for winding up of Bambino Pvt Ltd. was filed on ground of 

losses to the company every year. The notices were duly issued and served to the 

company through bailiff, courier, publication and official gazette. However, despite 

service, there was no response, reply or rebuttal by the company. The auditors of the 

company had also expressed that there was material uncertainty about the ability of the 

company to continue as a going concern. Resultantly, the Court accepted winding-up 

petition on the just and equitable ground.805 

In ‘Joint Registrar of Companies v. Sh. Fazal Rehman & Sons Ltd.,’ the Court 

dismissed the winding up petition and concluded that substratum of the company would 

be deemed to have gone when there was no hope of running a business of company on 

profits. The Court leans in favor of a company to be a going concern. The winding-up 

order would be justified when there was no hope of recommencement of business. Mere 

running of the company into losses is not a justifiable ground for winding up order.806 

Conversely, in a winding up petition titled ‘Sheikh Mazhar Ali v. Lasani Straw Board 

Mills Pvt. Ltd.’ the Court accepted winding-up petition on the just and equitable criterion 

and concluded that substratum of the company had disappeared being the suspension of 

business and non-existence of reasonable hope of trading with profit in future. The parties 

misappropriated funds, property and assets of the company. The ledger showed 

                                                             
804 Habib Bank Ltd v Golden Plastic Pvt Ltd, 1991 MLD 124  
805 Zulfiqar Ali v Bambino Pvt Ltd, 2012 CLD 252 (Kar) 
806 Joint Registrar of Companies v Sh Fazal Rehman & Sons Ltd., 2008 CLD 465 (Lah) 
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irregularities and accounts were never audited.807 Moreover, the petition for winding-up 

of the company titled ‘Investment Corporation of Pakistan  v. Cotex Mills Ltd.’ was also 

accepted by the Court on just and equitable ground concluding that the company 

admittedly earned profits in specified accounting year but did not distribute profits among 

shareholders on the justification of losses in preceding years. The circumstances clearly 

indicated that the company had failed to pay its debts to creditors and affairs of the 

company were not in a position to be run as per mandatory provisions of the Ordinance, 

1984.808 In another matter, Spectrum Pvt. Ltd. did not contest winding petition which was 

accepted and an official liquidator was appointed. The report of official liquidator 

revealed that the registered office of the company did not exist. Out of two creditors of 

the company, one Bank did not respond and second intimated that there was no 

outstanding amount against the company. Out of seven debtors of the company, two 

major companies denied owing anything to the company except Rs. 1,100 lying in 

liquidation account. There were no assets of the company in hands of Official Liquidator. 

The creditors were not likely to be repaid even a single penny. The petitioner was being 

further burdened with remuneration of the official liquidator. Finally, the Court dissolved 

the company on just and equitable considerations.809 In ‘Qamar Loan v Kashmirian Pvt 

Ltd’, the Court wound up the company on just and equitable principle concluding that 

relationship between parties was that of partnership firm in the form of a company 

limited by shares with an equal shareholding of 50%. The conduct of parties indicated a 

complete lack of faith and confidence and deadlock. The business of the company was 

                                                             
807 Sheikh Mazhar Ali v Lasani Straw Board Mills Pvt Ltd, 2003  CLD  1494 (Lah); Mrs Syma Mahnaz 

Vayani  v Molasses Export Company Pvt Ltd, 2013 CLD 1229  (Kar) 
808 Investment Corporation of Pakistan  v Cotex Mills Ltd, 1998 CLC 579 (Kar) 
809BASF Pvt Ltd v Spectrum  Pvt Ltd, 2002 CLD 309 (Lah); Mehmood ul Hassan v Baig Industries Pvt 

Ltd, 1997 CLC 1577 (Kar) 
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halted for more than two and a half years.810 In ‘Faysal Bank Ltd. through Attorneys v. 

Southern Networks Ltd.’ it was deduced that earlier than passing an order for winding up, 

the court had to satisfy plus form an opinion that winding up of the company was just and 

equitable. The basic objective of winding up proceedings is to find out either solvency or 

insolvency of the company but not to settle claims of creditors and coerce the company to 

pay unpaid creditor’.811 Thus, we may sum up that just and equitable ground of winding 

up of a company by the Court is not absolute in nature. Rather, the superior Courts have 

formulated guidelines which regulate discretion of the Court in an objective manner. 

4.2.16 Ceasing Membership 

The last ground of winding up of a company by the Court is when the company 

ceases to have a member.812 The company is although an artificial person but its 

existence is dependent upon the existence of its members. The members as contributory 

are responsible for the liabilities of the company to the extent of their unpaid capital. 

When, there is no member, running a company is a fraud and nothing else.  No member, 

no company. SECP plays a pivotal role in this regard. Section 306(1) (a) of Companies 

Ordinance, 1984 is to be strictly construed.813 All the clauses of section 306(1) are 

disjunctive and can operate independently of each other.814 

 

                                                             
810 Qamar Loan v Kashmirian Pvt Ltd, PLD 1997 Kar 376; Daewoo Corporation v Platinum Insurance 

Company Ltd, 1997 CLC 1272 (Kar) 
811 Faysal Bank Ltd through Attorneys v Southern Networks Ltd, 2004 CLD  1336 (Kar); Feroz-ud-Din v 
Pakistan Hotels Developers Ltd, PLD 1996 Kar 300 
812 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 305(1)(h) 
813 Habib Bank Ltd v Golden Plastic Pvt Ltd, 1991  MLD  124 (Kar); Sabiha Shahid Raza v Ahmad 

Construction Company, PLD 1990 Kar 191 
814Pakistan Metal Industries v Assistant Collector Central Excise and Land Customs, 1990  CLC  1030 

(Kar) 
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4.3 Justification of the Grounds 

The objectives of compulsory winding up of companies are manifold and have 

been discussed in appropriate detail in chapter 3 of this work. The grounds of winding up 

of companies as enshrined in sections 305 and 306 of the Ordinance, 1984 are the basic 

tools which ensure successful accomplishment of these objectives in Pakistan. Some of 

these grounds have seldom been utilized but some ones are invoked often. Superior 

Courts of Pakistan through numerous ‘precedents’815 clarified these grounds but contents 

of provisions are still ambiguous and need modification. In this context, justification of 

existing grounds enumerated in the Ordinance, 1984 is elaborated in lines hereinafter. In 

a broad sense, these grounds may be worth deletion, modification or no change. 

Furthermore, the necessity of new grounds of winding up of companies by the Court to 

cope with modern challenges has also been brought under consideration. Before 

proceeding further, comparative analysis of grounds of winding up of companies in India 

and Pakistan is elaborated in the table below. 

Table 4.1 Winding up Grounds in India and Pakistan 

 

Sr.# Grounds 1984 

* 

1956 

** 

2013 

*** 

2015 

**** 
1 special resolution by the company         

2 Failure in delivering a statutory report         

3 Failure in convening a statutory meeting         

4 default in convening annual general 

meetings 

       

5 non-commencement of business         

6 suspension of business         

7 reduction in members         

8 un-ability to pay debts         

9 unlawful and fraudulent activities         

10 doing business not authorized by         

                                                             
815 All Pakistan Newspaper Society v Federation of Pakistan, PLD 2004 SC 600. See: Muhammad Munir, 

Precedents in Pakistan (Karachi: Ameena Saiyed, Oxford University Press 2014) 16 
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memorandum 

11 business in an oppressive manner         

12 management by persons committing 

fraud etc. 
        

13 management by persons not law-abiding         

14 the ceasing of a listed company         

15 just and equitable         

16 ceasing member        

17 Default in filing balance sheet and profit 

and loss account or annual return for any 
five consecutive financial years 

        

18 “Action against interests of sovereignty 

and integrity of India, the security of the 

State, friendly relations with foreign 
States, public order, decency or 

morality” 

  

 
      

19 Winding up of the sick industrial 

company 
        

20 Revival and rehabilitation of sick 

companies 
        

21 Revocation of licence of the company         

Sources: Author’s Own 

* The Companies Ordinance, 1984 
** Indian, the Companies Act, 1956 

*** Indian, the Companies Act, 2013 

**** The Draft Companies Bill, 2015  

 Means exist 

 Means not exists 

The perusal of Table 4.1 supra reveals that grounds for compulsory winding up of 

companies by ‘tribunal’816 or the Court’ in India are constantly being added and deleted. 

The grounds (i) special resolution by the company for compulsory winding of company, 

(ii) just and equitable clause, (iii) ceasing membership and (iv) inability to pay debts are 

existing in all the statutes in Pakistan and India. The grounds at serial 2 to 7 exist in the 

Ordinance, 1984 but have no existence in the ‘Indian Companies Act, 2013’817. Similarly, 

nine different grounds do not exist in the Indian, Companies Act, 2013 but have been 

                                                             
816 National Company Law Tribunal has replaced the Court in matters of winding up of companies in India. 

This Tribunal has been established and constituted under section 408 of the Indian, Companies Act 2013. 

However, the subject of winding up by the Court is within jurisdiction of the Court in Pakistan. 
817 (Act No. 18 of 2013) 
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included in the ‘Draft Companies Bill of 2015.818 In this context, we classify these 

grounds in three categories- (i) worth deletion, (ii) worth addition and (iii) worth 

modification. 

4.3.1 Grounds worth Deletion 

With the passage of time, the scale of the utility of persons and things fluctuates 

as per the rule of nature. The fate of grounds of winding up of companies by the Court is 

not immune from this natural consequence. The time, ground realities and practical 

application determine the scale of utility. The law is never static rather evolves with 

changing circumstances.819 In this context, some of the grounds of winding up of 

companies by the Court as enshrined in the Ordinance, 1984 have become obsolete and 

redundant and are worth deletion from the statute. The reasons and causes of deletion 

vary from case to case. Thus, the following grounds are worth deletion from the statute. 

The annual general meeting is principally meant for provision of an opportunity 

of supervision to members to discuss and determines all issues and affairs of the 

company.820 Hence, the default in convening this meeting deprives the members of 

ensuring check and balance upon the management of the company.821 However, the 

default in convening AGMs is not conclusive evidence of fraud and oppression upon 

members in each case. Thus, this ground in isolation is insufficient to justify the death of 

the company resulting in unemployment, deterioration and devaluation of assets of the 

                                                             
818 Press release dated 18.01.2016 with respect to Consultative Session on Draft Companies Bill 2015 

(Companies Act 2017) at Federation of Pakistan Chamber of Commerce and Industry (FPCCI), Security 

and Exchange Commission of Pakistan, Islamabad. 
819 John F Kennedy views that ‘change is the law of life and those who look only to the past or present are 

certain to miss the future.  
820 In Re: Haseeb Waqas Sugar Mills Ltd., 2006 CLD 1092 
821 Additional Registrar of Companies v Tri Star Power Ltd, 2010 CLD 1115; Additional Registrar of 

Companies v Messrs Noorie Textile Mills Ltd, 2010 CLD 147; Additional Registrar of Companies v Karim 

Silk Mills Ltd, 2009 CLD 124 
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company. Furthermore, consecutive default for two years in convening AGM is short 

period particularly when members are satisfied with the state of affairs. In addition, 

SECP is empowered to penalize the company and the management to impose fine for 

default in convening AGM.822 The administration of justice and the doctrine of ‘quantum 

meruit’ necessitates that the quantum of punishment should match the scale of wrong.823 

Similarly, the ground ‘violation of law” for winding up of companies by the Court is 

wide enough to include default in convening AGMS.824 This ground has also been 

deleted from the Indian Companies Act, 2013.825 Thus, this one is worth deletion from 

the Ordinance 1984. 

The justification of non-commencement of business for one year as the ground of 

winding up of companies by the Court is also under discussion.826 This ground alone has 

never been accepted as just ground of winding up of a company by the Courts in 

Pakistan. However, this ground has been considered coupled with other grounds and 

considerations e.g. insolvency, violation of the law and recurring losses etc.827 Thus, this 

ground in isolation is insufficient to justify winding up of the company. The Courts prefer 

to escape and revival to the death of the company.828 The proper solution to redress non-

commencement of business by the company is the elimination of company name from 

                                                             
822 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 158(1)(4); In Re: Messrs Ayaz Textile Mills Ltd., 2006 CLD 378 
823 Quantum Meruit is a Latin term which recognizes a legal principle under which a person should not be 

obliged to pay nor should another be allowed to receive more than the value of the goods or services 

exchanged. < www.duhaime.org/LegalDictionary/Q/QuantumMeruit.aspx> accessed 15 May2016 
824Companies Ordinance 1984, s 305(1)(i);  SECP v  Investec Mutual Fund Ltd, 2011 CLD 4; Muhammad 

Saleem Anwar v Patley International  Pvt Ltd, 1991 CLC 1854 
825 (18 of 2013) 
826 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 305(1)(c) 
827 Trade and Industry Publication Ltd v Industrial Development Bank of Pakistan, PLD 1990 SC 768 
828 Hala Spinning Mills Ltd v International Finance Corporation etc, 2002 SCMR 450; Indian Report by 

High Level Committee on Law Relating to Insolvency and Winding up of Companies 2000 chaired  by 

Justice Shri V Balakrishna Eradi, p 48 
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register declaring it a defunct company.829 In this way, there are chances of revival of the 

company through the comparatively simple process.  Furthermore, this ground has been 

deleted from the Indian Companies Act, 2013830 and deletion thereof has been proposed 

in the Draft Companies Bill 2015 in Pakistan.831 Thus, this ground is worth deletion from 

the Ordinance, 1984. 

Suspension of business for one whole year is also one of the grounds of 

compulsory winding up of companies and its justification comes under discussion.832 

This ground alone has never been accepted as just ground of winding up of a company by 

the Courts in Pakistan. However, this ground has been well thought-out coupled with 

other grounds and considerations e.g. insolvency, violation of the law and recurring 

losses etc.833 Thus, this ground in isolation is insufficient to justify winding up of the 

company by Court. The Courts prefer revival to the death of the companies.834 The proper 

solution to redress suspension of business by the company is either a change of 

‘administration’ or designing ‘rehabilitation plan’835 or elimination of company name 

from register declaring it a defunct company.836 In this way, there are chances of revival 

of the company through a simple process. Furthermore, this ground has been deleted 

from the Indian Companies Act, 2013 837 and deletion thereof has been proposed in the 

                                                             
829 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 439. See: ARK Industrial Managements Ltd v Joint Registrar,  Govt of 

Pakistan, 1991 CLC 1520; In Re: Associated Electrical Enterprises Ltd, 1988 CLC 1538 
830 (18 of 2013) 
831 Press release dated 18.01.2016 with respect to Consultative Session on Draft Companies Bill 2015 

(Companies Act 2017) at Federation of Pakistan Chamber of Commerce and Industry (FPCCI), Security 

and Exchange Commission of Pakistan Islamabad. 
832 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 305(1)(c) 
833 In Re: Messrs Progressive Insurance Company Ltd., 2009 CLD 1602 
834 Joint Registrar of Companies v Sheikh Afzal Rehman & Sons Ltd., 2008 CLD 465 
835 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 294.  See for detail: Heading 3.2.8, Chapter 3 of this thesis. 
836 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 439. See: ARK Industrial Managements Ltd v Joint Registrar Govt of 

Pakistan, 1991 CLC 1520; In Re: Associated Electrical Enterprises Ltd, 1988 CLC 1538 
837 (18 of 2013) 
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Draft Companies Bill, 2015 in Pakistan.838 Thus, this ground is worth deletion from the 

Ordinance 1984. 

     Another ground “reduction in membership” 839 has seldom been availed and 

invoked for reason of wrapping up of companies by the Court and is formal in nature. In 

practical terms, the reduction of members does not affect the solvency of the company 

which is paramount consideration to adjudicate upon the fate of the winding up 

petitions.840 The guiding principle for the Court is to prefer rescue to the dissolution of 

the company.841 Moreover, the wrong of reduction of members of the company is 

punishable under section 47 of the Ordinance, 1984 and surviving members are fined. 

Moreover, ‘single member company’842 concept has been inserted in the Ordinance 1984 

but there is no explanation with respect to winding up of a single member company as 

there is a statutory limitation of two members and seven members in case of private and 

public company respectively. In addition, there is an option of conversion of companies 

from the public to private and private to single member companies.843 Thus, the fact of 

the reduction of members loses its significance. Moreover, this ground of reduction in 

members of company exist in the Ordinance, 1984, Indian Companies Act, 1956 and 

Draft Companies Bill, 2015 in Pakistan but has been deleted from the Indian, Companies 

Act, 2013. Thus, the ground of reduction of members is of least significance and worth 

deletion from the Ordinance, 1984.  

                                                             
838 Press release dated 18.01.2016 with respect to Consultative Session on Draft Companies Bill 2015 

(Companies Act 2017) at Federation of Pakistan Chamber of Commerce and Industry (FPCCI), Security 
and Exchange Commission of Pakistan Islamabad. 
839 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 305(1)(d) 
840 Mohib Textile Mills Ltd v National Bank of Pakistan, 2005 SCMR 1237 
841 Messrs Sindh Glass Industries Ltd v National Development Finance Corporation, PLD 1996 SC 601 
842 Companies (Amendment) Ordinance 2002 
843 Companies Ordinance 1984, Ss 44-46 
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The corporate affairs are managed by ‘doctrine of corporate democracy’844 and opinion of 

the majority is honored. However, the majority may oppress a minority in certain 

situations. 845 In such eventuality, the company law in Pakistan provides two remedies. 

One remedy is a petition under section 290 of the Ordinance, 1984 and second one is 

winding up of companies under section 305 of the Ordinance 1984. The Superior Courts 

of Pakistan have refrained from passing winding up orders in most of the petitions filed 

on grounds of conducting business in an oppressive manner.846 The remedy under section 

290 of the Ordinance, 1984 is efficacious one in the majority of cases for minority 

shareholders. Furthermore, management of company guilty of oppression can be changed 

by SECP 847 and the Court and shares of minority shares holder can be compulsorily 

purchased by majority from minority.848 The law prefers life than the death of the 

company. In this context, this ground is worth deletion from the Ordinance 1984. 

Management of the company by the persons who are not law abiding is also a 

ground for winding up of companies.849 However, except in cases of ‘public interest’850, 

there is least need of winding up of companies as this wrong can be curbed by other 

remedies available under company law in Pakistan. Non-preparation of accounts, non-

delivery of statutory reports, non-convening AGMs and the election of directors are some 

illustration of wrongs committed by management and violations of the mandatory 

                                                             
844 Foss v Harbottle, 67 ER 189; (1843) 2 Hare 461; See also: Rajahmundry Electric Supply Co v 

Nageshwara Rao, AIR 1956 SC 213 
845 Mrs Syma Mahnaz Vayani v Molasses Export Company Pvt Ltd, 2013 CLD 1229 (Kar)  
846 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 305(1) (e); See: Indian Companies Act 1956, s 434. See also: Hassan Al 

Adawi v Messrs Hama International Pvt Ltd, 2009 CLD 1043; Aeroflot Russin International Airlines v 

Gerry’s International Ltd, 2003 CLD 1075 
847 SECP v  Innovative Islamic Bank Ltd, 2010 CLD 1866; Security Leasing Corporation Ltd v Diamond 

Food Industries Ltd, 2003  CLD  861(Quetta); Daewoo Corporation v Platinum Insurance Company Ltd, 

1997 CLC 1272 
848 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 289 
849 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 305(1)(e) 
850 Salus populi suprema lex is Latin maxim which means ‘welfare of the people is a supreme law’.  
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requirement of law and these wrongs and violations come within the jurisdiction of SECP 

and the Court and can be properly and effectively redressed and compensated. The 

appointment of ‘inspector’851 or ‘administrator’852 and removal of management either by 

the Court or by the SECP are the best solutions when the management of the company is 

not law abiding.853 Furthermore, shareholders may also change such management of the 

company and thus winding of the company can be avoided. In addition, the ground has 

not been recognized in the Indian, Companies Act 2013. Thus, this ground is worth 

deletion from the Ordinance 1984.  

Hundreds and thousands of companies have been incorporated in Pakistan till 

today and the number of listed companies is much low than other public and private 

companies.854 Thus, it means public and private companies have dominated share in the 

corporate economy of Pakistan.855 When a company ceases to be a listed company, it may 

be wound by the Court in Pakistan.856 However, this ground is worth deletion from the 

Ordinance, 1984 because listed companies are not a sine qua non for promotion of 

corporate culture in Pakistan. The people in Pakistan have invested much in public and 

private companies which are also working smoothly in Pakistan. Moreover, conversion of 

companies from the public to private and vice-versa is permitted under the law of 

Pakistan and ceasing listed company ought to be considered as the conversion of the 

                                                             
851 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 263. See: Rajasthan Ltd v Rajasthan Breweries Ltd & Ors, (2007) 140 

Com Cases 622 (CLB) 
852 SECP v Innovative Islamic Bank Ltd, 2010 CLD 1866; Security Leasing Corporation Ltd v Diamond 

Food Industries Ltd., 2003  CLD  861(Quetta) 
853 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 271 
854 Annual Report 2015, Securities and Exchange Commission of Pakistan Islamabad 
855 Annual Report 2015, Securities and Exchange Commission of Pakistan, Islamabad unfolds that 5001 

new companies were registered by SECP during financial year 2015. The total number of registered 

companies equals to 67624. Approximately, 90% companies were registered as private limited companies, 

6% as single-member companies, 4% as public unlisted, non-profit associations, trade organizations and 

foreign companies. 
856 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 305(1)(h) 
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company from listed company to a public company.857 Furthermore, it is worth 

mentioning here that this ground of wrapping up of companies contains no existence in 

Indian “Companies Act 2013”.858 

4.3.2 Grounds Worth Addition 

The corporate sector in Pakistan and the world has progressed against time and 

new challenges and complications have emerged.859 The decades elapsed since the 

promulgation of the Ordinance, 1984 in Pakistan and a plethora of case laws has been 

introduced by superior Courts of Pakistan.860 Thus, law and procedure of compulsory 

winding up of companies and the grounds thereof needs amendments and there is dire 

need of incorporating new grounds of winding up of companies by the Court in Pakistan 

to cope with modern challenges and compete with modern nations in the world. The 

following grounds ought to be added.    

Traitors are awarded harsh penalties of death in most of the countries of the world 

and in Pakistan.861 Thus, an artificial person who conducts business against sovereignty, 

integrity, the security of Pakistan, friendly relations with foreign States, public order, 

decency or morality must be punished with the penalty of death which can be inflicted 

through the process of winding up. The Panama Leaks Scam862 has proved the bitter 

reality that a number of companies have been formed in foreign countries by citizens of 

                                                             
857 Companies Ordinance 1984, Ss 44-46. 
858 (18 of 2013). 
859 Concept Paper for the Development and Regulation of Corporate Sector compiled by Corporate Laws 

Review Commission established by the Securities and Exchange Commission of Pakistan 2005, p.5 to 7 
860 Companies Ordinance 1984 was published in the Gazette of Pakistan extraordinary on 8 October, 1984 

at pages 195 to 571.  
861 Article 6 of the Constitution of Pakistan, 1973 defines the offence of ‘high treason’ which is punishable 

with death.    
862 Panama Leaks Scandal is one of the big corporate scandals in the World and prominent leaders 

including family of Prime Minster of Pakistan Mian Nawaz Sharif and many other are involved in it. 
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Pakistan and offences of money laundering and corruption etc of billions of dollars have 

been allegedly committed. The reports of Transparency International Pakistan are also 

evidence of corruption and no honor for decency and morality in Pakistan.863 ‘FIA’864 and 

‘NAB’865 are investigating these issues at present. Thus, there is a need to incorporate 

captioned ground in the Ordinance 1984. 

The grounds of compulsory winding up of companies as composed in section 305 

of the Ordinance 1984 are silent with respect to sick companies and their rehabilitation. 

The efforts of rehabilitation of sick companies are encouraged and facilitated during 

winding-up proceedings in India and the United Kingdom.866 However, there is no 

statutory protection of rehabilitation schemes during winding up proceeding except 

discretionary power of the Court as there are countable precedents wherein superior 

Courts of Pakistan granted time to companies confronting financial difficulties to 

improve the state of affairs and become solvent and running concerns.867 In India, a 

‘Fund’868 has been established to rehabilitate sick companies. Thus, rehabilitation of the 

company is preferred to winding up of the company.869 However, each sick company is 

not worth rehabilitation but winding up is the best solution. Hence, if rehabilitation of the 

                                                             
863 <www.transparency.org.pk/documents/yip_report15.pdf> accessed 04 April 2016. Transparency 

International Pakistan is the Pakistani chapter of Transparency International established in 2002 with the 

main aim to strengthen the global value system by making transparency and accountability more relevant 

public norms. Read more: Youth Integrity Survey Report 2015, Transparency International Pakistan, P.26.  
864 Federal investigation Agency constituted under section 3 of Federal investigation Agency Act 1974 
865 National Accountability Bureau established under National Accountability Bureau Ordinance 1999 
866 UK, Insolvency Act 1986, Sections 1-7 provide for a type of voluntary arrangement which is concerned 

to prevent a company from being wound up. See: In Re: Energy Holdings Ltd (In Liquidation) [2010] 

EWHC 788 (Ch); See more: Indian Companies Act 2013, chapter XIX deals with revival and rehabilitation 

of sick companies.    
867 Hamza Board Mills Ltd v Habib Bank Ltd , 2005 SCMR 1314; Brush Rehman Ltd v Brush Electrical 
Engineering Co Ltd, 1986 SCMR 1612 
868 Rehabilitation and Insolvency Fund has been established under section 269 of the Indian Companies Act 

2013. Such fund has not been established in Pakistan. However, the Fund has been proposed in the Draft 

Companies Bill 2015 (Companies Act 2017).   
869 Messrs Glorex Textiles Ltd v Investment Corporation of Pakistan, 1999 SCMR 1850; Messrs Central 

Cotton Mills Ltd v Habib Bank Ltd, 2004 SCMR 1443 
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company is not economically possible, then winding up by the Court should be resorted 

to.870 In this context, the ground of compulsory winding up of company qua rehabilitation 

and sick company should be inserted in the Ordinance 1984. 

Nature and business of companies may require a license from the competent 

authorities in Pakistan. For example, State Bank of Pakistan bestows licence to the Banks 

and Financial Institutions 871and Ministry of Interior to the security companies.872 These 

licenses are granted subject to certain terms and conditions by the authority. In case of 

violation of these terms and conditions, the licenses of such companies are revoked. Such 

revocation vividly speaks and is proof of violation of law which is not tolerated in a 

civilized society. The grounds of winding up of companies as enshrined in section 305 of 

the Ordinance, 1984 are silent in this regard. In addition, this ground has been added in 

the Draft Companies Bill, 2015873 in Pakistan. In this context, the ground of revocation of 

the licence of the company should be added in the Ordinance 1984.  

The ‘corporate fraud’874 in Pakistan has damaged a lot the trust of investors, 

creditors and shareholders. The ‘corruption and corrupt practices’875 and ‘money 

                                                             
870 Hashmi Can company Ltd v KK & Co Pvt Ltd, 1992 SCMR 1006; Ali Woolen Mills Ltd v Industrial 

Development Bank of Pakistan, PLD 1990 SC 763 
871 The State Bank of Pakistan has been established under the State Bank of Pakistan Act 1956 and 

empowered to declare company as a scheduled bank and vice-versa. 
872 The Private Security Companies are established in Pakistan under the Companies Ordinance, 1984 and 

these companies are granted license under the Private Security Companies Ordinance 2001 in Islamabad 

and under the Punjab Private Security Companies (Regulation and Control) Ordinance 2002 in province of 

Punjab. 
873Press release dated 18.01.2016 with respect to Consultative Session on Draft Companies Bill 2015 

(Companies Act 2017) at Federation of Pakistan Chamber of Commerce and Industry (FPCCI), Security 
and Exchange Commission of Pakistan, Islamabad. 
874 Corporate fraud is when a corporate entity is involved, though the discussion here is equally applicable 

to proprietorships, partnerships, trusts and associations. Corporate fraud or unethical activities are divided 

in three broad categories e.g. Axact scandal, Hudabia Paper Mill scandal etc. 
875 Corruption and Corrupt Practices have been defined in Section 9 of the National Accountability Bureau 

Ordinance, 1999 and punishment thereof has been given in section 10 of this Ordinance. 
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laundering’ 876 etc are the major reasons behind these scams. The ‘fiduciary duties’877 are 

ignored and dishonored by such companies. The grounds of winding up of companies by 

the Court as enshrined in section 305 of the Ordinance, 1984 are silent in this context. 

The ranking of Pakistan with respect to corruption and corrupt practices is not better as 

per Transparency International Pakistan.878 The annual reports of FIA and NAB also 

reveal a pathetic picture of corporate bad governance and corrupt practices committed by 

companies in Pakistan. The Economic Crime Wing of FIA has reported in 1st Quarterly 

Bulletin that 427 enquiries, 389 cases and 1122 Court cases till 31.03.2015 were pending 

in FIA.  Furthermore, this wing reported in 2nd Quarterly Bulletin that 441 enquiries, 384 

cases and 1218 Court cases till 30.06.2015 were pending in FIA. In addition, this wing 

reported in 3nd Quarterly Bulletin that 455 enquiries, 392 cases and 1290 Court cases till 

30.09.2015 were pending in FIA.879 As per the NAB report, total complaints received 

were 18,818 in the year 2014. In the same period, 887 inquiries and 226 investigations 

were also authorized. 44 accused persons have been convicted by the Accountability 

Courts while 375 accused persons admitted their guilt and have opted to pay Rs. 

13,423.547 Million on account of plea bargain and Rs. 5,408.856 million on voluntary 

return. Out of this Rs. 2,793.421 million have been recovered and deposited in national 

exchequer.880 Thus, there is a need for adding captioned ground in the Ordinance 1984.  

                                                             
876 Anti-Money Laundering Act 2010, section 3defines ‘money laundering’ in comprehensive manner. 
877 A legal obligation of one party to act in the best interest of another. The obligated party is typically a 

fiduciary, that is, someone entrusted with the care of money or property. These are also called fiduciary 

obligation. Read more: http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/fiduciary-duty.html. Accessed on 

16.05.2016 
878 As per 2015 Corruption Perceptions Index reported by Transparency International, Pakistan is 117 least 

corrupt nations out of 175 countries; Corruption Rank in Pakistan averaged 107.90 from 1995 until 2015, 

reaching an all time high of 144 in 2005 and a record low of 39 in 1995.   
879 Ist Quarterly Bulletin (01.01.2015 to 31.03.2015), 2nd  Quarterly Bulletin (01.04.2015 to 30.06.2015) 

and 3nd  Quarterly Bulletin (01.07.2015 to 30.09.2015) Federal Investigation Agency Islamabad 
880 Annual Report 2014, National Accountability Bureau Pakistan 
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4.3.3 Grounds worth Modifications 

The law is never static but evolves with changing circumstances. The most 

invoked grounds- ‘inability to pay debts’881, ‘just and equitable’882 and ‘default in 

delivering statutory reports’883 are ambiguous and have been clarified by Superior Courts 

of Pakistan in numerous judgments. The ground of inability to pay a debt is the most 

important and more ambiguous as per contents of sections 305 plus 306 of “the 

Ordinance 1984”. The Superior Courts of Pakistan have elaborated this ground in 

numerous cases and thus many important aspects have come into existence e.g. existence 

of bonafide dispute between creditor and company,884 difference between unwillingness 

and inability to pay debt, connotation of debt, 885 pressure tactics by the creditor,886 

validity of foreign award in Pakistan,887 mandatory or directory nature of notice888 under 

section 306 of the Ordinance, 1984, time-barred decree or claim etc. 889. Almost all these 

aspects defeat the winding up petition by the Court and are equated with exceptions by 

the Courts while deciding the fate of winding up of companies by the Court. Thus, there 

in dire need of modifications of this ground keeping in view all the aspects detailed supra. 

Absolute power corrupts absolutely.890  

                                                             
881 Companies Ordinance 1984, Ss 305 (1) (e) and 306 
882 Companies Ordinance 1984,  s 305 (1) (g) 
883 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 305 (1) (b). See: Asmatullah v Court of Summary Trial, 

1997  MLD  1966 (Kar) 
884International Finance Corporation v Hala Spinning Ltd, PLD 2000  Lah 323; Industrial Development 

Bank of Pakistan v Trade and Industries Publications Ltd, 1989  MLD 374 
885 Rizvi and Rizvi Advocates v Wak Orient Power and Light Ltd, 2002  CLD 614 (Lah) 
886 Platinum Insurance Comp Ltd v Daewoo Corporation., PLD 1999 SC 1 
887 Metito Arabia Industries Ltd v Gammon Pakistan  Ltd.,1997 CLC  230 (Kar)  
888Investment Corporation Of Pakistan v Messrs Ajax Industries, 2004  CLD 1733; Investment Corporation 

of Pakistan  v Sindh Tech. Industries Ltd, 1999  MLD 2609 (Kar) 
889 Security Leasing Corporation Ltd v Diamond Food Industries Ltd., 2003 CLD 861 (Quetta) 
890 The quotation by John Emerich Edward Dalberg Acton, 1st Baron Acton, known as Sir John Dalberg 

Acton 8th Baronet from 1837 to 1869 and referred to simply as Lord Acton was an English Catholic 

historian, politician and writer 
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The ground ‘just and equitable’ is very vast in its ambit and bestows the Court an 

absolute discretion to order or refuse winding up of companies. There are no illustrations 

in the Ordinance, 1984 which may be helpful and play the role of guidelines for the 

Courts while adjudicating fate of the winding up petitions. The conjunctive readings of 

contents of sections 305 and 306 of the Ordinance, 1984 may give some guidelines in this 

regard but more of the clauses are disjunctive in nature. Hence, there is a dire need to 

incorporate some illustrations with this just and equitable ground so that the absolute 

discretion of Court may be regulated justly. 

The default in delivering ‘statutory report’891 to the Registrar by the company is a 

ground for winding up of company in Pakistan. However, this ground in existing format 

is harsh in nature as default on one occasion may lead towards filing winding up petition. 

Such a single default may be either justified or unjustified. The statutory report is 

primarily meant for provision of information qua affairs of the company and to safeguard 

interests of shareholders, creditors and public at large and to ensure good governance in 

the company.892 Thus, the default on one occasion is insufficient to justify hard 

consequences of winding up e.g. dissolution of company, unemployment, deterioration 

and devaluation of assets of the company. Furthermore, SECP is empowered to penalize 

responsible persons for default in delivering statutory reports as per the Ordinance, 1984. 

The penalty ought to be a proportionate aggravation of wrong. Thus, habitual default and 

not single default of company in delivering statutory reports may be a just ground for 

                                                             
891The report under section 157 of the Companies Ordinance 1984 certified by at least three directors 
including chief executive of the company. 
892 The Gower and Davies, Principles of Modern Company Law (London: Paul Davies and Sarah 

Worthington (ed), 9th edn,  Sweet & Maxwell Ltd 2012) 435;  See: Kershaw D, Company Law in Context: 

Text and Materials (London: Oxford University Press 2009) 649; Ferran E, Principles of Corporate 

Finance Law (London: Oxford University Press 2008) 49, 54 and 313; Pennington R, Pennington’s 

Company Law (London: Butterworth 2001) 234-235 
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winding up of a company by the Court. In this context, the consecutive default for three 

years seems just and reasonable to attract “winding up of a company by the Court”. It z 

worth mentioning here that five years default in delivery statutory reports has been 

recognized as a ground of winding up in Indian, Companies Act, 2013. Thus, this ground 

of default in delivery statutory reports is worth modification. There are countable 

illustrations of default either justified or unjustified in convening statutory meetings as 

per requirements of the Ordinance, 1984. These meetings are primarily meant for 

provision of an opportunity of supervision to shareholders and creditors to discuss and 

determines substantial issues and affairs of the company.893 Hence, the default in 

convening these meetings deprives the shareholders and creditors of ensuring check and 

balance upon the management of the company. However, this default does not mean 

fraud and oppression in each case. Thus, this ground in isolation is insufficient to justify 

the hard consequences of winding up e.g. unemployment and deterioration and 

devaluation of assets of the company.894 

Furthermore, the ground ‘violation of law’895 for winding up of companies by the 

Court is wide enough to include default in convening statutory meetings. SECP is also 

empowered to penalize the responsible persons for default in convening statutory 

meetings.896 Thus, the default in convening statutory meetings once or twice is not 

reasonable and sufficient ground to order winding up of companies. However, continuous 

default for three years or upward in convening statutory meetings is threatening and 

                                                             
893 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 157 
894 Muhammad Hussain v Dawood Floor Mills, 2003 CLD 1426; Ladli Prasad Jaiswal v The Karnal 
Distillery Co Ltd, PLD 1965 SC 221 
895 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 305 (1) (e). See: SECP v  Investec Mutual Fund Ltd, 2011 CLD 4; 

Muhammad Saleem Anwar v Patley International  Pvt Ltd, 1991 CLC 1854 
896 Security and Exchange Commission of Pakistan can impose maximum Rs. 25000 and minimum Rs. 

10000 upon listed company and maximum Rs.5000 upon any other company under section 157 of the 

Companies Ordinance 1984. 
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harmful and should be a ground of “winding up of a company by the Court”. It is worth 

mentioning here that five years default in delivery statutory reports has been recognized 

as a ground of winding up in the Indian Companies Act 2013.897 Thus, this ground for 

winding up of companies is inevitable but requires modification.  

4.4 Summary and Conclusions 

The special resolution requires notice of 21 days unless all the member's consent, 

the resolution is passed by 3/4th bulk of present members, not of total members and 

convening of the general meeting. The ground- default in delivering to Registrar statutory 

report deprives the members, creditors and public at large from information about affairs 

of the company. The statutory report is submitted after the statutory meeting which 

means general meetings of members to be convened after the expiry of three months and 

before the expiry of six months from date of commencement of business and is 

compulsory for every company limited by shares or limited by guarantee and having a 

share capital. The Courts generally extend the time to deliver a statutory report before 

passing winding up order. The casual default in delivering statutory report is condonable 

and penalized by SECP with fine and habitual default results in winding up of a company 

by the Court. The ground of default in convening statutory meeting is also dealt with in 

like manner. The ground- ‘default in convening AGM’ resembles the preceding ones. 

AGM is convened in 18 months from the company’s incorporation date and once per 

annum in four months of the closure of the financial year of the company and before the 

expiry of fifteen months after last preceding AGM. SECP imposes fine upon the directors 

and company for failure in convening AGM which is the parliament of the company and 

                                                             
897 (18 of 2013) 
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must be held at the registered office of the listed public limited company except for 

private company. The grounds- ‘non-commencement and suspension of business’ are 

considered with other grounds.  The commencement means beginning of something. The 

business means the activity of making, buying, or selling goods or providing 

services in exchange for money. The construction of buildings, stores, houses and 

production of goods stands for the commencement of business. The period of one year 

commences from the date of incorporation of the company. The suspend means 

discontinuance temporarily with an expectation of resumption. The suspension of 

business connotes no business activity at all. The making of investments, improvement of 

management, installation of new units, payment of liabilities etc connote business in 

operation. The reduction of the count of members below two for a private company or 

below seven in cases other companies’ entails winding up by the Court. The members 

become liable for the continuation of the business after reduction.  

The ground- inability to pay the debt has multiple factors. The debt means duty 

or obligation to pay money, deliver goods, or render service under an express or implied 

agreement. The debt should be certain, payable and fall within four corners of debt. The 

deemed inability means a lack of sufficient resources assumed after 

deliberation. Non-payment of debt due on service of notice to the company by the 

fiction of law is deemed the inability of the company to pay its debts. Neglect of the 

company to pay a debt does not mean ‘inability to pay its debts. The deeming provision 

becomes effective when the demand of specified sum is made by a creditor to the debtor 

under his hands or duly authorized person and the company neglects to pay or 

compound with the creditor for 30 days. The pleas of excess assets, commercial 
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solvency and secured liabilities etc are not defenses in each case. The demand notice 

must be clear, unambiguous and unequivocally demand a specific amount by the 

creditor. The service of statutory notice is directory as per Supreme Court of Pakistan. 

Neglect to pay means failure to give attention to pay the due debt. Non-payment 

of debts, suspension of business for two or three years, non-payment of undisputed 

amount or instalments and violation of commitment etc are instances of neglect to pay. 

There is a difference between unwillingness to pay debt and inability to pay the debt. 

The commercial solvency, running condition and excess assets than liabilities of the 

company stand for unwillingness to pay the debt. The winding up of companies by the 

Court is not meant for to coerce debtor to pay the creditor. The commercial solvency, 

huge valuable assets, running a business of the company, institution of suit for recovery 

of debt, claim of time barred debt and settlement of disputed debts etc are the guiding 

factors. The bonafide dispute over debt is a strong defence to winding up petition. The 

burden lies on the debtor to establish bona fide. The parties are referred to a suit when 

the debtor had a bona fide dispute. Mere filing a suit and frivolous defence do not mean 

bona fide dispute with creditors. The doubtful or uncertain amount of debt, absence of 

plausible reason, time-barred debt etc constitutes a bona fide dispute. 

Non-satisfaction of decree or order is just ground of winding up of a company by 

the Court. The formal adjudication of controversial matters can be either decree or order 

of any Court of Pakistan. Subject to conditions, foreign awards can be considered decree 

or order. The foreign award must have legal sanctity, binding on the company and 

unsatisfied return of execution. The decree or order may be of any competent authority 

e.g. SECP. The un-satisfaction of decree or order may be in whole or part. The inability 
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to pay debt can also be proved in accordance with the principles of the law of evidence. 

The standard of a reasonable and prudent man is applied to answer a fact as proved, 

disproved or not proved. The contingent and prospective liabilities of the company are 

considered by the Court. The contingent liabilities are dependent upon some event 

which might happen or not. The prospective liabilities are non-existent but will 

come into existence in future. 

The ground- ‘fraudulent and unlawful activities’ has great significance and 

multiple aspects. The conceive means to form or hold an idea, brought forth means 

produced something, carry on means to continue doing something, fraudulent means 

intended to cheat somebody usually to make money illegally, and activity means a thing 

that you do for interest or pleasure or in order to achieve a particular aim. Lack of probity 

on part of management, fraud, misfeasance and malfeasance are illustrations of unlawful 

and fraudulent activities. The company cannot go beyond the ambit of a memorandum of 

association. The conduct of business in an oppressive manner and against interests of 

members, promoters and minority shareholders may be a just ground for compulsory 

winding up of companies. Non-transfer of shares is not oppression but exclusion from 

management and compulsorily purchase of shares at a low price is. 

Similarly, management of the company by persons who have failed in 

maintaining true and proper accounts or have committed fraud, misfeasance or 

malfeasance with respect to matters of a company justify and attracts compulsory 

winding up of the company. To receive money illegally, failure to carry out business as 

per terms and conditions of amalgamation scheme, gross financial irregularities, violation 

of regulatory framework and embezzlement of finance are instances of fraud and 
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misfeasance. Similarly, compulsory winding up of company results in case the 

management refuse to work as per article or memorandum of association or sections of 

the Ordinance 1984 or directions or decisions of Court, Registrar or SECP are not 

complied with. In addition, a company which ceased to be listed company may be 

compulsorily wound up by the Court. The discretionary ground of winding up of a 

company by the Court is just and equitable based upon principles of equity and good 

conscience. Losses to a company every year, material uncertainty about the ability of the 

company to continue as going concern, no hope of running a business of company on 

profits, the disappearance of the substratum of company, lack of faith and confidence, 

deadlock and insolvency of company etc are illustrations of winding up of a company. 

The discretion of the Court is not absolute but regulated by the precedents. Moreover, no 

member means no company. Thus, ceasing membership of the company is the valid 

ground of winding up.   

These grounds of winding up of the companies by the Court may be worth 

deletion, modification and addition. The grounds- default in convening AGM, non-

commencement of business, suspension of business, reduction in members, business in 

an oppressive manner, management by persons not law-abiding and ceasing listed 

company are worth deletion. The grounds- actions against interest of Pakistan, the sick 

company worth rehabilitation, revocation of licence and involvement in corruption and 

corrupt practices are worth adding. The grounds which need modifications are- the 

inability to pay the debt, just and equitable and default in statutory reports. The Table 4.2 

depicts the full picture. 
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Table 4.2 Justification of Winding up Grounds  

Sr.# Grounds Delete Add Modify 

1 Failure in delivering a statutory report   Yes 

2 default in convening annual general meetings Yes   

3 non-commencement of business Yes   

4 suspension of business Yes   

5 reduction in members Yes   

6 in-ability to pay debts   Yes 

7 Ceasing listed company Yes   

8 business in an oppressive manner Yes   

9 management by persons not law-abiding Yes    

10 just and equitable   Yes 

11 Action against interests of sovereignty and integrity of 
India, the security of the State, friendly relations with 

foreign States, public order, decency or morality. 

 Yes  

12 Involvement in corrupt practices  Yes  

13 Revival and rehabilitation of sick companies  Yes  

14 Revocation of licence of the company  Yes  

                                                                                                   Sources: Author’s Own 

 

*************** 
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Chapter 5 

 

Procedure of Winding Up 

 

5.1 Introduction 

The proper place of procedure in the system of administration of justice is to help 

and not thwart the grant of rights to the people. All technicalities have to be avoided 

unless essential to comply with them on grounds of public policy. The system giving 

effect to form and not substance defeats substantive rights and is defective to that 

extent.898 The procedure of winding up of a company has been set forth in the Ordinance 

1984’899 and the ‘Companies Court Rules, 1997’900. The provisions of ‘Code of Civil 

Procedure 1908’901 supplement the procedure of winding up of companies designed in the 

Ordinance, 1984 and the Rules of 1997.902 The ‘Company Law Review Commission of 

Pakistan’903 and ‘High-Level Committee’904 in India has identified and highlighted 

various deficiencies and loopholes in the procedure of winding of companies by the 

Courts. The ‘jurisdiction’905 of the High Court, SECP, Civil Court and Registrar of 

                                                             
898 Imtiaz Ahmed v Ghulam Ali, PLD 1963 SC 382; Messrs Al-Ahram Builders Pvt Ltd v Pakistan Defense 

Officers Housing Authority, 2003 CLD 1497. ‘Equity looks intent rather than form’. 
899 (XLVII of 1984) 
900 The Rules were published in Gazette of Pakistan, Extraordinary Part II on 26 March 1997 vide  SRO 

187 (I)/97 dated 26.03.1997 
901 (V of 1908). This Code is comprehensive enough to regulate the procedure of all matters of civil nature.  
902 The Companies (Court) Rules 1997, Rule 7 
903 Company Law Commission includes Chief Justice of Pakistan (Retd.) Mr. Ajmal Mian, Mr. Sohail 
Hasan, Dr. Tariq Hassan, Mr. Tahsin Khan Iqbal, Mr. Qazi Jamil, Mr. Razi-ur-Rahman Khan, Mr. Rashid I. 

Malik,, Mr. Hameed Chaudhri, Mr. Razzak Dawood,  Ms. Musharaf Hai, Dr. Khalid Ranjha, Mr. S. Salim 

Raza and Barrister Amber Dar. For latest membership, visit www.secp.gov.pk.  
904 Indian Report by High Level Committee on Law Relating to Insolvency and Winding up of Companies 

2000.  
905 The jurisdiction means ‘authority to exercise power vested in an institution under the law’. 
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Companies coupled with an aspect of proper remedy is uncertain in some circumstances 

and has been distinguished. The information technology has enhanced the speed of 

communication manifold.906 In this backdrop, the efficiency of old means and modes of 

summoning during the process of winding up of companies have been brought under 

consideration.907 The light has been cast upon countable exhaustive procedural provisions 

of the Ordinance 1984 which have been unnecessarily repeated in the Rules 1997.908  

Furthermore, the intermingled powers and duties of the Official Liquidator and 

Court the sanction of Court in trivial matters have been elaborated.909 The distinction has 

been done between mandatory and directory provisions of the Ordinance and the Rules 

with respect to winding up f companies. The question of jurisdiction and principle 

‘Coram non-judice’910 are much important and have been discussed in the appropriate 

length. The present procedure is lengthy and cumbersome and has been evaluated 

pinpointing loopholes and deficiencies.911 The debate with respect to nature and ambit of 

summary procedure of winding up of companies by the Courts remains under 

consideration in Superior Courts of Pakistan. Hence, the summary procedure has been 

defined with certainty.912 In certain situations, the aggrieved persons become a 

shuttlecock and are compelled to knock doors of different forums to get redressed the 

                                                             
906 Internet, E-mail, messengers, mobile phones, fax and electronic media etc are the means introduced by 

information technology whereby speed of means of communications has been increased manifold. 
907 The means of summoning as existing in the Companies Ordinance, 1984 are publication in newspaper 

and registered post AD.  
908 The Rules with respect to preparation of list of contributories or creditors, powers of official liquidator, 

settlement of claims of creditors etc have been unnecessarily repeated as the provisions of the Companies 

Ordinance 1984 regulate the same. The unnecessary repetition of the Rules enhances the chances of 

contradiction and repugnancy. 
909 The Companies Ordinance 1984 prescribes the powers to be exercised by the High Court but the same 

can also be exercised by the official liquidator giving rise to chances of uncertainty.  
910 The Latin maxim which means exercise of power without authority 
911 See: Table 5.1 and 5.2 
912 The summary procedure has not been properly distinguished with regular procedure either in the 

Companies Ordinace 1984 or the precedents of the Superior Courts of Pakistan.   
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wrong.913 The months and years are consumed in deciding questions of jurisdiction and 

thus justice is delayed. Justice delayed is justice denied.914 The aspects of appeal, review, 

revision and writ jurisdiction, categories of petitioners, the appointment of Official 

Liquidator, settlement of list of contributories and creditors, proving of debts and claims 

and distribution of assets of the company to be wound up, have been discussed in this 

chapter. Thus, the main research question answered is- whether the procedure of winding 

up of companies by the court in Pakistan is efficient and result oriented? 

5.2 Procedure of Winding up 

The procedure of winding up of companies is regulated by procedural law. The 

Legal Dictionary defines procedural law as ‘the rules of a legal process such as the rules 

of evidence and of procedure in enforcing a legal right or obligation.915 Business 

Dictionary defines procedural law as ‘aspect of a legal system that deals with the 

technical aspects- practices and procedures and prescribes the steps for enforcing civil 

and criminal law. In contrast, substantive law creates, defines, and regulates the duties, 

liabilities, and rights of entities.’916 Britannica postulates that- 

‘Procedural law is called adjective law governing machinery of the Courts and 
methods by which both the state and individual including groups whether 

incorporated or not enforce their rights in the several Courts. Procedural law 

prescribes the means of enforcing rights or providing redress of wrongs and 
comprises rules about jurisdiction, pleading and practice, evidence, appeal, 
execution of judgments, representation of counsel, costs, and other matters.917 

                                                             
913 The intermingled jurisdiction of Civil Courts under Section 9 of Code of Civil Procedure 1908 and 

Jurisdiction of High Court under Section 7 and 9 of the Companies Ordinance 1984 and summary nature of 

proceedings before High Court are reasons of delay..  
914 Mehr Textile Mills Ltd v Investment Corporation of Pakistan, 2005 CLD 1026 
915 <www.duhaime.org/LegalDictionary/P/ProceduralLaw.aspx> accessed 15 June 2016 
916<www.businessdictionary.com/definition/procedural-law.html#ixzz4BiioTpbR> accessed 15June 2016 
917 <www.britannica.com/topic/procedural-law> accessed 15June 2016. John Salmond viewed that ‘the 

Law of procedure may be defined as that branch of the law which governs the process of litigation. It is the 

law of actions and includes all legal proceedings whether civil or criminal. In Pakistan, Civil Procedure 

1908 regulates the civil procedure. The first Code of Civil Procedure was enacted in 1859 and was 
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Thus, procedural law facilitates the procurement of rights and enforcement of duties. In 

the context of Pakistan, Civil Procedure Code, 1908 is the main instrument applied in the 

enforcement of civil rights and Code of Criminal Procedure, 1898 for criminal rights. 

There are many enactments in Pakistan which have characteristics of both substantive 

and procedural law e.g. ‘Family Court Act 1964’918, ‘Punjab Rented Premises Act 

2009’919, ‘Guardian and Wards Act, 1890’920, “The Financial Institutions Recovery of 

Finances Ordinance 2001” 921 and “the Companies Ordinance 1984”. These laws create 

rights and specify the procedure for enforcement of thereof. In the context of winding up 

of companies by the Court, section 305 of the Ordinance, 1984 is substantive in nature 

and sections 7, 8, 9, 10, 309 etc of the Ordinance, 1984 are procedural in nature. The 

substantive law defines rights and procedural law ensures realization thereof. The 

renowned jurist Thurman W Arnold opined that- 

“The distinction between procedure and substantive law is one of the most 

interesting consequences of our attitude towards an independent judiciary. 

The substantive law is sacred and fundamental and represents the 

experience of the ages. ………..The procedure is entirely practical, needs 

no logic but change in light of practical details. In spite of these 

fundamental differences, no one has ever been able to formulate any test 

which will distinguish between procedure and substantive law in any 

particular case. We therefore always restate substantive law in light of its 

principles and reform procedure in light of its practical problems.” 922 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
amended in 1860, 1861 and 1874. The second code was enacted in 1882 which was amended in 1882, 

1888, 1892, 1894 and finally in 1895. The present Code applies to all courts of Civil jurisdiction except 

excluded by High Court Rule and Orders and Supreme Court in its Civil Original and Appellate 

jurisdiction. 
918 (XXXV of 1964) 
919 (VII of 2009)  
920 (VIII of 1890) 
921 (XLVI of 2001) 
922 Thurman W Arnold, ‘The Role of Substantive Law and Procedure in the Legal Process’ (1932) Faculty 

Scholarship Series, Paper 4258. Available at: < http://digitalcommons.law.yale.edu/fss_papers/4258> 

accessed on 15 June 2016. 
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Summarily, we may conclude that no enactment is substantive or procedural in toto but 

has a dominating color of either substantive or procedural nature. Hence, the Ordinance, 

1984 is both substantive and procedural in nature. 

5.2.1 What is Jurisdiction? 

The jurisdiction means ‘authority to exercise power vested in an institution under 

the law.’923 The maxim ‘Coram non-judice’924 magnifies the importance of jurisdiction. 

The civil matters arising out of the Ordinance 1984 falls within the jurisdiction of the 

SECP, Registrar of Companies, Civil Court and High Court. The matter of compulsory 

winding up of companies is civil in nature and comes within ‘exclusive jurisdiction’925 of 

‘High Court’.926 However, in certain situations, preliminary steps are taken by Companies 

Registrar or SECP in the situation of compulsory winding up. For instance, Registrar of 

Companies applies SECP for grant of sanction to present a petition for winding up before 

the competent Court. The SECP grants or disallows sanction to file winding up the 

petition after hearing the other party.927 The Federal Government of Pakistan enjoys the 

authority to empower any Civil Court to exercise ‘special jurisdiction’ of High Court. 

However, there is no precedent in Pakistan whereby any Civil Court was empowered to 

exercise jurisdiction of the High Court qua compulsory wrapping up of companies in 

Pakistan.928 The registered office of the company specifies a High Court which is 

                                                             
923 Rana Muhammad Naveed v Federation of Pakistan, 2013 SCMR 596; Nadeem Ghani v United Bank 

Ltd, 2001 CLC 1904 
924 The Latin maxim which means an order passed without legal authority. See: Federation of Pakistan v 

Ghulam Mustafa Khar, PLD 1989 SC 26; Chief Engineer Hydel Project & Ors v  Ravinder  Nath & Ors, 

AIR 2008 SC 1315 
925 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 7(1) 
926 There are five High Courts in Pakistan namely Lahore High Court Lahore, High Court of Sindh Karachi, 

Peshawar High Court Peshawar, High Court of Balochistan, Quetta and Islamabad High Court. 
927 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 309 
928 Khawaja, Jawwad S. (Judge Lahore High Court Lahore), ‘Commercial Enforcement and Insolvency 

Systems’ (May 2003) Pepperdine University School of Law Malibu California19-23  

https://indiankanoon.org/doc/342602/
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competent to adjudicate upon a petition for compulsory winding up of a company. For 

the purposes of jurisdiction to wind up a company, registered office means a place which 

has longest remained registered office of the said company during six months 

immediately preceding presentation of the petition for winding up.929 The Chief Justice of 

the High Court is authorized to constitute one or more company benches to exercise the 

jurisdiction vested in High Court and entrust and distribute the cases when benches 

exceed one.930  

The proceedings, however, taken in any other Court but not High Court or a Court 

empowered by the Federal Government, are not invalidated.931 This is a partial statutory 

exception to the principle ‘Corum non-judice’. However, there is a delicate distinction 

between proceedings and adjudication. The procedural steps e.g. entertainment of 

winding up petition, issuance of process and requisition of record etc remain valid 

irrespective of lack of jurisdiction of the Court. However, any substantial order or 

decision without jurisdiction is unprotected, invalid and considered as non-existence. 

There is another important aspect of empowerment of ‘Civil Court’932 and remedy of 

appeal. If the Federal Government of Pakistan empowers a Civil Court to adjudicate upon 

a winding up petition, the question is whether the appeal would lie before District Court, 

High Court or Supreme Court.933 In present practice, an appeal lies to District Court 

against the order of Civil Judge, to High Court against an order of District Court and to 

Supreme Court against an order of High Court.934 Thus, the appellate forums may vary 

                                                             
929 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 7(2) 
930 ibid, s 8 
931 ibid, s 7 (3) 
932 Civil Court is established under the provisions of West Pakistan Civil Courts Ordinace 1962. 
933 Companies Ordinance 1984, Ss 7 and  9 
934 Code of Civil Procedure Code 1908, s 100 
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from case to case. There is a dire need to clarify the appellate forums as the years lapse in 

fruitless proceedings. The appeal against orders with respect to winding up petitions is to 

be finally adjudicated upon within ninety days.935 However, there are few illustrations of 

timely adjudication of appeals as is evident from the Table 5.2 supra. The main causes of 

delayed disposal of appeals against orders of winding up of companies by the Courts are 

pendency of a huge number of cases, multifarious jurisdiction of superior Courts of 

Pakistan and less number of Honorable Judges.936    

5.2.2 Who can be the Petitioner? 

The petition for winding up of a company can be filed in the Court by (i) 

company itself, (ii) a creditor (iii) at contributory (iv) Registrar of companies, (v) the 

SECP and (vi) SECP authorized person.937 The company has the discretion to file 

winding up petition in the Court at any time by passing a special resolution.938 The 

secretary, or director or any other principal officer of the company well conversant with 

facts of the case can sign and verify winding-up petition on behalf of the company.939 The 

articles of association or resolution passed by the board of directors contain authority of 

authorized person on behalf of the company.940 The foreign company can institute 

winding up petition subject to fulfillment of requirements of sections 451 and 452 of the 

                                                             
935 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 10. See: Ibrahim Shamsi etc v Bashir Ahmed Memon etc, 2005 SCMR 

1450; Messrs Central Cotton Mills Ltd v HBL, 2004 SCMR 1443 
936 Justice Javed Iqbal, ‘the Role of Judiciary as a Catalyst of Change’. The Article is available at: 

<www.supremeCourt.gov.pk/ijc/Articles/9/1.pdf> accessed on 16 June 2016 
937 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 309. See: Aminuddin v Messrs Azad Friends & Co., 2004 CLD 1064; See 

also: UK, Insolvency Act 1986 , s 124 
938 Messrs Qayyum Spinning Pvt Ltd v SECP, 2005 CLD 1377; Messrs Kazmia Trust v Messrs KAZ 

International Pvt Ltd, 2009 CLD 1713 
939Code of Civil Procedure 1908, Order XXIX Rule 1. See: National Insurance Corporation etc v Pakistan 

National Shipping Corporation etc., 2006 CLD 85; Iftikhar Hussain Khan Mamdoot v Ghulam Nabi 

Corporation Ltd, PLD 1971 SC 550 
940 Dr S M Rab v National Refinery Ltd, 2005 CLD 1330 
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Ordinance, 1984.941 The creditor can also present winding up petition in the Court. The 

contingent or prospective creditors are required to furnish security as directed by the 

Court. ‘The debenture holder is also a creditor and can file winding up petition’.942 ‘The 

secured creditor can also file a winding-up petition in the Court’.943 ‘If the creditor is a 

company, the petition for winding up must be filed by an authorized person’.944 ‘The 

board of directors cannot ratify illegal and unauthorized acts of director of the company 

retrospectively’.945 The contributory has no unfettered power to file winding up 

petition.946 He must own at least one share and his name must appear in the register of 

shareholders on day of filing. ‘A person whose name was borne on register prior to filing 

the winding up petition is not competent.’947 Contributory stands for all those persons 

who are legally responsible to put into the property of company confronting termination 

as well as shareholders having fully paid up. The contributory has the duty to establish 

that winding up of the company was the only alternative and no other remedy was 

available.948 The defect of the institution of winding up proceedings by an unauthorized 

and incompetent person is incurable.  Either resolution of the board of directors or article 

of association of the company must be filed to ascertain the authority of person filing 

                                                             
941 Hala Spinning Mills Ltd v International Finance Corporation etc, 2002 SCMR 450 
942 Messrs Sindh Tech Industries Ltd v Messrs Investment Corporation of Pakistan, 1998 SCMR 1533; See: 

Emperor v Lexmon Bharmaji, AIR 1946 Bom 18; Madanlal Fakichand Dudhediya v Chandeo Sugar Mills 

Ltd, AIR 1958 Bom 491; Calcutta Safe Deposit Co Ltd v Ranjit Mathuradas Sampat, AIR 1971 Cal 78; 

Bachharaj Factories Ltd v Hijree Mills Ltd, AIR 1955 Bom 355 
943 Punjab National silk Mills Ltd v National bank of Pakistan, 1986 SCMR 1126; Hamza Board Mills Ltd 

v HBL, 2005 SCMR 1314 
944 Investment Corporation of Pakistan v Messrs Ajax Industries Ltd, 2004 CLD 1733; American Marbels 

Products Ltd v I C P etc., 2003 CLD 515 (SC) 
945 Code of Civil Procedure 1908, Order XXIX Rule 1. See: Hakim Ali v Muhammad Salim, 1992 SCMR 

46 
946 Ejaz Hussain v Synectiv Pakistan Pvt Ltd, 2003 CLD 1767 
947 Muhammad Hussain v Dawood Floor Mills, 2003 CLD 1429. The petitioner was promoter of the 

company but his name was not present on register of members at the time of filing winding up petition and 

thus had no locus standi. 
948 Arshad Tanveer Chairman Awan-e-Sanat Karachi v Sindh Industrial Trading Estates Limited Karachi, 

1997 CLC  456 (Kar) 
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winding up petition in the Court.949 In ‘Mrs. Syma Mahnaz Vayani v Molasses Export 

Company Pvt Ltd’, the significant question arose whether legal heirs of a deceased 

shareholder can file winding up petition before the transfer of shares in their name. The 

High Court observed that ‘non-transfer of shares to petitioners was not a ground available 

for winding up a company as the grievance of the petitioners was to be dealt with by 

sections 79 and 152 of the Ordinance 1984’.950 However, this judgment contradicts the 

principle of Islamic inheritance whereby a legal heir becomes the owner of his share in 

the estate of the deceased at the moment the propositus takes his last breath.951 

This often happens in cases relating to immovable properties and subsequent 

mutations are cancelled declaring the same formal. There is no distinction between 

movable and immovable property in Islamic Law.952 The strict interpretation of section 

309 of the Ordinance 1984 is due to the principle that-  

“When law required something to be performed in specified mode then it is 
performed in specific fashion only and no other manner of doing such an act 
could be resorted to.” 953 

Section 309 of the Ordinance, 1984 resembles section 439 of the Indian Companies Act 

1956. With respect to locus standi of a contributory, Supreme Court of India observed 

that ‘it was essential that shares should be held by contributory and registered in his 

name. Section 439(4) was held to be a complete code in this respect, leaving no room for 

                                                             
949 Trade and Industry Publications Ltd v Industrial Development Bank of Pakistan, PLD 1990 SC 768; 

PICIC v Spectrum Fisheries Ltd 2006 CLD 440; Contra: Banque Indosuez v Jet Travels Ltd etc., 1991 
CLC 446 
950 Mrs Syma Mahnaz Vayani v Molasses Export Company Pvt, 2013 CLD 1229 (Kar) 
951 Muhammadan Law by D F Mulla, s 30 
952 ibid, s 40 
953 Code of Civil Procedure 1908, Order XXIX Rule 1. See: Hakim Ali v Muhammad Salim, 1992 SCMR 

46 
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equitable considerations to be used to allow a petition in cases where a strict reading of 

the provisions would not allow one.’ 954 The Court further stated that-  

‘… if there is omission, default or illegal action on the part of the Company in not 
registering the name of the contributory, even then he can be said to be 

contributory by holding the shares… the law provides a remedy.’ 

 

The Registrar of companies himself is not competent to file winding up petition before 

the Court and prior sanction of SECP is a sine qua non.955 Similarly, SECP or its 

authorized person can file winding up petition after investigation into affairs of company 

which revealed that (i) the formation of company had an unlawful or fraudulent reason; 

(i) it was running such trade which was not permitted through MOA; (iii) conduct of 

trade was colored with oppressive style for its shareholders and promoters; (iv) and its 

executive body had committed misdemeanors, deception, misfeasance. The purpose of 

serving show cause notice and logic is to intimate the concerned person the allegations 

requiring explanation, provide the person charged with acts of omissions and 

commissions an occasion to vindicate his position.956  

5.2.3 Institution of Petitions 

The petition to get a company wound up is filed in duplicate on prescribed Form 

No. 25 by the creditors on Form No.26 by the company and on Form No.24 by rest of the 

petitioners and presented to Registrar of High Court who enters thereon the date of its 

presentation.957 Thereafter, this petition is placed for its admission, fixing a date for 

                                                             
954 Severn Trent Inc v Chloro Controls Pvt Ltd, (2008) 4 SCC 130 
955Additional Registrar of Companies Karachi v Tri Star Power Ltd, 2010 CLD 1115; Additional Registrar 
of Companies Karachi v Messrs Norrie Textiles Mills Ltd, 2004 CLD 1109; Additional Registrar of 

Companies, Karachi v Messrs Pakistan Northern Insurance Company Ltd, 2004 CLD 1723; Additional 

Registrar of Companies  Karachi v Karim Silk Mills Ltd, 2009 CLD 124 
956 Additional Registrar of Companies Karachi v Messrs Pakistan Northern Insurance Company Ltd, 2004 

CLD 1723 
957 Companies (Court) Rules 1997, Rule 75 
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hearing, directions with respect to publication of advertisements and service of winding 

up petition upon the concerned persons before the Company Judge who has discretion to 

direct service of notice to the company to be wound up prior to ‘advertisement of the 

petition’ 958 on Form No. 27 in English and Urdu newspapers of the area where registered 

office or principal place of business of the company is located.959 The supply of a copy of 

winding up petition to contributory or creditor of the company or their advocate within 24 

hours of requisition is mandatory subject to payment of prescribed charges.960 The 

commencement of winding up proceedings by the Court is deemed from the time of 

presentation of winding up petition.961 

The petition for winding up can be withdrawn after presentation with leave of the 

Court. However, the withdrawal application cannot be heard before the fixed date of 

hearing of an advertised winding up petition.962 It is prerogative of the Court to allow or 

disallow withdrawal of the petition unilaterally when a case had partly been heard. The 

Court can withhold withdrawal if the ends of justice so required.963 The Court has 

discretionary power to substitute the petitioner with another desirous and competent 

creditor or contributory. The substitution of petitioner is required when original petitioner 

has no entitlement to present the petition or failed to advertise said petition within time 

prescribed by law or court, consented for withdrawal or dismissal or adjournment of the 

petition, failed to appear in person to shoulder his petition and didn’t pray for passing a 

                                                             
958 Companies (Court) Rules 1997, Rule 76. See: Additional Registrar of Companies Karachi v Messrs 
Norrie Textiles Mills Ltd, 2004 CLD 1109 
959 Companies (Court) Rules 1997, Rule 78 
960 ibid, Rule 77 
961 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 311; See: UK, Insolvency Act 1986, s 129 
962 Companies (Court) Rules 1997, Rule 79.  See: PICIC v Shahdin Ltd., 2004 CLD 897 
963 Unichem Corporation Pvt Ltd v Mst Khursheed Ismael etc., 2000 SCMR 456 
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direction as per prayer in application.’964 When a creditor or contributory is substituted as 

the petitioner, the hearing of winding up petition is adjourned and direction for necessary 

amendments of the winding up petition is issued. The substituted petitioner is duty bound 

to amend the petition in 7 days of passing order and also file its two copies coupled with 

an affidavit but in duplicate setting forth grounds to corroborate the petition. The 

amended petition is treated and presumed as presented on the date when the original 

winding up petition was filed’.965 

The various rules of pleadings and procedure are applied upon winding up 

petitions. The grounds not taken in winding up petition are not allowed to be urged 

during arguments. The board of director’s resolution cannot override the resolution 

passed by shareholders in a meeting of the general body.966 The notice to directors and 

chief executive in their capacity as directors of the company is deemed as due notice to 

the company but ‘notice to the company is essential when directors appear in personal 

capacity’ 967 as a violation of principles of natural justice would be equated with a 

violation of law rendering an order illegal and void ab initio.968 The affidavit to oppose 

winding up petition is filed in the Court at least three days prior to the date of hearing and 

copy of this affidavit is simultaneously served on the petitioner or his advocate and given 

to creditor or contributory supporting winding-up petition on payment of prescribed 

charges.969 The reply affidavits to the affidavit filed in opposition are filed in the Court at 

                                                             
964 Companies (Court) Rules 1997, Rule 80. 
965 ibid, Rule 81. 
966 Capital Assets Leasing Corporation v International Multi Leasing Corporation , 2003 CLD  1713. 
967 Mehmood Ahmed Ex-Chief Executive Officer Crescent Standard Business Management Pvt Ltd v Arif 

Mian, 2010 CLD 277; Dewan Salman Fibre Ltd etc v Government of NWFP, PLD 2004 SC 441. 
968 Prudential Discount and Guarantee House Ltd  v Pakland Cement Ltd, 2005 CLD 1191. 
969 Companies (Court) Rules 1997, Rule 82. 
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least two days prior to the date of hearing and served to person filing an affidavit in 

opposition or his advocate.970 

5.2.4 Provisional Manager 

After admission of winding up petition and subject to proof by affidavit of 

sufficient ground, the Court has the discretion to appoint ‘provisional manager’971 who is 

eligible for appointment as official liquidator with or without security and upon just and 

necessary terms pending final orders on formal request winding up filed by a contributory 

or company or creditor or Registrar of Companies or SECP on Form No. 28.  The 

appointment order contains restrictions and limitations on powers and duties and 

specifies the nature of the property to be taken in possession by the provisional manager. 

The notice of appointment of a provisional manager is sent to the company when the 

application is not filed by the company except when notice is dispensed with by the Court 

for special reasons.972 The Registrar of the High Court has legal obligation to send 

forthwith three copies of this appointment order duly sealed to appointed persons when 

appointment precedes order for winding up of the company. The provisional manager has 

numerous duties-e.g. (i) to ensure service of his appointment order upon Registrar of 

Companies and the company (ii) to receive instructions with respect to manner of 

performing duties from the Court and (iii) to submit, before hearing of winding up 

petition, a report qua affairs of company. The charges and costs incurred properly by the 

provisional manager and his fixed remuneration are paid out of assets of the company. 

                                                             
970 Companies (Court) Rules 1997, Rule 83. 
971 The provisional manager is named as provisional liquidator in United Kingdom. See: UK, Insolvency 

Act 1986, s 135  
972 PICIC v National Silk and Rayon Mills Ltd, PLD 1976 Lah 1538; See:  Maqbool Elahi v Rasul & Co 

Ltd, PLD 1970 Lah 539; UBL v Pak Wheat Products Ltd, PLD 1970 Lah 235; NBP v Punjab National Silk 

Mills Ltd, PLD 1969 Lah 194 
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When assets of the company are not available, the Court directs the petitioner to pay his 

charges and remuneration. When winding up order is refused, unless the Court directs the 

contrary, the costs and charges of provisional manager are paid by the petitioner.‘The 

provisional manager is bound to forthwith deliver possession of all property of the 

company in his custody to the official liquidator and to communicate him all information 

qua state of affairs of a company when the court appoints an official liquidator who has 

notified his appointment to the registrar of companies and has given security to the 

court’.973 The rules relating to official liquidator are also applied to Provisional Manager 

subject to directions of the Court. 974 The Court refused the appointment of provisional 

manager in ‘Sabir Ahmed etc v Messrs Najma Sugar Mills Ltd.’ and observed that 

inability to meet current demands, commercial insolvency, substratum gone and non-

meeting current demands are the factors relevant for final disposal of winding up petition 

and not for appointment of a provisional manager.975 

5.2.5 Winding up Order  

The winding-up petition is either accepted or rejected by the Court.976 The 

winding-up order operates in favour of all creditors and contributories.977 When winding 

up petition is accepted, the Registrar of High Court has mandatory duty to draw and send 

forthwith winding-up order on Form No. 29 in duplicate coupled with winding up 

petition and supporting affidavit to the provisional manager and official liquidator and 

communicate Registrar of Companies about the order of winding up and official 

                                                             
973 Companies (Court) Rules 1997, Rule 85 
974 ibid, Rule 86 
975 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 325. Sabir Ahmed etc v Messrs Najma Sugar Mills Ltd, 2005 CLD 49 
976 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 314. Aeroflot Russian International Airlines v Gerry's International Pvt 

Ltd, 2003 CLD 1075; See also: UK, Insolvency Act 1986, s 125 
977 Companies Ordinance 1984, 318 
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liquidator’s appointment on Form No. 30.978 The Court has the discretion to appoint 

eligible persons as official liquidator without prior advertisement or notice to any party. 

The court can fix a venue and time for the appointment of official liquidator if not 

appointed at the moment passing winding up order.979 The provisional manager or 

official liquidator enjoins legal duty to ensure service of a sealed copy of the order of 

winding up at a principal or registered or last identified the main business branch of the 

company by a prepaid registered post or upon other persons as per directions of the 

registrar of companies and court’.980 The orders qua company wrapping up, appointment 

of provisional manager and official liquidator must contain a note at the end that the 

persons making or agreeing in making ‘statement of affairs of the company’ 981 are duty 

bound to visit and give all required information to provisional manager or official 

liquidator at a specified time and venue’.982 This is the mandatory duty of the Court to 

give directions with respect to (i) advertisement of winding up order on Form No.31 

within fourteen days.983 (ii) specify persons who are to be served with the order and (iii) 

give notice of further proceedings and directions in liquidation process’.984 

The courts encourage judgment on merits compared to allowing or disallowing 

reliefs on procedural grounds’.985 The High Court passed ex-parte order of winding up of 

‘Bambino Pvt Ltd’ which moved an application for setting aside ex-parte winding up 

order. The Court observed that the petitioners were majority shareholders and aggrieved 

                                                             
978 Companies (Court) Rules 1997, Rule 88. See: Ali Woolen Mills Ltd. v. IDBP, PLD 1990 SC 763 
979 The Companies (Court) Rules 1997, Rule 87. See: National Bank of Pakistan v Ittefaq Foundries Pvt 

Ltd, PLD 1998 Lah 332 
980 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 315. See: Companies (Court) Rules 1997, Rule 89. See also: Habib Bank 
Ltd  v Hamza Board Mills Ltd, PLD 1996 Lah 633 
981 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 328.  See: M Y Siddiqui v Bavaqar Co Ltd, PLD 1968 Kar 231 
982 Companies (Court) Rules 1997, Rule 90 
983 ibid, Rule 92 
984 ibid, Rule 91 
985 Mehr Textile Mills Ltd v Investment Corporation of Pakistan, 2005 SCMR 1328 
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persons. There was substantial injustice if irregularities and defects were considered 

essential and formal in nature. The company lost the opportunity to defend itself in a 

matter that was a life-and-death issue for a legal entity. The substantial injustice had been 

caused to majority of shareholders who had been condemned unheard. Rule 28 of 

Companies (Court) Rules, 1997 requires mandatory service of notice upon the company. 

Thus, the High Court accepted the petition and recalled ex-parte order of winding up of 

the company.986 All following proceedings in process of termination must bear a basic 

serial number of application for the termination in addition to its numeral and the addition 

of words- "in official liquidation" in brackets after passing order of winding up’. 987 The 

official liquidator is appointed either at the time of passing order for winding up or 

thereafter by the Court. The official liquidator is bound to give the Court ‘specified 

security by entering recognizance on Form No.32 verified (i) by an affidavit along with 

sureties in pair (ii) or securities of government 988 (iii) or assurance accepted unless court 

orders to dispense with’.989 The Court has the discretion to reconsider appointment order, 

remove official liquidator, make other appointment or impose costs990 in case of failure to 

furnish required security within specified time or non-maintenance of furnished 

security.991 The Court can increase or reduce the security on request of (i) official 

liquidator, (ii) creditor, (iii) contributory and (iv) registrar.’992 The rules governing 

official liquidator are applied ‘mutatus mutandis’ to joint official liquidators.993  

                                                             
986 Zulfiqar Ahmed v. Bambino Pvt Ltd, 2013 CLD 34 
987 Companies (Court) Rules 1997, Rule 94 
988 ibid, Rule 97 
989 ibid, Rule 98 
990 ibid, Rule 99 
991 Companies (Court) Rules 1997, Rule 100 
992 ibid, Rule 101 
993 ibid, Rule 96 
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5.2.6 Stay of Suit or Proceedings 

An application for stay of a suit or proceeding, after information to each party, is 

filed in High Court.994 Similarly, ‘an application for stay of proceedings in winding up 

petition is filed after notice to parties in the petition for winding up, to the official 

liquidator and to persons as per directions by the court.’995 The order for stay of winding 

up proceedings must direct the applicant to file forthwith certified copy of the order of 

stay before Registrar.’ 996 In a case, the Civil Court adjourned proceedings sine die in the 

suit with respect to the dispute between parties relating to terms and conditions of sale of 

shares of the company. High Court affirmed the order of trial Court.  However, the 

Supreme Court viewed that controversy in a suit before trial Court related to confirmation 

of award between two private persons and could not be treated as suit either against or by 

the company in liquidation.997 Similarly, an application for leave of the Court to 

commence, continue any suit or proceeding against the company can be filed in the 

Court. 998 The provisional manager, official liquidator and contesting parties are served 

with a notice. A transfer petition of a proceeding or suit by or against the company 

pending in any other Court may also be filed after service of information upon the 

concerned parties and official liquidator’.999 The phrase ‘ any other proceedings’ used in 

section 316 of the Ordinance, 1984 includes ‘recovery proceedings of income tax’1000, 

                                                             
994 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 313.  Companies (Court) Rules, 1997; See also: UK, Insolvency Act 

1986, s 126  
995 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 319. See: Consolidated Exports Ltd v Dyer Textile and Printing Mills 
Ltd, PLD 1984 Kar 541 
996 Companies (Court) Rules 1997, Rule 95 
997 Aurangzeb Shafi Burki v Farooq Ahmed, 1998 SCMR 243 
998 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 316(1) 
999 ibid, s 316(3)  
1000 Anwar Sultana v Fazal Ahmed, PLD 1986 Lah 18 
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‘execution proceedings’1001, ‘rent petition’1002, ‘appeal’1003  but excludes ‘writ 

petition’1004 The Registrar of the Court is duty-bound to transmit forthwith certified 

duplicate of transfer direction to said other court having duty to transmit the records. ‘All 

proceedings and suits against or by company instituted or pending in the court, after 

passing winding up order, are entrusted to the judge exercising jurisdiction under the 

Ordinance, 1984.’1005 For instance, the Bank of Khyber was granted permission to 

proceed with a suit pending before the banking jurisdiction of Peshawar High Court but 

execution thereof was restrained.1006 ‘The High Court, after passing winding up order, 

may transfer subsequent proceedings to a Civil Court empowered by Federal Government 

or another High Court.’1007 Similarly, High Court can withdraw winding up proceedings 

pending before any other Court and has the option either to transfer toward an 

empowered civil court or proceed herself.’1008 The High Court can also ‘restrain further 

proceedings in any suit or proceedings against the company’1009 and can also ‘require 

expeditious disposal of suits, proceedings and appeal’.1010 

5.2.7 Statement of Affairs 

The Official Liquidator or and provisional manager ask for preparation of the 

statement of affairs. Hence, in this segment, official liquidator be deemed provisional 

manager when the statement of affairs of the company is required by the latter. The 

                                                             
1001 Chowdhary Muhammad Din v The National Commercial Bank Ltd Karachi, PLD 1972 Kar 287 
1002 Karimji Ebrahimji & Sons v. Taj Company Ltd., 1997 CLC 734 
1003 Premier Insurance Company v Mackinnon Machenzie & Company of Pakistan Ltd., 2002 CLD 1673 
1004 National Bank of Pakistan v Banking Tribunal of Pakistan, PLD 1994 Kar 358 
1005 Companies (Court) Rules 1997, Rule 102 
1006 Pak Libya Holding Co Pvt Ltd v Dadabhoy Leasing Company Ltd, 2002 CLD 1429 
1007 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 307. See: Muzaffar Ali Awan v Pioneer Alliance Ltd, PLD 1989 Lah 

106 
1008 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 308 
1009 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 313. See: National Bank of Pakistan v Ittefaq Foundries Pvt Ltd., PLD 

1998 Lah 332 
1010 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 317 
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official liquidator sends a notice in Form No. 32 and requires any person except named in 

section 328 (2) of the Ordinance, 1984 ‘to submit and verify a statement of affairs of the 

company after passing an order for winding up or appointing an official liquidator. 1011 

‘He may apply to the court to issue an order directing the negligent person who has failed 

to prepare and submit or concur in making a statement to furnish statement of affairs of 

the company.’1012 The notice of such application is served on the person against whom an 

order has been prayed for. The order on Form No.34 with necessary variations is passed 

by the court. This action does preclude criminal liability of the negligent person.1013 

The official liquidator is duty bound to furnish necessary forms and give 

instructions and reasonable facilities to prepare these statements of affairs to the person 

responsible for submission and verification of statement of affairs.1014 This statement is 

prepared in duplicate on Form No.35 verified by affidavit on Form No. 36 and submitted 

within a fixed time and in the prescribed manner. The official liquidator is under a legal 

obligation to ensure filing of a statement of affairs verified by him along with an affidavit 

of concurrence in the Court and retain its duplicate for his record. 1015 The person 

required to submit a statement of affairs can apply for an extension of time to an official 

liquidator who gives a written certificate extending the time and this certificate is filed 

with the proceedings. In case of non-extension, the person has the option to apply for an 

extension of time to the judge after notice to the official liquidator.1016 The person who 

makes or concurs statement of affairs of the company is under a legal duty to put forward 

                                                             
1011 Companies (Court) Rules, 1997, Rule 103. 
1012 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 328. 
1013 Companies (Court) Rules 1997, Rule 104. 
1014 ibid, Rule 105. 
1015 Ibid, Rule 106. 
1016 ibid, Rule 107. 
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a statement of estimated expenses and costs to the official liquidator for his sanction and 

has a right to present a bill of actual expenses after submission of the statement. 

Unsanctioned costs and expenses cannot be paid out of assets of the company except by 

order of the Court. Furthermore, these expenses and costs are not paid until the statement 

of affairs is found in order and submitted to official liquidator. If expenses and costs are 

not approved in toto by the official liquidator, the aggrieved person has the right to apply 

in 14 days after gaining knowledge of refusal decision.  A judge has the discretion to pass 

just orders on application.’1017 

‘The official liquidator has the discretion to occasionally hold personal interviews 

of any person including officers, members, creditors etc to investigate affairs of the 

company. These persons are duty bound to attend on official liquidator at appointed time 

and place and give all required information and answer all permissible questions. The 

official liquidator has the duty to maintain minutes of interviews or memorandum 

covering essence thereof’.1018 ‘The person who makes or concurs to make a statement of 

affairs is also under a legal obligation to visit official liquidator whenever required to do 

so and answer all permissible questions and provide all required further information qua 

statement of affairs.’1019 The default of any person qua statement of affairs is reported by 

an official liquidator to the Court who passes appropriate orders.1020 

5.2.8 Reports by Official Liquidator 

In proceedings of winding up of a company, the preliminary report qua affairs of 

the company is submitted by the official liquidator on Form No. 37 with necessary 

                                                             
1017 Companies (Court) Rules 1997, Rule 108. 
1018 ibid, Rule 109. 
1019 ibid, Rule 110. 
1020 ibid, Rule 111. 
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variations.1021 ‘Every contributory or creditor either by himself or through an agent is 

entitled to inspect statement of affairs and preliminary report of official liquidator after 

payment of fee and also entitled to procure its copies after payment of charges prescribed 

by law’.1022 The official liquidator also makes a ‘further report’1023 which should unfold 

whether any fraud has been committed or not by promoters or an officer in relation to the 

company. The names of persons committing fraud, the facts behind his opinion and other 

facts and matters desired by official liquidator to be brought to notice of the Court should 

also be stated in narrative form. ‘The registrar of court has duty to fix date for 

consideration of further report by the concerned Judge and notify this date to official 

liquidator and on notice board of the Court.’1024 The court ponders over supplementary 

report submitted by an official liquidator in chambers. An official liquidator has duty to 

attend in person the consideration and give any further information or explanation if 

required. The Court is empowered to pass orders and give directions as it deemed fit after 

consideration.1025 The statement of official liquidator qua liability of company was 

accepted as opposed to version of company being wound up.1026 

The official liquidator is under legal duty to get issued summons with directions 

qua settlement of contributories catalog, creditor’s inventory as well as all other issues 

arising after passing winding up order requiring directions of the court in seven days. The 

notice of such summons is also given to petitioner of winding up petition. The Court has 

                                                             
1021 ibid, Rule 113; See: UK, Insolvency Act 1986, s 132 
1022 Companies (Court) Rules 1997, Rule 114 
1023Companies Ordinance 1984, s 329 (2). See: Ashraf Engineering Works Ltd v MAS Steel Mills Ltd, 

1990 SCMR 391 
1024 Companies (Court) Rules 1997, Rule 115 
1025 Companies (Court) Rules 1997, Rule 116  
1026 Companies Ordinance 1984, Ss 329 and 337. See: Messrs Ashraf Engineering Works Ltd v M A S 

Steel Mills Ltd etc, 1990 SCMR 391 
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discretion to give appropriate directions with regard to said matters including fixing date 

to settle list of contributories and file proofs by creditors qua their debts and claims for 

priority. The Court has discretion to adjourn hearing on the summons.1027 

5.2.9 Committee of Inspection 

The official liquidator has the legal duty to ensure ‘meeting of creditors and 

contributories’1028 to determine constitution of committee of inspection, its composition, 

convening mode, manner to hold and conduct it1029 and to report result of such meetings 

to the Court on Form No. 38. When contributories unanimously accept decision of 

meeting of creditor with respect to constitution, composition and members of committee 

of inspection, the committee of inspection is constituted accordingly. The official 

liquidator mentions names of members of committee of inspection in his report. When, 

the contributories in their meeting have not unanimously accepted decision of meeting of 

creditors, official liquidator is under legal obligation to apply the Court for directions 

with respect to composition and members of committee of inspection. The Court fixes a 

day to consider resolutions and determination in meetings of contributories and creditors. 

The notice of fixed date is advertised on Form No.39 by official liquidator in accordance 

with specified manner at least seven days prior to date fixed for consideration. The Court 

has discretionary power to dispense with or appoint a committee of inspection or pass an 

appropriate order or issue direction after affording opportunity of hearing to official 

liquidator, contributory, creditor or registrar of companies.1030 In addition, the official 

liquidator has duty to file an application that an order ought to be passed declaring not 

                                                             
1027 Companies (Court) Rules 1997, Rule 117. 
1028 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 331. 
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1030 ibid, Rule 119. 
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filling vacancy in committee of inspection’.1031 There are certain limitations for official 

liquidator and members of committee of inspection etc as the official liquidator, member 

of committee of inspection, a partner; agent etc. either directly or indirectly is legally 

barred to purchase any part of assets of company except with permission of the Court. 

The purchasing of assets without permission of court may be set aside and costs be 

imposed by the court if official liquidator, creditor, contributory or the registrar of 

companies applies.1032 Similarly, they are legally barred to derive profit from any 

transaction arising out of winding up or to receive any payment out of assets for services 

rendered by them in connection with administration of assets or for any goods supplied to 

official liquidator except under and with sanction of the Court. The profit or payment 

made in violation is disallowed without prejudice to any other liability.1033 The cost of 

obtaining sanction is borne by the person in whose interest sanction is obtained and is not 

payable out of assets of company. 1034 When, sanction of the Court is obtained with 

respect to reward a member of committee of inspection for his services qua 

administration of assets of company, the order of the Court must specify nature of 

services which should be of special nature. However, remuneration is not rewarded to a 

member of committee for his services except under express sanction of the Court. 1035 

5.2.10 Proving of Debt and Claim 

The next important step in winding up of proceedings is proving of debt and 

claim by the creditors. The official liquidator has statutory duty to fix a date before or on 

                                                             
1031 Companies (Court) Rules 1997, Rule 120. 
1032 ibid, Rule 121. 
1033 ibid, Rule 122. 
1034 ibid, Rule 123. 
1035 ibid, Rule 124. 
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which the creditors of company are obligated to prove their debts or claims or to establish 

‘title on priority’1036  or exclusion from benefit of distribution before debts or claims are 

proved or objections decided. This date must be fixed at least fourteen days from date of 

notice to creditors.1037 The official liquidator is under legal duty to give minimum 

fourteen days notice on Form No.40 of the fixed date by advertisement in Urdu and 

English daily newspapers having circulation in province where registered office of 

company is situated. This notice is also sent to every person mentioned as creditor in 

statement of affairs who has not proved his debt and a preferential creditor whose claim 

as a preferential creditor has neither been established nor admitted. In absence of 

statement of affairs, notice on Form No. 41 is given by pre-paid letter to the creditors 

ascertained from books of company to their last known address or place of abode.1038 

Every creditor is bound to prove his debt unless the Judge mandates for admission 

without proof any creditor or class of creditors. The legal proof of debts with respect to 

‘contribution towards insurance payable by company as employer’1039 is not required 

unless directed by official liquidator in any special case. 1040 Any creditor holding a 

mortgage, charge or lien on the property of a debtor as security for payment of debt is a 

secured creditor. Section 405 of the Ordinance specifies the claim to be paid in priority to 

all other debts but does not include secured loan. The provision of Provincial Insolvency 

Act, 1920 apply in case of rights of secured and unsecured creditors under section 404 of 

the Ordinance, 1984. Section 47 of the Provincial Insolvency Act, 1920 does not grant 

                                                             
1036 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 405. 
1037 Companies (Court) Rules 1997, Rule 125. 
1038 Ibid, Rule 126. 
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preferential treatment or priority to secured creditors. 1041 A debt is provable either by 

delivering or sending by post an affidavit on Form No. 42 by creditor or authorized 

person verifying the debt.  Generally, the creditor is not needed to attend the investigation 

but official liquidator may direct attendance of the creditor.1042 The affidavit for proving a 

debt ought to contain or refer to a statement of account which show particulars of debt 

and corroborated by vouchers. It should state whether it is a case of secured creditor or a 

preferential creditor along with particulars of preferential claim or security’.1043 In case of 

abundant claims for wages or for remuneration of accrued holidays by workmen or others 

employees, one proof for all these claims is sufficient either by a foreman or any 

representative of all creditors on Form No. 43 annexed with a schedule containing names 

of workmen etc and amounts payable to them. This mode of proof is deemed and 

accepted like a separate proof by every workman and other claimant.1044 

The promissory note, bill of exchange or other negotiable instrument or security 

of similar nature is proved by production thereof before official liquidator.1045 The value 

of debts and claims is estimated at date of order of winding up or at date of passing of 

special resolution by the company.1046 The deduction of accumulative discount of trades 

is permitted for a creditor who is going to prove debt’  1047 and he may prove for 

surcharge @ maximum 10% per annum up to that date from which debt was payable by 

virtue of a written instrument or from time of making written demand of surcharge.’1048 
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In case, rent or other payments become payable at stated periods but winding up order is 

passed at different times, the entitled persons to receive rent or payment has option to 

prove proportionate part of their claim till date of passing winding up order like rent or 

payment was accruing on daily basis. When the official liquidator remains in occupation 

of premises rented to company being wound up, the rights of the landlord of premises are 

not prejudiced to claim payment of rent for the period of occupation.1049 The creditor may 

also prove a future debt like present debt and receive dividends equal to other creditors 

after  deducting rebate of compensation @  10% per annum calculated from declaration 

of dividend till the moment, the debt becomes payable as per contracted terms.1050 The 

official liquidator is under legal obligation to scrutinize every proof and grounds of debt 

filed with him with convenient speed and may require production of vouchers referred in 

affidavit of proof or further supporting evidence and cause attendance of the creditor in 

person. For investigation, he has the duty to fix a day and time and send notice to the 

creditor through prepaid registered post which might reach minimum 7 days before fixed 

date.1051 

The official liquidator is empowered to call upon any person competent of giving 

information qua debts which are to be proved and require such summoned person to 

produce any relevant document in his custody or power. However, official liquidator is 

bound to tender with the summons sufficient sum to defray travelling and other expenses 

for one day's attendance. The official liquidator has discretion to apply to the Court for 

appropriate orders or issuance of a warrant to apprehend the person who avoids or evades 
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1050 ibid, Rule 136. 
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service or fails to attend or produce any documents’.1052 ‘The official liquidator is 

authorized to administer oaths and take affidavits to perform his duties with respect to 

proof of debts’.1053 ‘The creditor is bound to bear costs of proving his debts. The judge 

has discretion to exempt costs’.1054 An official liquidator is under legal duty to admit or 

reject the proof in toto or in part in writing after necessary investigation. Every decision 

of acceptance or rejection of proof either wholly or in part is to be communicated to the 

creditor concerned by registered post acknowledgement due on Form No.44 in case of 

rejection and on Form No.45 in case of acceptance. The communication of acceptance of 

claim is not required when a creditor appeared in person before official liquidator and 

communicated in writing was done qua acceptance of claim’.1055 

The creditor dissatisfied with the decision of the official liquidator has remedy of 

appeal to the Court to be filed within fourteen days from date of service of notice of 

decision upon him. The appeal should be supported by an affidavit having grounds of 

appeal. The notice of the appeal is also given to the official liquidator. The Court has all 

the powers of an appellate Court under the Code while adjudicating the appeal.’1056 ‘The 

official liquidator has the duty to file the proof and detailed rejection order with the 

Registrar of High Court upon receiving notice of appeal. Any creditor or contributory has 

right to intervene in appeal subject to leave of the Court who has discretionary power to 

grant leave subject to just terms and conditions. Information qua appeal hearing is 

supplied to a creditor or contributory when the leave is granted.’ 1057 
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The official liquidator is not personally liable for costs of an appeal from his 

decision rejecting any proof wholly or in part.’ 1058 The official liquidator has the duty to 

submit a certificate on form No. 46 having catalog of creditors presenting proofs of 

claims, the amounts of debts claimed by creditors, total admitted, partly admitted or 

rejected and total rejected proofs along with memorandum endorsed thereon in 60 days.’ 

1059 ‘The list of creditors requires certification by an official liquidator as well as filing in 

a court. The addition or variation is permitted by the court. The official liquidator is 

bound to alter this catalog as per direction issued by the court’. 1060 After submission of 

certificate, a registrar of Court is under legal obligation to notify filing of certificate on 

notice board of the Court. This certificate, list of creditors and proofs relating thereto are 

open for inspection for every creditor or contributory on payment ten rupees. 1061 When 

after admittance of a proof, an official liquidator reasonably think of improper or 

mistaken admission of proof, he has an option to apply the Court to expunge the proof or 

reduce its amount. Any creditor or contributory has remedy to apply the Court to expunge 

a proof or reduce the amount if, the official liquidator declines to move in the matter.  

The Court has discretionary power to pass just orders upon the application.1062 The 

creditor who fails to file proof his debt with official liquidator within specified time in 

advertisement has remedy to apply the Court for relief. The Court either can adjudicate 

upon the debt itself or direct official liquidator to do needful.1063 The creditor who failed 

to prove debt before declaration of dividend is entitled to be paid out of money in hands 

of official liquidator available for distribution of dividend. However, this creditor is not 
                                                             
1058 Companies (Court) Rules 1997, Rule 144. 
1059 ibid, Rule 145. 
1060 ibid, Rule 146. 
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1062 ibid, Rule 148. 
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entitled to disturb distribution of dividend declared before his debt was proved on ground 

that he has not participated therein. 1064 In case, there is a surplus after full payment of all 

admitted claims, creditors whose proofs have been admitted are paid surcharge from date 

of winding up order till date of declaration of final dividend @ maximum 10% per 

annum on admitted amount of claim.1065 

5.2.11 Settlement of List of Contributories 

The task of settling list of contributories is also very important step in winding up 

proceedings. An official liquidator has primary duty to prepare and present in the court a 

provisional list of contributories of company on Form No. 47, with names, addresses, 

number of shares, amount of interest of every contributory, amount called up and paid up 

qua shares or interest, differentiating several classes of contributories within 21 days after 

passing order in relation to application for directions about list of contributories. It 

consists of members of company or their representatives at the moment of 

commencement of winding up and divided into two segments- (i) contributories in their 

own right and (ii) contributories being representatives or liable for debts of others.1066 

The official liquidator has duty to fix a date for settlement of contributories within 

thirty days after filing of provisional list and deliver notice to all persons included in list 

explaining number of shares, character or level of interest; amount called up and paid up. 

The notice on Form No. 48 is dispatched through post prepaid to all persons integrated in 

the list at given address and reaches to addressee within fourteen days prior to settlement. 

The person posting notices is bound to swear through an affidavit which is to be annexed 
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with the proceedings.1067 The official liquidator has duty to hear all persons advancing 

objects upon proposed settlement in capacity of contributory with reference to character, 

extent of interest, number of shares as specified in provisional list. After affording 

opportunity of hearing, official liquidator finally settles the list which is regarded as 

catalog of “contributories”. 1068 An official liquidator enjoins duty to present certificate 

qua list of finally matured contributories within 7 days after its settlement.1069 After filing 

certificate of final list, the official liquidator is under legal obligation to give notice 

through post prepaid to all persons placed on final list of contributories affirming their 

character; number of shares or nature of interest, amount called up and paid up qua these 

shares or interest. The official liquidator has mandatory duty to inform through notice to 

every person included in the list that application for exclusion or change of name from 

list must be filed before court in 21 days of notice on Form No. 50. The affidavit qua 

service of notices must be sworn by dispatcher and presented in the court within 15 days 

of presenting certificate of final roll of contributories.1070 

An official liquidator has discretionary power to add supplemental list in list of 

contributories. The manner of settlement of both the lists is same.1071 The certificate of 

list of contributories is not variable. The removal of settled contributory from roll plus 

change in his liability is not permissible except as per order of the court. The official 

liquidator is under legal obligation to amend and vary list of contributory in compliance 

with order of the Court.1072 After settlement of list of contributories, if official liquidator 
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thinks that exclusion of contributory from final list is inappropriate or mistaken or 

rectification is needed qua character, number of shares and amount of interest, he has the 

remedy to apply for rectification upon notice to concerned contributory to the court who 

has discretionary power to rectify or vary the list.1073 The application to the court by 

objectors on final list of contributories cannot be entertained after expiry of 21 days. The 

order qua variance in contributories’ list is passed on Form No. 51. An order qua 

rectification of members’ register as well as contributories list should be on Form 

No.52.1074 ‘The official liquidator enjoys protection against personal liability to pay costs 

with respect to an application to set aside or vary list of contributories and decision of 

placing name of a person on roll of contributories’.1075 

The settlement of roll of contributories comprising past members is not necessary 

unless the court orders to do so. The rules and procedures regulating list of contributories 

of present members apply in preparation of list of contributories of past members’.1076 

‘When the creditor was ignorant of proceedings of reduction of share capital and 

subsequently the company is wound up1077, he has remedy to file an application for 

settlement of roll of persons who are legally responsible to contribute before the court 

which may direct for settlement of a catalog of persons liable to make a payment to his 

debt or claim in manner of list of ordinary contributories’.1078 
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5.2.12 Official Liquidator’s Meetings 

In addition to meetings of contributories and creditors on direction of the 

court,1079 the official liquidator has authority to send for and convene meetings of 

contributories and creditors to ascertain their desires in all matters linked with winding 

up. These meetings are summoned, conducted and held under supervision of the court. 

1080 The rules of meetings applicable to the meetings of the court are applied upon 

meetings of creditors and contributories by official liquidator. However, the rules apply 

in case of court meetings but subject to court’s commands.’1081 

An official liquidator enjoins legal duty to send for contributories and creditors’ 

meetings by giving minimum 14 days prior note on Form Nos. 53 to 57 specifying 

moment and venue in newspapers advertisement in Urdu and English having circulation 

in province where registered office of company is located and to send individually to 

every creditor and contributory of company through post prepaid delivering them 

minimum fourteen days of meeting. A creditor is delivered note at address detailed in 

proof or statement of affairs or in books of company or identified to person summoning 

and the notice to contributory is sent at the address mentioned in books of company or 

known to person summoning.1082 ‘The meeting of contributories and creditors can be held 

at the place and time considered most convenient by majority of contributories and 

creditors or both. However, different places or times can be fixed for meetings of 

contributories and creditors’. 1083 The official liquidator is under legal obligation to give 

notice on Form No. 58 to officers of the company who ought to attend meeting of 
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creditors or contributories. The notice can either be dispatched by registered post 

acknowledgement due or handed over personally. The officer receiving notice of meeting 

is duty bound to attend the meeting. The official liquidator can report to the Court failure 

in attendance by an officer.  The official liquidator has option, instead of requiring 

attendance of officer in person, to call for an officer to reply interrogatories or to provide 

in writing required information for meeting purposes. If the concerned officer fails to 

reply interrogatories or provide information, the official liquidator is bound to report this 

failure to the Court. 1084 An official liquidator’s affidavit saying proper dispatch is enough 

evidence. The affidavit is filed in the Court in case of Court’s meetings and affidavit is 

placed on records by official liquidator’.1085  

The official liquidator has authority to require deposit of sufficient sum for costs 

as a condition precedent when a contributory or creditor wishes official liquidator to hold 

a meeting. The Court has discretionary power to require applicant to deposit sufficient 

sum for costs when an application is filed in the Court to instruct official liquidator to 

hold a meeting.  The costs includes all disbursements necessary for printing, stationery, 

postage and hire of room to be calculated @ 10 rupees for first 25 contributory and 

creditor and five rupees for every additional contributory and creditor. The deposited sum 

is returned to the depositor from assets of company if the court passes such an order. 1086 

However, this rule is not applied upon meetings which are summoned by official 

liquidator to ascertain wishes of creditors or contributories1087 or to the meeting 
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summoned at instance of a creditor for filling vacancy of official liquidator.1088 The 

official liquidator or his nominated person is the chairman when meeting is summoned by 

the official liquidator. In other cases, chairman is appointed by resolution of meeting 

except Court’s meetings of creditors and contributories.1089 In a meeting of creditors, a 

resolution is deemed as passed when a majority in number and value of creditors present 

personally or by proxy has voted in favor of resolution. The value of a creditor means 

lesser value publicized in company books or sum noted in proof for first creditors’ 

meeting or a meeting for appointment of committee of inspection1090 and the value which 

has been proved by creditor as his debt or claim for purposes of any other meeting.  1091 

A resolution in a meeting of contributories is deemed as passed when majority of 

contributories in terms of number and value either present in person or by proxy has 

voted to approve the resolution. The value of contributories is determined as per number 

of their votes’.1092 The official liquidator is duty bound to file in the Court certified copy 

of all resolutions approved in creditors’ or contributories’ meetings. Registrar of the court 

is duty bound to maintain record of such resolutions.1093 ‘The proceedings and resolutions 

at the meeting are valid despite the fact that some contributories or creditors have not 

received the notice sent to them unless the court passes an order otherwise.’1094 ‘The 

chairman of meeting has the option, with the consent of the meeting, to adjourn the 

meeting for maximum 14 days. The adjourned meeting is held compulsorily at the place 

of original meeting except another place is specified in resolution or the court orders 
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otherwise’.1095 The meeting can act for an adjournment only unless there are present or 

represented minimum three creditors or contributories entitled to vote  or all creditors 

entitled to vote or all contributories if number of creditors entitled to vote.’ 1096 ‘If 

quorum of contributories and creditors is not present or represented within half an hour 

from fixed time, such meeting is adjourned in following week to same day and venue or 

as fixed by chair. However, the fixed day must not be below 7 or above 14 days of 

adjournment. Minimum two contributories and creditors figure quorum. They can carry 

out meeting business when quorum is not present at adjourned meeting’.1097 

A creditor is not entitled to vote unless he has properly lodged a proof of debt 

claimed to be due to him from company with official liquidator within prescribed time in 

notice in case of a meeting of creditors for appointment of committee of inspection or an 

adjourned meeting. In case of all other meetings of creditors, a creditor is not entitled to 

vote unless he has lodged a proof of debt claimed due to him from company with official 

liquidator and his proof has been admitted in part or wholly before meeting is convened. 

However, these conditions are not applied to meeting of creditors on direction of the 

court convened prior to meeting of creditors as per section 331 or when any creditors is 

not required to prove debts’. 1098 A creditor cannot vote in respect of any unliquidated or 

contingent debt or any debt of unascertained value or any debt protected through 

promissory note etc.’ 1099 For purposes of voting at a meeting, a secured creditor is bound 

to state in his proof particulars of his security, given date and the assessed value unless he 

surrenders his security and is entitled to vote only in respect of balance due to him after 
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deducting value of his security. 1100 When a secured creditor votes in respect of his whole 

debt, he is deemed to have surrendered his security unless the Court is satisfied that 

omission to value security was due to inadvertence on application made by him.1101 The 

official liquidator has power to call for a creditor to give up security for benefit of 

creditors generally on payment of estimated value within twenty days of meeting. In case, 

a protected creditor voted based on his security valuation, the official liquidator can also 

apply to the Court to pass an order compelling the creditor to give up his security. The 

Court has discretion to grant permission to a creditor for correction of his valuation 

before requiring him to give up his security on showing good cause and upon just terms 

of costs.1102 ‘The chairman of meeting is empowered to reject or admit a proof for 

function of voting. The decision of chairman is appealable before the court.  In case of 

doubt to admit or reject a proof, he has to mark the proof as objected to and allow such 

creditor to vote but subject to fate of objection’.1103 The chairman of meeting is under 

legal obligation to ensure recording of minutes of proceedings of meeting and entry in 

minutes book. The minutes of proceedings are signed by chairman of then or next 

meeting. The list of contributories and creditors in attendance at every meeting is 

maintained on form No.60’.1104 When, meeting is summoned in light of direction of the 

Court, the chairman is bound to communicate result of the meeting to the court on in 

form No.61 within fixed time or within 7 days of end of the meeting.’1105 The 

contributory or creditor has option to vote either by proxy or in person. An  authorized 

representative of a corporation is bound to produce a copy of resolution authorizing him 
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for representation duly certified by an authorized director, manager or secretary or other 

officer of company to official liquidator or chairman of meeting’.1106 ‘The creditor or 

contributory has option to bestow general or special proxy to any person including 

chairman of meeting or official liquidator to act as his general or special proxy1107 on 

form No.62’ 1108 ‘The official liquidator holding proxies is empowered to appoint a 

person by written instrument and authorize him to use proxies in specified manner on his 

behalf’.1109 The forms of proxies are sent to contributories and creditors along with notice 

of meeting.1110 The proxy is lodged with official liquidator minimum 48 hours before the 

meeting.1111 ‘The person holding special or general cannot vote in favor of a resolution 

which directly or indirectly places him, his partner or employer in a position to receive 

any remuneration out of assets of company except a creditor.’ 1112 

The minor person cannot be appointed as a general or special proxy.1113 The 

proxy of a contributory or creditor who is blind or incapable of writing is accepted if the 

contributory or creditor has pasted his mark or signature on it in presence of a witness 

who also adds his signature and address. All addition in proxy should be in witness 

handwriting. The witness has the duty to certify at bottom of the proxy that all additions 

have been incorporated in presence and at the request of creditor or contributory.1114 All 

persons included in list of contributories and every creditor having his debt admitted by 

official liquidator either in part or wholly has right to witness and join proceedings before 
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the official liquidator or court and also entitled to have notice of all these proceedings on 

payment of costs and written request. When the court comes to the conclusion that any 

additional costs have incurred due attendance of a contributory or creditor and this costs 

be paid by such person and not by funds of company, such is disentitled to attend further 

proceedings till payment of costs. The creditor or contributory is not entitled to attend the 

proceedings before the Judge but by filing an appearance either in person or by advocate 

with the Registrar who will keep an Appearance Book which is open for inspection. The 

Court has the option to appoint and eliminate a contributory or creditor to be represented 

at company operating expense. If appointed representatives exceed one, they are duty-

bound to employ same advocate. The Court may nominate an advocate for 

representatives who fail to agree upon appointment of an advocate.1115 

5.2.13 Court Powers exercised by Official Liquidator 

The striking feature of the whole procedure of winding up of companies is 

exercise of powers vested with the High Court by official liquidator. For instance, the 

duties imposed on the Court with regard to settlement of list of contributories, ‘collection 

of assets of company’1116 and application of assets in discharge of liabilities of company 

are primarily duties of the Court but the same are performed by official liquidator as an 

officer of court.1117 The official liquidator is deemed as receiver of property appointed by 

Court for purpose of acquiring and retaining possession of property of company. The 

Court may also enforce acquisition or retention of property of company on application of 
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official liquidator. 1118 The contributory, banker, agent, trustee, receiver or officer of 

company is under legal duty to convey, surrender, pay, deliver or transfer any property or 

document etc. owned by company to official liquidator on notice on Form No.63 within 

specified time. The official liquidator has an option to apply to the court to pass 

appropriate orders when a person fails to comply with notice of requiring delivery of 

property. 1119 The duties and powers conferred upon the court qua ‘making calls’1120 may 

be put into effect by official liquidator like an officer of court. 1121 An official liquidator is 

permitted to demand as well as realize uncalled money, to gather arrears payable on calls 

and hold all grasped wealth conditional on rights of holder of a charge or burden.1122 

‘After settlement of inventory of contributories, official liquidator may ask the court to 

make calls upon contributories with detailed wished-for sum corroborated through sworn 

statement on form No. 65.’ 1123 The service of notice about such application is mandatory 

on all contributories proposed to be included in call by post under posting certificate 

which should reach the contributories minimum 7 days prior to petition hearing. 

However, a court may dispense with notice by post but will direct for notice by 

advertisement on form No. 66 in newspapers minimum seven days before date of 

hearing. The affidavit of service concerned with dispatch of notice to all contributories 

and advertisement is filed 3 days before date of hearing application.’1124 The order of call 

is prepared on form No. 67 which contains a direction of time period within which the 

calls is payable. An official liquidator is under duty to present documents relevant with 
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calls with suitable changes in case leave is granted by court.’1125 After filing document of 

making call, an official liquidator is duty bound to deliver order granting permission of 

calls through post to all contributories coupled with specified payable sum. The order 

making call is not advertised unless the court passes a specific order.’1126 ‘An official 

liquidator has option to apply the court on form No. 70 supported by an affidavit on form 

No.71 and ask for passing an order against a defaulter contributory in payment of due 

money. The service of notice about application and copy of affidavit is mandatory upon 

all contributories by registered post acknowledgement due minimum 14 days before 

hearing of summons. An order to pay is passed on Form No.72’.1127 

An official liquidator is permitted to move an application supported by his 

affidavit to the court for passing an order against a contributory to pay due money or 

assets excluding sums payable following not before winding up. The notice of such 

application is sent to the contributory by registered post minimum 14 days before date of 

hearing.’1128 An application for examination of a ‘person suspected of possessing 

property of company on Form No. 73 1129 may be moved ex-parte but notice thereof is 

sent to official liquidator. A statement signed by official liquidator containing basic facts 

must be accompanied with the application. ‘When official liquidator is not applicant, the 

summons must be supported by an applicant’s affidavit having matters which require 

examination and grounds relied upon.’1130 ‘The judge is empowered to direct issuance of 

a summons for oral exam or presentation of documents against a person. This 
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examination is done in chambers unless the court passes contrary orders’.1131 ‘The court 

avails discretion and option either to issue a commission for conducting examination to a 

district judge having territorial jurisdiction over the person to be examined resides or 

order for examination in form of interrogatories rather than issuing a summons for 

personal appearance’.1132 The summonses are delivered to such person minimum seven 

days prior to examination day. It is necessary to pay or tender of reasonable amount of 

expenses determined by the judge or registrar keeping in view prevailing scale of fees. 

The amount must be sent either by postal money order or by bank draft.’ 1133  

An official liquidator conducts examination of such person suspected of keeping 

property of company. However, the court can also entrust conduct of examination to any 

creditor or contributory. An official liquidator is entitled to join this examination either 

personally or by a counsel and put questions in case of entrust of conduct of examination 

to any other person. No one else is entitled to participate in this examination. The person 

under examination is entitled to avail assistance of an advocate who has option to re-

examine the witness. The court can permit a creditor or contributory to attend 

examination and impose some conditions. After permission, the examination notes can be 

taken by the witness or any other person on his behalf presenting an undertaking to the 

court that such notes will only be used for re-examination of the witness. On conclusion 

of examination, the notes by witness are delivered for destruction to the court who may 

direct otherwise.’1134 The notes of deposition of examined person must be signed by 

witness and filed in registrar office. These notes are not open to inspection for a 
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contributory, creditor or any other person except an official liquidator. The copy or 

extract of deposition notes cannot be delivered to anyone but official liquidator and in 

light of orders of the court. Furthermore, the court may issue special or general directions 

qua custody, inspection of notes and furnishing its copies or extracts’.1135 The public 

examination is convened before the judge when an order for such examination of any 

person is passed on Form No. 75. The judge is empowered, in case of high court’ to 

direct holding examination either in part or as a whole before an officer named in order 

and give directions qua specific matters of examination. The official liquidator has right 

to know date of examination from the officer or the when there is no fixed date of 

examination.’1136 

An official liquidator is under legal duty to deliver notice of public examination to 

contributories and creditors of company through advertisement on form No.76 in 

newspapers and serve a notice on form No.77 either in person or by registered post 

minimum seven days prior to examination date. However, advertisement of adjournment 

or service of notice is not necessary in case of adjournment of public examination’.  1137 In 

case, ‘the officer holding examination comes to the conclusion that examination is being 

unnecessarily and unduly protracted or for another sufficient reason, examination before 

the judge should be held, such officer has discretion to hold or adjourn examination or 

pass appropriate orders’. 1138 If the person examined before an appointed officer declines 

to answer to approval of officer, the refusal is reported to the Judge and person in default 

is dealt with as he committed default in view of court. Such information ought to be 
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writing on containing questions put and answers given. The officer is also under legal 

duty to intimate person examined about date of appearance before the Judge who may 

take appropriate action upon the report.’ 1139 ‘The notes of public examination are 

annexed with records of winding up. An official liquidator, a contributory or creditor or a 

person examined is permitted to have a photocopy of notes’. 1140 ‘The person ordered to 

be publicly examined has a right move an application for exculpation from charges 

leveled against him on notice to official liquidator and the persons as per directions of the 

court’. 1141 The court has discretionary power either to issue a warrant of arrest against a 

person required to attend examination on form No. 79.  or pass appropriate order against 

summoned person who fails without good cause to attend at fixed time and place despite 

due service of notice or a court is satisfied by an official liquidator that the summoned 

person has either absconded or is about to abscond. The warrant of arrest remains in force 

until executed or cancelled by the Court.’1142 

‘The prison, in case of warrant of arrest, is- where commitments are done in 

ordinary civil jurisdiction by the court. A committal warrant to prison should be on form 

No. 80 and a bail order on Form No. 81’.1143 ‘The court issuing warrant is empowered to 

send it for implementation to other courts who are bound to execute the warrant as per its 

own procedure in case the person who is to be arrested resides outside ordinary 

jurisdiction of the court’. 1144 The application for examination of delinquent directors 
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etc1145 or for ‘fixing liability for fraudulent conduct of business’1146 is made by a 

summons in Form Nos. 82 and 83 which are returned in chambers in first instance. The 

summons must specify nature of declaration; order prayed for and grounds of application. 

The summons must be served on those persons against whom an order has been prayed 

for minimum 07 days before the day of hearing of application. The filing of an affidavit 

or report before return of summons is not necessary’.1147 ‘On return of summons, the 

Court can give appropriate directions with respect to deliver claims and defenses on form 

No. 84 or 85, take evidence orally or by affidavit, to cross-examine deponents before the 

judge either in chamber or the court, direct official liquidator to make a report and a 

procedure and hearing on the summons’. 1148 It is open for either party to apply for further 

direction qua interlocutory matters in case the court has directed that points of claim and 

defense are to be delivered on giving two days written notice to the other party 

mentioning grounds of application. A copy of notice is filed with registrar of the court 2 

days prior to day of hearing of application.’ 1149 

5.2.14 Application for Disclaim 

The ‘leave application to disclaim a part of property owned by the company’1150 is 

moved by ‘the summons supported with an affidavit containing full facts of property, 

interested parties coupled with their nature of interests, solvency of company and service 

of notice on official liquidator necessitating option to disclaim. The forms nos. 86 to 92 
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with necessary variations is used with matters qua disclaim.’ 1151 ‘The summons is 

presented before the court ex-parte in first instance to have directions about persons who 

are to be served with notice of summons. The court fixes a date for hearing of summons 

and directs for serving notice upon the persons’.1152 ‘The person claiming interest in any 

part of property of a company going to be disclaimed has the duty to provide a statement 

of claimed interest to the official liquidator’.1153 ‘The notice of date of hearing summons 

and a copy of summons and supporting affidavit should be on form No. 93 and is to be 

served minimum 7 days before date of hearing. The affidavit to oppose summons are 

filed in the court and its copy served on official liquidator minimum 2 days before date of 

hearing.’1154 ‘The Court has discretion to grant leave to disclaim property on form No. 94 

to official liquidator on just terms and conditions after hearing official liquidator, parties 

appearing in answer to notices, other persons who have appeared and are interested’. 1155  

Each disclaimer is filed in the court on form No-95 by official liquidator. This 

disclaimer becomes operative when the disclaimer contains particulars of disclaimed 

interest and a statement about persons who have been given notice of disclaimer on form 

No. 96. The official liquidator has the duty to file a copy of disclaimer with registrar of 

companies.’1156 The application for having an order vesting property in any person can be 

filed if the disclaimed property is a leasehold interest. In presence of an under-lessee, a 

mortgagee or holder of a charge, the court has discretion to direct to serve notice to this 

under-lessee, mortgagee or holder of charge who does not elect to accept it but applies for 
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a vesting order upon specified terms. The court can adjourn application for enabling to 

give notice and add as party such mortgagee, under-lessee or holder of charge. The court 

can order vesting property in applicant or other entitled person and excludes mortgagee, 

under-lessee or holder of charge who fail to elect and apply from all interest in or security 

upon property.1157 

5.2.15 Compromise or Abandonment of Claim 

Official liquidator cannot compromise/abandon the claim of its company without 

permission of court.1158The application for permission to compromise/conciliation with 

creditors and contributories, must contain copy of proposed settlement/compromise, and 

same must be accompanied with affidavit of official liquidator having reasons that he is 

fully satisfied with the proposed settlement, which is beneficial to the company.1159An 

official liquidator cannot sell property of a company without prior sanction of court, 

unless directed otherwise, and every sale is always dependent on confirmation by Court. 

1160 There must be maintained sacrosanctity to a judicial sale, as far as possible. The sale 

should have been made in the most fair, transparent and judicious manner.1161 Offer of 

higher price by a person after confirmation of judicial sale would not be a valid ground to 

set aside the same.1162   Every sale is held by an official liquidator or by representative or 

auctioneer appointed by Court, according to instructions, terms and conditions, including 

fixation of reserve price. All sales are made through auction publically, or through 
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inviting sealed tenders in specified mode. 1163 The application for withdrawal of winding 

up order and recalling and setting aside sale order was dismissed by the Court with 

finding that sale of assets has been confirmed and approved by the Court cannot be set at 

naught by suggesting or offering a restructuring scheme by a third party. The concept of 

stability of judicial sale reflected sanctity attached to commitment of the Court.1164 The 

appointment of independent valuers of high repute, integrity and expertise is mandatory. 

The publication of auction on one occasion in two newspapers and one Urdu daily 

newspaper was not sufficient to ensure the widest possible participation of bidders.1165 

The Supreme Court of India viewed that notice of sale should prescribe number and 

duration of installment granted to purchaser and other terms like bank guarantee, nature 

and terms of default clause and payment of interest on installments, etc. The Supreme 

Court could modify terms of settlement considering circumstances.1166 

The gross sale proceeds are forthwith paid to official liquidator who deposits it in 

liquidation account of a company, maintained in a listed bank when property forming part 

of a company's assets is not sold through an auctioneer or other agent. The charges and 

expenses of sale are paid to auctioneer or agent, as directed by the Court. 1167 Official 

liquidator cannot can neither declare dividend, nor return capital or surplus to the 

contributors, without permission of Court. 1168 The official liquidator is bound to give 

notice on Form No. 97 of declaration of dividend minimum one month prior to date fixed 

for payment by advertisement in specified newspapers on Form No.98 and through notice 
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1164 Companies Ordinance 1984, Ss 319 and 338 (5). See: Hudabia Textiles Mills Ltd v Allied Bank of 

Pakistan Ltd, PLD 1987 SC 512; PICIC v Shahdin Ltd, 2004 CLD 897.   
1165Mohib Textiles Mills Ltd v National Bank of Pakistan, 2005 CLD 1301 (SC). 
1166 Industrial Finance Corporation etc v Official Liquidator High Court Calcutta, 1993 SCMR 2163. 
1167 Companies (Court) Rules 1997, Rule 238. 
1168 ibid, Rule 239. 
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sent through prepaid letter post, under certificate of posting to each creditor.1169 A person 

to whom dividend is payable, may confer authority in writing to the official liquidator to 

pay the same to another named person.1170 The dividends and returns of capital can be 

transmitted by registered post or money order at the request and risk of the person to 

whom they are payable.1171 The order authorizing official liquidator to make return of 

capital to contributories must have been appended with a roster or plan on Form No.99 

containing full descriptions i.e. names and addresses of persons, sums, and details of 

transfers of shares, in a tabular form, or variations in list of contributories since date of 

settlement of list of contributories and other necessary information. The official liquidator 

is under legal obligation to serve notice of return to every person, who contributed 

through ordinary post, under certificate of posting on Form No.100.1172in case if the claim 

of dividend or return of capital relating to a deceased contributory is one thousand rupees 

or less, then the official liquidator may also apply to the court to get sanctioned payment 

of same to the claimant, without production of certification of succession, as and 

whenever he is satisfied regarding right and title of a claimant. The official liquidator 

must make payment, after Court sanction, to payee obtaining a personal indemnity.1173 

5.2.16 Application for Dissolution 

‘After finalizing affairs of a company, official liquidator is duty bound to submit 

his concluding account in the court and submit an application for issuance of orders to 

dissolve the company. This application is put aside for hearing till the moment of 

                                                             
1169 Companies (Court) Rules 1997, Rule 240 
1170 ibid, Rule 241 
1171 ibid, Rule 242 
1172 ibid, Rule 243 
1173 ibid, Rule 244 
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finishing of audit of final account and submitting of certificate by the auditor’.1174‘The 

Court, after hearing official liquidator, the persons noticed and perusal of audited final 

account passes proper orders qua balance in custody of official liquidator, deposit of 

balance in State Bank, credit in companies’ liquidation account and disposal of record i.e. 

books & papers of a company and official liquidator.1175 ‘On dissolution of the company, 

its assets and capital are also liquidated either by adjustment or distribution or in final 

accounts. A share being unit of capital also erodes with reference to capital of company. 

On dissolution, the company is taken off the register of incorporated companies. The 

shares of dissolved company as such cannot be an asset owned by its former 

shareholders.’1176 Furthermore, the auction-purchaser does not step into shoes of 

company being wound up and sold. The commencement of production in factory after 

purchase of building, machinery and plant of auctioned company is not continuation of 

old business but it is a new establishment.1177 

On passing an order for dissolution of the company, an official liquidator is bound 

to deposit any unclaimed dividends or undistributed assets or other amount as direction 

by the court in companies’ liquidation account of Federal Government in State Bank of 

Pakistan. It is mandatory that the order of dissolution guides the official liquidator to send 

a certified copy of same to Registrar of Companies within fortnight, from the date of 

order, coupled with writing signed by him, that he has complied with the directions of 

Court in letter and spirit, with respect to record of balance according to final 

                                                             
1174 Companies (Court) Rules 1997, Rule 245 
1175 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 350.  See: Companies (Court) Rules 1997, Rule 246 
1176 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 235. See: Commissioner of Income Tax v Muhammad Maghfoor, 2006 

CLD 76 
1177 Flying Kraft Paper Mills Pvt Ltd v Central Board of Revenue Islamabad, 1997 SCMR 1874 
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account’.1178The process of winding up of the company is deemed concluded for 

‘purposes of dissolution of company’1179when order of dissolution is reported to registrar 

of companies by official liquidator.1180 An application for declaration that dissolution of 

company is void’1181 is filed after notice to SECP and registrar of companies. When 

dissolution is declared void by the court, the order must also direct applicant to produce 

attested copy of order before the Registrar of Companies within 21 days from date of 

order’.1182 The dissolved company no longer exists as a separate juristic person or legal 

body capable to hold a property, or for being sued in court as opposed to a company in 

liquidation which keeps hold of its corporate existence. If the winding-up order is 

revoked, the company revives.1183 

The official liquidator is bound to ‘maintain proper book of accounts as required’ 

1184 at registered office of the company. The official liquidator do complete and up-to-

date the incomplete accounts after order for winding up. An official liquidator, if 

authorized to carry on business of company, has the duty to maintain separate books of 

account related to this business. These books should possibly be in conformity with 

books already kept by the company in course of its business. The trading account is 

verified by affidavit at least once in every month and official liquidator is bound to 

submit this account to committee of inspection or appointed member who examines and 

                                                             
1178 Companies (Court) Rules 1997, Rule 247 
1179 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 430 
1180 Companies (Court) Rules 1997, Rule 248 
1181 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 429 
1182 Companies (Court) Rules 1997, Rule 249 
1183 Syed Mehmood Ali v Network Television Marketing Pvt Ltd, 2005 CLD 840. See: Employer’s 

Liability Assurance Corporation v Sedgwick Collin & Co, (1927) AC 95; In Re: Travancore National and 

Quilin Bank Ltd., AIR 1939 Mad 318 
1184 Companies Ordinace 1984, s 433 
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certifies it. The official liquidator has the duty to maintain accurate numbered vouchers 

for each payment or expense except when dispensed with by the Court.1185 

5.2.17 Bank Account and Funds 

The official liquidator has duty to maintain a liquidation account in name of 

company in a scheduled bank. All moneys and balances are transferred, credited, paid 

and kept by official liquidator by next working day and five hundred rupees or specified 

amount by the Court can be retained. The official liquidator collects from bank sums 

required to meet the expenses or to make payments in cash. The payment exceeding fifty 

rupee by official liquidator is ordinarily done through crossed cheque signed by it as well 

as countersigned by Registrar of the Court.1186 All bills, cheques, hundis, notes and other 

securities payable to the company or to official liquidator are deposited with the bank for 

acceptance and payment. The bank must credit realized proceeds in liquidation account 

of company. 1187‘ When either official liquidator or the court has ordered a person to 

deposit or pay any money payable to the company into liquidation account, the person 

directed in this way is bound to honor this direction and get receipt for amount deposited 

in bank and inform official liquidator with a photocopy of receipt of bank and also to 

produce original receipt of same, as and when the same is demanded.1188‘An official 

liquidator is duty bound to have opened a separate dividend account of the company in a 

scheduled bank and deposit by transfer total amount of dividend payable as per 

declaration of dividend from company's liquidation account. A separate account is 

needed for each declaration of dividend. The payments are done from that account before 

                                                             
1185 Companies (Court) Rules 1997, Rule 250 
1186 ibid, Rule 251 
1187ibid, Rule 252 
1188 ibid, Rule 253 
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payment as unclaimed dividends in company liquidation account. The payments from 

dividends exceeding 50 rupees are usually done by crossed cheques’.1189 The money of 

company credit in liquidation account is not instantly required to wind up, rather same 

must be deposited or financed in any profitable scheme i.e. National Savings Scheme, in 

the name of the company, bearing in mind requirements of funds to meet up claims or 

payments. An amount retained by official liquidator should be invested in Khas Deposit 

Certificates deposited in the court for the period this amount is required for distribution 

after resolution of awaiting claims.1190 When the company has no available assets, with 

the leave of the Court, the official liquidator can manage indispensable initial 

expenditures out of funds which are deposited by secured creditors and petitioners as per 

direction of the court. These expenses are recovered from assets of company before debts 

of company’.1191‘The interest and dividend coming from investments and securities is 

received by the bank and credited in account of official liquidator who is informed 

accordingly.’1192 The official liquidator is duty bound to present his accounts in the court 

quarterly per year. Two copies of these accounts are filed within 30 days of end of every 

quarter. Whenever the affairs of a company are finally wound up, the official liquidator 

shall file its accounts. 1193‘The account stands for a report qua receipts & disbursements 

on form No.101, prepared according to instructions and accompanied by affidavit of 

official liquidator on form NO.102 and final account on form No.103.’1194In case, official 

liquidator has not paid or received any sum of money linked with assets of the company 

during a period, he is duty bound to file an affidavit of no receipts or payments for this 
                                                             
1189 Companies (Court) Rules 1997, Rule 254. 
1190 ibid, Rule 255. 
1191 ibid, Rule 257. 
1192 ibid, Rule 258. 
1193 ibid, Rule 259. 
1194 ibid, Rule 260. 
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period’.1195 ‘The registrar of the court is under obligation to forward a copy of accounts, 

books and papers of official liquidator to auditor for audit of accounts.’1196‘One or more 

chartered accountants audit these accounts in light of provisions of the Ordinance 

1984.’1197Official liquidator’s each account of is submitted in the court after audit. The 

auditor has to forward a certificate of audit of these accounts with his comments and 

observations coupled with a copy to registrar of the court and official liquidator. The 

registrar of the court has to file a certificate in original along with records and forward 

copy of same to Registrar of Companies, as well as copy of concerned account.’1198 

After audit of accounts, the registrar of the court places statement of account, 

report of auditor and official liquidator’s explanation before the judge for consideration 

thereof and further orders. Similarly, copy of audit report, account, & order passed by 

judge are sent to Companies’ Registrar within 15 days from the date of passing of order. 

All creditors or contributories have a right to check accounts, report of auditor, 

explanation of official liquidator and to peruse orders passed by the judge on payment of 

ten rupee fee and they can obtain a copy these documents on payment of charges 

prescribed by rules.’1199‘The official liquidator is duty bound to appear in person and 

carry out all liquidation proceedings before the court. However, he has right to appeal to 

court for approval to engage counsel or pleader for his assistance. The court has 

discretion to grant sanction the employment sought or pass any other appropriate 

orders.’1200 ‘An official liquidator files in the court the first statement regarding the 

                                                             
1195 Companies (Court) Rules 1997, Rule 261. 
1196 ibid, Rule 262. 
1197 ibid, Rule 263. 
1198 ibid, Rule 264. 
1199 ibid, Rule 265. 
1200  ibid, Rule 266. 
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period starting from beginning of winding up proceedings successive statement after 

every 3 months in a year on Form No.104.The verified copy of these statements at the 

same time is supplied to registrar of companies. The registrar of the court is obliged to 

obtain order of the judge qua fixing a date for consideration of a statement. He also 

notifies date fixed for consideration on bulletin board of court and the official liquidator 

who is bound to attend proceedings of consideration and provide any information or 

explanation qua relevant matters.  The contributories and creditor are entitled to inspect 

this statement after payment of fee Rs.10 and get copy thereof after payment of requisite 

charges as per law.’1201 Besides books of accounts, the official liquidator has the duty to 

keep a book of record having all resolutions and minutes of proceedings, approved in 

conference contributories, creditors or committee of inspection, details of all negotiations 

and transactions relevant to winding up and all the necessary matters which give a exact 

outlook of` administration of dealings of company. The official liquidator has also a duty 

to keep a book highlighting dates of posting and sending notices to shareholders and 

creditors. The dispatcher of the notices has the duty to paste initials upon the entries in 

relevant book. The accounts and books of the official liquidator are inspection able for all 

contributories and creditors during office hours after payment of fee Rs.10 for checking 

hour or its part.’1202 The returns required to be made to Registrar of Companies after final 

meeting of creditors and general meeting of the company should be in Form No. 113 and 

Form No. 114.1203 ‘The creditor or contributory of a company is entitled to inspect 

statements filed by the official liquidator after payment of ten rupees fee and obtain an 

                                                             
1201 Companies (Court) Rules 1997, Rule 267. 
1202 ibid, Rule 278. 
1203 ibid, Rule 281. 
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extract or copy after payment of prescribed charges.’1204‘The court is competent to 

appoint a chartered or commissioned accountant as auditor for audit of accounts of 

official liquidator, and fix its fee.’1205‘The notice of an application to stay of winding up 

proceedings to official liquidator, respondents and other persons is given in a specified 

manner. The order staying winding up proceedings must express that the applicant must 

file a certified copy of stay order with registrar of companies within 10 days of order.’1206 

The statement of payment of unclaimed dividend and undistributed assets are to be 

furnished to the registrar or other officer qua undistributed assets and sums of unclaimed 

dividends in liquidation account of company on form No. 115.’1207 

5.2.18 Preferential Payments 

The following liabilities are preferably paid compared to other debts of the 

company:1208 

(a) Revenue, taxes, cases and rates of Federal government, Provincial Govt. 

and Local authority 

(b) Pay and Wages of Companies’ employees 

(c) Accrued holiday remuneration payable to employee 

(d) Amount of insurance contribution 

(e) Amount of compensation or liability for compensation under Workmen’s 

Compensation Act 1923  

(f) Sums due to an employee from a provident fund, pension fund, gratuity 

fund or other welfare fund 

(g) Expenses of investigation under section 263 or 265 of the Ordinance, 1984 

 

However, these preferential payments are subject to certain limitations envisaged in the 

Ordinance, 1984. Moreover, fees and expenses incurred in preserving, realizing or getting 

                                                             
1204 Companies (Court) Rules 1997, Rule 282. 
1205 ibid, Rule 283. 
1206 ibid, Rule 284. 
1207ibid, Rule 285. 
1208 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 405. See: Director Industries, Government of NWFP Peshawar v 

MessrsNowshera Engineering Company Ltd, 2002 CLD 286 (SC). 
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in assets including remuneration, cost and expenses allowed to official liquidator are 

paid. Thereafter, subject to rights of secured creditors and order of the court, the residue 

assets of the company are paid in priority as follows: 1209 

‘No.1 in priority:  The costs of the petition including costs of any person appearing in 

the petition and whose costs are allowed by the court. 

No.2 in priority: The expenses and costs expenses of any person who makes or 

concurs in making the statement of affairs of the company. 

No.3 in priority: Requisite expenditures of an official liquidator except the other 

expenses incurred upon realizing, getting or preserving the 

company’s properties.  

No.4 in priority: The fee of a properly employed person by official liquidator. 

No.5 in priority: Expenditures borne by the committee of inspection’s members 

from their own end but with approval of court’ 

 

5.3 Delayed Adjudication of Petitions 

Justice delayed is justice denied.1210 Hence, all the matters including compulsory 

winding up petitions under the Ordinance, 1984 are to be adjudicated upon and final 

judgment is to be pronounced within 90 days from date of presentation of the petition. 

The Court is required to hear the case on a daily basis except in extraordinary 

circumstances after recording grounds of adjournments. Moreover, adjournment of 

proceedings beyond fourteen days at one time and beyond thirty days can be granted in 

the presence of sufficient cause.1211 Dr J.P Sharma views that ‘process of wrapping 

companies is undeniably protracted, multifaceted and consumes ten to fifteen years’.1212 

In Pakistan, strikes of lawyers are also a major reason for the delay in conclusion of 

winding up petitions as ‘lawyers are some of the least popular people around. They seem 

                                                             
1209 Companies (Court) Rules 1997, Rule 286 
1210 Justice Javed Iqbal, ‘the Role of Judiciary as a Catalyst of Change’. The Article is available at: 
<www.supremeCourt.gov.pk/ijc/Articles/9/1.pdf> accessed 16 June 2016 
1211 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 9 (2).  See: Sheikh Mushtaq Ahmed v Shaukat Soap Factory etc., 1987 

CLC 2079; Khursheed Ahmed Khan v Pak Cycle Manufacturing Co Ltd., PLD 1987 Lah 1; Akbar Ali 

Sharif v Syed Jamaluddin, 1991 MLD 203 
1212 Dr JP Sharma, ‘Slow Process of Winding up of Companies’ (2008) FCS Department of Commerce 

(SDC) Delhi School of Economics Delhi 1 
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to be trusted less than politicians respected less than journalists and appreciated less than 

dentists.’1213 The evaluation of precedents of winding up petitions by the Court in 

Pakistan reveals that a considerable time is consumed in the adjudication of winding up 

petitions by the Court. Table infra vividly speaks for the delay in the conclusion of 

winding up petitions. 

Table 5.1  Time Consumed in Winding up Petitions 

S.

# 

Title Institution  First order* Remarks 

1 HBL v. Messrs Central Cotton Mills Ltd. J.M. No. 38 

of 1992  

28.10.1996 Accepted. 

Almost Four Years 

2 Adil Masood Butt v. Messrs COSSAR 

Carpets Pvt. Ltd. 

J.M. No. 38 

of 2002 

13.08.2003 Accepted.  

More than one year 

3 International Finance Corporation of Pakistan 

v. Hala Spinning Mills Ltd.  

26.03.1996 23.12.1999 Accepted. 

More than three 

years 

4 Sabir Ahmed v. Najma Sugar Mills Ltd.  CO No. 11 

of 2002 

21.10.2004 Accepted. 

More than two year 

5 Messrs Kazmia Trust v. Messrs KAZ 

International Pvt Ltd. 

JM No. 07 

of 2006 

07.10.2009 Dismissed. 

Almost three years 

6 Additional Registrar of Companies v. 

Speedways Founmetall Ltd.  

JM No. 10 

of 2002 

24.04.2009 Dismissed.  

Almost seven years  

7 Hassan Al Adawi v. Messrs Hamma 

International Pvt. Ltd. 

JM No. 18 

of 2005 

08.04.2009 Dismissed. 

Almost Four Years 

8 Faisal Bank Ltd. V. Irum Ghee Mills Pvt. Ltd. CO No. 2 
of 2001 

15.12.2005 Accepted 
Almost four years 

9 Aminuddin V. Azad Friends &Co JM No. 226 

of 1996 

06.04.1999 Dismissed. 

Almost three Years 

10 Additional Registrar of Companies V. Messrs 

Norrie Textile Mills Ltd.   

JM No. 16 

of 2006 

02.11.2009 Accepted.  

Almost three years  

11 PICIC Commercial Bank Ltd. V. Spectrum 

Fisheries Ltd. 

JM No. 21 

of 2004 

17.01.2006 Dismissed 

Almost two years 

12 Messrs Aeroflot Russian International Airlines 

V. Messrs Gerry’s International Pvt. Ltd.   

JM No. 22-

A of 1999 

19.03.2003 Accepted. 

Almost four years 

13 ICP V. Messrs Ajax Industries  JM No. 

143of 1995 

19.05.2004 Dismissed. 

Almost nine years 

14 Alamgir Elahi V. Messrs Elahi Enterprise Pvt. 

Ltd.   

CO No. 85 

of 2002 

14.01.2005 Dismissed 

Almost three years 

                                                                                                     Sources: Author’s Own

                                               *Order for winding up of the company 

                                                             
1213Iain King, ‘How to make Good Decisions and be the Right all the Time’ (London: Continuum 

International Publishing Group 2008) 34 
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The right of appeal has been recognized with respect to all matters including compulsory 

winding up of the companies by the Ordinance, 1984.1214 ‘An appeal as a right lies to the 

Supreme Court against any decision, order, or judgment of a High Court where paid-up 

share capital of the company ordered to be wound up is not less than one million rupees. 

In case of less capital, the appeal lies to the Supreme Court if leave to appeal is granted. 

In all other matters, an appeal lies to division bench of High Court from any order or 

decision of a single bench of High Court but subject to general rules. The appeal is 

conclusively adjudicated upon within 90 days by an appellate court.’1215 Moreover, the 

order granting sanction to present winding up petition in the Court by Registrar of 

companies is not appealable before Appellate Bench of SECP.1216 Moreover, ‘non-

interference is a rule and interference is an exception qua interim orders passed by a court 

of competent jurisdiction.’1217  

Supreme Court declines interference where lower Courts had not exercised their 

discretion illegally or with material irregularity with respect to winding up petition.1218 

Liquidation Judge while dealing with claims administers justice according to law and the 

order passed by him is appealable and cannot be described as an administrative order.1219 

‘Cuilibet licet renuntiar juri prose introducto’ means anyone may waive or renounce the 

benefit of a principle or rule of law that exists only for his protection.1220 The careful 

perusal of contents of section 10 of the Ordinance, 1984 reveals that there was some 

controversy with respect to the forum of appeal in case of rejection of winding up 

                                                             
1214 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 10. See: Messrs Central Cotton Mills Ltd v HBL, 2004 CLD 1272 
1215 Messrs Glorex Textile Ltd v Messrs Investment Corporation of Pakistan, 1999 SCMR 1850 
1216 Security and Exchange Commission of Pakistan Act, 1997, s 33(1) (c). See: Messrs Excel Financial 

Services Pvt Ltd v Executive Director (Registration) SECP, 2010 CLD 205  
1217 Ramzan Sugar Mills Ltd v Mian Miraj-ud-Din etc., 1994 SCMR 2281 
1218 Hashmi Can Company Ltd. v K.K. & Co Pvt Ltd, 1992 SCMR 1006 
1219 Mirza Abdul Ghafoor Baig v Registrar Joint Stock Companies etc, PLD 1976 Kar 85 
1220 Messrs Garrebwaal Cement Limited v Rashid Siddique Executive Director SECP, 2003 CLD 131 
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petition- whether an appeal would lie before Supreme Court or Division Bench of High 

Court.1221 The Supreme Court of Pakistan resolved this controversy that an order of 

rejection of a winding up petition by the Court is appealable before the division bench of 

High Court.1222 Furthermore, the controversy of the forum of appeal with respect to 

orders of company judge after passing winding order has been resolved that ‘such orders 

are appealable before Supreme Court’ 1223 as was held in matter winding up of ‘Punjab 

National Silk Mills Ltd’.1224 Furthermore, the yardstick of one million rupee share capital 

for appeal before the Supreme Court as of right seems unreasonable as the legal aspect of 

a matter comes under consideration before the Supreme Court. Hence, the appeal should 

be as of right no matter share capital of the company is either one million rupees or less 

as the administration of justice is the paramount consideration. In addition, after passing 

winding up order, different miscellaneous applications of formal and less importance 

nature are filed before the Court. However, the appeal or special leave to appeal lies 

before the Supreme Court. When a final order rejecting a winding-up petition can be 

questioned before Division Bench of High Court, then why orders upon miscellaneous 

petitions and interim orders cannot be questioned before a division bench of High Court 

as considerable time is consumed in appeals before the Supreme Court of Pakistan as is 

evident from the Table 5.2 infra. 

                                                             
1221 Zakaudin v Dastgir Investment and Management Ltd, 2005 CLD 976. See: Muhammad Bukhsh v 

Pakistan Industrial Credit Investment Corporation Ltd, 1999 SCMR 25; Industrial Development Bank of 

Pakistan v  Messrs ValiBhai Kamarudin, 2002 SCMR 415   
1222 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 10(1). See: Ibrahim Shamsi etc v Bashir Ahmed Memon etc, 2005 CLD 

1624; S Muhammad Din and Sons Case, 1992 SCMR 1795; Muhammad Farooq Case, PLD 1999 Kar 246 
1223 Lahore Development Authority Lahore v Investment Corporation of Pakistan Karachi, 2003 CLD 1764: 

M Suleiman & Co v Joint Official Liquidators, 1997 CLC 260; Brothers Steel Mills Ltd v Mian Illyas 

Miraaj, PLD 1996 SC 543; Nilon Nylon Mills Ltd v PICIC, (C.P.L No. 765 of 2002). Contra: Agha 

Fakharuddin Khan v  Messrs Ruby Rice and General Mills Ltd, 2001 YLR 1797  
1224 Punjab National Silk Mills Ltd v National Bank of Pakistan, 1986 SCMR 1126; Muhammad Din and 

Sons Pvt Ltd v Allied Bank of Pakistan etc, 1993 SCMR 80 
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Table 5.2 Time Consumed in Appeal before the Supreme Court 

S.# Title Institution Disposal Remarks 
1 Messrs Central Cotton Mills Ltd v HBL Civil Appeal 

No. 1694 of 

1996 

11.05.2004 Dismissed. 
Almost Eight 

Years 

2 Hamza Board Mills Ltd v HBL C.A No. 511 

of 1995 

22.10.2001 Remanded. 

Almost six Years 

3 Hala Spinning Mills Ltd v IFCP C.A No. 1528 

of 1999 

06.06.2001 Dismissed. 

Almost two years 

4 American Marbles Products Ltd v ICP CA No. 1307 

of 1995 

02.10.2002 Dismissed. 

Almost seven 

Years 

5 UBL v PICIC etc CA No. 517 

of 1993 

21.03.2002 Dismissed. 

Almost nine years 

6 Zakaudin v Dastgir Investment and 

Management Ltd 

CP No. 569-

K of 1999 

15.03.2004 Leave granted. 

Almost Five years 

7 Mehr Textile Mills Ltd v ICP CP No. 650 

of 1997 

02.04.2002 Remanded. 

Almost five years 

8 Mohib Textiles Mills Ltd v NBP CA No. 1540 

of 2000 

25.04.2005 Remanded. 

Almost five years 

9 Messrs Glorex Textiles Ltd v ICP CA No. 1545 

of 1996 

15.10.1998 Dismissed. 

Almost two years 

10 Mian Javed Amir v United Foam Industries 
Pvt Ltd 

CA No. 616 
of 2006 

18.06.2015 Remanded. 
Almost nine years 

11 Muhammad Din and Sons Pvt Ltd v Allied 

Bank of Pakistan 

CA No. 759 

of 1990 

12.05.1992 Dismissed 

Almost two years 

12 UBL v PICIC etc CA No. 104-

P of 1990  

26.05.1992 Dismissed.  

Almost two years 

13 Messrs Ashraf Engineering Works Ltd v 

MAS Steel Mills Ltd 

CPLA No. 

941 of 1985 

07.06.1989 Leave refused 

Almost four years 

14 Punjab National Silk Mills Ltd v NBP CA No. 177 

of 1972 

17.03.1986 Dismissed 

Almost fourteen 

years 

15 Messrs Sindh Tech. Industries Ltd v ICP CA No. 1175 

of 1997 

28.04.1998 Dismissed. 

Almost one year 

Sources: Author’s Own 

5.4 Summary and Conclusions 

The procedural law plays a pivotal role in the administration of justice. The law of 

procedure qua wrapping up of companies in Pakistan comprises the Ordinance 1984, the 

Companies (Court) Rules 1997 and Code of Civil Procedure 1908. The jurisdiction of 

winding up of a company by the Court vest exclusively with High Court keeping in view 

registered office of the company. The Federal Government has the authority to empower 

any Civil Court to deal with petitions of winding up of the companies. However, no Civil 
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Court has yet been empowered so far.1225 The High Court follows a summary procedure 

which stresses upon prompt and expeditious adjudication of winding up petitions but 

does not prohibit resolution of intricate and factual controversies by framing points of 

determination and recording of oral evidence. The right of appeal has been recognized in 

matters of compulsory winding up of companies. An appeal lies to division bench of High 

Court in case of rejection of winding up petition and to Supreme Court in case of 

acceptance of winding up petition when share capital of company exceeds Rs. one 

million and leave to appeal lies to the Supreme Court when share capital is less than one 

million rupees. The contributory, creditor, Registrar of companies, authorized person by 

SECP and SECP have locus standi to file winding up petition before the Court subject to 

certain qualifications. There is the possibility of substitution of petitioners. The winding-

up petition needs to be finally adjudicated upon within 90 days. However, there is 

considerable delay in the final adjudication of these petitions as is evident from Table 5.1 

and 5.2.1226  

The process of summoning persons and records focus on registered post AD and 

advertisement in newspapers and modern technology has not been adopted in this regard. 

The institution and withdrawal of winding up petitions are regulated by rules and 

prescribed forms are required to be used for the institution. The High Court has the 

discretion to refuse withdrawal of winding up petition to meet ends of justice. The 

                                                             
1225 UK, Insolvency Act 1986, s 120. Court of Sessions and Sherriff Court have concurrent jurisdiction to 

wind up companies in Scotland. Furthermore, the Court of Sessions may remit winding up proceedings to 
Lords Ordinary under Section 121 of UK, Insolvency Act 1986. 
1226 Indian Report on Company Law by Dr. Jamshed J. Irani, New Delhi, 31.05.2005, Ch. XIII, Para. 1  

unfolds that ‘business needs efficient and speedy procedures for exit as much as for startup. World over, 

insolvency procedures help entrepreneurs close down unviable businesses and start up new ones. This 

ensures that the human and economic resources of a country are continuously rechannelised to efficient use 

thereby increasing the overall productivity of the economy’. 
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provisional manager is appointed before passing winding up the order when preservation 

of assets of the company is required. The appointment, qualification and duties of 

provisional manager resemble with that of the official liquidator. The High Court has the 

power to accept or dismiss winding up petition either with costs or without costs.  

The Court appoints official liquidator either at the moment of passing winding up 

order or subsequently. The remuneration of official liquidator has been prescribed in the 

Rules, 1997. Furthermore, removal, resignation and insolvency of official liquidator have 

been regulated in the Ordinance, 1984.  However, there is no prescribed qualification of 

the official liquidator. A subject matter properly dealt with by the provisions of the 

Ordinance, 1984 has been unnecessarily repeated in the Rules, 1997 and this repetition 

occasions ambiguity, uncertainty and prolonging of proceedings. The stay or transfer of 

proceedings or suit in other Courts, stay of winding up proceedings and commencement 

or continuation of proceedings have been placed upon the discretion of the High Court 

dealing with the petition of winding up of company and are decided to keep in view 

aspects of contradictory findings, multiplicity of litigation and norms of justice. The 

statement of affairs is prepared by officers of the company or any other person on 

directions of the official liquidator or provisional manager on specified aspects in the 

prescribed format. This statement is meant for an acquaintance of official liquidator with 

the status of the company. The official liquidator’s initial duty is to collect the property of 

the company and submit a preliminary report focusing on prescribed aspects of the 

company to the Court. Thereafter, the official liquidator is also required to submit a 

further report to the Court with respect to the commission of fraud in the promotion or 

formation of the company. The committee of inspection is appointed by creditors or 
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contributories with consensus to monitor the conduct and performance of official 

liquidator. Otherwise, the matter is referred to the Court for further appropriate orders. 

There are certain fiduciary duties and limitations upon the members of the committee of 

inspection.  

The most important step in winding up proceedings is proving debt or claims by 

the creditors. There are divergent principles of proving these debts and claims and normal 

procedure of law of evidence is not attracted at first instance. The official liquidator 

admits or rejects the debts or claims. Ultimately, the final inventory of creditors is 

prepared by the official liquidator. The right of appeal has been granted to the aggrieved 

creditor against the decision of the official liquidator. The settlement of the list of 

contributories is also a significant phase in the process of winding up of companies by the 

Court. The official liquidator performs this task on behalf of the High Court. The 

aggrieved contributory or creditor has the right to appeal against the decision of the 

official liquidator. The official liquidator has the discretion to summon a meeting of 

creditors or contributories to ascertain their wishes with respect to matters of winding up 

of companies. These meetings are held and conducted as per rules of Court’s meetings. 

The official liquidator, in certain circumstances, can seek the permission of the Court to 

disclaim property of the company. The Court either grants or refuses the sought 

permission. The official liquidator is also empowered to finalize a compromise or 

abandon claim with creditors or contributories and present the same in the Court for 

sanction which may be given or refused. The official liquidator, after the conclusion of 

the process of winding of the company, presents an application for dissolution of the 
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company in the High Court who passes appropriate orders after perusal of relevant 

material and audit of accounts of the official liquidator. 

Section 309 (3) of Ordinance 1984 contains the phrase ‘summary procedure’ to be 

followed in the adjudication of petitions for winding up of companies. However, there is 

a controversy with respect to nature and ambit of ‘summary procedure’ in Pakistan.1227 

The summoning process through registered post AD and newspapers provided in the 

Ordinance 1984 is outdated, time-consuming and obsolete. 1228 The provisions of Code of 

Civil Procedure 1908 and Qanoon-e-Shahadat Order 1984 are applicable in proceedings 

of winding up of companies by the Court which causes considerable delay and defeats the 

object of summary procedure.1229 There are options of the recording of oral evidence 

either by the Court or by the commission. The High Court is not meant for probing 

factual controversies and recording evidence.1230 The aggrieved person has countable 

remedies e.g. remedy of winding up and alternative remedies referred supra on the same 

cause of action.1231 There is a mixture of substantial and procedural provisions of the 

Ordinance 1984 and the Rules 1997.1232 The courts are less automated.1233 There is no 

recognized forum of valuers of assets of the company under liquidation in the Ordinance 

1984.1234 

*************************** 

                                                             
1227Engro Chemical Pakistan Ltd v Muhammad Hussain Dawood etc., 2003 CLD 293 
1228 Draft Companies Bill 2015 (Companies Act 2017), s 2(26)  
1229 Family Courts Act 1964, s 17; Punjab Rented Premises Act 2009, s 34 
1230 Draft Companies Bill 2016, s 6(10) 
1231 Specific Relief Act 1877, Ss 42 and 56(i) 
1232 See: Paragraph 2.3, Concept Paper complied by Company Law Review Commission.  
1233 Draft Companies Bill 2015 (Companies Act 2017), Ss 2(47) and 475    
1234 Draft Companies Bill 2015 (Companies Act 2017), s 2(71). See: the chapter XVII, section 247 of 

Indian Companies Act 2013 
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Chapter 6 

 

Official Liquidator 

6.1 Introduction 

The ‘official liquidator’1235 is the field commander in proceedings of winding up 

of companies by the Court but under the constant command of supreme leader- 

‘Company Court.’1236 The efficiency, performance and capability of official liquidator 

have a great impact upon the process of winding up of companies by the Court. The 

Company Law Review Commission of Pakistan, Eradi Report, Irani Report and Draft 

Companies Bill 2016 acknowledge up-gradation of the role of official liquidator in the 

liquidation process by the Court. In this context, ‘appointment,’1237 ‘removal’,1238 

‘resignation,’1239 ‘insolvency’1240 etc of official liquidator has been critically analyzed. 

The official liquidator is appointed out of a panel of persons maintained by the Court 

recommended by SECP.’1241 However, the criterion and qualification of persons to be 

included in such panel is unclear. Thus, the importance of qualification and competency 

of official liquidator has been elaborated juxtaposition situation prevailing in ‘Indian 

                                                             
1235 In India, Official Liquidators are officers appointed by Central Government under section 448 of  

Companies Act 1956 and attached to various High Courts and they are under administrative charge of 

Regional Directors who supervise their functioning on behalf of the Central Government.  
1236 The Company Court means High Court having original jurisdiction under section 7 of the Companies 

Ordinance 1984 
1237 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 321. See UK, Insolvency Act 1986, s 135 
1238 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 322(1) 
1239 ibid 
1240 ibid, s 322 
1241 Additional Registrar of Companies v Messrs Noorie Textile Mills Ltd., 2010 CLD 143. In this petition, 

Nazir was appointed as official liquidator but his duties, powers and remuneration was not fixed. See also: 

Messrs Security Leasing Corporation Ltd v Diamond Food Industries Ltd., 2003 CLD 861. In this petition, 

the Court directed petitioners to advance proposals for appointment of official liquidators.  
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Company Law’1242 and report of ‘High-Level Committee.’1243 The need for a separate 

institution of official liquidator has also been brought under consideration. The 

‘remuneration of official liquidator’1244 is an important aspect which keeps intact zeal and 

zest of official liquidator in performance of his duties in the tiring process of winding up 

of companies by the Court. The prevalent remuneration, need for enhancement and mode 

of payment has also been discussed. 

There are abundant duties and powers of the official liquidator in process of 

winding up of companies by the Court and these duties and powers have been discussed 

from multi-angles. The relevant sections of the Ordinance 1984 coupled with the Rules 

1997 telecast an ambiguous picture of the distribution of duties and powers of the Court 

and official liquidator1245 and an effort has been done in this segment to differentiate and 

clarify duties and powers to be exercised either by the Court or official liquidator. The 

question- whether official liquidator is well equipped to perform his task in the process of 

winding up of a company has also been answered. The rights and liabilities co-exist as 

where ‘there is wrong, there is remedy’.1246 The official liquidator is liable for wrongs 

committed by him subject to doctrines of bona fide acts. Thus, the main research question 

in this chapter is- what are the issues behind the ineffective role of an Official Liquidator 

in process of winding up of companies? 

                                                             
1242 The term ‘Indian Company Law’ has been discussed in detail in Chapter 2 of this study. 
1243 The Committee constituted in India to evaluate law of winding up companies in India. 
1244 Sheikh Mazhar Ali v Lasani Straw Board Mills Pvt Ltd, 2003 CLD 1494. Mr. Afzaal Ahmed Hashmi 
Advocate was appointed as official liquidator with per month fee of Rs. 25000/-. 
1245 Zulfiqar Hussain etc v Bambino Pvt Ltd, 2012 CLD 252; Messrs Aeroflot Russian International 

Airlines v Messrs Gerry’s International Pvt Ltd, 2003 CLD 1075; Additional Registrar of Companies v 

Karim Silk Mills Ltd, 2009 CLD 124. In these petitions, Official assignee was appointed as official 

liquidator. 
1246 This doctrine is based upon Latin Maxim-‘Ubi Jus Ibi Remedium’ 
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6.2 Official Liquidator: Appointment and Removal 

An official liquidator is a person who is appointed by the court to proceed with 

the process of wrapping up of companies. In case of winding up of a company by the 

Court, the term ‘official liquidator’ is used. The official liquidator acts under constant 

supervision of the Court and is appointed by the Court from ‘panel recommended by 

SECP on Form No.30’1247 either at the moment of ‘passing winding up order or 

subsequently’ 1248 with or without security. The official liquidator is bound to furnish 

security specified by the Court before entering upon duties. The cost of furnishing 

security is borne by the official liquidator in person and not charged upon assets of the 

company unless permitted by the Court.1249 ‘The Court is empowered to appoint official 

liquidator out of panel, subject to notice to Registrar of companies, in two exceptional 

situations- (i) when the Court considers such appointment necessary and (ii) when a 

creditors having minimum 60% due amount of issued share capital of company applies 

for such appointment.’1250 ‘The Court has the discretion to appoint more persons than one 

as official liquidators and declare and distribute acts authorized or required to be done by 

them to be done by anyone, more than one or all appointed persons.’1251 The rules 

                                                             
1247 Companies (Court) Rules 1997, Rule 88. See: Muhammad Iqbal etc v Messrs Razak Pvt Ltd etc, 2009 

CLD 422. Official assignee was appointed as official liquidator whose neither remuneration nor powers 

were specified. See also: UK, Insolvency Act 1986, Ss 136, 137 and 140 whereby official liquidator 

becomes so by virtue of office and administrator or supervisor may also be appointed by the Court.  
1248 Companies (Court) Rules 1997, Rule 87. See: Muhammad Nasir Ghazi v G M Printo Pack Pvt Ltd., 

2009 CLD 307. Official assignee was appointed as official liquidator whose remuneration or powers were 

not specified. 
1249 Companies (Court) Rules 1997, Rule 273 
1250 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 321. See: Sabir Ahmed etc v Najma Sugar Mills Ltd., 2005 CLD 151. 

Mr. Sittar Pingar Advocate was appointed as official liquidator and empowered to takeover assets and 
records and sells the assets. He was directed to submit personal bond of Rs. one lac. The subsistence fee Rs. 

10000/- of official liquidator was fixed. Additional Registrar of Companies v Messrs Pakistan Northern 

Insurance Company Ltd, 2004 CLD 1723.  Additional Registrar of High Court was appointed as official 

liquidator with all powers under the Ordinance 1984 and his fee was to be paid out of funds of company. 
1251 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 321. See: Faysal Bank Ltd v Irum Ghee Mills Pvt Ltd, 2006 CLD 232. 

Messrs Tehseen Kazmi and Mr. Faisal Raza Bukhari Advocate were appointed as joint official liquidators 
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relating to official liquidators are also applicable ‘mutatus mutandis’ to joint liquidators. 

1252 The Draft Companies Bill 2015 has abandoned appointment of official liquidator out 

of the panel and joint liquidators. The official liquidator is required to forthwith start 

performing duties and functions within three days of communication of appointment 

order and continue to do so till the conclusion of winding up proceedings unless the 

inability to act is communicated to the Court. A person can be appointed as official 

liquidator for a maximum of three companies at one time.1253 

The acts of an official liquidator are deemed valid despite any defect discovered 

later on in his appointment or qualification. However, acts of the official liquidator are 

invalid after showing appointment defective.1254 The Court has a duty to fill the vacancy 

of official liquidator by appointing another eligible person from the panel. 1255 ‘The 

official liquidator cannot quit or resign his office prior to the end of proceedings of 

wrapping up apart from in case disability in person and conditional on satisfaction of 

court’.1256 An official liquidator can be removed by the Court after recording reasons 

which are not specified in the Ordinance 1984. The outgoing official liquidator continues 

to act till new appointment unless the Court prohibits.1257 The adjudged insolvent official 

liquidator is bound to vacate his office and is legally deemed as removed.1258  

                                                                                                                                                                                     
without fixed remuneration or subsistence allowance. They were not specifically empowered to takeover 

assets and records and sell the assets.   
1252 Companies (Court) Rules, 1997, Rule 96. 
1253 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 321. See: Rana Muhammad Tariq Anjum v Messrs Ihsan Proceedings 

Mills Pvt, 2008 CLD 889.  Mr. Abdur Rashid Qureshi Advocate was appointed with fee of Rs. 300000/- as 

official liquidator. See also: Messrs Qayyum Spinning Pvt Ltd v SECP, 2005 CLD 1377. Mr. Mansoor A 
Sheikh Advocate was appointed as official liquidator. Rs. 50000/- was to be paid to official liquidator. 
1254 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 326 
1255 ibid, s 321 
1256 ibid, s 322 
1257 ibid 
1258 Companies (Court) Rules 1997, Rule 276 
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‘The official liquidator is described by style of official liquidator of the company and not 

by his individual name’.1259 ‘The status of the official liquidator is unique and has 

characteristics of trustee, agent and officers of the company and the Court but not in 

toto.’1260 He is not a trustee because the property of a company does not automatically 

vest in him as in case of trust. He owes fiduciary duties to the company as a whole and 

not to individual contributories. In Re: ‘Home & Colonial Insurance Co,’1261  the Court 

observed that ‘high standard of care and diligence was required from the official 

liquidator and his asylum was to apply to the Court for guidance in case of serious doubt 

or difficulty.’ The official liquidator can be described as an agent of the company as he 

can contract on behalf of the company for winding-up purposes. However, he is not a true 

agent because he controls the actions of his principal- the company. The official 

liquidator is also regarded as an officer of the company or the Court. He performs many 

duties on behalf of the Court and finalizes transactions representing the company. The 

aggrieved person has a remedy to prefer an appeal before the Court against a decision or 

action of an official liquidator. However, the Court honors actions of official liquidator 

except for unwarranted acts. ‘In Leon v York-O-Matic, the official liquidator was 

charged with selling assets of the company at a low price. The Court observed that day-

to-day administration, actions are done in good faith and error of judgment should be 

honored except fraud’. 1262 

 

                                                             
1259 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 324 
1260 Smith and Keenan’s, Company Law (London: 15th edn, Pearson Education 2011) 602 
1261 [1929] All ER Rep 231 
1262 [1966] 3 All ER 277 
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6.3 Duties of Official Liquidator1263 

The word ‘duty’1264 has been derived from the Anglo-French word ‘deute’ which 

means indebtedness, obligation. It connotes tasks, service or functions that arise from 

one’s position or an obligation assumed by contract or imposed by law to conduct oneself 

in conformance with a certain standard or to act in a particular way. Black’s Law 

Dictionary defines duty as ‘a legal obligation that is owed or due to another and that 

needs to be satisfied or an obligation for which somebody else has a corresponding right’.  

1265 This Dictionary further elaborates that 

“The word “duty” is correlative of right. Thus, wherever there exists a right in 

any person, there also rests a corresponding duty upon some other person or 
upon all persons generally. But it is also used to designate that class of moral 

obligations which rest upon an imperative ethical basis but have not been 

recognized by the law as within its proper province for purposes of enforcement 

or redress. Thus, gratitude towards a benefactor is a duty, but its refusal will not 
ground an action. In this meaning “duty” is the equivalent of “moral obligation,” 

as distinguished from a “legal obligation.” 1266 

 

The official liquidator has numerous duties in the process of winding up of companies by 

the Court. These duties can be classified as ‘affirmative’ 1267 ‘positive or active’ 1268 

‘negative’1269 ‘conditional’1270 ‘delegable’1271 ‘perfect’1272 ‘imperfect’  1273 ‘legal’ 1274 

                                                             
1263 Smith and Keenan’s, Company Law (London: 15th edn, Pearson Education 2011) 601 
1264 <http://dictionary.findlaw.com/definition/duty.html> accessed 18 June 2016 
1265 Bryan A Garner, Black’s Law Dictionary (8th Edition, 2004 (rpt) West Publications) 543 
1266< http://thelawdictionary.org/duty/> accessed 21 June 2016. See: Kentucky v Dennison, 24 How 107 16 

L Ed 717; Harrison v Bush, 5 El & Bl 349 
1267 A duty to take a positive step to do something. Bryan A Garner, Black’s Law Dictionary (8th Edition, 

2004 (rpt) West Publications) 543 
1268 A duty that requires a person either to do some definite action or to engage in a continued course of 

action. Bryan A Garner, Black’s Law Dictionary (8th Edition, 2004 (rpt) West Publications) 543  
1269 A duty that forbids someone to do something. Bryan A Garner, Black’s Law Dictionary (8th Edition, 

2004 (rpt) West Publications) 543  
1270 A duty that is conditioned on the occurrence of an event other than lapse of time.  Bryan A Garner, 

Black’s Law Dictionary (8th Edition, 2004 (rpt) West Publications) 544  
1271 A duty that may be transferred to another to perform. Bryan A Garner, Black’s Law Dictionary (8th 

Edition, 2004 (rpt) West Publications) 544  
1272 A duty that is not merely recognized by the law but is actually enforceable.  Bryan A Garner, Black’s 

Law Dictionary (8th Edition, 2004 (rpt) West Publications) 544  
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‘quasi-judicial’1275 and ‘fiduciary.’1276 The Ordinance 1984, the Rules 1997 and 

principles of natural justice define and specify official liquidator’s duties which can be 

distributed and linked with twelve major categories detailed below. 

After acceptance of winding up petition and appointment of an official liquidator, 

the Court communicates this appointment to the appointed person who expresses his 

willingness to perform duties and exercise powers under the law.1277 From acceptance of 

appointment, countable duties of official liquidator linked with appointment, removal and 

resignation of official liquidator arise. First, the official liquidator has the duty to give 

security of sum specified by the Court in appointment order’ 1278 by ‘entering into a 

recognizance on Form No.32 verified by an affidavit in conjunction with (i) pair of 

adequate sureties, (ii) court accepted guarantee (iii) securities of government or a court 

specified manner’.1279 ‘The court has the discretion to dispense with this security.’1280 

Secondly, official liquidator is required to ‘ensure service of sealed copy of an order of 

winding up at  registered office or main branch of business of company  by prepaid 

registered post or upon other persons in manner as per direction of the Court except when 

winding up petition is filed by the company’1281 Thirdly, he is prohibited to make any 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
1273A duty that, though recognized by law, is not enforceable against the person who owes it. Bryan A 

Garner, Black’s Law Dictionary (8th Edition, 2004 (rpt) West Publications) 544 
1274 A duty arising out of contract or by operation of law. Bryan A Garner, Black’s Law Dictionary (8th 

Edition, 2004 (rpt) West Publications) 544  
1275A discretionary judicial duty that a non-judicial officer may perform under some circumstances. Bryan 

A Garner, Black’s Law Dictionary (8th Edition, 2004 (rpt) West Publications) 544 
1276 The term fiduciary duty means a duty obligating a fiduciary as an agent or trustee to act with loyalty 

and honesty and in a manner consistent with best interest of beneficiary of fiduciary relationship 
1277 Smith and Keenan’s, Company Law(London: 15th edn, Pearson Education 2011) 601 
1278 Companies (Court) Rules 1997, Rule 97 
1279 ibid, Rule 98. There is no requirement of filing declaration by official liquidator in the Companies 

Ordinance 1984. However, section 332 (5) of Draft Companies Bill 2015 (Companies Act 2017) proposes 

filing of declaration. 
1280 Companies (Court) Rules 1997, Rule 273. 
1281 ibid, Rule 89. 
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arrangement for or accept any remuneration, gift, pecuniary or another benefit beyond 

permitted reward from any advocate, auctioneer or other person employed or involved for 

winding up of the company.1282 Fourthly, ‘he is bound to vacate office when adjudged 

insolvent as he is deemed removed’.1283 Lastly, ‘he is refrained from resigning or quitting 

office before completion of winding up proceedings except when there is personal 

disability of official liquidator.’1284 

During proceedings of winding up of a company by the Court, the first important 

step is the preparation of a statement of affairs so that official liquidator may ascertain 

ground realities and devise a fruitful plan for realization and distribution of assets of the 

company. In this context, the official liquidator has countable duties too. First, he has to 

send notice on Form No. 32 asking the persons other than those named in subsection (2) 

of section 328 of the Ordinance 1984 to verify and submit the statement qua affairs of 

company as soon as possible after passing order for winding up or order of his 

appointment.’1285 Second: ‘he furnish the person required to submit and verify a 

statement of affairs with necessary forms and give appropriate instructions and 

reasonable facilities for preparing the statement;’1286 third, ensure filing in court 

statement of affairs verified by him along with affidavit of concurrence and retaining its 

duplicate for his records;’1287 fourth, maintain minutes of interviews or memoranda 

containing substance of interviews of creditors etc;’1288 and ‘report default of any person 

qua statement of affairs to the Court which has power to pass appropriate orders or 

                                                             
1282 Companies (Court) Rules 1997, Rule 274. 
1283 ibid, Rule 276. 
1284 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 322(1) 
1285 Companies (Court) Rules 1997, Rule 103; See: UK, Insolvency Act 1986,  s 131. 
1286 Companies (Court) Rules 1997, Rule 105. 
1287 ibid, Rule 106. 
1288 ibid, Rule 109. 
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directions’.1289 The next stage in winding up proceedings by the Court is the submission 

of reports by an official liquidator after perusal of the statement of affairs and other 

records with respect to affairs of the company under liquidation. In context of these 

reports, the significant duties of official liquidator are- (i) ‘submit a preliminary report on 

Form No. 37 with necessary variations to the Court as soon as practicable after receipt of 

statement of affairs within thirty days from date of winding up order or within extended 

time by the Court,’1290 (ii) ‘prepare reports having details qua way of promotion or 

formation of company, commission of fraud in its creation or promotion performed by an 

officer or director of company and other matters desirable to be brought to notice of the 

court and set out names of persons committing fraud and facts on which this opinion is 

based and also the facts and matters desired by him to bring to notice of the Court in 

narrative form’, 1291 ‘attend in person consideration of further report in the Court and give 

any additional explanation or information qua matters contained in it’1292 and ‘send 

certified copies of preliminary reports and further reports to Registrar of Companies’.1293 

The prime object of winding up of the company by the Court is the realization of 

assets of the company to safeguard the interests of creditors and contributories. The 

official liquidator has important duties with respect to realization of assets of the 

company:- (i) ‘take into charge or under his power all property, effects, books, papers and 

actionable claims belonging to the company or it appears to be entitled thereto’,  1294  (ii) 

‘regard directions given in resolution of creditors or contributories at any general meeting 

                                                             
1289 Companies (Court) Rules 1997, Rule 111. 
1290 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 329. 
1291 ibid, s 329. 
1292 Companies (Court) Rules 1997, Rule 116. 
1293 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 329. See: UK, Insolvency Act 1986, s 132. 
1294 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 330. See: Companies (Court) Rules 1997, Rule 93. 
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or by committee of inspection in administration of assets of company and in distribution 

thereof among its creditors. The directions given by creditors or contributories at any 

general meeting are deemed to override directions given by the committee of inspection 

in case of conflict,’1295 (iii) collect arrears due on calls made prior to winding up, call and 

realize uncalled capital of company and hold all realized moneys but subject to rights of 

holder of any charge or encumbrance’1296(iv) ‘file documents making call on form No.68 

with suitable changes in the court when a command permitting calls is passed on form 

No. 67 and contains direction of time limit wherein calls are to be paid,’1297 (v) ‘serve a 

duplicate of calls permitting order granting  to all contributories coupled with an 

information on form No.69 with specific balance or amount payable from him qua this 

call through registered post. The advertisement of such order is not done but as per order 

of the court for its advertisement specifically,’1298 (vi) ‘know about date of public 

examination from the Court or officer appointed by the Court in case an order for public 

examination on Form No.75 of any person is made and date of examination is not 

fixed’,1299 (vii) ‘advertise notice of public examination on form No.76, minimum 7 days 

before date fixed for examination to contributories and creditors of company in specified 

newspapers and also serve a notice on form No.77 either in person or through registered 

post on persons to be examined. If the public examination is adjourned, advertisement of 

adjournment or service of notice is not necessary’,1300 (viii) ‘file disclaimer in the Court 

on Form No. 95 and a copy thereof with Registrar of Companies. 

                                                             
1295 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 338. 
1296 Companies (Court) Rules 1997, Rule 201. 
1297 ibid, Rule 204. 
1298 ibid, Rule 205. 
1299 ibid, Rule 214. 
1300 ibid, Rule 215. 
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 This disclaimer is not operative until it contains particulars of interest disclaimed and a 

statement of persons to whom notice of disclaimer on Form No.96 has been given,’1301 

‘apply for approval of arrangement or compromise as per section 421(1) (ii) and (iii) of 

the Ordinance 1984. The application is to be annexed with replica of anticipated 

arrangement or compromise and having support of an affidavit of official liquidator 

containing reasons of his satisfaction that proposed arrangement or compromise is 

advantageous for the company,1302 (ix) conduct sale of assets of the company in 

accordance with approved terms and conditions together with the determination of 

reserve price by the court. 

 Every sale is done by inviting sealed tenders or by public auction or in a court 

specified manner.’1303 (x) The ‘deposit, hundis, notes bills, cheques, securities and other 

securities due to official liquidator or company or with the bank for purposes of being 

presented to pay and accept. The realized proceeds are credited by bank in liquidation 

account of company’, 1304 (xi) ‘not compromise or abandon any claim of the company 

against any person without approval of the court’,1305 (xii) ‘not purchase goods from a 

man whose nature relationship might accrue in any way any benefit by him out of 

transaction without express approval by the court. In an application for sanction, he is 

bound to disclose his interest in the transaction. The cost incurred for obtaining the 

sanction of Court is borne by liquidator from his own pocket’,1306 (xiii) ‘not arrange to 

                                                             
1301 Companies (Court) Rules 1997, Rule 232 
1302 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 421 
1303 Companies (Court) Rules 1997, Rule 237 
1304 ibid, Rule 252 
1305 ibid, Rule 234 
1306 ibid, Rule 275 
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give up any fraction of remuneration with anyone’, 1307 ‘not purchase either directly or 

indirectly any part of assets of the company. However, the purchase with leave of the 

Court is permitted,’1308 The creditors are preferred in process of compulsory winding up 

of companies as most of the winding up petitions are filed by creditors in Pakistan and 

the world. The official liquidator and the court are conscious enough in settling the list of 

creditors during the process of winding up of companies in Pakistan. 

In settlement of catalogue of creditors, the salient duties of official liquidator are 

to- (i) ‘obtain a ‘summons’ for issuance of guidelines qua resolution of catalog  of 

creditors and other matters which require directions of the court at the earliest subsequent 

to order of winding up within 7 days after filing preliminary report’,1309 (ii) ‘fix a date on 

or before which the creditors of company are required to prove their claims and debts and 

to set up priority title as per section 405 or they become disqualified to have advantage of 

a distribution done earlier than these claims or debts are proved. This date is fixed at least 

fourteen days prior to from date of notice to creditors and is subject to provisions of the 

Ordinance 1984 and directions of the Court’,1310 (iii) ‘advertise notice to creditors to 

prove claims or debts on form No.40 in daily newspapers each in Urdu and English 

circulating in province having registered office of the company minimum 14 days before 

fixed date’,1311 (iv) give notice, at least fourteen days prior to date fixed for proving debt, 

to every person mentioned in statement of affairs as a creditor who has not proved his 

debt and to every person mentioned in statement of affairs as a preferential creditor 

whose claim to be a preferential creditor has not been established or is not admitted. In 

                                                             
1307 Companies (Court) Rules 1997, Rule 274. 
1308 ibid, Rule 121. 
1309 ibid, Rule 117. 
1310 ibid, Rule 125. 
1311 ibid, Rule 126. 
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case, there is no statement of affairs, notice is given on form No. 41 to creditors as 

ascertained from books of company to last identified residence or address and also 

delivered  to all creditors by pre-paid letter along with certificate of posting’, 1312 (v) 

‘examine, as soon as possible, all proofs of debt presented before him and justification of 

the debt. For this purpose, he is bound to fix time and day when a creditor is required to 

attend or produce additional evidence. He also has a duty to send a notice to the creditor 

by prepaid registered post which reach him not later than 7 days before the fixed date’,  

1313 (vi) ‘communicate decision of acceptance or rejection of a proof of debt to concerned 

creditor by post with certificate of posting in case of admission of proof and by registered 

post acknowledgement due in case of rejection of proof either in part or as a whole on 

form No.44. Notice of admission of a claim is not given to a creditor who appears before 

official liquidator and he is or his agent is communicated in writing acceptance of the 

claim. The notice of admission of proof is given on form No. 45’,1314 (vii) ‘file with 

registrar of companies proof' of debt produced before him and his order having grounds 

of rejection on receiving notice of appeal’,1315 (viii) ‘file in the court a certificate on form 

No. 46 having a list of creditors who submitted proofs of their claims in reply to notices 

and advertisement, amounts of debts claimed by creditors separating proofs admitted or 

rejected in part, admitted wholly and rejected in toto with proofs and memorandum of 

rejection or admission endorsed thereon within 60 days from date of submission of 

proofs’, 1316 (ix) apply the Court to get expunged proof improperly or mistakenly 

admitted or reduced its amount after notice to creditor who submitted said proof. Any 

                                                             
1312 Companies (Court) Rules 1997, Rule 126 
1313 ibid, Rule 137 
1314 ibid, Rule 141 
1315 ibid, Rule 143 
1316 ibid, Rule 145 
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creditor or contributory has right and remedy to apply to the court for getting expunged 

proof or reduction of its amount in case official liquidator has declined’,1317 (x) ‘not vary 

final list of creditors of company except under orders of the Court’ 1318 and (xi) ‘report 

result of meetings of creditors and contributories on Form No. 38 to the Court’.1319 

With respect to settlement of list of contributories, the duties of official liquidator 

are- (i) ‘prepare and file in the court a provisional list of contributories of company on 

form No. 47 with names, addresses, extent of interest and number of shares of all 

contributories, amount called up and paid up qua these shares or interest, distinguishing 

several classes of contributories within 21 days subsequent to day of order on submission 

regarding list of contributories. This list consists of members of a company at the time of 

commencement of proceedings of winding up or their representatives and divided into 

two fractions- first contributories in their own right. The Court has discretion to dispense 

with settlement of this list’,1320 ‘fix a date of hearing before him and give notice on form 

No. 48 to every person included in list of contributories stating his character, extent of 

interest or number of shares, amount called up and amount paid up qua these interests or 

shares. The notice is sent by prepaid letter post with a certificate of posting at the address 

mentioned in the list and this should reach a contributory within 14 days before the date 

fixed for settlement. The dispatcher these notices is bound to swear through an affidavit 

which is annexed with proceedings’,1321 (ii) ‘hear the person who objects to being settled 

as contributory or with respect to his extent of interest, character or number of shares 

                                                             
1317 Companies (Court) Rules 1997, Rule 148. 
1318 ibid, Rule 146. 
1319 ibid, Rule 119. 
1320 ibid, Rule 152. 
1321 ibid, Rule 153. 
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specified in provisional list’,1322 (iii) ‘settle final catalog of contributories after hearing 

objections’,1323 (iv) ‘file in court certificate qua his settled final roll of contributories on 

Form No.49 within 7 days after its settlement’,1324 (iv) ‘give notice by prepaid registered 

post for acknowledgement due, upon filing certificate of final list of contributories, at the 

address specified in list to every person placed on final list of contributories stating their 

interest, character, number of shares and sum called as well as paid-up qua these interests 

and shares. Through this notice, the official liquidator is bound to inform final 

contributory that an application for removal of name from the list or for variation of 

catalogue must be moved before the Court within 21 days from date of service of notice 

on form No. 50 upon contributory. An affidavit of service with respect to dispatch of 

notices is sworn by dispatcher and filed in the court within 14 days of filing certificate of 

final list of contributories’,1325 (v) ‘apply the Court for rectification of final list of 

contributories when a contributory named in provisional list has been mistakenly or 

improperly omitted or excluded or character, extent of interest or number of shares 

requires rectification’, 1326 and (vi) ‘not vary final list of contributories except under 

orders of the Court’, 1327 

The ‘committee of inspection’ theoretically plays a pivotal role in supervising role 

of official liquidator during the process of a compulsory winding up and lessens the 

burden of the Court in monitoring discharge of duties and exercise of powers by the 

official liquidator in winding up process. However, the necessity of this committee is 

                                                             
1322 Companies (Court) Rules 1997, Rule 154. 
1323 Ibid. 
1324 ibid, Rule 155. 
1325 ibid, Rule 156. 
1326 ibid, Rule 159. 
1327 ibid, Rule 158. 
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under consideration in Pakistan.1328 The various duties of official liquidator annexed with 

a committee of inspection are- (i) ‘send for exclusive creditor’s meeting to agree on 

whether request for appointment of a committee of inspection to act with him should be 

filed in the Court or not and to select members of committee, if appointed’, 1329 (ii) 

‘summon separate meeting of contributories of company to determine whether 

application for appointment of committee of inspection to act with him should be filed in 

the Court or not and to select members of committee within 30 days, if appointed. 

However, summoning meeting of contributories is not required when winding up order is 

made on the ground of inability to pay debts’,1330 (iii) ‘summon a meeting of 

contributories or creditors to fill a vacancy in committee of inspection. This meeting has 

an option to appoint another contributory or creditor or reappoint the same person as a 

member’,1331 (iv) ‘cite in report names of members included in committee of inspection 

in case contributories have accepted verdict of creditor’s meeting in toto with reference to 

composition and constitution of members of committee of inspection subject to section 

332 of the Ordinance 1984’,1332 (v) ‘apply the Court for directions as to whether there 

should be a committee of inspection when contributories have not accepted the decision 

of creditors in toto. If the affirmative answer, what should be its composition and 

members?’,1333 (vi) ‘advertise notice on Form No. 39 of date fixed for reconsideration of 

resolution of creditors and contributories qua constitution of committee of inspection in 

                                                             
1328 The committee of Inspection has been abolished in the Draft Companies Bill 2015 (Companies Act 
2017). 
1329 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 331. See: Companies (Court) Rules 1997, Rule 118. 
1330 Ibid. 
1331 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 332 (7). 
1332 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 332 (1).  See: Companies (Court) Rules 1997, Rule 119 (2).  
1333 Companies (Court) Rules 1997, Rule 119 (3). 
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manner specified by the Court at least 7 days prior to date fixed’1334 (vii) and ‘present an 

application in the court for passing an order to fill vacancy in committee of inspection but 

after sending notice to residue associates of committee as well as the persons as per court 

directions’.1335 

The company law of Pakistan affords every opportunity to both the contributories 

and creditors to participate in the process of winding up of companies by the court. This 

opportunity is granted by calling meetings of creditors and contributories termed as 

court’s meetings, liquidator’s meetings and the creditor or contributory’s meetings. The 

official liquidator plays a vital role in these meetings and his important duties are: (i) 

‘advertise and send notice of meeting of creditors and contributories by giving minimum 

4 days notice about moment and venue fixed for convention through announcement in 

newspapers in Urdu and English circulating in province where registered office of the 

company is located and to send to every creditor and contributory of company through 

letter post prepaid which must reach them at least 14 days earlier than day date of 

gathering in Form Nos. 53 to 57’,1336 (ii) ‘give at least 14 days’ notice to officers of the 

company who ought to attend a meeting of creditors or contributories. The notice can be 

delivered either in person or by registered post acknowledgement due’,1337 (iii) ‘report the 

Court about failure of an officer of the company who fails to answer interrogatories or 

furnish information’,1338 (iv) ‘file in court certified copy of all resolutions approved in 

assembly of contributories or creditors.’ 1339(v) ‘ensure minutes of proceedings of 

                                                             
1334 Companies (Court) Rules 1997, Rule 119 (4). 
1335 ibid, Rule 120. 
1336ibid,  Rule 166. 
1337 ibid, Rule 168. 
1338 ibid. 
1339 ibid, Rule 174. 
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meeting of creditors or contributories noted and fairly entered in minutes book being 

chairman of the meeting’,1340 (vi) ‘not vote to support a resolution which would directly 

or indirectly place him, his partner or employer in advantageous position to receive 

reward out of assets of company but not as a creditor like other creditors of the company 

when acting under special or general proxy’,1341 (vii) ‘maintain list of creditors and 

contributories present at meetings on Form No. 60’,1342 (viii) ‘report result of meetings to 

the Court in case meeting of creditors is summoned in light of direction of the Court on 

Form No. 61 within time fixed by the Court or within seven days of conclusion of 

meeting’,1343 (ix) and ‘send forms of proxies to creditors and contributories with notice of 

summoning the meeting.1344 The proxy form is to be lodged minimum 48 hours ahead of 

the summit if its use before a liquidator is needed.’1345 

The realization of assets is meant for the distribution of assets among creditors 

and contributories in process of winding up of companies by the Court. The official 

liquidator distributes the assets as per legal entitlement of creditors and contributories. In 

this context, there are countable duties of official liquidator e.g. (i) ‘apply the Court for 

setting aside purchase of assets of company not beneficial to the company after winding 

up order without leave of the Court’,1346 (ii) ‘give notice of declaration of dividend on 

form No. 97 minimum one month before date fixed for its payment. Unless a judge 

directs otherwise, the notice is also given by advertisement in newspapers specified by 

                                                             
1340 Companies (Court) Rules 1997, Rule 185 
1341 ibid, Rule 193 
1342 ibid, Rule 185 
1343 ibid, Rule 186 
1344 Ibid, Rule 191 
1345 ibid, Rule 192 
1346 ibid, Rule 121 
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the court on form No.98 and dispatched by prepaid letter post to all creditors’,1347 (iii) 

‘send notice of return of capital to all contributories by post with posting certificate on 

form No. 100. All orders authorizing official liquidator for return of capital must have or 

be appended a list or schedule on form No. 99 specifying names and addresses of those 

persons who are entitled to return, amount of money due to every person and details of 

transfers of shares or changes in catalog of contributories coming into existence after 

final settlement and other information required to pay return’,1348 (iv) ‘apply the court for 

approval to pay dividend, without presenting a succession certificate or similar authority 

after his satisfaction qua claimant's title and right, to deceased creditor in case his claim 

of dividend is Rs. 1000 or a smaller amount ’,1349 (v) ‘invest or deposit surplus funds and 

moneys in credit liquidation account of company but not at once required for winding up 

purposes in ‘National Savings Schemes’ keeping in view requirements of funds to meet 

payments and claims’,1350 (vi) ‘invest the amount ‘Khas deposit certificates’ deposited in 

a court until the moment this sum is needed for giving out subsequent to resolution of 

under consideration claims’,1351(vii) ‘not declare dividend or return capital without 

sanction of the Court’, 1352 ‘credit interest and dividend mounting up from investments 

and securities in accounts of a company’,1353 and ‘disclose nature of his interest in the 

sale-purchase transaction while filing an application for praying sanction of the Court and 

also borne in-person cost of obtaining sanction of the Court’.1354 

                                                             
1347 Companies (Court) Rules 1997, Rule 240. 
1348 ibid, Rule 243. 
1349 ibid, Rule 244. 
1350 ibid, Rule 255. 
1351 ibid. 
1352 ibid, Rule 239. 
1353 ibid, Rule 258. 
1354 Ibid, Rule 275. 
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The last stage of winding up proceedings by the Court is the dissolution of the company 

either after distribution of assets or otherwise. On total winding up of affairs of a 

company, an official liquidator is required to- (i) ‘file final accounts in the Court and 

apply for dissolution of the company after winding up affairs of the company fully. This 

application is not presented for hearing till the moment audit of final account is 

completed and  certificate of auditor is filed in this regard’, 1355 (ii) ‘furnish explanation 

upon audit of accounts as registrar of High Court has duty to present statement of 

account, report of auditor and explanation given by official liquidator before the judge for 

scrutiny and passing appropriate orders’, 1356 (iii) ‘supply the court with required papers 

and books and information in case the court gets audited the account, papers and books of 

official liquidator’,1357 (iv) ‘send by post a copy of his audited accounts or its summary to 

every creditor and contributory’,1358 (v)‘deposit any unclaimed dividends or undistributed 

assets or other amount in companies liquidation account maintained by federal 

government in SBP. The order of dissolution of company directs the official liquidator to 

send a certified duplicate order to registrar within 14 days coupled with official 

liquidator’s endorsed statement that court’s directions have been honored with respect to 

use of balance amount in final account.’ 1359 and (vi) ‘report order of dissolution of the 

company to registrar of companies’.1360  

An official liquidator performs important duties with respect to receipts and 

payments of cash etc. Corporate good governance requires that each receipt and payment 

                                                             
1355 ibid, Rule 245. 
1356 ibid, Rule 265. 
1357 Companies Ordinance1984, s 337. 
1358 ibid.  
1359 Companies (Court) Rules 1997, Rule 247. 
1360 ibid, Rule 248. 
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should be transparent which requires maintaining proper accounts and books. The 

important duties of official liquidator linked with accounts and books are- (i) ‘keep 

proper books and papers in prescribed manner and ensure inclusion of minutes of 

meetings as well as all prescribed facts in relevant registers’,1361 (ii) ‘submit before court 

an account relevant to his conduct, receipts and payments coupled with additional 

prescribed information at specified times but minimum two times in every year during his 

period of office. The account and information referred supra must be as per prescribed 

form, in duplicate and verified with a declaration’,1362 (iii) ‘pay and keep in prescribed 

manner all moneys deposited or available with him or which come in his control in 

company’s special bank account’,1363 (iv) ‘pay forthwith unclaimed dividends payable to 

creditors or undistributed assets refundable to contributories remained undistributed and 

unspoken for 6 months subsequent to day when it became refundable or payable in 

companies liquidation account on dissolution of company’,1364 (v) ‘pay into Companies 

Liquidation Account sum of amount referred in statement under section 430 within 14 

days of date of submission of a statement’,1365 (vi) ‘maintain proper books of accounts 

and proceedings of winding up of in prescribed manner at registered office of 

company’,1366 (vii) ‘complete and up-to-date accounts of the company when order of 

winding up order is passed. When authorization to continue company trade is granted, he 

has duty to maintain distinctive account books qua this business and submit it with 

committee of inspection or appointed member and keep properly numbered vouchers for 

                                                             
1361 Companies Ordinance1984, s 336. 
1362 ibid, s 337. 
1363 ibid, s 431. 
1364 ibid, s 432. 
1365 ibid, s 432. 
1366 ibid, s 433. 
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all expenses and payments’,1367(viii) ‘maintain a special account in name of company in a 

scheduled bank named as liquidation account. All money and balances are transferred, 

credited, paid and kept by the official liquidator in this account by next working day’,1368 

(ix) ‘get opened a separate account of the company in a scheduled bank for dividend and 

also deposit the total amount of dividend due upon declaration through transfer from 

liquidation account of the company.  A separate bank account for every declaration of 

dividend is required’;1369 (x) ‘file accounts in the court quarterly in every year. However, 

final accounts of official liquidator on Form No.103 are filed soon after matters of 

company have been wound up in toto.’1370 (xi) ‘He files nil account and an affidavit of no 

payments and receipts for such period wherein any sum of money qua assets of company 

is neither paid nor received.’1371 (xii) ‘ He keeps additional books containing minutes as 

well as resolutions approved in each meeting of contributories, creditors or committee of 

inspection, details of all his negotiations and transactions with respect to winding up and 

every matter which is necessary to give a correct view of running affairs of company’.1372 

(xiii) ‘ He does not pay the received sums as official liquidator in any account or his 

personal account except the liquidation account of company.’1373 

In addition to duties classified supra, there are many other vital obligations of the 

official liquidator in proceedings of compulsory winding up of companies. These duties 

are- (i) ‘conduct winding up proceedings and perform duties as per directions of the 

                                                             
1367 Companies (Court) Rules, 1997, Rule 250. 
1368 ibid, Rule 251. 
1369 ibid, Rule 254. 
1370 ibid, Rule 259. 
1371 ibid, Rule 261. 
1372 ibid, Rule 278. 
1373 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 431. 
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Court in letter and spirit’,1374 (ii) ‘complete the winding up proceedings within a period of 

one year from ‘date of commencement of winding up’1375 or ‘extended time’,1376 (iii) ‘file 

a statement with respect to accounts, status of proceedings of liquidation along with 

report of auditors in the Court or with the Registrar twice a year and at intervals of 

maximum six months or shorter period till conclusion of winding up process’,1377 (iv) 

‘furnish to registrar of companies or an officer appointed by federal government a 

statement on prescribed form having detail of each sum included in payment, nature of 

each sum, last known addresses and names of the persons’,1378(v) ‘tender with summons 

sufficient sum to defray travelling and other expenses of person summoned’,1379 (vi) 

‘apply to the Court for issuance of warrant of arrest against summoned person who has 

failed to produce a document or attend in person to comply with summons or evades or 

avoids its service without lawful excuse’,1380 ‘appear in person and manage all 

proceedings of liquidation  before the court’ 1381 (vii) ‘file statements in court during 

pendency of winding up proceedings and also serve its confirmed duplicate to registrar 

quarterly in a year,  attend proceedings of consideration of statement and provide any 

kind of information or explanation qua matters detailed in statement’.1382 Summarily, 

duties of an official liquidator qua compulsorily winding up of companies detailed supra 

can be grouped in two broad categories- (a) affirmative duties and (b) negative duties in 

lines below: 

                                                             
1374 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 326.  
1375 The date of presentation of winding up petition in the Court is deemed as commencement of winding 

up proceedings as per Section 311 of the Companies Ordinance 1984. 
1376 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 326 (3). 
1377 ibid, s 430. 
1378 ibid, s 432. 
1379 Companies (Court) Rules 1997, Rule 138. 
1380 ibid. 
1381 ibid, Rule 266. 
1382 ibid, Rule 267. 
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Table 6.1   Affirmative Duties of Official Liquidator 

 

Sr.# Affirmative Duties Section Rule 

1 Cause service of winding up order upon company  89 

2 Control books and assets of the company 330(1) 93 

3 Furnish security 321(4) 97 

4 Send notice to submit a statement of affairs   103 

5 Furnish forms and facilities for a statement of affairs  105 

6 File certified statement of affairs   106 

7 Maintain memorandum of interviews 328 109 

8 Report default to Court qua statement of affairs  111 

9 Submit preliminary report 329(1)  

10 Attend in person consideration of the further report  116 

11 Take out a summons for direction  117 

12 Report result of meetings of creditors etc   119 

13 Apply for a committee of inspection 331 119(3) 

14 Fix a date for proving debt by creditors  125 

15 Advertise and send notice to prove debt to creditors  126 

16 Examine proof of debt  137 

17 Tender TA/DA to summoned person  138 

18 Communicate acceptance or rejection of proof   141(2) 

19 File proof and rejection order in case of an appeal  143 

20 File certificate qua proof and list of creditors   145 

21 Amend the list of creditors  146 

22 Prepare and file provisional list of contributories  152 

23 Fix a date and give notice to contributories  339 153 

24 Hear objections and finalize the list of contributories  154 

25 File certificate of the final list of contributories  155 

26 Send notice of settlement of list of contributories  156 

27 File affidavit of service of notice  156(2) 

28 Amend final list of contributories  158(2) 

29 Prepare a list of contributories of past members  162 

30 Advertise notice of meetings  166 

31 Give notice of meetings to officers  168 

32 File resolution of creditor’s meetings  174 

33 Discharge duties 339(1) 197 

34 File document making a call  204(2) 

35 Serve on contributories order making a call  205 

36 Conduct examination 351 212 

37 File disclaimer 407 232 

38 Advertise and dispatch the notice of declaration  240 

39 Send notice of return of capital  243(2) 

40 File final account and apply for dissolution 350 245 

41 Pay balance in the account of Federal government  247 

42 Maintain register and books 336 250 

43 Get opened liquidation Account   251 

44 Deposit bill, cheques in the bank  252 

45 Get opened a dividend account   254 

46 Invest in National Saving Scheme / Khas Deposit 349 255 
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certificate 

47 File quarterly accounts   259 

48 File  nil account  261 

49 Attend in person proceedings  266 

50 File six monthly statements 430 267 

51 Perform duties with reasonable care  290 

52 Furnish report qua stay of winding up proceedings 319(2)  

53 Start performing duties within three days 321(2)  

54 Complete winding up proceedings within one year 326(3)  

55 The present account of receipts and payment in Court 337(1)  

56 Furnish books of account for audit 337(3)  

57 Send audited accounts to each contributory and creditor 337(5)  

58 Regard wishes of creditors and contributories   338(1)  

59 Summon meetings of creditors or contributories 338(2)  

60 Distribute assets 349  

                                                                                           Sources: Author’s Own 

 

 

Table 6.2  Negative Duties of Official Liquidator 

 
Sr.# Negative Duty Section Rule 

1 No payment in personal account 431  

2 No acceptance of gifts  274 

3 Not arrange for giving up remuneration  274 

4 Not purchase goods from certain persons  275 

5 Not purchase assets of the company  121 

6 Not vary the list of creditors  146 

7 Not vary the list of contributories  158 

8 Not vote as proxy  193 

9 Not compromise or abandon the claim  234 

10 Not sale property of the company  236 

11 Not declare dividend  239 

12 Not declare the return of capital  239 

13 Not resign or quit office 322(1)  

                                                                                         Sources: Author’s Own 

6.4 Powers of Official Liquidator 

Black’s Law Dictionary defines ‘power’ as ‘the legal right or authorization to act 

or not act’1383 and Oxford Dictionary defines power as ‘the ability or capacity to do 

something or act in a particular way’.1384 The official liquidator exercises ‘various 

                                                             
1383 Bryan A Garner, Black’s Law Dictionary (8th edn, West Publications 2004 (rep) 1207  
1384 <www.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/power> accessed 16 June 2016 
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powers’1385 under the Ordinance 1984 and Rules 1997 which may be categorized as 

‘delegated power’1386, ‘inherent power’1387 and ‘quasi-judicial power’.1388 These powers 

require sanction or general or special direction of a committee of inspection or the court. 

Most of the powers are subject to appeal to the court.  

The ‘sanction of committee of inspection or a court is necessary to exercise the 

powers to’1389 (i) defend or institute an action, suit, prosecution or other criminal or civil 

proceedings on behalf or in name of company’,1390 (ii) ‘continuance of business of 

company to the extent of beneficial winding up’,1391 (iii) pay in toto a class of 

creditors’,1392 (iv) ‘make an arrangement or compromise with creditors or persons 

claiming themselves as creditors or claimants having or alleging a claim in present, 

future, contingent, certain, ascertained or damages against the company.’,1393 (v) 

‘compromise every call, liability to debts and calls, liabilities worth conversion into 

debts; all claims future, present, contingent or certain or compensation,1394 (vi) ‘sell all 

kinds of property owned by a company through open auction or personal contract or to 

sell the same in parcels’,1395 (vii) and ‘official liquidator has conditional authority to 

appoint a person entitled to appear before the Court or nominate person to assist him in 

performance of duties with sanction of committee of inspection or court in non-existence 

                                                             
1385 Smith and Keenan’s, Company Law (London: 15th edn, Pearson Education  2011) 603 
1386 Power normally exercised by an authority that has temporarily conferred the power on lower authority.  

Bryan A Garner, Black’s Law Dictionary (8th edn, West Publications 2004 ) 1207  
1387A power that necessarily derives from an office, position or status Bryan A Garner, Black’s Law 

Dictionary (8th  edn, West Publications, 2004) 1207  
1388An administrative agency power to adjudicate the rights of those who appear before it. Bryan A Garner, 

Black’s Law Dictionary (8th edn, West Publications 2004) 1208  
1389 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 333. 
1390 ibid, s 333(1) (a). 
1391 ibid, s 333(1) (b). 
1392 ibid, s 333(1) (c). 
1393 ibid, s 333(1) (d). 
1394 ibid, s 333(1) (e). 
1395 ibid, s 333(1) (f). 
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of said committee’1396 The official liquidator has numerous ‘powers during proceedings 

of winding up of companies but subject to special or general directions of the court or 

committee of inspection’1397 (i) to do all the acts, execute all receipts, deeds, and 

documents on behalf or in name of company and use seal of company’,1398 (ii) ‘ rank, 

prove and claim in insolvency, bankruptcy, or sequestration of a contributory for a 

balance against his estate and to receive dividends in insolvency, bankruptcy or 

sequestration qua balance as a separate debt due from an insolvent or bankrupt and other 

creditors’,1399 (iii) ‘accept, make, draw and endorse a promissory note or  bill of exchange 

on behalf or in name of company with similar effect qua liability of company as if note or 

bill been endorsed drawn, accepted and made for or by company conducting its 

business’,1400 (iv) ‘accumulate needed money giving security of company’s assets’,1401 

(v) ‘get in his official name letters of administration for a deceased contributory and to do 

any other act necessary to obtain payment of money payable from a contributory or his 

estate which cannot be conveniently performed in name of company. In all these cases, 

the money payable is deemed payable to liquidator enabling him to secure letters of 

administration or recover the money’,1402 (vi) ‘appoint an agent to carry out a business 

not doable by the official liquidator’,1403 (vii) ‘do all other things and acts indispensable 

to wind up affairs of company and to distribute its assets.’1404 (viii) However, the Court 

can order that official liquidator can exercise powers to institute or defend any suit action, 

                                                             
1396 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 335. 
1397 ibid, s 334. 
1398 ibid, s 334(2) (a). 
1399 ibid, s 333(2) (b). 
1400 ibid, s 334(2) (c). 
1401 ibid,  s 334(2) (d) 
1402 ibid , s 334(2) (e). 
1403 ibid , s 334(2) (f). 
1404 ibid, s 334(2) (g). 
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prosecution or other legal civil and criminal proceedings in name and on behalf of 

company and to carry on business of company so far as necessary for beneficial winding 

up without sanction or intervention of the Court where there is no committee of 

inspection.1405 (ix) All the powers referred supra of the official liquidator are subject to 

the control of the Court. The creditor, contributory and Registrar of Companies can 

question exercise or proposed exercise of these powers by the official liquidator before 

the Court.1406  

Section 334 (2) (g) empowers official liquidator to do all acts for the purpose of 

winding up of companies by the Court. Similarly, the Ordinance 1984 and the Rules 1997 

authorize the official liquidator to exercise any other powers but dependent on an appeal 

before a court. The powers of official liquidator linked with statement of affairs are- (i) 

‘to give a written certificate extending time for maximum 45 days for preparation of 

statement of affairs’,1407 (ii) ‘to sanction costs and expenses of preparation of statement of 

affairs’,1408 (iii) ‘hold personal interviews of any person including officers, members, 

creditors etc to investigate affairs of company and require information and put all 

permissible questions’,1409(iv) ‘summon the person making or concurred in making 

statement of affairs of company’,1410 (v) ‘direct for delivery of possession of all property 

of company and communication of all information conducive or necessary for suitable 

fulfillment of duties’.1411  

                                                             
1405 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 334. 
1406 ibid, s 333(3).  
1407 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 328 (3). See: Companies (Court) Rules 1997, Rule 107. 
1408 Companies Ordinance1984, s 328(4). See: Companies (Court) Rules 1997, Rule 108. 
1409 Companies (Court) Rules 1997, Rule 109. 
1410 ibid, Rule 110. 
1411 ibid, Rule 85. 
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The powers of official liquidator with qua settlement of roll of creditors are (i) 

‘direct for formal proof of contribution of insurance in a special case’,1412 (ii) ‘direct 

attendance of  creditor in person to attend investigation of proving debt’,1413 (iii) direct 

production of original instruments of promissory notes bills of exchange or other 

negotiable instrument or security of resembling nature’,1414 (iv) ‘require production of 

vouchers mentioned in affirmation of proof or call for supplementary proof of debt and 

ensure attendance of a creditor in person for scrutiny’,1415 (v) ‘summon any person who is 

able to give information qua debts which are to be proved and call for a person to present 

documents in his power or custody relevant to debts’,1416 and (vi) ‘administer oaths and 

take affidavits for admission of proof of debts’.1417 

The official liquidator controls driving seat in matters of meetings of 

contributories and creditors and exercises the powers to (i) ‘summon and hold meetings 

of creditors and contributories to ascertain their wishes in all matters relating to winding 

up’,1418 (ii) ‘send notice on Form No. 58 and direct officers of company to attend meeting 

of creditors and report failure in attendance by an officer to the Court and require an 

officer to answer interrogatories or furnish required information for purposes of meeting 

instead of requiring officer’s attendance in person’,1419 (iii) ‘require creditor or 

contributory to deposit sufficient sum of costs to convene meeting’,1420 (iv) ‘adjourn 

                                                             
1412 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 405(1) (d).  See: Companies (Court) Rules 1997, Rule 127 (2) 
1413 Companies (Court) Rules 1997, Rule 128 
1414 ibid, Rule 131 
1415 ibid, Rule 137 
1416 Companies Ordinance 1984,  s 351.  See: Companies (Court) Rules 1997, Rule 138 
1417 Companies (Court) Rules 1997, Rule 139 
1418 Companies (Court) Rules 1997, Rule 164 
1419 ibid, Rule 168 
1420 ibid, Rule 170 
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meeting for maximum fourteen days’,1421 (v) ‘depute a person in his official control to 

make use of proxies on his place in writing’,1422 (vi) reject or admit a proof for purpose of 

voting’.1423 The official liquidator has paramount duty to realize and distribute assets of 

the company under liquidation as duties and powers vested with the Court as per section 

339(1) of the Ordinance 1984 with regard to collection of assets of company and 

application of assets in discharge of company's liabilities and in relation to making 

calls1424 under section 342 can be ‘discharged by the official liquidator as an officer of 

Court subject to control of the Court’.1425 ‘The powers conferred on the Court by section 

340 with respect to directing delivery of property which prima facie belongs to company 

but in possession of contributories, officers etc. may also be exercised by official 

liquidator by sending a notice on Form No.63.1426 ‘The official liquidator has the power 

to require creditor to surrender his security for general advantage of all creditors after 

reimbursement of his calculated value within 21 days from day of meeting in case 

protected creditor has voted upon strength of security valuation’,1427 ‘examine a person 

suspected of having property of company’,1428’call meeting o committee of inspection as 

and when thinks necessary’,1429 ‘summon general meetings of contributories or creditors 

to ascertain their wishes in connection with distribution of assets’.1430 ‘Where the 

Ordinance 1984 has specifically specified the principles of administration and 

distribution of assets, the same is followed in letter and spirit. But the official liquidator 

                                                             
1421 Companies (Court) Rules 1997, Rule 176. 
1422 ibid, Rule 190. 
1423 ibid, Rule 184. 
1424 ibid, Rule 200. 
1425 ibid, Rule 197. 
1426 ibid, Rule 199. 
1427ibid, Rule 183. 
1428ibid, Rule 212. 
1429 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 332. 
1430 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 338(2). See: Companies (Court) Rules 1997, Rule 164. 
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enjoys discretionary power in the administration of assets of the company and 

distribution thereof among the creditors in unspecified issues and matters’.1431 ‘The 

official liquidator can order a person for depositing a sum payable to the company in its 

liquidation account and require the production of original bank receipt’.1432 ‘When the 

company has no available assets, with the leave of the Court, the official liquidator can 

pay indispensable first round expenses from funds provided by creditors or petitioners as 

per the direction of the court’.1433 ‘The official liquidator has discretionary power to add a 

supplemental list of contributories in a manner of settlement of original list’.1434 ‘The 

official liquidator has optional power to submit a further report with respect to the 

manner of promotion or formation of the company under liquidation’.1435 From preceding 

lines, these powers are summed up in Table 6.3 infra. 

Table 6.3   Powers of Official Liquidator 

S# Powers Section Rule 
1 Extend time to submit a statement of affairs 328(3) 107 

2 Sanction expenses for a statement of affairs 328(4) 108 

3 Conduct interviews of persons  109 

4 Summon person making a statement of affairs  110 

5 Submit further report 329(2) 115 

6 Direct formal proof of debt  127(2) 

7 Call vouchers and creditor in person  137 

8 Summon any person or document 351 138 

9 Administer oath or take an affidavit  139 

10 Accept or reject the proof of debt  141 

11 Add a supplemental list of contributories  157 

12 Summon meeting of creditors and contributories  164 

13 Require costs from creditors  170 

14 Depute person to use a proxy  190 

15 Discharge powers u/s 340(1) 340 199 

16 Discharge powers and duties u/s 342 342 200 

17 Call and realize uncalled capital  201 

18  Institute or defend suit 333(1)(a)  

19 Carry on the business of the company 333(1)(b)  

                                                             
1431 Companies Ordinance1984, s 338(4) 
1432 Companies (Court) Rules 1997, Rule 253 
1433 ibid, Rule257 
1434 ibid, Rule 157 
1435 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 329(2). See: Companies (Court) Rules 1997, Rule 115 
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20 Pay creditors in full 333(1)(c)  

21 Compromise etc with creditors 333(1)(d)  

22 Compromise etc with contributories 333(1)(e)  

23 Sell property of the company 333(1)(f)  

24 Do all acts and execute documents 333(2)(a)  

25 Prove, rank claims of contributories etc 333(2)(b)  

26 Draw, endorse the bill of exchange etc 333(2)©  

27  Raise security 333(2)(d)  

28 Take the letter of administration etc 333(2)(e)  

29 Appoint agent 333(2)(f)  

30 Do all other acts 333(2)(g)  

31 Appoint assistant 335  

                                                                                           Sources: Author’s Own 

6.5 Rights of Official Liquidator 

The rights of the official liquidator while dealing with the winding of companies 

by the Court in Pakistan have been well recognized and properly considered both by the 

Legislature and the Courts. These rights of the official liquidator can be distributed in two 

broad categories e.g. rights having nexus with office and rights having nexus with the 

person. The first category of rights has immense importance as it is directly concerned 

with the smooth functioning of winding up the process by the Court. The due regard of 

these rights makes the process of winding up fair, transparent and result oriented. The 

rights included in this category are- (i) ‘after settlement of catalogue of contributories, an 

official liquidator has the option to apply the court with prayer of making calls upon 

contributories along with proposed due amount shouldered with his sworn statement on 

form No. 65’,1436 (ii) ‘apply the Court not to fill vacancy in committee of inspection’,1437 

(iii) ‘apply for expunging of proof improperly or mistakenly admitted’,1438 (iv) ‘apply for 

rectification of final list of creditors’,1439 (v) ‘to inspect notes of deposition of a person suspected 

                                                             
1436 Companies (Court) Rules 1997, Rule 202. 
1437 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 332(7). See: Companies (Court) Rules 1997,  Rule 120. 
1438 Companies (Court) Rules1997, Rule 148. 
1439 ibid, Rule 159. 
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to have property of the company’1440 ‘to know about date of public examination’1441 and ‘have 

notes of deposition in public examination’,1442 (vi) ‘file an application for stay of winding up 

proceedings after notice to parties in petition for winding up and all other persons as per 

direction of the court and also receive notice if someone else is the petitioner’.1443 ‘The 

official liquidator has right to file an application to secure the permission of the court to 

continue or commence any proceeding or suit in opposition to a company in liquidation 

after serving notice to parties to proceedings or suit to be continued or commenced and 

has right to receive notice if someone else is petitioner’.1444 Similarly, ‘official liquidator 

has a right to file an application with a prayer to transfer of the proceeding or suit against 

or by the company in the Court pending in any other Court after notice to parties to suit 

or proceeding to be transferred and right to receive notice if a petitioner is someone 

else’.1445  He has another right to ‘pray the court to command and compel surrender of 

security by a creditor,’1446 ‘to get passed an order directing for submission of statement of 

affairs to the person liable to furnish statement of affairs’1447 and ‘apply on form No. 70 

shouldered  with his sworn statement on form No.71 for passing an order against any 

defaulter contributory qua sums payable on calls made in light of an order of the 

court’,1448  ‘apply for commanding a contributory for reimbursement of an amount 

payable to company by him or from a person’s estate,’1449 ‘apply on form No. 73 for 

                                                             
1440 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 351.  See: Companies (Court) Rules 1997, Rule 213 
1441 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 352. See: Companies (Court) Rules 1997, Rule 214 
1442 Companies (Court) Rules 1997, Rule 218 
1443 ibid, Rule 95 
1444 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 316(1).  See: Companies (Court) Rules 1997, Rule 102 
1445 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 316(3).  See: Companies (Court) Rules 1997, Rule 102 
1446 Companies (Court) Rules 1997, Rule 183 
1447 ibid, Rule 104 
1448 ibid, Rule 206 
1449 ibid, Rule 207 
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examination of a person suspected of having possession company’s property’1450 ‘apply 

for warrant of arrest against a person who has absconded or is about to abscond’,1451 

‘apply for leave to renounce any piece of property of the company in liquidation’.1452 The 

official liquidator has right to ‘request in writing to District Magistrate within whose 

jurisdiction is located property, effects, or actionable claims or books of account or other 

documents of company to be taken into possession and delivery thereof’1453 and ‘recourse 

to the Court dealing with winding up proceedings for recovery of a debt payable to the 

company with prayer to determine it summarily’.1454 

The second category of rights of an official liquidator in compulsory winding up 

of companies comprises those rights which are personal in nature e.g. monetary benefits 

or protection from some sort of liability. ‘The official liquidator is not personally liable 

for costs for an appeal from his decision rejecting any proof wholly or in part’.  1455 ‘He 

enjoys protection against personal liability to pay costs qua an application to vary or set 

aside list and his actions or decisions with respect to settling name of a person on the 

catalogue of contributories of the company.’1456 He has ‘personal right to receive an order 

of winding up of the company ’.1457 The official liquidator is entitled to remuneration by 

way of percentage prescribed in Rule 256 detailed in Table 6.4.  However, a salaried 

officer of government or court is not entitled. The different rates are fixed for diverse 

types of items and assets. Over and above remuneration fixed supra, the court is 

empowered to allow reimbursement of a levelheaded stipend to an official liquidator to 

                                                             
1450 Companies (Court) Rules 1997, Rule 208. 
1451 ibid, Rule 220. 
1452 ibid, Rule 227. 
1453 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 330. 
1454 ibid, s 424. 
1455 Companies (Court) Rules1997, Rule 144. 
1456 ibid, Rule 161. 
1457 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 314(5). See: Companies (Court) Rules 1997, Rule 87. 
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meet winding up expenditure for maximum 12 months computed from the date of 

winding up order keeping in view expenses as well as the character of work obligatory to 

be done. The reward of joint official liquidators is fixed by the court subject to on the 

whole limit specified in the Rules 1997. The official liquidator is not allowed to get his 

fee without the permission of the court’. 1458 

  There is a limitation that remuneration fixed supra cannot be enhanced 

subsequently but can be reduced. An official liquidator, who is removed from office, 

resigns or ceases to keep office for any other reason before the close of winding up 

proceedings is not entitled to his compensation. He will have to refund to the company 

earlier received remuneration. Furthermore, remuneration due to an official liquidator 

failing to finalize proceedings of winding up in stipulated time is not paid’. 1459 ‘The 

official liquidator is paid from assets of the company by the court considering prescribed 

limits and work in reality done. Total assets include payments in response to calls upon a 

contributory, rents from properties and return on investments brought to credit or realized 

by an official liquidator, money received in consequence of carrying the business of the 

company, credit balance and amounts in bank accounts of company at the moment of 

entering a phase of liquidation’. 

Table 6.4  Remuneration of Official Liquidator 

Amount Realized in Rs. Remuneration in Rs. 
10000 3% 

10001-50000 Rs.300 +2% of amount above Rs.10000 

50001-100000 Rs.1100 +1% of amount above Rs.50000 

100001-1000000 Rs.1600 + 1/2% of amount above Rs.100000 

1000001-10000000 Rs.6100 + ¼ % of amount above Rs.1000000 

10000001-50000000 Rs.28600 + 1/5 % of amount above Rs.10000000 

50000001-upward Rs.108600 + 1/8 % of amount above Rs.50000000 

                                                                                           Sources: Author’s Own 

                                                             
1458 Companies (Court) Rules 1997, Rule 256 
1459 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 323 
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The rights of the official liquidator are absolute, conditional and qualified. The absolute 

rights are enforceable without any qualification but conditional rights depend upon 

happening of something else. The right of remuneration and protection of liability are 

qualified rights. Similarly, most of the rights linked with the office are qualified but not 

absolute. In a summarized manner, all the rights of the official liquidator can be grouped 

in Table 6.5 infra. 

Table 6.5  Rights of Official Liquidator 

 

S# Rights Section Rule 

1 Receive order of winding up  314(5) 87 

2 Receive notice qua application for stay of proceedings   95 

3 Receive notice qua application to continue suit etc. 316(1) 102(1) 

4 Receive notice qua application for transfer of suit etc 316 (3) 102 (2) 

5 Apply for directions to submit a statement of affairs   104 

6 Apply not to fill a vacancy in committee of inspection 332(7) 120 

7 Apply court for the arrest of negligent summoned person  138(2) 

8 Not personally liable for costs  144 

9 Apply for the expunging of proof  148 

10 Apply for rectification of final list of creditors  159 

11 Not personally liable for costs  161 

12 Apply to compel the creditor to give up security  183 

13 Apply to make a call on contributories  202 

14 Apply for an order against negligent contributories  353 206 

15 Apply for payment of other money from contributories  207 

16 Inspect notes of deposition  213 

17 Know the date of public examination  352 214 

18 Have notes of deposition in public examination  218 

19 Apply to sanction a compromise  235 

20 Apply for payment without succession certificate  244 

21 Receive remuneration 323 256 

22 Apply to employ an advocate  266 

23 Apply for conviction of untruthful creditor or contributory 328(8)  

24 Apply District Magistrate to take the property of the company 330(2)  

25 Summon meeting of the committee of inspection 332(2)  

                                                                                                    Sources: Author’s Own 
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6.6 Liabilities of the official liquidator 

  The abundance of powers and plethora of duties of the official liquidator in 

winding up of the companies by the court are coupled with liabilities as is well-known 

proverb-uneasy lays the head that wears the crown’. Thus, an official liquidator is not 

immune from convictions, punishments and disqualifications resulting from the abuse of 

powers and failure in performance of duties during the course of winding up of a 

company. The liabilities ensue due to a contravention of duty, misfeasance or failure by 

the official liquidator. This matter of liabilities of the official liquidator has been 

discussed in detail in Chapter 8 of this dissertation. 

6.7 Summary and Conclusions 

An official liquidator is a captain in the process of winding up of companies by 

the court in Pakistan. An official liquidator’s status is unique in nature and has 

characteristics of the trustee, an agent of the company and officers of the company and 

the court. The High Court generally appoints the official liquidator from a panel of 

persons recommended by SECP and exceptionally out of the panel. However, when a 

panel of recommended persons is there, there is no room for the appointment of official 

liquidator out the panel as discretion gives rise to favoritism and appointment of non-

professional persons e.g. Nazir, Additional Registrar of the Court and advocates of no-

experience. The distribution of powers and duties among joint official liquidators is an 

uphill task and there remains ambiguity as all acts cannot be distributed by the Court. 

This absurdity creates confusion and ambiguity among official liquidators and results in 

the delayed conclusion of winding up proceedings. Furthermore, the appointment of joint 

official liquidators also creates a question of fixation of responsibility in case of violation 
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of duty. There is no objective criterion for a recommendation of persons to be included in 

Panel of official liquidators maintained by the Court either in the Ordinance 1984 or the 

Rules 1997. This vacuum creates room for the inclusion of non-professional persons in 

the panel of official liquidators. The limitation of appointment as official liquidator for a 

maximum of three companies at a time seems reasonable. The limitation upon official 

liquidator to resign or quit office is harsh in nature. The only ground of ‘personal 

disability’ is insufficient for quitting and resigning from the office of the official 

liquidator. There is the ambiguity of filling the vacancy of official liquidator by the Court 

out of the panel. Similarly, there are no specific grounds for removal of the official 

liquidator and this is a matter of discretion with the Court. The absolute discretion 

corrupts absolutely. 

The official liquidator has numerous duties in the course of compulsory winding 

up of companies. These duties are classified as affirmative or positive, active, negative, 

conditional, perfect, imperfect, quasi-judicial and fiduciary.  There is some ambiguity of 

mandatory or directory nature of duties. The duties to be performed by the Court devolve 

upon the official liquidator under certain circumstances. Hence, there is a need for 

reconciliation between “the Rules 1997 and the Ordinance 1984”. Section 333 of the 

Ordinance 1984 postulates general powers of official liquidator in process of winding up 

of companies by the Court in Pakistan and are categorized as- (i) powers with pre-

sanction, (ii) powers subject to directions and (iii) discretionary powers. The High Court 

or Committee of Inspection grants sanction to exercise of some powers. The exercise of 

discretionary powers is also subject to the supervision of the Court.  
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Section 421 empowers official liquidator to exercise certain important powers with 

respect to compromise and adjust calls and liabilities and pay creditors etc. Section 

338(2) of the Ordinance 1984 and the Rules 1997 empower official liquidator to exercise 

certain powers and perform duties of the Court but under its control. The Rules 1997 has 

caused delegation of a major portion of the powers and duties of the Court to the official 

liquidator. In practical terms, all the powers and duties either of the Court or official 

liquidator are exercised and performed by the official liquidator. There is a dire need to 

remove formalities. The powers enumerated in sections 333 (1) and 421(1) are exercised 

by official liquidator but with the sanction of the Court. The orders and decisions passed 

by an official liquidator under various provisions of the Ordinance 1984 and the Rules 

1997 are subject to the control of the Court. Hence, the prior sanction to exercise these 

powers is unnecessary and causes a delay. 

 The rights of the official liquidator can be distributed in two broad categories e.g. 

rights having nexus with office and rights having nexus with the person. These rights are 

absolute, conditional and qualified in nature. Most of the rights are linked with the office. 

However, there are no guiding principles for the determination of just terms and 

conditions qua appointment and fixation of quantum of remuneration for an official 

liquidator. The abundance of powers and plethora of duties of the official liquidator in 

winding up of the company by the Court are coupled with liabilities as is well-known 

proverb-uneasy lays the head that wears the crown. 

 

************************* 
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Chapter 7 

 

The Court and Security and Exchange Commission of 

Pakistan 

 

7.1 Introduction 

Let justice be done, though heavens should fall.1460 The Courts in Pakistan are the 

guardian of rights of the masses and responsible for the administration of justice 

according to the law as ‘injustice anywhere is a threat to justice everywhere’.1461 The role 

of Courts and SECP for the administration of justice with reference to winding up of 

companies by the courts is of immense importance which has been highlighted in this 

segment with reasons and logic. The Constitution of the Islamic Republic of Pakistan, 

1973 endorses the ‘doctrine of trichotomy of powers’1462 whereby judicial organ of the 

state is responsible for the administration of justice among masses and government 

functionaries. There are ‘multi-tier courts in Pakistan from Civil Court to Supreme 

Court’1463 along with special courts and tribunals. Thus, we will know about the judicial 

system of Pakistan and the particular courts dealing with compulsory winding up of 

companies. High Court is a constitutional court and has original jurisdiction in matters of 

winding of companies by a court. Hence, the role of High Court commencing from the 

                                                             
1460 The proverb derived from Latin maxim- Fiat Justitia, Ruat Coelum 
1461 The message of Chief Justice of Lahore High Court, Lahore as displayed on official website of Lahore 

High Court Lahore. <www.lhc.gov.pk> accessed 17 July 2016 
1462 The doctrine means the powers of the State vest in three organs- Legislature, Executive and Judiciary. 

See: Hamid Khan, Constitutional and Political History of Pakistan (Oxford: 2nd edn, Oxford University 

Press 2009) 562 
1463 Dr Faqir Hussain, The Judicial System in Pakistan (Islamabad: 4th edn, Federal Judicial Academy 

2015). There are superior Courts including Supreme Court and High Courts and District Courts and special 

Courts and Tribunals in Pakistan. 
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presentation of winding up petition in the Court till the dissolution of the company has 

been critically appreciated.1464 The numerous steps and stages are involved in this process 

of winding up by the Court and each step with respect to the role of the Court has been 

critically analyzed. The Court has countable salient duties and powers while dealing with 

winding up petitions and process of winding. The most of the powers and duties have 

been delegated to the official liquidator under the Rules 1997.1465 Thus, the questions of 

distribution of powers and duties among the Court and official liquidator arise and these 

questions give rise to ambiguity and uncertainty which causes a delay in the conclusion 

of winding up proceedings.1466 Furthermore, these duties and powers are scattered and the 

same have been consolidated. Thus, this segment differentiates the powers and duties 

which are utilized either by a Court and an official liquidator. The composition and 

performance of the court with reference to compulsory winding up of companies is under 

consideration before the ‘Company Law Review Commission (CLRC) in Pakistan’1467 

whereas the Court has been substituted with Tribunal in India.1468 Thus, the possibility of 

substitution of the Court with Tribunal in Pakistan has been discussed keeping in view 

the corporate environment of Pakistan and reasons for justification.  On certain grounds 

enumerated in Section 305 of the Ordinance 1984, SECP is empowered to present 

                                                             
1464 Companies Ordinance1984, s 7 
1465 Companies (Court) Rules 1997 bestows powers of the Court upon official liquidator under Section 438 

of the Companies Ordinance 1984. Thus, there seems some apparent contradiction between the provisions 

of the Companies Ordinance 1984 and the Rules 1997. 
1466 Tables 5.1 and 5.2 are vivid enough to conclude that winding up petitions and appeals are disposed off 

by the Courts with considerable delay.   
1467 Company Law Review Commission has been established by SECP to review company law in Pakistan. 
The Review Commission prepared concept paper and has compiled a Draft Companies Bill 2015 

(Companies Act 2017). See: Judicial Statistics of Pakistan Annual Report 2014 unfolds that 20480 were 

pending, 19170 cases were instituted, 16886 cases were disposed of and 22764 cases were in balance in the 

year 2014. 
1468 National Company Law Tribunal under Section 408 and National Company Law Appellate Tribunal 

have been established under Section 410 of Indian Companies Act 2013. 
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winding up petitions in the Court after investigation.1469 SECP also performs many other 

tasks in a matter of winding up of companies by the Court.1470 In this context, the present 

role of SECP and the possibility of enhancement of its role in winding up proceedings 

have been discussed. Finally, the importance of the Court, the judicial system of Pakistan, 

the role of the Court, duties and powers of the Court, justification of Tribunal, the role of 

SECP have been critically analyzed and concluded with respect to liquidation process 

keeping in view modern corporate trends. Thus, the major question of research here is- 

what are the causes and impact of the ineffective role of the Court and SECP in process 

of winding up of the companies in Pakistan? 

7.2 Judicial System of Pakistan 

The judicial system of Pakistan is based upon ‘constitutional Courts’1471 and 

‘statutory Courts’1472 and ‘Tribunals’1473. The former includes ‘Supreme Court’1474, 

‘Federal Shariat Court’1475, ‘Lahore High Court Lahore’1476, ‘High Court of Sindh’1477, 

‘High Court of Baluchistan’1478, ‘Peshawar High Court’1479 and ‘Islamabad High 

Court’1480. The statutory courts are further sub-classified as ‘civil courts’1481 and 

                                                             
1469 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 309 
1470 The DAWN daily newspaper article- ‘SECP to seek 19 listed companies liquidation’ Published on 18  

July 2003 
1471 The Courts established under the Constitution e.g. Supreme Court of Pakistan and High Courts  
1472 The Courts established under the Statute e.g. District Court or Family Court. 
1473 The seat of a judge; the place where he administers justice; a judicial Court: the bench of judges. See 

Foster v Worcester, 10 Pick Mass 81. < http://thelawdictionary.org/tribunal> accessed 19 July 2016 
1474 Constitution of Pakistan 1973, Article 175 (1) 
1475 Constitution of Pakistan 1973, Article 203 (c) 
1476 ibid, Article 175 (1) 
1477 Constitution of Pakistan 1973, Article 175 (1) 
1478 ibid. 
1479 ibid. 
1480 ibid. 
1481 <http://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/civil-Court> accessed 19 July 2016. A Court of law 

that deals with disagreements between individual people or private companies rather than with criminal 

activity.  

http://www.dawn.com/news/111772/secp-to-seek-19-listed-companies-liquidation
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‘criminal courts’1482. A civil court include court of ‘district judge’1483, ‘additional district 

judge’1484, ‘senior civil judge’1485, ‘civil judge 1st Class’1486, ‘civil judge 2nd Class’1487, 

‘civil judge 3rd Class’1488, ‘Family Courts’1489, , ‘Guardian Courts’1490, ‘Foreign 

Exchange Regulation Appellate Boards’1491, ‘Banking Courts’1492, ‘Commercial 

Courts’1493, ‘Consumer Courts’1494 and ‘Labour Courts’1495. The criminal Courts include 

Court of ‘Sessions Judge’1496, ‘Additional Sessions Judge’1497, ‘Magistrate Section 

30’1498, ‘Magistrate 1st Class’1499, ‘Magistrate 2nd Class’1500, ‘Magistrate 3rd Class’1501, 

‘Special Judicial Magistrate’1502, ‘Accountability Courts’1503, ‘Drug Courts’1504, ‘Special 

                                                             
1482 <http://thelawdictionary.org/criminal-Court/> accessed 19 July 2016. The name of the Court where 

criminal cases are tried and not civil cases.  
1483 Civil Courts Ordinance, 1962, s 5. This Ordinance was promulgated by the Governor of West Pakistan 

on 10th November, 1961published in the West Pakistan Gazette (Extraordinary) dated 8th January 1962 
pages 87-96 saved and given permanent effect by Article 225 of the Constitution of the Islamic Republic of 

Pakistan 1962. 
1484 Civil Courts Ordinance 1962, s 6 
1485 Civil Courts Ordinance 1962, s 8. The word ‘Civil Judge’ has been used in section 8 of this Ordinace 

and the word ‘Senior Civil Judge’ is used in administrative sense.   
1486 Civil Courts Ordinance 1962, s 5. Furthermore, Section 9 of the Ordinance 1962 and notifications 

issued by High Court classify the Civil Judges among 1st, 2nd and 3rd.  
1487 ibid 
1488 ibid 
1489 West Pakistan Family Courts Act 1964, s 3. This Act was passed by the West Pakistan Assembly on 30 

June 1964 assented to by the Governor of West Pakistan on 14 July 1964  
1490 The District Court having jurisdiction under section 9 of the Guardian and Wards Act 1890  
1491 The Boards have been established under the Foreign Exchange Regulation Act 1947 to regulate certain 

payments, dealings in foreign exchange and securities and the import and export of currency and bullion.  
1492 Banking Court is established under the Financial Institutions (Recovery of Finances) Ordinance 2001 
1493 Commercial Courts have been established under the Imports and Exports (Control) Act 1950 
1494 Punjab Consumer Protection Act 2005, s 26 
1495 Labour Courts have been established in the Province of Punjab under the Punjab Industrial Relations 

Act 2010 
1496 Code of Criminal Procedure 1898 , s 6(1) and  9 
1497 Criminal Procedure Code 1898, s 6(1) and 9. The Code recognizes only Court of Sessions. Additional 

Session Judge is appointed under Punjab Judicial Service Rules 1994  
1498 Code of Criminal Procedure 1898, Ss 6(2), 12 and 30 
1499 ibid, Ss 6(2) and 12 
1500 ibid 
1501 ibid 
1502 ibid, s 14 
1503 Accountability Courts have been established under the National Accountability Bureau Ordinance 1999 
1504 Drug Courts have been established under section 31 of the Drugs Act 1976 
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Courts (Central)’ 1505, ‘Special Courts (CNS)’ 1506, ‘Special Court (Customs Taxation & 

Anti Smuggling)’ 1507, ‘Special Court (Offences in Banks)’ 1508, ‘Anti Corruption Courts 

(Provincial)’ 1509, ‘Anti Terrorism Courts’1510, ‘Child Protection Court’1511, Special Court 

(Protection of Pakistan)1512 and ‘Special Court Public Property (Removal of 

Encroachment)’ 1513. Similarly, the Tribunals are also classified as Civil Tribunal’ and 

Criminal Tribunal. The former include ‘Appellate Tribunal Inland Revenue’1514, 

‘Customs Appellate Tribunals’1515, ‘Rent Tribunal’1516, ‘Insurance Appellate 

Tribunal’1517, ‘Federal Service Tribunals’1518, ‘Competition Appellate Tribunal’1519, 

‘Provincial Service Tribunals’1520, ‘Intellectual Property Tribunal’1521 and ‘Lahore 

Development Authority Tribunal’1522. The latter includes ‘Anti Dumping Appellate 

                                                             
1505 Special Courts (Central) have been established under Pakistan Criminal Law Amendment Act 1958 
1506 Special Courts (Control of Narcotics Substances) were constituted under the Control of Narcotics 

Substances Act 1997 
1507 Special Courts (Custom, Taxation & Anti-Smuggling) have been established under section 185 of the 

Custom Act 1969 
1508 Special Courts (Offences in Banks) have been established under offences in respect of Banks (Special 

Courts) Ordinance 1984 
1509 The courts have been established under Criminal Law Amendment Act 1958  
1510 The Courts established under section 13 of Anti Terrorism Act 1997 
1511 Punjab Destitute and Neglected Children Act 2004, s 22 
1512 Special Courts (PPA) were established under Section 8 (i) of  Protection of Pakistan Act 2014 to 

provide protection against waging of war or insurrection against Pakistan, prevention of-acts threatening 
the security of Pakistan, speedy trial of offences falling in the Schedule and for matters connected therewith 

or incidental thereto. 
1513 Sindh Public Property (Removal of Encroachment) Act 2011, Ss 25 and 26 
1514 The Appellate Tribunal has been established under the Income Tax Ordinance 2001 
1515 Customs, Excise & Sales Tax Appellate Tribunal has been established under section 194 of the 

Customs Act 1969 
1516 Punjab Rented Premises Act 2009, s 16 
1517 Vide notification no. SECP/ID/04/06 dated October 30, 2006, District and Session Judges of provincial 

capitals has been delegated powers of Insurance Appellate Tribunal under Insurance Ordinace 2000  
1518 Federal Service Tribunal has been established under Article 212 of the Constitution of Islamic Republic 

of Pakistan 1973 read with the Service Tribunal Act 1973 for exercising exclusive jurisdiction in the matter 

relating to the terms and conditions of service of the Civil Servants who are or have been in the ‘Service of 

Pakistan’ 
1519 The Competition Appellate Tribunal has been established under the Section 43 of Competition Act 

2010. At present one Competition Appellate Tribunal is working at Islamabad. 
1520 Punjab Service Tribunals Act 1974, s 3 
1521 Intellectual Property Tribunal has been established under the Intellectual Property Organization of 

Pakistan Act 2012 
1522 Lahore Development Authority Act 1975, s 25-C 
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Tribunal’1523 ‘Modaraba Companies Tribunal’1524 and ‘Environmental Protection 

Tribunals.’1525In addition to Courts, there are offices of ‘Ombudsman’1526 to redress the 

grievance of the aggrieved persons against maladministration of executives. The offices 

of Ombudsman comprise ‘Wafaqi Mohtasib’1527, ‘Banking Mohtasib’1528, ‘Federal Tax 

Ombudsman’1529, ‘Federal Insurance Ombudsman’1530 and ‘Federal Ombudsman for 

Protection against Harassment of Women at Workplace.’1531 The judiciary of Pakistan 

includes Supreme Court at the top and civil judge-cum-judicial magistrate at the bottom. 

The Supreme Court is the final authority in the interpretation of constitution and law and 

deciding all issues of civil and criminal nature. The decisions of the Supreme Court are 

binding on all other courts of the country.1532 .The principles of law are binding but not 

the factual determination of facts.’1533  Principal court in the province is High Court 

which also supervises lower courts’.1534 All the courts are independent on the judicial 

side. No court can direct to decide some issue in a directed manner. However, the 

‘National Judicial Policy Making Committee (NJPMC)’1535 may generally and Supreme 

Court or High Court specifically direct for prompt and expeditious disposal of matters of 

                                                             
1523 The Appellate Tribunal has been established under Anti Dumping Ordinance 2000 
1524 Modaraba Companies and Modaraba (Floatation and Control) Ordinance 1980, s 24 
1525 The Environmental Protection Tribunals were constituted under Environmental Protection Act 1997 
1526 <http://thelawdictionary.org/ombudsman/> accessed 19 July 2016. A person appointed by governments 

to investigate complaints from citizens against large organizations  
1527 Office of Wafaqi Mohtasib (Ombudsman) Order 1983, s 3  
1528 Banking Companies Ordinance 1962, s 82-A 
1529 Federal Tax Ombudsman Ordinance  2000, s 3 
1530 Insurance Ordinace 2000, s 125 
1531 Protection against Harassment of Women at the Workplace Act 2010, s 7 
1532 Constitution of Pakistan 1973, Article 189 
1533 Muhammad Munir, Precedents in Pakistan (Karachi: Ameena Saiyed; Oxford University Press 2014) 

10 
1534 The Constitution of Pakistan 1973, Article 203 
1535 National Judicial Policy Making Committee is statutory body and apex judicial forum in Pakistan 

headed by Chief Justice of Pakistan and comprising Chief Justice of Federal Shariat Court and all the High 

Courts. The Secretary Law and Justice Commission of Pakistan is secretary of this committee.  
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emergent nature. The hierarchy of Courts working in Pakistan has been depicted in 

Appendices I’ 1536 

Judicial Hierarchy in Pakistan 

 

 

                                                                                           Sources: Author’s Own 

7.2.1 The Role of the Court in Pakistan 

The term ‘judiciary’ is broadly used to refer to the Courts, the judges, 

magistrates, adjudicators and other support personnel who run the judicial system. The 

terms ‘judiciary’ and ‘Court’ are used interchangeably. The Constitution of Pakistan 

1973 recognizes the principle of trichotomy of powers wherein the power of the state is 

distributed among legislature, executive and judiciary.1537 The judiciary is the final 

                                                             
1536 Dr Faqir Hussain- Registrar Supreme Court of Pakistan, The Judicial System in Pakistan (Islamabad:  

4th edn, Federal Judicial Academy 2015) 47 
1537 The Constitution of Pakistan 1973 endorses the principle of separation of power that the power has 

been distributed among three main organ of State e.g. Legislature for legislation, Executive for execution 

and Judiciary for interpretation of laws.  
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authority of the constitution, protector of civil liberties and fundamental rights of the 

citizens. Its role is vital for a healthy nation and a democratic society.1538 The Courts 

apply the law, resolve disputes and penalize law-breakers as per law. The masses knock 

doors of the Courts to get redressed their wrongs and the government generally 

approaches the Court for interpretation of laws. The judiciary is bound to perform its 

role without any fear, favoritism, bias and partiality.1539 The founder of Pakistan Quid-e-

Azam Muhammad Ali Jinnah uttered that- 

‘I shall always be guided by the principles of justice and fair play without any, as 
is put in the political language, prejudice or ill-will; in other words, partiality or 

favoritism. My guiding principle will be justice and complete impartiality, and I 

am sure that with your support and co-operation, I can look forward to Pakistan 
becoming one of the greatest Nations of the world.’1540 

 

The larger public interest has always been prime consideration before the Courts while 

examining a particular piece of legislation at the touchstone of fundamental rights 

guaranteed under the Constitution.1541 In words of renowned constitutional scholar 

namely Brian Tamanaha, ‘judiciary is the point of the most direct confrontation between 

the government, law and individual. Therefore, it can serve as the best barrier against 

lawless actions by governmental’. The Chief Justice of Pakistan, Mr Tassaduq Hussain 

Gillani expressed that- 

“The role of the judiciary is assuming greater importance day by day as citizens 
are reposing greater confidence in this institution to have redressed their 

grievances. This is exacerbated by a lack of governance on the part of the 

executive. In turn, the burden of such deficiencies is shifted towards the 

judiciary. Socio-political and economic dynamics have confronted the courts 
with new challenges and issues.” 1542  

                                                             
1538 Hamid Khan, Constitutional and Political History of Pakistan  (Oxford: 2nd edn, Oxford University 

Press 2009) 562 
1539 National Judicial Policy 2009 , Foreword by Chief Justice of Pakistan 
1540 G Allana, Pakistan Movement Historical Documents (Karachi: Department of International Relations, 

University of Karachi 1969) 407-411 
1541 A.F Ferguson  & Co Chartered Accountants v SECP etc, 2004 CLD 1433 (Kar) 
1542Address by Tassaduq Hussain Gillani (Chief Justice of Pakistan), Inaugural Session International 

Judicial Conference Islamabad,  18th April 2014 
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The judiciary plays an effective role in the enforcement of the law which liberates an 

individual, a society or a nation.1543 The judiciary in Pakistan is committed to 

acknowledging judicial values e.g. judicial independence, rule of law, fair trial, 

impartiality, integrity, propriety, equality, competence and diligence. ‘The judiciary 

promotes values of tolerance, trust, protecting minorities and weaker sections of the 

society’1544 and affects behavior patterns as Martin Luther King-I opined that- ‘Morality 

cannot be legislated but behavior can be regulated. Judicial decrees may not change the heart but 

they can restrain the heartless.’ Summarily, the importance of the Court in the 

administration of justice is of pivotal character. In the context of winding up of 

companies, the Court steps forwards to safeguard interests of the state, creditors, 

contributories and the public at large. Even, the discretion is exercised by the Court to 

advance ends of justice.1545 From entertaining winding up petition to the conclusion of 

winding up proceedings, the Court aids the aggrieved person and redresses the wrong. 

7.2.2 The Competent Courts for Winding Up  

As detailed in preceding lines, there are numerous Courts in Pakistan.1546 In existence of 

countable Courts in Pakistan, the question is- which Court has jurisdiction to deal with 

winding up of companies? The ‘Court’ has been defined in the Ordinance 1984 and the 

Companies (Court) Rules 1997. Section 2(11) of the Ordinance 1984 and Rule 2 (d) of 

the Company (Court) Rules 1997 define that a court connotes “the court having 

                                                             
1543 Address by Tassaduq Hussain Gillani (Chief Justice of Pakistan), Inaugural Session International 
Judicial Conference Islamabad,  18th April 2014 
1544 Irum Khalid, ‘Role of Judiciary in Evolvement of Democracy in Pakistan’ 2012 Vol. 19 Issue- 2 

Journal of Political Studies, 125:142 
1545 Code of Civil Procedure 1908, s 151. See: Companies (Court) Rules 1997, Rule 3. See also: Hashmi 

Can Company Ltd v K K & Co Pvt Ltd, 1992 SCMR 1006 
1546 See: Appendices II  
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jurisdiction under the Ordinance 1984”. Moreover, the word ‘judge’ has also been 

defined in the Rules 1997 which says that- 

“judge means in High Court the judge for the time being exercising 

jurisdiction of the High Court under the Ordinance and in the district 

court, the judge of the court exercising jurisdiction under the Ordinance 

1984.”1547 

 

 ‘The Federal Government has the discretion to empower a civil court to exercise any or 

all jurisdictions by the Ordinance  1984 conferred upon the court by notification in 

official gazette but subject to proper conditions and restrictions’.1548 Thus, the question 

arises whether the High Court, District Court or Civil Court is the Court of competent 

jurisdiction. Juxtaposition perusal of relevant provisions reveals that the petition for 

winding up of a company is within the exclusive jurisdiction of High Court in whose 

territorial jurisdiction registered office of the company is located.1549 The expression 

‘registered office’ means the place which has longest been the registered office of the 

company during six months immediately preceding presentation of the petition for 

winding up for only purposes of jurisdiction to wind up companies.1550 The Court 

dealing with winding up petition is called as ‘company bench of High Court’ is 

formulated through the order of chief justice of concerned High Court to utilize 

jurisdiction vested under the Ordinance 1984 qua matters including winding up of a 

company by the Court.1551  

                                                             
1547 Companies (Court) Rules 1997, Rule 2(e) 
1548 Companies Ordinance, 1984, s 7(1) proviso. See also: Jawwad S Khawaja (Judge Lahore High Court 
Lahore), ‘Commercial Enforcement and Insolvency Systems’, Pepperdine University School of Law 

Malibu California, May 2003, 19-23  
1549 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 7(1); Contra: the State v Director General FIA,  PLD 2010 Lah 23  
1550 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 7(2). See: UK, Insolvency Act 1986, s 117 whereby High Court and 

County Courts have concurrent jurisdiction to wind up companies.  
1551 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 8 
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The High Court has, in matters of winding up of companies by the Court, ‘original civil 

jurisdiction’1552 which means the power of the Court to hear a civil case for the first time 

and is conferred by or under any statutory law.’ 1553 ‘The constitutional jurisdiction is 

exercised under the Constitution of Pakistan 1973’.1554 ‘The civil jurisdiction is in 

contradistinction to criminal jurisdiction. The Court dealing with the process of winding 

up of a company has jurisdiction to entertain or dispose of any suit or proceeding by or 

against the company despite any other contrary law.’1555 Section 9 of Code of Civil 

Procedure 1908 empowers Civil Court to adjudicate upon all matters of civil nature 

unless expressly or impliedly barred. Generally, suits and proceedings by or against 

company come within the jurisdiction of Civil Courts.1556 However, ‘section 316 of the 

Ordinance 1984 being special law has an overriding effect upon general law and bars the 

jurisdiction of Civil Court’.1557 Thus, there is no contrast and contradiction of 

jurisdiction between the High Court and Civil Court. The jurisdiction of Court of Small 

Causes has also been specifically barred to adjudicate upon a claim founded upon the 

liability of contributory in the words that- ‘a claim founded on the liability of a 

contributory is not cognizable by a court of small causes’.1558 The liquidation 

proceedings taken in incompetent Court are not invalidated as section 7(3) of the 

Ordinance 1984 says that- “nothing shall invalidate a proceeding because of its being taken in 

a court other than the High Court or a court authorized by the federal government.” 1559 Thus, 

                                                             
1552 Companies Ordinace 1984, s 7. See: Mehr textile Mills Ltd v Investment Corporation of Pakistan, 2005 

SCMR 1328 
1553 Muzamil Sultan v FOP,  PLD 2013 Lah 353; Sunrise Textile v Mashreq Bank, PLD 1996 Lah 1  
1554 Constitution of Pakistan 1973, Article 199 
1555 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 316(2) 
1556 Code Civil Procedure Code 1908, s 9 
1557 Under the principles of interpretation of statutes, special laws prevail over general law. 
1558 Companies Ordinance 1984 , s 301(2) 
1559 ibid, s 7(3) 
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this validity of proceedings before an incompetent forum is an exception of the principle 

‘Coram-non-judice’.1560 Moreover, the proceedings or suit against or by a company 

being wound up pending in the court not dealing with winding up proceedings of the 

company may be transferred to and disposed of by the court dealing with winding up in 

spite of anything contrary contained in any other law for the time being in force.1561 

‘The transfer of suits or proceedings is in the discretion of the Court and exercised for 

the administration of justice, the convenience of parties and to avoid contradictory 

findings. The High Court has the option either to direct that subsequent all proceedings 

be progressed in an empowered civil court or transfer subsequent proceedings, with the 

assent of other High Court or its subordinate court.’1562 Furthermore, during pendency 

of winding up proceedings in a Civil Court, if it is made appear to High Court that 

winding up proceedings could be more conveniently proceeded with in High Court or in 

any other empowered Civil Court, High Court may withdraw the case and proceed with 

winding up itself or transfer the case to such Civil Court.1563 

The Ordinance 1984 recognizes the right of ‘appeal’1564 in a matter of 

compulsory winding up of the companies and introduces Supreme Court and Division 

Bench of High Court as courts of appeal. There is controversy in Pakistan about 

appellate Court as regards winding up of companies by the Court. Section 10 of the 

Ordinance 1984 reads that- 

                                                             
1560 A Latin Maxim which means- an act without authority. See: UK, Insolvency Act 1986, s 118 whereby 

proceedings before wrong court are valid 
1561 Companies Ordinance 1984, 316(3). See: Premier Insurance Company Ltd v Messrs Mackinnon 

Machenzie & Company, 2002 CLD 1673 
1562 IDBP v Messrs ValiBhai Kamarudin Ltd, 2002 SCMR 415 
1563 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 308 
1564 Sikandar Jahan v Ghulam Zainab, 2013 CLC 228. An appeal is the continuation of original proceedings 

and appellate court is vested with power to rehear and decide the entire dispute between the parties.  
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“an appeal against any decision, judgment or order of the court under this 

Ordinance 1984 lies to Supreme Court in case the company ordered to be wound 

up has a paid-up share capital, not below one million rupees. In case of less than 

one million rupees or no share capital, an appeal lies if leave to appeal is granted 

by Supreme Court.” 1565 

 In both situations, an appeal lies to the Supreme Court when an order for winding up of 

the company has been passed. The question of appellate forum arises in case winding up 

petition is not accepted by the Company Court.1566 Thus, ‘Intra Court Appeal (ICA)’1567 

lies before Division Bench of High Court against order of Single Bench in light of 

section 3 of Law Reforms Ordinance 1972 which reads that ‘an appeal shall lie to a bench 

of two or more Judges of a High Court from a decree passed or final order made by a single 

judge of that Court in the exercise of its original civil jurisdiction’. However, there is an 

important question of appellate court when winding up proceedings are being conducted 

in a civil court empowered under section 7(1) of the Ordinance 1984 as section 10 which 

postulates that ‘an appeal from an order by company bench shall lie in the same manner 

and subject to same conditions whereby an appeal lies from any order or decision of the 

court.’ Under the law, an appeal against the order of Civil Court lies to District Court 

and to High Court against the decision of District Court.1568 This question is unanswered 

as no Civil Court has yet been empowered by the Federal Government.  

 

 

                                                             
1565 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 10. See: Sohail Najeeb v Ministry of Finance Pakistan, 2014 PLC (CS) 

750 (Isd); 2014 CLD 848 (Isd); Zakaudin v Dastgir Investment and Management Ltd,  2005 SCMR 971 
1566 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 10(2) See: IDBP v Messrs ValiBhai Kamarudin etc, 2002 CLD 1485 
(SC); Diamond Industries Ltd v M Zafar-ul-Haq Hijjazi, 2003 CLD 621; Ibrahim Shamsi v Bashir Ahmed 

Memon, 2005 SCMR 1450 
1567 Intra Court appeal means an appeal before bench of two or more judges of High Court against order of 

Single Judge of High Court. The purpose of this appeal is to decrease work burden of Supreme Court. See: 

Zakaudin v Dastgir Investment and Management Ltd, 2005 CLD 976 
1568 Code of Civil Procedure 1908, s 100 
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7.3 Powers of the Court 

Uneasy lays the head that wears a crown.1569 As regards winding up of companies 

by the court, the High Court is the center of powers. From entertainment of winding up 

petition till the conclusion of winding up proceedings and dissolution of the company, all 

the powers vest in the Court.1570 The other offices e.g. SECP, official liquidator, a 

committee of inspection and auditor are a facilitator of the Court. The ordinance 1984, 

the Rules 1997 and the ‘principles of natural justice’1571 are the main streams of the 

powers of the Court. The Court enjoys inherent powers to meet ends of justice and 

prevent abuse of the process of the Court.1572 However, the discretionary power is 

exercised in a judicious, transparent, impartial and non-discriminatory manner.1573  

7.3.1 Powers before Decision of Petition 

The powers of the Court prior to adjudication of winding up petition are 

substantial in nature and very important in the process of winding up of companies by the 

Court. The salient powers of the Court linked with this category are (i) discretion to 

dismiss winding up petition with or without costs.1574 The discretion is not unbridled but 

regulated by law. When the petition is filed with mala fide and without reasonable and 

probable cause, the costs are imposed upon the petitioner. The costs include a fee of 

advocate, Court fee and other expenses incurred on litigation etc. In certain 

                                                             
1569 The phrase has been derived from Shakespeare's Henry IV Part II 1597 
1570 Companies Ordinace 1984 bestows all the powers of winding up of companies upon the Court who 

exercises these powers either itself or through agents whose actions are supervised by the Court. 
1571 ‘No one should be condemned unheard’ or ‘No one can be judge of his own cause’ are the principles of 

natural justice having force of law. 
1572 Companies (Court) Rules 1997, Rule 3; Code of Civil Procedure Code 1908, s 151.  Muslim 

Commercial Bank Ltd v Dewan Salman Fibre Ltd, 2009 CLD 1492; Light Metal and Rubber Industries Ltd 

v Sarfraz Quadri, 2011 CLD 1485 
1573 Muhammad Bashir Jahangiri, ‘Judicial Review of Administrative Actions’ an article available at 

<http://supremecourt.gov.pk/ijc/articles/16/1.pdf> accessed 17 July 2016 
1574 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 314(1) 
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circumstances, costs are not awarded e.g. where there is the genuine and bona fide point 

of controversy, adjudication on technical grounds etc., (ii) adjourn the hearing of winding 

up petition conditionally or unconditionally subject to a period of 90 days’.1575 Generally, 

adjournment is discouraged and expeditious disposal is preferred. The hearing of winding 

petition cannot be adjourned, except for sufficient cause, for more than fourteen days at 

any one time or for more than thirty days in all’.1576 

‘In compelling circumstances e.g. death of counsel, party or extraordinary 

circumstances, floods, bomb blast, heavy rain and thunder etc, adjournment is granted 

unconditionally.’1577 Where, sufficient cause for adjournment lacks the Court grants 

conditional adjournment e.g. subject to costs, before passing harsh orders.1578 After the 

presentation of winding up petition, ‘the Court can pass any interim order’1579 which 

means an order which does not finally adjudicate upon the pending lis.1580 The use of the 

word ‘any’ makes the intention of legislature clear and leads toward inherent powers of 

the Court’.1581 The administration and dispensation of justice is ‘the prime object of the 

Courts who are equipped to pass appropriate orders in particular situations’.1582 However, 

discretion is exercised to meet ends of justice and prevent abuse of process of law.1583 

‘The most important power of the court is to pass an order for winding up of a 

                                                             
1575 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 314(1).  See: Aurangzeb Shafi Burki v Farooq Ahmed, 1998 SCMR 243  
1576 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 9(2) 
1577 Mubashir Khan v Javaid Kamran, PLJ 2007 Lah 1006. See: Yasir Lateef Hamdani, ‘The Crises of 

Legal Aid in Pakistan’ Insaaf Network Pakistan. The article available at: 

<www.inp.org.pk/sites/default/files/The%20Crisis%20of%20Legal%20Aid%20in%20Pakistan.pdf> 

accessed 27 July 2016 
1578 Syed Tasleem Ahmad Shah v Sajawal Khan etc., 1985 SCMR 585 
1579 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 314(1) 
1580 <http://legal-dictionary.thefreedictionary.com/interim+order> accessed 27 July 2016 
1581 Code of Civil Procedure 1908, s 151.  Companies Court Rules 1997, Rule 3 
1582 Ch. Muhammad Hussain v Khiali Paper and Board Mills Pvt Ltd, 2005 CLD 636 Lah. The Court 

refused winding up and appointed Ombudsman to remove mal-administration. 
1583 Code of Civil Procedure 1908, s 151; Companies Court Rules 1997, Rule 3 
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company’.1584 When grounds detailed in section 305 of the Ordinance 1984 are proved by 

the petitioner, the court normally passes an order to wind up of the company.’1585 The 

court evaluates the matter as a whole and makes an order to wind-up a company.1586 

‘There are numerous instances where the Court refused to pass an order to wind up a 

company’.1587 ‘This is not mandatory for the Court to pass an order for winding up of 

company in each case. In case of failure to prove grounds enshrined in section 305, there 

is no choice for the Court except to refuse passing winding up order’.1588 Furthermore, if 

winding up petition is presented on the ground that it is just and equitable, the court has 

the discretion to say no to making an order of  winding up when some other remedy is 

available to the petitioner who is acting unreasonably in seeking to have the company 

wound up instead of pursuing that other remedy.1589 

One of the grounds for winding up of a company is- default in holding two 

consecutive annual general meetings, statutory meeting or delivering the statutory 

report.1590 ‘If winding up petition is presented on any of the grounds, the Court has 

discretionary power to direct that required meeting be held or deliver a statutory report 

and also fix and impose costs upon persons who are responsible for default in the opinion 

of the Court instead of making a winding-up order’.1591 ‘There may be a situation when 

the Court is of opinion that facts advanced in petition justify making of a winding-up 

order. However, passing such an order would unfairly prejudice members or 

                                                             
1584 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 314(2) 
1585 For detailed discussion, read Chapter 4 of this thesis 
1586 Messrs Central Cotton Mills Ltd v Habib Bank Ltd, 2004 CLD 1272 (SC) 
1587 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 314(2) 
1588 Pakistan Industrial Credit and Investment Corporation Ltd v Electric Lamp Manufacturers of Pakistan 

Ltd, 2001 MLD 1885 (Kar) 
1589 Rizvi and Rizvi Advocates v Wak Orient Power and Light Ltd, 2002 CLD 614 (Lah) 
1590 Companies Ordinance 1984, 314(3)  
1591 Asmatullah v Court of Summary Trial, 1997 MLD 1966 (Kar) 
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creditors’.1592 In this context, ‘the Court has the power to pass an appropriate order to 

regulate the manner of company dealings and finish complained issues including 

management change in place of passing an order to wind up a company’.1593 The court 

has the discretion to ‘restrain further proceedings in a proceeding or suit against company 

imposing apt terms at any time after presentation of winding up petition and before 

passing an order for winding up. The creditor or contributories or company can file any 

such application’.1594 Summarily, the powers of the Court prior to adjudication of 

winding up petition are depicted in Table 7.1 

Table 7.1 Powers of Court before Decision of Petition 

S# Powers Section 
1 Dismiss winding up petition 314(1) 

2 Adjourn hearing of the petition 314(1) 

3 Pass any interim order 314(1) 

4 Order winding up of the company 314(2) 

5 Refuse winding up the order when another remedy available 314(2) 

6 Refuse winding up order and direct to hold meetings or deliver a 

report 

314(3) 

7 Refuse winding up order and pass fit order 314(4) 

8 Restrain further proceedings 313 

                                                                                                     Sources: Author’s Own 

7.3.2 Powers after Winding up Order 

The powers of the Court after adjudication of winding up petition and passing 

order of winding up of company are procedural in nature but equally important in the 

process of winding up of companies by the Court. ‘The passing of a winding up order 

affects pending suits and proceedings and to be commenced ones against the company. 

The pending proceedings freeze and fresh one cannot be commenced. However, the 

‘Court is empowered to ‘grant leave that such other legal proceeding or suit be 

                                                             
1592 Alamgir Elahi v Messrs Elahi Enterprise Pvt Ltd, 2005 CLD 558 (Lah) 
1593Companies Ordinance 1984, s 314(4) 
1594 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 313. See: Premier Insurance Company v Messrs Mackinnon Machenzie, 

2002 CLD 1673  
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commenced or proceeded with against company subject to imposed terms’ e.g. ‘no 

announcement of final decision’ or only recording of evidence or any other fit condition.’  

1595 The Court which passed winding up order has power to issue directions to 

subordinate Court adjudicating upon any ‘suit’1596 or ‘proceedings’1597 including an 

‘appeal’1598 allowed to be continued in such other court by or against the company being 

wound up for speedy disposal of sub-judice proceedings or suit etc against or by a 

company and request the Court which is not its subordinate to expeditiously adjudicate 

upon any suit or proceedings including an appeal.1599 

The creditor, contributory, Registrar, SECP or a person authorized by SECP has 

the discretion to file an application with a prayer to stay or cancel or withdraw or revoke 

winding up proceedings within three years of passing winding up order. If the petitioner 

satisfies the Court qua stay or cancellation or withdrawal or revocation of winding up 

proceedings, the Court has discretionary power to make an order accordingly subject to 

fit terms and conditions.1600 When an application by persons named supra is filed for stay, 

cancellation, withdrawal or revocation of winding up order, the Court has the discretion 

to demand from official liquidator a report with reference to any factor relevant to 

application before making an order as prayed in the petition.1601 ‘In case of failure to 

furnish required security within a specified time by the official liquidator, the Court has 

                                                             
1595 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 316(1). See: BCCI v Hamaliya Textile Mills Ltd., 1999 MLD 3195 
1596 <http://legal-dictionary.thefreedictionary.com/suit> accessed 27 July 2016. A generic term of 

comprehensive signification referring to any proceeding by one person or persons against another or others 

in a court of law in which the plaintiff pursues the remedy that the law affords for the redress of an injury 

or the enforcement of a right, whether at law or in Equity.  
1597 Any legal step or action taken at the direction of or by the authority of a court or agency 
1598 Sikandar Jahan v Ghulam Zainab, 2013 CLC 228. An appeal is the continuation of original proceedings 

and the appellate court is vested with the power to re-hear and decide the entire dispute between the parties. 
1599 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 317 
1600 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 319. See: Zulfiqar Hussain v. Bambino Pvt Ltd., 2013 CLD 34 
1601 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 319(2) 
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discretionary power to reconsider his appointment order, make other appointment or 

impose costs upon him’.1602 ‘If the official liquidator fails to maintain furnished security, 

the judge has the power to remove him, make other appointment or impose costs’.1603 ‘In 

case furnished security is inadequate or excessive, the judge has discretionary power to 

order increase or reduction in security on request of the registrar, official liquidator, 

contributory and creditor.1604 This is the duty of the Court to ensure settlement of the list 

of contributories. If, the court considers that it unnecessary to make calls on or adjust 

rights of contributories, it has the discretion to dispense with settlement of list of 

contributories’.1605  

The court is empowered to require any receiver, banker, agent, officer or 

employee, contributory, trustee, or past officer or employee or auditor of company to pay, 

convey, surrender, deliver, or transfer forthwith or within fixed time to official liquidator 

any property, money or books and papers including documents to which the company is, 

prima facie, entitled. This power of the court is additional in nature and does not 

prejudice obligations imposed under the Ordinance 1984.1606 Any contributory settled on 

a list of contributories can be ordered by the court to pay to the company any money 

payable by him or from the estate of a person whom he represents. This payment is in 

addition to his payable debt or from his estate due to a call. Such an order can be passed 

after making an order of winding up. The court also determines the manner of payment in 

this order.1607 ‘The Court has the discretion to allow contributory by way of set-off any 

money due to him or to the estate which he represents from a company on any 
                                                             
1602 Companies (Court) Rules 1997, Rule 99. 
1603 ibid, Rule 100. 
1604 Companies (Courts) Rules 1997, Rule 101. 
1605 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 339. 
1606 ibid, s 340. 
1607 ibid, s 341. 
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independent dealing or contract with the unlimited company but not the money due to 

him as a member of the company in respect of any dividend or profit. When all creditors 

are paid in full, any money due to a contributory from the company can be allowed to 

him by way of set-off against any subsequent call in case of company whether limited or 

unlimited’.1608After passing winding up order, either before or after knowing sufficiency 

of assets of company, the Court has discretionary power to make calls on and order its 

payment by any or all contributories settled on list to the extent of liability to pay the 

money considered by the court indispensable to satisfy the liabilities and debts of 

company and charges, costs and expenses of winding up and for adjustment of rights of 

the contributories among themselves. In passing order of call, the court may consider the 

probability of failure of some contributories to pay call partly or wholly’.1609  

Any purchaser, contributory, or another person, who is liable to pay money to the 

company, can be directed to pay the amount in the scheduled bank account of official 

liquidator rather than to official liquidator. This order is enforced in the manner as if the 

direction of payment to official liquidator. However, information concerning the 

deposited amount is sent by the depositor to official liquidator within three days of 

payment.1610 Furthermore, ‘the Court has the power to determine the span of time for 

proving or exclusion of claims and debts by creditors.’1611 Similarly, when assets of the 

company are insufficient to satisfy liabilities, the court has discretionary power to pass an 

order with respect to payment of costs, charges and expenses incurred in process of 

                                                             
1608 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 342. 
1609 ibid, s 342. 
1610 ibid, s 343. 
1611 ibid, s 346. 
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winding up in just order of priority’.1612 The Court has optional power to summon before 

it any officer of company or person known or suspected to have in his possession any 

property of the company, any person known or suspected to be indebted to the company 

and any person whom the Court deems capable of giving information concerning 

promotion, formation, trade, dealings, books or papers, affairs or property of company 

after making winding up order or appointment of provisional manager.’ 1613 ‘The court is 

empowered to examine a person having facts qua trade, formation and promotion of the 

company, on oath either orally or on written interrogatories and reduce his answers to 

writing and require him to sign it’.1614 

‘The Court may require a summoned person to produce any books and papers in 

his custody or power relating to the company. However, if this person claims any lien on 

books or papers produced by him, the production is without prejudice to that lien and the 

court has jurisdiction to resolve all questions with regard to that lien in winding up 

proceedings.’1615 ‘If the summoned person fails to come before the court at appointed 

time without lawful impediment presented before the Court and allowed by it despite 

payment or tender of logical everyday expenditure, the Court has discretionary power to 

cause his arrest and produced before the court for examination.1616 During the 

examination, if any summoned person or officer admits his liability of indebtedness, a 

court has discretionary power to order him to pay the indebted amount or any part thereof 

either in full discharge of the whole amount or in part to a provisional manager or official 

                                                             
1612Companies Ordinance 1984, s 348. 
1613 ibid, s 351(1). 
1614 ibid, s 351(2). 
1615 ibid, s 351(3). 
1616 ibid, s 351(4). 
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liquidator at a specified time and manner with or without costs of the examination.1617 

When the official liquidator reported to the Court that a person has committed gross 

irregularity or fraud qua forming or promoting the company, the court has the power to 

direct the accused person ‘to attend before the court on fixed day for that purpose and be 

publicly examined on oath qua formation, promotion or business conduct of corporation 

or his behavior and transactions as an officer and put him questions. This person is bound 

to answer all questions put or allowed by Court.’1618 The Court has optional power to 

‘adjourn examination from time to time.’1619 Furthermore, the Court may allow fit costs if 

the person examined is exculpated from charges made or suggested against him. If this 

person applies to the Court for exculpation from charges made or suggested against him, 

it is the duty of official liquidator to appear on the hearing of the application and call the 

attention of Court to matters which appear to him relevant. If the Court grants this 

application, the Court has discretionary power to allow applicant fit costs after hearing 

any evidence given or witnesses called by official liquidator.1620  

‘The Court may cause arrest of a contributory on availability of proof of probable 

cause to believe that he is about to quit Pakistan, to abscond, to conceal or remove his 

property for dodging reimbursement of calls or keeping away from examination qua 

company affairs either before or after passing winding up order and to seize his books 

and papers and movable property for safe custody’.1621 When a company has been 

dissolved, the Court has discretionary power to make an order declaring dissolution as 

                                                             
1617 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 351(5). 
1618 ibid. 
1619 ibid, s 351 
1620 ibid. 
1621 ibid, s 353 
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void upon apt terms within two years of the date of dissolution on an application filed by 

an interested person or official liquidator of the company. The proceedings are initiated 

as if the company had not been dissolved.1622 The court has discretionary power to 

abridge or extend the time fixed by Rules. This abridgement or extension may be granted 

ordered even though the application for this purpose is not filed. 1623 

Table 7.2 Powers of Court after Winding up Order 

 

S# Powers Section Rule 

1 Permit continuation or commencement of proceedings  316(1)  

2 Direct subordinate Court for expeditious disposal of suits etc  317  

3 Request the Court for expeditious disposal of suits etc 317  

4 Stay, cancel, withdraw or revoke winding-up proceedings 319(1)  

5 Appoint official liquidator 321  

6 Remove official liquidator 322  

7 Appoint provisional manager 325  

8 Require report from official liquidator 319(2)  

9 Dispense with a list of contributories 339  

10 Direct delivery of property to the official liquidator 340  

11 Order contributory to pay money 341  

12 Allow contributory money by way of set off 342  

13 Make calls and order payment thereof 342  

14 Order contributory to pay in the account of the official 
liquidator 

343  

15 Fix a time to prove debts by creditors 346  

16 Order payment of costs out of assets 349  

17 Summon person having the property of the company 351(1)  

18 Summon person indebted to the company 351(1)  

19 Summon person having information about the company 351(1)  

20 Examine summoned person  351(2)  

21 Direct summoned person to produce books etc 351(3)  

22 Direct apprehension of negligent summoned person 351(4)  

23 Direct payment of the admitted debt by indebted person 351(5)  

24 Direct public examination of a person 352(5)  

25 Allow costs to person exculpated 351  

26 Cause arrest of absconding contributory 353  

27 Dissolve the company 350  

28 Declare dissolution void 429  

29 Extend or abridge the time  8 

                                                                                                        Sources: Author’s Own 

                                                             
1622 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 429. 
1623 Company (Court) Rules 1997, Rule 8. 
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7.4 Duties of the Court 

The remedy of winding up of companies by the court is the last resort for a sick 

company which is not worth rehabilitation.1624 Hence, important duties have been 

imposed upon the Court by the Company law in Pakistan. The duties of substantial nature 

are performed by the Court itself and ancillary and procedural duties are performed by 

the facilitating offices e.g. official liquidator, SECP and Registrar of the Court.1625 The 

repeated exercise of duties and powers by the High Court and Supreme Court has given 

birth to certain principles which are followed in letter and spirit while adjudication of 

winding up petitions and issues of winding up procedure’.1626 The important duties and 

principles concerning winding up of companies are detailed hereinafter. The court must 

consider that a company may be rich but commercially not solvent. The criterion is- 

whether the company can meet its liabilities? ‘When a company is commercially 

insolvent and there is no reasonable chance of business at profit in the near future, then, it 

is just and equitable to order winding up of the company’.1627 Whenever the case of the 

running company for winding up is placed before the Company Judge or Appellate 

Court, they should examine the matter differently from a company which is not in 

running condition. The efforts should be made by judicial forums to adopt a device which 

may ensure the company to continue running commercially and its financial liabilities 

                                                             
1624 Messrs Central Cotton Mills Ltd v Habib Bank Ltd., 2004 SCMR 1443 
1625 Adjudication of winding up petition is domain of the court whereas realisation of assets and distribution 
of assets is the domain of the official liquidator and investigation of fraud is the domain of SECP.  
1626  The legal interpretation of Supreme Court is binding upon the High Court and subordinates Court 

under Article 189 of the Constitution of Pakistan 1973. 
1627 Ali Woolen Mills Ltd v IDBP, PLD 1990 SC 763; Punjab National Silk Mills Ltd v National Bank of 

Pakistan, 1986 SCMR 1126; Brush Rehman Ltd v Brush Electrical Engineering Ltd., 1986 SCMR 1612; 

Messrs Central Cotton Mills Ltd v Habib Bank Ltd, 2004 SCMR 1443 
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start reducing gradually’1628 The Court would lean in favour of a company to be a going 

concern. Winding up order would be justifiable only when there was no hope that the 

company would recommence its business.1629 The Court has a duty to forthwith intimate 

order for winding up of a company to the official liquidator and to Registrar of 

Companies. The Registrar office of the High Court normally is responsible for ensuring 

intimation of judicial orders.1630 When the Court is pleased to pass an order for stay, 

withdrawal, cancellation or revocation of winding up order, this is the duty of the Court 

to forthwith forward such order to the Registrar of companies who incorporate entries in 

his books relating to the company.1631 

The Registrar office of the High Court normally is responsible for ensuring 

intimation of judicial orders. It is prerogative of the court, when a case has been partly 

heard, to allow or not allow withdrawal of proceedings unilaterally at the instance of one 

of the parties. The withdrawal order can be withheld if the ends of justice so required’.1632 

‘The Court is bound to regard to wishes of creditors and contributories relating to all 

matters of winding up. The Court is the guardian of interest of creditors and 

contributories who are in the best position to suggest solutions and measures make the 

process of winding up more transparent, just and fair’. 1633 ‘When scheme of compromise 

arrives at contributories’ and creditor’s summit and the same is presented in the Court for 

sanction during pendency of winding up proceedings, the Court has the duty not sit 

                                                             
1628 Hala Spinning Mills Ltd v International Finance Corporation etc, 2002 SCMR 450; 2002 CLD 1487 

(SC)  
1629 Joint Registrar of Companies v Sh. Fazal Rehman & Sons Ltd, 2008 CLD 465 
1630 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 314(5) 
1631 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 319(3). See: Investment Corporation of Pakistan v Sunshine Jute Mills 

Ltd, 2005 CLD 713 
1632 Unichem Corporation Pvt Ltd v Mst. Khursheed Ismael etc, 2000 SCMR 456 
1633 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 320. See: Investment Corporation of Pakistan v Sunshine Jute Mills Ltd, 

2005 CLD 713; 2004 CLD 1064; 2002 CLD 1519 
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merely to register decision of meeting but examine and satisfy itself that the proposed 

scheme is fair and reasonable before sanctioning the same considering all the material 

facts, interest of all classes and bona fide of parties.’1634 ‘Sanctity to a judicial sale of the 

property is needed as much as possible if a sale is conducted in a fair, transparent and 

judicious manner.’1635 Non-interference with provisional orders passed by a court of 

competent jurisdiction is a rule and interference is an exception.1636 Where lower court 

had not exercised discretion to allow or disallow winding up of the company illegally or 

with material irregularity, Supreme Court declines interference.1637 Authority vested with 

quasi-judicial powers connected with adjudication or determination of entitlement of 

rights of citizens must be vigilant and conscious while exercising its powers’.1638 ‘The 

law is not static but is an ever-changing process. The task of judicial interpretation is not 

always to reiterate but also to create with rigorous discipline in harmony with statute law 

and its previous growth. The doctrine of piercing the veil of incorporation is the product 

of judicial interpretation by exigencies of modern commercial practices’.1639 ‘When law 

mandated to do a thing in a particular manner; then, it could be done in that manner only 

and another manner of doing such an act cannot be resorted to’.1640 An isolated order 

passed by a judge which is contrary to law will not normally support the inference that he 

                                                             
1634 Anjuman Bhahbood-e Mutasreen Taj Company Ltd v Registrar of Companies etc, 2005 CLD 1818; In 

Re: Lipton  Pakistan Ltd Case, 1989 CLC 818 
1635 Mohib Textiles Mills Ltd v National Bank of Pakistan, 2005 SCMR 1237; Messrs Ittehad Cargo 

services v Messors Syed Tasneem Hussain Naqvi, PLD 2001 SC 116; Hudabia Textile Mills Ltd v Allied 

Bank of Pakistan Ltd, PLD 1987 SC 512  
1636 Ramzan Sugar Mills Ltd v Mian Miraj-ud-Din, 1994 SCMR 2281 
1637 Hashmi Can Company Ltd v K K & CO Ltd, 1992 SCMR 1006  
1638 Obaidullah etc v Inspector general Frontier Corps Quetta, 1997 SCMR 1833; Additional Registrar of 
Companies v Messrs Norrie Textile Mills Ltd, 2004 CLD 1109 
1639 Shahamatullah Qureshi v Hi-Tech Construction Ltd, 2004 CLD 640; Messrs Sakhi Dattar Cotton 

Industries and Oil Mills v Mehmood Pvt Ltd, 2006 CLD 191; Salomon v Salomon & Co, 1897 AC 22   
1640 Messrs RAZO Ltd v Director Karachi City Region Employees Old Age Benefit, 2005 CLD 1208; 

Hakim Ali v Muhammad Saleem etc, 1992 SCMR 46; GAC Pakistan Pvt Ltd v EFU General Insurance 

Ltd, 2013 CLD 1568 (Kar) 
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is biased, but a series of wrong or illegal orders to the prejudice of the party are generally 

accepted as supporting the inference of a reasonable apprehension that the judge is biased 

and that the party complaining of the orders will not get justice at his hands.1641 If the 

language of the enactment is given effect without adding any words thereto or subtracting 

any words therefrom.1642 Mere technicalities, unless offering insurmountable hurdles, 

should not be allowed to defeat ends of justice.1643 ‘Law leans in favour of adjudication 

of merits. In winding up cases, the maximum endeavor should be made for the endurance 

of the corporate sector rather than to take apart the same.’1644 The procedure is meant 

only to regulate and foster the cause of justice and not to thwart the same.1645 No one 

should be condemned unheard.1646 The violation of principles of natural justice would be 

equated with a violation of law rendering impugned orders void ab initio.1647 The duties 

detailed in Table below are performed by the Court through Registrar of High Court. 

Table 7.3  Duties of Registrar of High Court 

 

S# Duties Section Rule 
1  Transmit transfer order of suits etc  307 +308 102(3) 

2 Fix a date for consideration of the further report 329 115(2) 

3 Notify filing list of creditors  147 

4 Maintain filed resolution of creditors meetings etc  174(2) 

5 Keep appearance book of proceedings before Court  196 

6 Send final accounts of official liquidator to the auditor 337(3) 262 

7 File audit certificate 337(3) 264 

8 Place account, audit report etc before Court for consideration  265 

                                                                                              Sources: Author’s Own 

 

                                                             
1641 Associated Biscuits International Ltd v English Biscuits Manufacturers Pvt Ltd, 2003 CLD 815 
1642 Ardheshir Cowasgi and others v K B C A and others, 2001 YLR 2403; International Multinational 

Leasing Company v Capital Assets Leasing Corporation Ltd., 2004 CLD 1  
1643 Imtiaz Ahmed v Ghulam Ali, PLD 1963 SC 382 
1644 Rauf B Kadri v State Bank of Pakistan, 2002 CLD 1794 
1645 Manager Jammu and Kashmir State Property v  Khuda Yar, PLD 1975 SC 678 Rauf B Kadri v State 

Bank of Pakistan, 2002 CLD 1794  
1646 Mehr Textile Mills Ltd v Investment Corporation of Pakistan, 2005 CLD 1026 
1647 Prudential Discount and Guarantee House Ltd  v Pakland Cement Ltd, 2005 CLD 1191 
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7.5 Need for Company Law Tribunal 

The adjudication of winding up petitions and accomplishment of winding up 

process is a complicated phenomenon. The modern societies keep their judicial system 

updated in accordance with modern trends and absorb good features of contemporary 

judicial systems. The trend of specialization is gaining in every walk of life in Pakistan 

and the world. The corporate realm and company law is not an exception to this 

tendency. The judicial system of Pakistan is substituting the Courts with Tribunal as is 

evident form Modaraba Companies Tribunal, Customs Appellate Tribunal, Competition 

Appellate Tribunal, Intellectual Property Tribunal and Insurance Tribunal etc. and the 

tribunals named in Appendices No. IV. Furthermore, India as also established National 

Company Law Tribunal and National Company Law Appellate Tribunal to regulate 

winding up of the companies. The ‘High-Level Committee’1648 on winding up of 

companies in India has formulated its recommendations in Paragraph 2.8 of Chapter 2 

and Chapter 5 that- 

‘The jurisdiction, power and authority relating to winding up of companies shall 

be vested in a National Tribunal instead of in the High Court as at present. The 
composition of the Tribunal and powers to be exercised by it are detailed in 

Chapter 5. In addition, proposed Tribunal shall also have the power to consider 

rehabilitation and revival of companies, a mandate presently entrusted to BIFR. 

Further; the jurisdiction and the powers presently exercised by Company Law 
Board under the Companies Act in 'future shall be exercised by the proposed 

Tribunal’.1649 

 

In light of recommendations of the Committee, National Company Law Tribunal and 

National Company Law Appellate Tribunal have been proposed in the Companies Act, 

                                                             
1648 Justice Javed Iqbal, ‘The Role of the Judiciary as a Catalyst of Change’ an article available at 

<http://www.supremecourt.gov.pk/ijc/Articles/9/1.pdf > accessed 26 July 2016 
1649 Indian Report by High Level Committee on Law Relating to Insolvency and Winding up of Companies, 

2000 chaired by Justice Shri V Balakrishna Eradi, P. 7, 33 
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2013 and established in India.1650 The Company Law Tribunal is inevitable as this is an 

unfortunate state of affairs that some judges of High Courts have not been appointed on 

merits rather on a political basis and personal liking and disliking.1651 The major reason 

for such appointments is absurd criteria of appointment of Judges in High Court in 

Pakistan.1652 Most of the appointed judges are either kith and kin of Judges of Superior 

Courts of Pakistan or leading office bearers or political sections.1653 These peculiar facts 

affect the competency of company benches and merit expeditious disposal of winding up 

petitions in light of modern corporate practices. 

The ‘Annual Reports of High Courts’ 1654 and ‘Supreme Court of Pakistan’1655 

speak for the pendency of thousands of cases and petitions including winding up 

petitions. The perusal of precedents of Company Courts also unveils a pathetic picture of 

prolonged and delayed disposal of winding up petitions. The ‘Table 5.1 and Table 

5.2’1656- are the tangible and un-rebuttable evidence of the bitter reality that years lapsed 

in the adjudication of winding up petitions and appeals which defeated mandate of 

section 9 of Ordinance, 1984 which requires adjudication of winding petitions by the 

                                                             
1650 Companies Act 2013, Ss 408, 410 
1651 Hamid Khan, Constitutional and Political History of Pakistan (Oxford: 2nd edn, Oxford University 

Press 2009) 563 
1652 After Constitutional 18th & 19th Amendments Acts 2011, the Parliament also prescribed a new forum 

and procedure for the appointment of Judges of Supreme Court, Federal Shariat Court, and High Courts 

through two forums i.e. Judicial Commission of Pakistan and Parliamentary Committee. The Judicial 

Commission is headed by the Chief Justice of Pakistan and comprises senior judges of Supreme Court, 

Chief Justice and senior puisne judges of High Court, Attorney General for Pakistan, Federal and 

Provincial Law Ministers, representatives of Federal and Provincial Bar Councils, etc. The Commission 

nominates names for each vacancy and forwards it to Parliamentary Committee for confirmation. The 

Parliamentary Committee comprises eight members: four from National Assembly and four from Senate. 

The Committee scrutinizes the nominations and names of confirmed ones are forwarded for appointment to 

the President. 
1653 Syed Sabeeh, ‘Petition seeks selection of judges through competitive exam’ the article in ‘The Daily 
Times’ dated 12 July 2016. See also: Hamid Khan, Constitutional and Political History of Pakistan 

(Oxford: 2nd edn, Oxford University Press 2009) 562 
1654 Annual report 2015 of Lahore High Court Lahore. Annual Report 2015 of High Court of Sindh  
1655 Annual report 2015, Annual report 2014, Annual report 2013 of Supreme Court of Pakistan. There 

were pending 22979 cases in Supreme Court of Pakistan as per its Annual Report for the Year 2014-2015. 
1656 See: Chapter 5 for detailed facts. 
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Court and appeals within 90 days. Furthermore, the Judges of High Court are not 

specialized and qualified persons of complicated corporate issues as they may be well 

equipped with legal aspect but lack qualification of corporate and economic aspects. An 

advocate with 15 years’ experience of High Court or a Judge of High Court with five 

years’ experience is eligible for appointment of a judge of Supreme Court.1657 Similarly, 

an advocate with 10 years’ experience of High Court or a District Judge with three years 

of experience or a person who held judicial office for 10 years is eligible for appointment 

of a judge of High Court.1658 An advocate with 10-years’ experience and with two years’ 

experience is eligible for appointment of Additional District Judge and civil judge 

respectively.1659 A person who holds a degree of bachelor of laws is eligible for the 

appointment of an advocate.1660 Most of the universities of Pakistan only teach the 

Ordinance, 1984 to the students of bachelor of laws.1661 There are many other important 

pieces of company legislation which are inevitable to understand complicated corporate 

issues e.g. Rules framed by SECP, SEC Act, 1997 etc. 

The Ordinance, 1984 mandates adjudication of winding up petition within 90 

days and conclusion of winding up proceedings within a year.1662 However, the practical 

realities are bitter enough as almost a decade lapsed in some cases e.g. ‘Punjab National 

Silk Mills Ltd. V. NBP case’1663 and years lapsed in many other cases and seldom has the 

job been done within the prescribed time. The ‘Table 5.1 with respect winding up 

                                                             
1657 Constitution of Pakistan 1973, Article 177(2) 
1658 ibid, Article 193(2) 
1659 Punjab Judicial Service Rules 1994, Rule 7 
1660 Legal Practitioners and Bar Council Act 1973, s 26 whereby law degree is the major requirement 
1661 University of the Punjab Lahore, University of South Asia Lahore, Bahaudin Zakria University Multan 
1662 Companies Ordinance 1984, Ss 9 and 326 
1663 The appeal was filed in 1972 and was decided in 1986. 
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petitions and Table 5.2’1664 with respect to appeals clearly indicate that considerable time 

has been consumed in the adjudication of winding up petitions and conclusion of 

winding up proceedings. Thus, the performance of the Court is not up to the mark and 

substitution with Tribunal is justified.  

The substitution of the Court with Tribunal is also justified due to ‘multifarious 

jurisdiction’1665 of Supreme Court and High Court. Supreme Court has original 

jurisdiction qua disputes inter-government and issues judgments of declaratory 

nature,1666 ‘enforces fundamental rights linking a problem of public importance’1667 hears 

‘appeal from orders or judgment passed by High Courts in criminal cases tried in original 

or appellate capacity and inflicted penalty of death or life imprisonment, appeal in civil 

matters when value of claim is above 50000/-rupees, appeal when High Court opines that 

the matter needs elucidation of the Constitution’1668 ‘appeal, subject to grant of leave 

from orders or judgments of High Courts’1669 ‘exercises advisory jurisdiction on a 

question of law relating public importance referred to by the President’1670, issues orders 

or directions to do complete justice in a pending matter or case’1671, ‘reviews its own 

order or judgment’1672, awards punishment for contempt of court’1673, hears appeal from 

administrative tribunals and courts’.1674 Its Shariat Appellate Bench hears appeals from 

                                                             
1664 See: Chapter 5 for further detail. 
1665 Original, Appellate, Revision, constitutional jurisdiction of High Courts and Supreme Court of 

Pakistan. 
1666 Constitution of Pakistan 1973, Article 184(1). 
1667 ibid, Article 184(3). 
1668 ibid, Article 185(2). 
1669 ibid, Article 185(3). 
1670 ibid, Article 186. 
1671 ibid, Article 187. 
1672 ibid, Article 188. 
1673 ibid, Article 204. 
1674 ibid, Article 212. 
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orders or judgments passed by Federal Shariat Court’1675. Similarly, High Courts issue 

five writs e.g. quo warranto, prohibition, mandamus, certiorari and habeas corpus ’1676 

enforce fundamental rights’1677, ‘supervise and control Subordinate Courts’1678, punish 

for contempt’1679, hear ‘appeal’1680, ‘review’1681, ‘revision’1682, ‘criminal appeals’1683, 

‘appeals against acquittal’1684, ‘issues directions of the nature of habeas corpus’1685, hear 

‘intra-court appeal’1686. ‘Karachi Bench of High Court of Sindh enjoys original 

jurisdiction in civil cases worth Rs. 15 million and above’.1687 Islamabad High Court 

exercises original jurisdiction in civil cases worth Rs. 100 million and above.1688 

The Tribunal comprises judicial and technical members.1689 The judicial members 

are expert in the Constitution and the law whereas the technical members being chartered 

accountants, economists, company secretaries etc are an expert in their respective 

branches. Thus, the composition of the Tribunal makes it a compact forum where a 

matter is addressed in a comprehensive style. The ultimate result is surely the best 

possible decision. The company benches in High Courts are constituted by the respective 

chief justice and these benches are normally changed after a year.1690 As discussed in 

preceding lines, the company benches are not expert in company affairs due to lack of 

                                                             
1675 Constitution of Pakistan 1973, Article 203F. 
1676 ibid, Article 199(1). 
1677 ibid, Article 204. 
1678 ibid, Article 203. 
1679 ibid, Article 184(1). 
1680 Code of Civil Procedure 1908, s 100. 
1681 ibid, s 114. 
1682 ibid, s 115. 
1683 Code of Criminal Procedure 1898, s 410. 
1684 ibid, s 417. 
1685 ibid, s 491. 
1686 Law Reforms Ordinance 1972, s 3. 
1687 <www.sindhhighcourt.gov.pk/jurisdiction.php> accessed 27 July 2016 
1688 Islamabad High Court Act 2010, s 4. 
1689 Companies Act 2013, Ss 409, 411. 
1690 Perusal of reported judgments of Superior Courts of Pakistan reveal that different Honorable Judges 

decided company matter in almost each year.  
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qualification and expertise. When a company bench comes to understand the affairs of 

the company, the bench is changed. Thus, the delay occurs and the quality of 

adjudication is compromised.  The juxtaposition comparison of disposal of Tribunals and 

the Courts leads to conclusion that the former performed far better than the Courts in 

terms of figures and quality as Tribunals have been well equipped to avoid formalism 

and technicalities by excluding application of regular procedure and general application 

of Qanoon-e-Shahadat Order, 1984’1691 and adopting ‘summary procedure’.1692 

Furthermore, the latest enactments of specialized nature in Pakistan have 

introduced and recognized tribunals for expeditious and just adjudication of matters of 

technical nature e.g. sales tax, income tax, service issues and rent matters etc. The overall 

performance of these Tribunals is satisfactory and room for betterment is always there. 

1693 The Tribunals being compact forum can evolve the best strategy and scheme for 

rehabilitation of companies as the guiding principle is the preference of rehabilitation 

over winding up of the company.1694 The fruitful and just scheme of rehabilitation 

protects the interest of all stakeholders and depends upon multi-factors which can best be 

evaluated by the Tribunals. 1695 In addition, the constitutional Courts are primarily meant 

for interpretation of the Constitution and law.1696 Hence, the proposed Tribunal will 

surely lessen the burden of the Courts. This worth mentioning here that contemporary 

jurisdiction of India has established Tribunals and Appellate Tribunals to regulate the 

                                                             
1691 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 9. Mian Javed Amir v United Foam Industries Ltd, 2016 SCMR 213 
1692 Mian Javed Amir v United Foam Industries Ltd, 2016 SCMR 213; Contra: Muhammad Aslam Javed v 
Malik Ejaz Ahmed, 2003 YLR 2150 
1693 Annual Report 2014, Special Courts and Tribunals, Law and Justice Commission of Pakistan 
1694 Messrs Glorex Textiles Ltd v Investment Corporation of Pakistan, 1999 SCMR 1850; Messrs Central 

Cotton Mills Ltd v Habib Bank Ltd, 2004 SCMR 1443 
1695 Ch. Muhammad Hussain v Khiali Paper and Board Mills Pvt Ltd, 2005 CLD 636 (Lah) 
1696 Justice Fazal Karim, Access to Justice in Pakistan (Lahore:3rd edn, Pakistan Law House 2012) 35 
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winding up of companies.1697 Furthermore, the Tribunals will also be helpful in avoiding 

the multiplicity of authorities.  

7.6 The Role of SECP 

‘Security and Exchange Commission of Pakistan (SECP)’1698 has replaced 

‘Corporate Law Authority’1699   ‘for the advantageous regulation of capital markets, control 

and superintendence of corporate entities and for matters incidental thereto and connected 

therewith’.1700 The Role of SECP in winding up by the court is that of facilitator, investigator 

and petitioner. The SECP recommends persons to be included in the panel of official 

liquidators’1701 who are appointed by the Court. SECP has not devised any objective 

criteria for a recommendation of persons for a panel of official liquidators. SECP may be 

the petitioner of winding up petition before the Court when the grounds of winding up 

are- (i) formation of company for unlawful or fraudulent purpose (ii) continuance of 

business not permitted by memorandum of association (iii) business running in the 

manner oppressive to persons involved in the formation of company (iv) management or 

members are guilty of misfeasance, fraud or misconduct towards the company. In case of 

these grounds, the role of SECP is to investigate the affairs of the company, hear a 

representation of the company and then authorize the presentation of winding up petition 

in the court.1702 Furthermore, the role of SECP blinks on the scene when an application 

for ‘stay, withdrawal, cancellation or revocation of winding up proceedings is filed in the Court 

                                                             
1697 Companies Act 2013, Ss 408, 410  
1698 Securities and Exchange Commission of Pakistan Act 1997, s 3 
1699 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 11 
1700 Securities and Exchange Commission of Pakistan Act 1997, preamble 
1701 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 321(1) 
1702 ibid, s 309 (1) 
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in certain circumstances’.1703 It is the discretion of the Court to pass appropriate orders on the 

application. The SECP also plays a role in appointment and fixation of remuneration of the 

auditor on the application of official liquidator when the creditors fail in appointing the 

auditor.1704 When, a person entitled to money out of liquidation account submits a request to 

the Registrar of companies who, after being satisfied with the claim, forward the case to the 

SECP for approval. Thus, SECP examines the claim and accords approval or disapproval.1705 

There are abundant documents of the company which are very much important to 

ascertain the state of affairs of the company. Thus, it is prerogative of the SECP to inspect the 

documents of the company. 1706 So far as prosecution of delinquent directors or officer of 

company found during the process of winding up by the court is concerned, the official 

liquidator, on the direction of the Court, reports the matter to Registrar of companies who 

affords opportunity of hearing to the accused and submits report to SECP for grant of 

approval to institute proceedings. Thus, SECP is the competent authority which grants permission 

to institute criminal proceedings.1707  

The most part played by SECP in compulsory winding up of companies is to 

‘contemplate over and notice stoppage, misdeed etc. committed by an official liquidator as well 

as submit report it to the Court without prejudice to any other action under the law’.  1708 Thus, 

we may summarize that SECP plays an important role before and after passing of 

winding up order. From the recommendation of persons for appointment of official 

liquidators till the conclusion of winding up proceedings, SECP facilitates the Court. The 

                                                             
1703 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 319(1). 
1704 ibid, s 434. 
1705 Ibid, s 432(6). 
1706 ibid, s 427. 
1707 ibid, s 418(6). 
1708 ibid, s 326(5). 
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most important, SECP has constituted a Company Law Review Commission (CLRC) to 

upgrade and modernize company law in Pakistan and the law of liquidation of 

companies.  

7.7 Summary and Conclusions 

The summary of the discussion in preceding lines is that the Courts in Pakistan 

being the guardian of rights of masses and responsible for the administration of justice 

are striving hard for dispensation of justice particularly dealing with winding up petitions. 

The adjudication has been done but with considerable delay and it means justice delayed 

is justice denied. The role of Courts is of great importance. The Creditor, contributories, 

registrar and SECP etc. knock the doors of the Court to get redressed their grievance. The 

Courts allow or disallow winding up petitions keeping in view the established principles 

and interest of all stakeholders. The Courts include High Court, Supreme Court, District 

Court, Sessions Court and Civil Court. However, the company bench of High Court has 

original jurisdiction and the Supreme Court has appellate jurisdiction and other courts 

have delegated jurisdiction with respect to winding up of companies in Pakistan. The 

Federal Government has the option to empower any Civil Court to deal with winding up 

of companies by the Court. However, there is no illustration in Pakistan qua such 

empowerment of civil court. The constitution of Islamic Republic Pakistan 1973 

acknowledges the principle of trichotomy of powers which connotes that the power of 

state vests in three main organs- legislature, executive and judiciary. The judiciary is 

responsible for the interpretation of the constitution and laws, enforcement of 

fundamental, criminal and civil rights. 
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The judiciary in Pakistan comprises Supreme Court at the apex, Five High Courts in 

Punjab, Sindh, Baluchistan, Khyber Pakhtunkhwa and Islamabad. There are subordinates 

Courts also termed as District Courts from Civil Judge-cum-judicial magistrate to District 

and Sessions Judge under administrative control and supervision of each High Court. 

Furthermore, there are also federal and provincial special Courts and tribunals in 

Pakistan. The Court has countable duties and powers in dealing with winding up petitions 

and process of winding up as per Ordinance, 1984 as the Court can pass any order to 

meet the ends of justice and avoid abusing process of law. However, the discretionary 

power of the Courts is not unbridled and unfettered but regulated by fairness, justness and 

good conscience.  The most of the powers and duties have been delegated to the official 

liquidator under the Rules 1997 e.g. powers with respect to the realization of assets, 

settlement of list of creditors and contributories and distribution of assets. Similarly, the 

guiding principles and duties of the Court dealing with liquidation process are- 

rehabilitation be preferred to winding up, case of a running company is different from the 

dormant company, the interest of all stakeholders be protected, adjudication should be on 

merits rather on technicalities and no one should be condemned unheard. 

The composition and performance of the courts with reference to compulsory 

winding up of companies reveals that the Court has failed in meeting the mandate of the 

Ordinance 1984 with respect to expeditious adjudication of company matters. The 

thousands of cases are pending in the Courts. The major causes of this failure of the 

Courts are- multifarious jurisdiction of constitutional Courts, lack of qualification and 

expertise of company benches and non-appointment of qualified persons, formalism and 

technicalities and rotation of company benches. The modern needs require the 
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substitution of the Court with Tribunal which will lessen the burden of the Courts, 

expedite liquidation process, form a compact opinion, and give birth to the specialized 

and permanent forum. The role SECP is important in the context that a panel of official 

liquidators is constituted on its recommendation. The payment out of liquidation account 

to entitled persons, the institution of criminal proceedings against delinquent officers, 

appointment and fixation of remuneration of auditor, supervision of official liquidator, an 

inspection of documents of the company, investigation of company affairs and 

presentation of winding up petitions etc fall within the domain of the SECP. Thus, there 

are multiple causes of inefficient role of the Court and SECP. The court ought to be 

replaced with the Tribunal and the role of the SECP may be enhanced.    

 

************************** 
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Chapter 8 

 

Offences Before or During Winding Up 

 

8.1 Introduction 

The offences committed before or during winding up of companies have been 

dealt with under sections 412 to 420 of the Ordinance 1984. The most significant 

offences are ‘delinquent conduct of directors,’1709 ‘fraudulent conduct of business,’1710 

‘fraud by officers of the company,’1711 ‘not keeping proper accounts,’1712 ‘falsification of 

books,’1713 ‘giving false evidence’1714 and ‘other miscellaneous offences.’1715 All these 

offences are punished with imprisonment and fines. The ‘guilty directors are prosecuted 

for criminal liability’.1716 Juxtaposition perusal of supra referred provisions with section 

476 of the Ordinance 1984 unfolds countable aspects which are ambiguous and pinpoint 

numerous questions which are unanswered.  What is a criminal corporate liability? What 

is criminal liability and ‘civil liability?’ What is the difference between criminal and civil 

liability? Which offences are committed before or during winding up of a company by 

the Court? Whether the Company Court or Court of Sessions has jurisdiction to try 

offences punishable with imprisonment? Whether the imprisonment imposed under 

section 413, 415, 416, 420 of the Ordinance 1984 is civil in nature? Whether the penalties 

                                                             
1709 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 412. 
1710 ibid, s 413. 
1711 ibid, s 415. 
1712 ibid, s 416. 
1713 ibid, s 417. 
1714 ibid, s 419. 
1715 ibid, s 420. 
1716 ibid, s 418. 
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imposed under sections 412 to 420 of the Ordinance 1984 are in violation of the principle 

of ‘double jeopardy’? Whether the ‘quantum of penalties’ imposed under sections 412 to 

420 is lacking deterrence feature and needs enhancement?  Thus, composite research 

question is- what are the issues and ambiguities regarding offences committed before or 

during winding up of companies by the court and how these can be solved?  

8.2 Corporate Criminal Liability 

Before discussing the offences before or during winding up, the concept of 

liability and its kinds seems relevant as the prime question with respect to offences 

having a connection with winding up of companies by the Court is- what is meant by 

liability?  

8.2.1 What is Liability? 

West's Encyclopedia of American Law postulates that- 

“Liability is a comprehensive legal term that describes the condition of 

being actually or potentially subject to a legal obligation. It means legal 

responsibility for one's acts or omissions. The failure of a person or entity 

to meet that responsibility leaves him to a lawsuit for any resulting 

damages or a court order to perform as in a breach of contract or violation 

of the statute”. 1717 

 Salmond opines that- 

“Liability or responsibility is the bond of necessity that exists between the 

wrongdoer and remedy of wrong. It is not a mere obligation or duty. It 

pertains to the sphere of must, not ought. Its source in the supreme will of 

the state, vindicating its supremacy by way of physical force in last resort 

against un-conforming will of the individual. Liability of a man consists in 

those things which he must do or suffer because of his failure in doing 

what he ought. It is the ultimatum of the law.” 1718 

                                                             
1717< http://legal-dictionary.thefreedictionary.com/liability> accessed 26 August 2016 
1718 John W Salmond, Jurisprudence (London: 4th edn. Stevens & Haynes 1913) 319 
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Thus, liability is a resultant obligation for not performing an act mandated by law to do or 

doing a prohibited act. 

8.2.2 Types of Liability 

In winding up of companies by the court, the liability of the company or its 

officers may be joint, several and a combination of joint and several from an objective 

angle. Joint liability connotes an obligation for which more than one person is 

responsible. For example, the protection of interests of the company is the responsibility 

of all members and directors and officers of the company.  Several liability means one 

person is responsible for his conduct e.g. liability of an auditor or official liquidator. The 

several and joint liability means the persons individually and jointly are simultaneously 

responsible for an obligation e.g. liability of borrower company and guarantor company. 

From a subjective angle, liability may be either primary or secondary. Primary liability 

means ‘an obligation for which a person is directly responsible e.g. liability of directors 

to prepare a statement of affairs; secondary liability means the responsibility of another 

person who is directly responsible but fails or refuses to satisfy his obligation’1719 e.g. 

liability of the company for the negligent conduct of its officers. 

Legal Dictionary defines civil liability as ‘a potential responsibility for payment 

of damages or other court-enforcement in a lawsuit as distinguished from criminal 

liability which means open to punishment for a crime.’1720 Thus, winding up of 

companies by the Court is a liability of civil nature enforceable by the Court under 

section 7 of the Ordinance 1984. Furthermore, all the liabilities, except criminal 

                                                             
1719 <http://legal-dictionary.thefreedictionary.com/liability> accessed 26 August 2016 
1720 <http://legal-dictionary.thefreedictionary.com/civil+liability> accessed 26 August 2016 
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liabilities, arising under the Ordinance 1984 are of civil nature.1721 Legal Dictionary 

Encyclopedia defines criminal liability as ‘a type of legal liability for violations of the 

law. The basis of criminal liability is the commission, either intentionally or through 

negligence, of a dangerous act provided for by criminal law. Criminal liability develops 

primarily from the commission of crimes but it may also arise from the preparation of a 

crime, an attempted crime or complicity. Criminal proceedings may be instituted only if 

the elements of a crime, as established by law, are present.1722 As discussed in preceding 

lines, the object of civil liability is the enforcement of right and not punishment of wrong. 

Thus, we may say that the nature of wrong, the forum, the procedure applied and 

resultant punishment are the guiding features which answer the question of whether 

particular liability is either criminal or civil. 

8.2.3 Difference between Civil and Criminal Liability 

In jurisprudence, liability is either civil or criminal in one sense and either 

remedial or penal in the second one. The civil liability is a liability to civil proceedings 

whose direct rationale is enforcement of the right of the plaintiff. The criminal liability is 

a liability to criminal proceedings which is one whose direct purpose is the punishment of 

a wrong committed by the defendant. The law often punishes a wrong by enforcing and 

creating a new obligation against wrongdoer e.g. paying damages or pecuniary penalty. 

More so, in penal liability, the direct or ulterior purpose of the law is or includes 

punishment of a wrongdoer. In remedial liability, purpose or intent of the law is 

enforcement of the right of the plaintiff and the idea of punishment is wholly irrelevant. 

The liability of a borrower company to repay the money borrowed is remedial and that of 

                                                             
1721 Messrs Gharibwal Cement Ltd etc v Rashid Siddique- Executive Director SECP, 2003 CLD 131 
1722 <http://encyclopedia2.thefreedictionary.com/Criminal+liability> accessed 26 August 2016 
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director to be imprisoned for falsification of books of account of the company is penal. 

‘All criminal liability is penal and civil liability is sometimes penal and sometimes 

remedial’.1723 To understand the broad principles of penal liability, legal theories of 

punishment and their application to civil and criminal law and portions of the civil law 

wherein idea of punishment is operative and relevant needs consideration. 

The ‘object of punishment is a fourfold- deterrent, disabling, retributive and 

reformative.’1724 The first of these purposes is primary and essential and the rest ones are 

secondary. The general conditions of penal liability have been expressed with adequate 

accuracy in the Latin maxim- ‘Actus non facit reum, nisi mens sit rea’ which connotes 

that ‘an act alone does not amount to guilt; it must be accompanied by the guilty mind.  

For the imposition of penal liability, material and formal conditions are required. Material 

condition is doing of some act by the person to be held liable. A man is responsible for 

what he himself does and not for what other persons do or events independent of human 

activity altogether. The formal condition is ‘mens rea’ or guilty mind with which the act 

is done. An act may be objectively and materially wrongful but the will and mind of the 

wrongdoer may be innocent. The guilty mind includes two distinctive mental attitudes of 

the doer towards the act- (i) intention and (ii) negligence. Generally speaking, penal 

responsibility is for those wrongful acts which are performed either in a willful or 

negligent manner. The punishment is justifiable when two conditions of liability co-exist- 

formal and material. Inevitable accident or mistake is a satisfactory ground of exemption 

from penal responsibility where culpable negligence or wrongful intention lacks’.1725 All 

                                                             
1723 John W Salmond, Jurisprudence (London: 4th edn. Stevens & Haynes 1913) 320 
1724 ibid, p.321 
1725 ibid, p. 322 
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these canons are equally applicable with respect to liabilities having nexus with winding 

up of companies. Thus, we may conclude that the object of civil liability is the 

enforcement of right and that of criminal liability is the punishment of the wrongdoer. 

The civil liability is enforced through civil law procedure and criminal liability is 

imposed through criminal law procedure. The civil liability is enforced through civil 

courts and criminal liability is enforced through criminal courts. The deterrence is the 

prime object of criminal liability whereas redemption of aggrieved person is the prime 

object of civil liability. The punishment of imprisonment is awarded generally in case of 

criminal liability whereas damages are awarded in case of civil liability. Mens rea is a 

formal requirement for criminal liability but wholly irrelevant for civil liability.  

8.2.4 Corporate Criminal Liability 

From a historical perspective, ‘a corporation being a legal fiction had no criminal 

liability due to non-possession of independent will’1726 as the criminal law requires ‘mens 

rea’ as a basic element of an offence. The corporations had been considered unable to 

form ‘mens rea’ to commit crimes.1727However, the notions changed and both civil and 

common law legal systems recognized that ‘a company being a legal person is capable of 

committing crimes’1728 for the reason that ‘a corporate entity is in excess of simply a sum 

of constituent parts. It has an independent character as an entity’.1729 There is an 

                                                             
1726 Engle Eric, ‘Extraterritorial Corporate Criminal Liability: A Remedy for Human Rights Violations?’ 

2006 St. John’s  Legal Comment, 288 
1727 Friedman Lawrence, ‘In Defence of Corporate Criminal Liability’ 2000 Vol 23 Harvard Journal of Law 
and Public Policy 833-844  
1728 Heine Günter, ‘New Developments in Corporate Criminal Law Liability in Europe: Can Europeans 

Learn from the American Experience-or Vice Versa?’ 1998 St. Louis-Warsaw Transatlantic Law Journal 

173-176  
1729 Bucy Pamela H, ‘Corporate Ethos: A Standard for Imposing Corporate Criminal Liability’  1991 Vol 

75 Minnesota Law  Review 1095-1099 
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argument that ‘a corporation is not a real person and has no mind at all’1730 and that ‘a 

corporation is nothing more but a gathering of individuals and lacks an independent 

identity’.1731 Thus, corporate criminal liability has evolved from enforcement of 

individual criminal responsibility for wrongful acts of the corporation in civil and 

common law jurisdictions. The officers, employees and directors of the corporation were 

held liable for corporate wrongs.1732 Resultantly, the criminal liability of the corporation 

has been extended and increased.1733 

The recognition of criminal liability of the corporation and that of its constituent 

members is important for numerous reasons. First, the ‘power of a corporation is greater 

than the power of its members only. It is logical to consider corporate accountability to be 

attributed to the corporate entity as a whole rather than merely its constituent parts 

particularly when corporations are structured to avoid legal liability’.1734 Second, ‘an 

individual cannot hide behind the corporate activity and corporate entity also cannot 

shelter behind criminal liability of individual members’.1735 Third, ‘the recognition that 

corporate entity is criminally liable results in more effective legal and moral sanction of 

wrongful corporate activity and encourages adoption of better standards, more 

                                                             
1730 Fischel Daniel R and Sykes Alan O, ‘Corporate Crime’ 1996 Vol 25 Journal of Legal Studies 319-323   
1731 Khanna V S, ‘Corporate Criminal Liability: What Purpose Does it Serve?’ 1996 Vol 109 Harvard Law 

Review 1477   
1732 Beale Sara S and Safwat Adam G, ‘What Developments in Western Europe Tell us about American 

Critiques of Corporate Criminal Liability’ 2004 Vol 89 Buffalo Criminal Law Review, 107-116   
1733 Udwadia Shanaira, ‘Corporate Responsibility for International Human Rights Violations’ 2004 Vol 13 

South California Interdisciplinary Law Journal 359. See also: Orland Leonard and Cachera Charles,  

‘Corporate Crime and Punishment in France: Criminal Responsibility of legal Entities under the New 
French Criminal Code’ 1995 Vol 11 Connecticut Journal of International Law 114-117    
1734 Williams Cynthia A, ‘Corporate Social Responsibility in an Era of Economic Globalisation; 2002 Vol 

35 University of California Davis Law Review 705-769   
1735 Gotzmann Nora, ‘Legal Personality of the Corporation and International Criminal Law: Globalisation, 

Corporate Human Rights Abuses and the Rome Statute’ 2008 Queensland Law Student Review, the 

University of Queensland Australia 43   
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responsible corporate behavior and deterrence from future misconduct’.1736 Fourth, it 

‘ensures the availability of an effective means of punishment. For example, it is observed 

that criminal sanction of corporate actors’ results in more effective shame and 

stigmatizing compared with legal sanction for civil wrongs’.1737 Fifth, ‘punishments for 

criminal acts by a corporation include fines and its dissolution in severe cases’.1738  

‘These punishments may be proved more effective than imposing fines in tortuous 

liability or awarding imprisonment upon members of the companies’.1739 Sixth, ‘the 

corporations are a component of community which enjoys a variety of similar rights as 

granted to individuals. Resultantly, corporations and individuals can be considered bound 

by the same set of laws and social norms.’1740 Seventh, ‘the consequences followed are 

usually of considerable costs when a corporation is engaged in criminal conduct. The 

nature and quantity of harm inflicted by a corporation are much more compared with 

what an individual could inflict in terms of money and impact on society as a whole.’1741 

Thus, we may conclude that ‘corporate criminal liability’ is inevitable and it does not 

prejudicially affect the feature of corporate personality. The winding up of companies is 

one of such measures to curb misconduct of a company. The company law of Pakistan 

recognizes the principle of corporate criminal liability. The Courts pierced the corporate 

veil in many cases and imposed a penalty upon individuals and companies. 

                                                             
1736 Beale Sara S and Safwat Adam G, ‘What Developments in Western Europe Tell us about American 

Critiques of Corporate Criminal Liability’ 2004 Vol 89 Buffalo Criminal Law Review 154   
1737 ibid 
1738 Fisse Brent, ‘Restructuring Corporate Criminal Law: Deterrence, Retribution, Fault and Sanctions’  
1983 Vol 56 California Law Review 1141-1163  
1739  Beale Sara S and Safwat Adam G, ‘What Developments in Western Europe Tell us about American 

Critiques of Corporate Criminal Liability’ 2004 Vol 89 Buffalo Criminal Law Review 154 
1740 Henning Peter, ‘Should the Perception of Corporate Punishment Matter?’ 2011 Journal of Law and 

Policy, Wayne State University Law School 82   
1741 <justice.gov/opa/pr/2008/December/08-crm-1105.html> accessed 17 August 2016. 
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Fraud and unlawful acts are the main sources of penal liability in any legal system. The 

law of winding up of companies is not immune from this general application. The 

Ordinance 1984 recognizes numerous offences which are committed either before or 

during the process of winding up of companies by the Court in Pakistan. These are 

specified offences which are tried by special forums. The distinct offences recognized by 

the Ordinance 1984 are- (a) fraudulent conduct of business, (b) fraud by officers of 

company, (c) not-keeping proper accounts, (d) falsification of books, (e) false evidence, 

(f) miscellaneous offences and (g) prosecution of delinquent directors. These offences are 

elaborated in lines below. 

8.3 Kinds Offences Before or During Winding up 

 A number of offenses are committed before or during proceedings of winding up 

of a company by the court. 

8.3.1 Delinquent Conduct of Directors 

Section 412 of the Ordinance, 1984 recognizes various offences e.g. (i) 

misapplication of money or property of company, (ii) retaining money of property, (iii) 

liability or accountability of money or property of company, (iv) misfeasance in relation 

to company and (v) breach of trust in relation to company. These offences may be done 

by a person who participated in the formation or promotion of the company, present or 

past director, official liquidator and officer of the company. The complainant of the 

offence may be creditor, the contributory, official liquidator. The punishment of the 

offence is- (i) repayment or restoration of money or property with surcharge, or (ii) 

payment of compensation. This punishment is in addition to criminal liability. The 
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limitation period for filing application is five years. The application is filed before the 

court dealing with winding up proceedings.  

 

8.3.2 Fraudulent Conduct of Business 

The Court dealing with winding up proceedings is competent to declare that any 

business of the company has been carried on with intent to defraud creditors of the 

company or any other person or for any fraudulent purpose on the application of the 

official liquidator, creditor or contributory of the company and fix personal liability of 

any person who was knowingly party to the carrying on of the business exclusive of 

quantum of legal responsibility for any or all company liabilities or amount outstanding 

and create charge upon security of guilty person. The official liquidator may either 

himself give evidence or call witnesses during proceedings of consideration. While 

making the declaration, a court has the authority to pass further proper commands for the 

purpose of giving effect to the declaration. All persons who were knowingly party in 

carrying on business in a fraudulent manner are punishable with a maximum two years’ 

imprisonment or with a maximum fine of Rs.20000/- or with both. The declaration and 

directions are in addition to criminal liability. The jurisdiction of this declaration vests in 

the Court dealing with winding up proceedings.1742 The Court has authority to issue a 

command or declaration as per sections 412 and 413 against directors of company.1743  

8.3.3 Fraud by Officers of Companies 1744 

The ‘managers and directors owe a duty of loyalty to the corporation and must 

direct all of their agencies towards its exclusive benefit’.1745 However, fraud is committed 

                                                             
1742 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 413. 
1743 ibid, s 414. 
1744 ibid, s 415. 
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by officers of the company ordered to be wound up by the Court. This offence may be 

committed in any of the following modes: - 

(a) Inducement of any person to give credit to the company by false pretenses 

or by means of any other fraud. 

 

(b) Made or caused to be made any fraudulent gift, transfer, charge of 

company property to defeat the interest of company creditors. 

 

(c) Concealed or removed any part of the property of the company since, or 

within two months before the date of any unsatisfied judgment or order for 

payment of money obtained against the company. 

 

The punishment of the offence is a maximum of two years’ imprisonment and fine. The 

name of complainant and court of competent jurisdiction has not been mentioned in 

section 415 of the Ordinance 1984. The modes of this offence have been repeated in 

section 420 of the Ordinance 1984. There is a repetition of offences in section 415 and 

420 of Ordinance 1984. 

8.3.4 Not-Keeping Proper Accounts 

The company has a paramount duty to keep proper accounts and failure is an 

offence punishable with a maximum of two years imprisonment or maximum fine Rs. 

20000/- or both.1746The sub-section 2 of section 416 introduces deeming part of the 

provision whereby the law presumes not-keeping proper accounts when- (a) books or 

accounts as are necessary to exhibit and explain the transactions and financial position of 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
1745 Rave D Theodore, ‘Politicians as Fiduciaries’ 2013 Vol 126 N. 3 Harvard Law Review 699 
1746 Section 416 (1) of the Ordinance 1984 reads as:-“If, where a company is being wound up, it is shown 

that proper books of account were not kept by the company throughout the period of two years immediately 
preceding the commencement of the winding up, or the period between the incorporation of the company 

and the commencement of the winding up, whichever is the shorter, every officer of the company who is 

knowingly and willfully in default shall, unless he shows that he acted honestly and that in the 

circumstances in which the business of the company was carried on the default was excusable, be 

punishable with imprisonment for a term which may extend to two years or with fine which may extend to 

twenty thousand rupees or with both. 
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the trade or business of the company, including books containing entries from day to day 

in sufficient detail of all cash received and all cash paid, have not been kept and (b) 

where trade or business involves dealings in goods, statement of the annual stock takings 

and of all goods sold and purchased showing the goods and the buyers and sellers thereof 

in sufficient detail to enable those goods and those buyers and sellers to be identified 

except in the case of goods sold by way of ordinary retail trade. The name of complainant 

and court of competent jurisdiction has not been mentioned in section 416 of the 

Ordinance, 1984 whereas officer of the company can be accused of the charge of not-

keeping proper accounts. 

8.3.5 Falsification of Books 

The offence of falsification of books etc may also be committed during or prior to 

proceedings of winding up of companies by the court. Section 417 of the Ordinance, 

1984 reads as under: 

“If any director, manager, officer, auditor or contributory of any company 

being wound up destroys, mutilates, alters or falsifies or fraudulently 

secrets any books, papers or securities, or makes or is privy to the making 

of any false or fraudulent entry in any register, books or paper belonging 

to the company with intent to defraud or deceive any person, he shall be 

liable to imprisonment for a term which may extend to two years, or with 

fine which may extend to twenty thousand rupees, or with both.” 

 

The offence of falsification of books has been defined in Sections 417 and 420(1) (i) of 

the Ordinance, 1984. The former section is comprehensive enough to cover all aspects. 

The punishment is the same in both the provisions. The difference is that of accused 

persons. The director, manager, officer, auditor and contributory may the accused in 

former section whereas any person may be accused in the later.  Hence, the words ‘any 
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person’ may be included in section 417 and offence under section 420(1) (i) may be 

deleted. The complainant and Court have not been specified.  

8.3.6 Penalty for False Evidence 

Another common offence in winding up of companies by the court is giving false 

evidence. Section 419 of the Ordinance, 1984 reads as under: 

“If any person, upon any examination upon oath authorized under this 

Ordinance or in any affidavit, disposition or solemn affirmation, in or 

about the winding up of any company under this Ordinance, or otherwise 

in or about any matter arising under this Ordinance, intentionally gives 

false evidence, he shall be liable to imprisonment for a term which may 

extend to two years, and shall also be liable to fine.” 

 

The phrase ‘false evidence’ has not been defined in the Ordinance, 1984. Hence, its 

general dictionary meanings are to be resorted to. The use of words- ‘any person’ has 

widened the scope of this offence as its application is not limited to officers of the 

company under liquidation. The complainant has not been named in section 418 of the 

Ordinance, 1984; hence, the general procedure is applied for the determination of 

complainant. The punishment of false evidence is two years’ imprisonment and fine. The 

Court having jurisdiction to try this offence has not been named.  

8.3.7 Prosecution of Delinquent Directors 

The Court dealing with winding up of a company may command an official 

liquidator for prosecution of a director in past or present, shareholder or an officer who is 

has committed a wrongful act punishable with criminally liability or such wrong is refer 

to companies’ registrar. The direction is passed either on application of any person 

interested in winding up or on its own motion. When the official liquidator refers the 

matter, the registrar of companies has an option to refer the matter to the SECP for 
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further inquiry. The SECP is competent to investigate the matter and employ skilled 

inspectors to explore dealings of company. The sections 266 to 280 apply in proceedings 

of investigation with appropriate changes. The Registrar of companies is duty bound to 

give the accused person an opportunity of making a statement in writing and of being 

heard. When the case is fit for institution of prosecution, the Registrar of Companies is 

duty bound to report the matter to the SECP who may direct the registrar or the 

prosecutor to institute proceedings. It is the duty of official liquidator, every officer and 

agent of the company to give all assistance in connection with the prosecution. Agent 

includes all bankers or law consultants and employed auditor. It is not necessary to be a 

company officer for becoming an agent. The Court may direct the person who has 

neglected or failed to provide help on filing application by prosecutor or registrar. The 

Court may burden the negligent official liquidator with costs of application.1747 

8.3.8 Miscellaneous Offences 

In addition to offences detailed in preceding lines, there are countable 

miscellaneous offences which are committed antecedents to or during the course of 

winding up by the court. These offences may be committed by an auditor, manager, 

director etc under winding up proceedings. Any person used with respect to 

miscellaneous persons means any of these persons. These offences are- (a) non-discovery 

of property, (b) non-delivery of property, (c) non-delivery of books, (d) concealment of 

property or debt, (e) removal of property, (f) material omission in statement, (g) failure to 

inform about false debt, (h) prevention of production of books, (i) concealment or 

destruction of books and papers, (j) false entry in books, (k) fraudulent parting with or 

                                                             
1747 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 418. 
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altering document, (l) fictitious losses of expenditure, (m) fraudulently obtaining consent 

of creditors, (n) fraudulently obtaining property, and (o) fraudulently obtaining credit, 

pawn, pledge or disposal of property.  

The first miscellaneous offence is- when any person who, to the best of his 

knowledge and belief fully and truly, does not discover to the official liquidator all 

property of company whether real or personal and how, to whom, for what consideration 

and when the company disposed of any part of property except a part which has been 

disposed of in ordinary way of business of the company.’1748 The second miscellaneous 

offence is- ‘when any person having custody or control does not deliver up to the official 

liquidator company’s property which legally needs to be delivered up.’1749 The third 

offence is- ‘when any person does not deliver up to the official liquidator all books and 

papers in his custody or under his control belonging to the company and required by law 

to be delivered up.’1750 The fourth miscellaneous offence is when, a person conceals 

company property or debt worth Rs. Rs. 100 or above within 12 months post beginning 

of winding up or subsequently’1751 ‘The fifth miscellaneous offence is when, within 12 

months post beginning of winding up or subsequently’, any person fraudulently takes 

away company’s property worth Rs.100 or above.’1752 The sixth miscellaneous offence is 

‘when any person makes any material omission in any statement relating to the affairs of 

the company.’1753 The seventh miscellaneous offence is ‘when any person knowingly did 

not update an official liquidator about proving of fake debt in process of winding up 

                                                             
1748 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 420 (1) (a). 
1749 ibid, s 420 (1) (b). 
1750 ibid, s 420 (1) (c). 
1751 ibid, s 420 (1) (d). 
1752 ibid, s 420 (1) (e). 
1753 ibid, s 420 (1) (f). 
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despite lapse of one month.’1754 The eighth miscellaneous offence is ‘when any person, 

after the commencement of the winding up, prevents the production of any book or paper 

affecting or relating to the property or affairs of the company.’1755 

The ninth miscellaneous offence is ‘when any person either himself or being 

accomplice secretes, wipes out, damages etc. papers and books concerned or harmful for 

property or affairs of the company in 12 months post beginning of winding up or 

subsequently,’1756 The tenth miscellaneous offence is ‘when any person, within twelve 

months next before the commencement of the winding up or at any time thereafter, 

makes or is privy to the making of any false entry in any book or paper affecting or 

relating to the property or affairs of the company.’1757 The eleventh miscellaneous 

offence is ‘when any person himself or being privy deceitfully abandons, modifies or 

omits a document damaging or concerned with company’s affairs or property in 12 

months post beginning of winding up or subsequently.’1758 The twelfth miscellaneous 

offence is ‘when any person endeavors to justify company’s property through fabricated 

everyday expenditure and lost at company creditors’ meeting or in 12 months post 

beginning of winding up’1759 

The thirteenth miscellaneous offence is- when any person commits fraud or 

untrue representation with motive to have approval of company’s creditors, individually 

or collectively, qua an agreement linked with matters of winding up or company.’1760 The 

                                                             
1754 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 420 (1) (g). 
1755 ibid, s 420 (1) (h). 
1756 ibid, s 420 (1) (i). 
1757 ibid, 420 (1) (j). 
1758 ibid, 420 (1) (k). 
1759 Ibid, s 420 (1) (l). 
1760 ibid, s 420 (1) (p). 
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fourteenth miscellaneous offence is- ‘when any person, through fraud or untrue 

representation, has collected on credit a property on behalf or for company in 12 months 

post beginning of winding up or subsequently’.1761 ‘The fifteenth miscellaneous offence 

is when any person gains a property on credit on behalf of for a company which does not 

subsequently pay for under the false pretence that the company is carrying on its 

business, in 12 months post beginning of winding up or subsequently.’1762 The sixteenth 

miscellaneous offence is when any person, beyond ordinary business, pledges, wagers or 

vanishes company property obtained on credit and has not been paid for in 12 months 

post beginning of winding up or subsequently. 

The punishment of each offence at serial number fourteenth, fifteenth and 

sixteenth is maximum five years imprisonment and fine Rs.20000.1763 Whereas, each one 

of rest of the offences is punishable with maximum two years imprisonment and fine of 

Rs. 20000/-. Furthermore, every person taking company’s property in pledge or wager etc 

knowing nature of property pledged or pawned etc, is also punished with maximum two 

years imprisonment and fine Rs. 20000/.1764 The accused person may plead defense of no 

intent to defraud with respect to offences under section 420 (1) (b, c, d, f, n, o) and no 

intent to conceal state of affairs of company or to defeat the law with respect to offences 

under section 420 (1) (a, h, i, j) of the Ordinance 1984. 

8.4 Jurisdiction to try Offences 

The law of winding up of company law in Pakistan prescribes different forum to 

try offences which are committed either before or during compulsory winding up of 

                                                             
1761 Companies Ordinance 1984, s 420 (1) (m). 
1762 ibid, s 420 (1) (n). 
1763 ibid, s 420 (1) (o). 
1764 ibid, s 420 (2).  
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companies.  These forums are- ‘Court of Sessions’, ‘Commission’, an officer delegated 

with powers of Commission and Registrar and in charge of Registration offices. 

Generally, the Court of Sessions is competent to try an offence punishable with 

imprisonment whereas rests of the forums have been empowered to try offences keeping 

in view quantum of fine. The quantum of punishment is to be discussed in detail in 

subsequent segment. There are appellate forums which hear appeals against the original 

orders. There is an important feature of the court of competent jurisdiction to try offences 

committed antecedents to or in course of winding up. The definition clause of Section 2 

and section 7 of the Ordinance, 1984 casts light upon ‘the court’ which means ‘High 

Court’ or ‘Civil Court’ empowered by Federal Government of Pakistan. Rule 2 (e) of the 

Rules 1997 defines ‘Judge’ and introduces the High Court or District Court’. Section 476 

of the Ordinance 1984 introduces ‘Court of Sessions’, ‘Commission’, an officer 

delegated with powers of Commission and Registrar, in charge of the Registration office.  

Similarly, the offences having nexus with winding up of companies have been defined in 

sections 412 to 420 of the Ordinance, 1984 wherein the word ‘court’ has been used. Thus, 

there is an important question- which forum has jurisdiction to try the offences defined in 

sections 412 to 420 of the Ordinance, 1984. 

Section 476(4) of the Ordinance 1984 empowers Court of Session to try all 

offences punishable with imprisonment. It has also been decided in ‘Gulzar Ahmed v The 

State’1765 that all the offences punishable with imprisonment are within the jurisdiction of 

‘Court of Sessions. However, the offences having nexus with winding up of companies 

                                                             
1765 2003 CLD 981. See: Abdul Rahim Khan v The State, 1991 MLD 2448. See also: Messrs Sunrise 

Textile Ltd v Mashreq Bank PSC, PLD 1996 Lahore 1; Brother Steel Mills Ltd v Mian Illyas Miraj, PLD 

1996 SC 543, Chandra v Kavindra Naravan Sinha, AIR 1936 All 830; K. Venkata Rao v The State, 1966 

36 CC 562 (Mys) 
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have not been discussed in the said precedents. Section 413 prescribes imprisonment but 

jurisdiction vests in ‘the court’ and criminal liability are in addition.  Thus, another 

important question arises whether imprisonment under section 413 of the Ordinance, 

1984 is in consequence of criminal liability or something else? The application for 

infliction of penalty under section 413 in filed before the High Court by the persons 

having locus standi. Similarly, Rule 292 of the Rules, 1997 prescribes a penalty of fine in 

addition to any other liability under the Ordinance, 1984. Here, a question also arises 

which forum will impose fine if any Rule qua compulsory winding up of companies 

during the pendency of proceedings. The same is the case with many other miscellaneous 

offences. Thus, we may conclude that there is a dire need of clarification and 

modification of relevant provisions of the Ordinance 1984 so that proceedings may be 

initiated before forums of competent jurisdiction. 

8.5 Quantum of Penalties  

The penalties of offences having nexus with winding up of companies in Pakistan 

have features of remedial and penal liabilities. The nature and aggravation of offence is 

the guiding principle in answering the quantum of punishment. The penalties include 

fines, damages, imprisonment, removal from office and disqualifications etc. Generally, 

the penalties are remedial in nature but imprisonment and winding up are penal in nature. 

In brief, the penalty structure qua law of compulsory winding up of company in Pakistan 

has been highlighted in Appendices III. The quantum of punishment for the offences 

concerned with the winding up of companies by the court is an important aspect which 

needs discussion in this modern era. The prime object of punishment is deterrence. The 

companies own assets worth millions and billions. Hence, the quantum of punishment is 
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directly linked with the size of a company. Most of the offences are punishable with a 

fine of hundreds or thousands rupees. Keeping in view inflation, monetary strength of 

companies and emoluments of officers of companies, these amounts of fine are devoid of 

the feature of deterrence. The Appendices III manifest quantum of a fine of different 

offences linked with winding up of companies. 

Juxtaposition perusal of nature of offence column No.2 and corresponding penalty 

in column No.3 of the Appendices III, the conclusion deduced is that quantum of 

punishment lacks deterrence feature. The maximum limit has been specified which is 

meagre but in practical parlance, a low amount of fine is imposed upon the wrongdoers. 

Moreover, the amount of fine is unspecified for offences at serial No.3 and 6 in table 

supra. Thus, it will be discretion in the imposition of fine even of Rs.1. Contrary to this, 

the offences e.g. commission of fraud by officers and giving false evidence are heinous in 

nature and must be penalized with exemplary fines along with imprisonment.  Thus, we 

may conclude that quantum of penalty for offences committed antecedents to or in course 

of winding up must be enhanced.  

8.6 Nature of Imprisonment Civil or Criminal? 

The perusal of Appendices IV reveals that all offences except offences at Serial 

No.1 and 8 are punishable with imprisonment with or without fine or with fine without 

imprisonment or with both.  The offences at serial No.1 and 2 have been defined and the 

punishment thereof has been mentioned in sections 412 and 413 of the Ordinance 1984. 

These sections 412 and 413 clearly indicate that criminal liability is additional. Thus, the 

question arises whether the imprisonment awarded under these Sections is criminal or 

civil in nature. When section 413 is perused juxtaposition rest of sections in column No.4 
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of the appendices referred supra, there is no distinctive reason for prescribing criminal 

liability in addition. The imprisonment is punishment penal not remedial in nature as per 

principles of jurisprudence. There arises another question if the penalty of imprisonment 

for the offences of winding up is civil in nature, then which court will take cognizance 

whether Court of Sessions or Civil Court? This situation also affects the option of remedy 

as if imprisonment is civil in nature than the remedy to enforce criminal liability is not 

barred and vice-versa is the situation if imprisonment is criminal nature. Summarily, we 

may conclude that there is a need to redefine the punishment of offences distinctive in 

civil or criminal nature.       

8.7 Principle of Double Jeopardy 

No man should be vexed twice for the same cause of action.1766 This principle has 

been recognised in the judicial system of Pakistan as the Constitution of Pakistan and the 

Code of Criminal Procedure 1898 vividly prohibit double punishment.1767 However, this 

also established the principle of law that one cause of action may give rise to civil and 

criminal liabilities simultaneously. In this eventuality, the aggrieved person may recourse 

to civil and criminal remedies at a time and can also waive any remedy. In this context, 

the offences which are committed either antecedent to or in course of winding up have 

been defined and detailed in sections 412 to 420 of the Ordinance 1984. These offences 

have been classified in Appendices IV. This has been concluded in preceding lines that 

penalty of imprisonment imposed under sections referred supra is penal, not remedial.  

                                                             
1766 Nemo bis punitur pro eodem delicto. No one be punished twice for the same offence. 
1767 Constitution of Pakistan 1973, Article 6. Code of Criminal Procedure 1898, s. 403 
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The offence of fraudulent conduct of business under section 413 and misappropriation etc 

of money or property of the company under section 412 of the Ordinance 1984 has two 

liabilities. The accused of these offences may be punished with penalties including 

imprisonment specified in these sections and further he can be prosecuted in a court of 

competent jurisdiction for enforcement of criminal liability. If the accused is found guilty 

of an offence under section 413 and awarded penalty of imprisonment and fine, then he 

may again be tried and served with another punishment under the criminal law. Thus, it 

means the wrongdoer is vexed twice for the same cause of action.  The chances of double 

punishment are high as sections 414 to 420 of the Ordinance 1984 is silent with respect to 

specified reference that criminal liability is additional or not. Thus, we may conclude that 

provisions and rules with respect to offences relating to winding up of companies may be 

redefined distinguishing criminal and civil liabilities and erasing the contents which may 

occasion double jeopardy.    

8.8 Summary and Conclusions 

The offences committed before or during winding up of companies by the Court 

are linked with criminal liability. The liability or responsibility is ‘the bond of necessity 

that exists between the wrongdoer and remedy of the wrong. Joint liability connotes an 

obligation for which more than one person is responsible. Several liability means one 

person is responsible for his conduct. Several and joint liability means that the persons 

are individually and jointly responsible for an obligation. Primary liability means an 

obligation for which a person is a directly responsible and secondary liability means the 

responsibility of another person who is directly responsible but fails or refuses to satisfy 

his liability. 
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Civil liability is a potential responsibility for payment of damages or other court-

enforcement in a lawsuit distinguished from criminal liability. Winding up of companies 

by the Court is a liability of civil nature enforceable by the Court under section 7 of the 

Ordinance 1984. The object of civil liability is the enforcement of a right. Criminal 

liability requires intention or negligence along with an act. Criminal liability develops 

primarily from the commission of crimes but it may also arise from the preparation of a 

crime, an attempted crime or complicity. There are many distinctions between civil and 

criminal liability. The civil liability is a liability to civil proceedings with a direct purpose 

to enforce a right. The criminal liability is a liability to criminal proceedings with the 

direct purpose to punish a wrong. In criminal liability, the direct or ulterior purpose of the 

law is or includes the punishment of a wrongdoer. In remedial liability, the purpose or 

intent of the law is enforcement of right and idea of punishment is irrelevant. The 

criminal liability is penal and civil liability is sometimes penal and sometimes remedial. 

The object of punishment is a fourfold- deterrent, disabling, retributive and 

reformative. For the imposition of penal liability, material and formal conditions are 

required. Material condition is doing of some act by a person to be held liable. The 

formal condition is ‘mens rea’ or guilty mind with which the act is done. A corporation 

being a legal fiction had no criminal liability due to non-possession of independent will 

as criminal law requires mens rea. However, the notion changed and both civil and 

common law legal systems recognized that a company being a legal person is capable of 

committing crimes. The corporate criminal liability evolved from enforcement of 

individual criminal responsibility for wrongful acts of the corporation for numerous 

reasons e.g. greater power of corporation, structure of company to avoid legal liability, 
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hide and seek of corporate entity and individual members, more effective legal and moral 

sanction of wrongful corporate activity, more responsible corporate behavior and 

deterrence from future misconduct, ensures availability of effective means of punishment, 

more effective than imposing tortuous liability or imprisoning individual members of the 

corporation, equal treatment of individual and company and consequences of 

considerable costs. The company law of Pakistan recognizes the principle of corporate 

criminal liability. 

Fraud and unlawful acts are the main sources of penal liability in any legal 

system. The law of winding up of companies is not immune from this general 

application. The Ordinance 1984 recognizes numerous offences which are committed 

either before or during winding up of companies by the Court in Pakistan. These 

specified offences are tried by special forums. The distinct offences recognized by the 

Ordinance 1984 are- (a) misappropriation etc of money or property (b) fraudulent 

conduct of business, (c) fraud by officers of company, (d) not-keeping proper accounts, 

(e) falsification of books, (f) false evidence, (g) miscellaneous offences. The penalties of 

offences have been summarized in Appendices IV. However, the penalties lack 

characteristics of deterrence. Lack of fraud, actions which are done in good faith and 

proper exercise of due care and skill are the defences. 

There are different forums in Pakistan to try offences committed antecedents to or 

continued winding up of companies by the court. These forums are- High Court, Court of 

Sessions, Commission, an officer delegated with powers of Commission and Registrar 

and in charge of Registration offices. The corporate judicial and quasi-judicial forums 

have been classified in Appendices II. The Court of Sessions is competent to try an 
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offence punishable with imprisonment whereas rests of the forums have been empowered 

to try offences keeping in view quantum of fine. There is an ambiguity with respect to the 

forum of competent jurisdiction to try offences committed antecedents to or in course of 

winding up. Thus, there is a dire need of clarification and modification of relevant 

provisions of the Ordinance 1984 so that proceedings may be initiated before forums of 

competent jurisdiction. 

These offences have features of remedial and penal liabilities. The nature and 

aggravation of an offence is the guiding principle in answering the quantum of 

punishment. The penalties include fines, damages, imprisonment, removal from office 

and disqualifications etc. Generally, the penalties are remedial in nature but 

imprisonment and winding up are penal in nature. Keeping in view inflation, monetary 

strength of companies and emoluments of officers of companies, these amounts of fine 

are devoid of the feature of deterrence. There is with respect to the nature of 

imprisonment either criminal or civil. There is no distinctive reason for prescribing 

criminal liability in addition in section 412 and 413 as imprisonment is punishment penal 

not remedial in nature as per principles of jurisprudence. If imprisonment is civil in 

nature than a remedy to enforce criminal liability is not barred and vice-versa is the 

situation if imprisonment is of criminal nature.  

No man should be vexed twice for the same cause of action. One cause of action 

may give rise to civil and criminal liabilities simultaneously. The offences committed 

either before or during winding up of companies have been defined and detailed in 

sections 412 to 420 of the Ordinance 1984. However, the offence of fraudulent conduct 

of business under section 413 and misappropriation etc of money or property of the 
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company under section 412 of the Ordinance 1984 have dual liabilities. The accused of 

these offences may be punished with penalties including imprisonment specified in these 

sections and further he can be prosecuted in a court of competent jurisdiction for 

enforcement of criminal liability. Thus, a wrongdoer may be vexed twice for the same 

cause of action and chances of double jeopardy are high.  

 

************************** 
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Chapter 9 

 

Conclusions and Recommendations 

 

9.1 Introduction 

Pakistan felt need to reform and modernize the company law of Pakistan 

including the law of winding up of companies as India has introduced the Companies Act 

2013 to cope with modern challenges. The Company Law Review Commission of 

Pakistan compiled the Concept Paper 2006 and has introduced Draft Companies Bill 

2015 and Draft Companies Bill 2016 for public comments. Ultimately, the Companies 

Act 2017 has been promulgated in Pakistan. However, most of the identified issues are 

still on the ground. Superior Courts of Pakistan also interpreted and elaborated law of 

winding up of companies in numerous judgments and pinpointed ambiguities and 

deficiencies therein. However, the legislature has not infused necessary changes and 

amendments in the law of winding up of companies till now. Thus, the conclusions and 

recommendations in this thesis have great significance with respect to reformation and 

modernization of law of winding of companies by the Courts in Pakistan.  

9.2 Conclusions 

 The discussion has been concluded in detail in each chapter of the thesis. The 

first question was- whether a company in Pakistan has the same characteristics as in the 

UK and India and mentioning corporation not a company in the Constitution of Pakistan 

1973 gives rise to a constitutional question qua winding up of companies by the court? 
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The answer is that characteristics of the company are same in Pakistan, India and United 

Kingdom. There may arise a constitutional question due to non-mentioning the word 

company in Federal Legislative List of the Constitution of Pakistan 1973.1768 The second 

question was- whether modes, consequences and objects of winding up of companies by 

the court are certain and the winding up is not escapable in any case? The answer to the 

first part of this question is in negative and for second part is positive. The modes, 

consequences and objects of winding up of companies are uncertain and ambiguous. The 

mode winding up subject to supervision of the court is obsolete. the consequences are 

harsh and prejudice the interests of the investors and employees of the company. The 

objectives are not codified. Furthermore, there are countable solutions which may be 

resorted to avoid winding up of companies.1769  

The third question was- whether grounds of winding up of companies by the court 

are sufficient and comprehensive? The answer to this question is that some grounds are 

worth deletion, some worth addition, some worth modification and some are 

comprehensive and sufficient.1770 The fourth question was- whether the procedure of 

winding up of companies by the court is efficient and result oriented? The answer is that 

the procedure is inefficient and failed in achieving all the results due to lengthy 

procedure, outdated summoning process, splitting of remedies, uncertainty of competent 

forums and unnecessary sanctions from the court.1771 The fifth question was- what are the 

issues behind the ineffective role of an Official Liquidator and how it can be made more 

effective? The answer is that non-specification of objective criteria for appointment, 

                                                             
1768 See Chapter 2 for detailed discussion. 
1769 See Chapter 3 for detailed discussion. 
1770 See Chapter 4 for detailed discussion. 
1771 See Chapter 5 for detailed discussion. 
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recurring requirement of sanction to exercise powers, uncertainty about performance of 

duties, less remuneration and non-existence of independent office of official liquidator 

are the main issues.1772 The sixth question was- what are the causes and impact of the 

ineffective role of the Court and SECP and how it can be improved? The answer deduced 

is that non-technical expertise of the court, overlapping roles of the court and official 

liquidator are the causes of inefficient performance of the court. Similarly, the role of 

SECP is not up to mark due to splitting of duties and powers and inadequate powers of 

SECP.1773 The last question was- what are the issues and ambiguities regarding offences 

committed before or during winding up of companies by the court and how these can be 

solved? The answer deduced is that double jeopardy, insufficient penalties, uncertain 

court of competent jurisdiction and overlapping of jurisdiction are the main issues and 

ambiguities.1774 

9.3 Recommendations 

 The recommendations are as follows: - 

i. The word ‘corporation’ not ‘company’ has been used in Federal Legislative 

List, Fourth Schedule of the Constitution of Islamic Republic of Pakistan 

1973. The question regarding corporate personality and existence of 

‘company’ may arise in Pakistan. Hence, this recommended that the word 

‘company’ may be inserted in the List referred supra to avoid any 

constitutional question. 1775 

 

                                                             
1772 See Chapter 6 for detailed discussion. 
1773 See Chapter 7 for detailed discussion. 
1774 See Chapter 8 for detailed discussion. 
1775 Articles, 63, 70, 165-A and Federal Legislative List, Part-I in Fourth Schedule of the Constitution of 

Pakistan, 1973. See also: Hamid Khan, Constitutional and Political History of Pakistan (Oxford: 2nd edn, 

Oxford University Press 2009) 149.  
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ii. The ambiguous provisions of the Ordinance 1984 e.g. sections 2 (11) 

(definition of Court), section 7 (jurisdiction of the Courts), section 9 

(procedure of the Court), section 10 (appeal against Court orders), section 305 

(e) inability to pay debts, section 438 (power to make rules) and section 476 

(punishment and adjudication of fine or penalty) may be clarified with 

appropriate drafting and amendment.1776 

 

iii. The ‘winding up of companies by the Court’ is the mode often resorted to by 

the petitioners. The mode ‘voluntary winding up’ is also resorted to by some 

petitioners. However, the mode- ‘winding up of companies subject to the 

supervision of the Court’ has seldom been invoked by the petitioners in 

Pakistan and this last mode has become redundant and obsolete. Hence, the 

mode ‘winding up of companies subject to the supervision of the Court’ may 

be deleted from the Ordinance 1984 as has been done in India.1777 

 

iv. The Banking Companies Ordinance 1962, Modarba Companies Ordinance, 

1980, Provincial Insolvency Act 1920, The Companies Court Rules 1997 

regulate winding up of a different form of companies. Hence, there should be 

a separate consolidated law of winding up of all companies or the laws 

regulating winding up of all types of companies should be consolidated in one 

part of the Ordinance 1984 or new law. The Company Law Review 

Commission of Pakistan proposed that ‘the law may address the issue of 

liquidation of companies either dealing with it extensively within its own 

framework or identifying it as a subject matter fit for independent 

legislation.’1778 

 

v. The objectives of winding up of companies are not codified in Pakistan. The 

preamble of the Ordinance 1984 stresses corporate growth whereas winding 

up is the termination of companies. The Courts have endorsed various 

                                                             
1776 The word ‘notwithstanding’ used in section 7 (3) of the Companies Ordinance 1984 has been clarified 

by Section 6(3) of Draft Companies Bill 2015 (Companies Act 2017). 
1777 Indian Companies Act 2013, s 270. See: Indian Report by High Level Committee on Law Relating to 

Insolvency and Winding up of Companies 2000 chaired  by Justice Shri V. Balakrishna Eradi, P. 48 
1778 Paragraph 2.6, Concept Paper complied by (CLRC) SECP, Islamabad 2006  
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objectives in a number of precedents. Hence, these objectives of winding up 

of companies ought to be codified and inserted in the Ordinance 1984 or the 

new law.1779 

 

vi. There are countable alternative remedies to avoid winding up of companies by 

the Court in Pakistan. The Superior Courts also preferred rehabilitation to 

wind up of companies. Hence, the discretionary power of the Court should be 

curtailed and remedy of winding up of the company should be barred in the 

presence of an alternative remedy.1780 

 

vii. The winding up of companies by the court adversely affects the workers and 

the employees. However, the rights of workers and employees of the company 

to be wound up by the Court have not been properly protected in the 

Ordinance 1984. The rights and interests of the workers and employees must 

be of top priority and preferred one. Hence, appropriate provisions and 

amendments may be inserted in the Ordinance 1984 or the new law.1781 

 

viii. The legal consequences of passing winding up order regarding transactions of 

transfer of property of the company should be certain as the status of such 

transactions after passing winding up order is ambiguous and voidable and has 

some exceptions. This ambiguity results in the form of a plurality of litigation. 

Hence, an amendment may be introduced in the Ordinance 1984 or new law to 

declare the status of such transactions void in vivid words.1782 

 

ix. The term ‘contributory’ includes a shareholder whose shares are fully paid 

and in certain circumstances, he comes liable to contribute the assets of the 

company under liquidation. This liability is opposed to the concept of limited 

liability. Hence, this term may be redefined in the Ordinance 1984 or new law 

                                                             
1779 See: Chapter 3. 
1780 See: Chapter 3. See also: Draft Companies Bill 2015 (Companies Act 2017), s. 441.  
1781 Indian Companies Act 2013, s 325. 
1782 Companies Ordinance 1984, Ss 408-411; See: UK, Insolvency Act 1986, s 127 
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to include those shareholders whose shares are unpaid either in part or in 

toto.1783 

x. The grounds- (i) default in convening two consecutive AGMs under section 

305 (b), (ii) non-commencement or suspension of business under section 305 

(c), (iii) reduction in members under section 305 (d), (iv) business in 

oppressive manner under section 305 (f)(iii), (v) management by persons not 

law abiding under section 305 (f)(v) and (vi) ceasing listed company under 

section 305 (g) are worth deletion and may be deleted from the Ordinance 

1984 as there are available efficacious alternate remedies to redress the 

wrongs’1784e.g. (i) investigation under sections 263 and 265, (ii) removal of 

management by the Court under section 271, (iii) ‘arbitration under section 

283, (iv) ‘arrangement and compromises under section 284, (v) reconstruction 

or amalgamation under section 287, (vi) compulsory purchase of shares from 

dissenting members under section 289, (vii) appointment of an administrator 

under section 295 (viii) rehabilitation of sick industrial units under section 

296, and (ix) removal of name of company from register of companies under 

section 439. 

 

xi. The grounds- (i) actions against interest of Pakistan,1785 (ii) ‘revocation of the 

licence of the company’1786 and (iii) ‘involvement of the company in 

corruption and corrupt practices’1787 are worth addition and may be added in 

the Ordinance 1984 or new law. 

 

xii. The ground-inability to pay the debt under section 305(e) and 306’ is unclear 

and wide enough and has been clarified by the Courts in Pakistan as there are 

many defences and exceptions to it. Hence, (i) the word ‘debt’ used in section 

305 (e) may be redefined, (ii) defences of unwillingness, bonafide dispute, 

                                                             
1783 Draft Companies Bill 2015 (Companies Act 2017), s 313. 
1784 See: Chapter 3  
1785 Indian Companies Act 2013, s 271(1) (c). See: section 318 (e) of Draft Companies Bill 2015 

(Companies Act 2017). 
1786 Draft Companies Bill 2015 (Companies Act 2017), s 318(l). 
1787 Draft Companies Bill 2016, s 301(l)(h) (i) (Companies Act 2017) 
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pressure tactics, debt not due, may be introduced in section 306 of the 

Ordinance 1984 or new law. Furthermore, the validity of foreign decree or 

order in Pakistan may be clearly mentioned.1788 

 

xiii. There is a controversy with respect to mandatory or directory nature of 

demand notice under section 306 of the Ordinance 1984. Hence, section 306 

of the Ordinance 1984 may be redrafted clarifying mandatory or directory 

nature of demand notice.1789 

 

xiv. The ground-just and equitable’ under section 305(h) is wide enough and 

confers absolute discretion upon the Court. Hence, its scope and ambit may be 

highlighted with explanatory illustrations.1790 

 

xv. The grounds enumerated in section 305 of the Ordinance 1984 may be 

classified and categorized in two groups (a) mandatory grounds and (b) 

directory grounds. The mandatory grounds, if proved, must result in winding 

up of the companies by the Courts and thus discretion of the Court may be 

regularized in this regard.1791 

 

xvi. The ground- ‘reduction of members under section 305 (d) of the Ordinance 

1984 has no reference for the single member company. Hence, there is a dire 

need to mention and explain the status of a single member company in case of 

winding up. Hence, an appropriate amendment may be introduced in the 

Ordinance 1984 or the new law.1792 

 

xvii. Section 309 (3) of Ordinance 1984 contains the phrase ‘summary procedure’ 

to be followed in the adjudication of petitions for winding up of companies. 

However, there is a controversy with respect to nature and ambit of ‘summary 

                                                             
1788 See: Chapter 4 
1789 See: Platinum Insurance Comp. Ltd v Daewoo Corporation, PLD 1999 SC 1. 
1790 See: Habib Bank Ltd v Golden Plastic Pvt Ltd, 1991 MLD 124; Zulfiqar Ali v Bambino Pvt Ltd, 2012 

CLD 252 (Kar) 
1791 ‘Every power corrupts and absolute power corrupts absolutely.’ 
1792 Draft Companies Bill 2015 (Companies Act 2017), s 318(f) 
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procedure’ in Pakistan. Hence, ‘summary procedure’ may be defined with 

certainty in the Ordinance 1984 or new law.1793 

 

xviii. The summoning process through registered post AD and newspapers provided 

in the Ordinance 1984 is outdated, time-consuming and obsolete. Hence, the 

modern techniques e.g. e-mail, What’s app, Skype, mobile phone, fax, 

messengers may be recognized and introduced in the Ordinance 1984 or new 

law. 1794 

 

xix. The provisions of Code of Civil Procedure 1908 and Qanoon-e-Shahadat 

Order 1984 are applicable in proceedings of winding up of companies by the 

Court which causes considerable delay and defeats the object of summary 

procedure. Hence, application of this Code and Order may be expressly barred 

on the pattern of proceedings before Family Courts and Rent Tribunals in 

Pakistan.1795 

 

xx. There are options of the recording of oral evidence either by the Court or by 

the commission. The High Court is not meant for probing factual 

controversies and recording evidence.  Hence, after framing points of 

determination, the oral evidence must be got recorded either by local 

commission or Civil Court.1796 

 

xxi. The aggrieved person has countable remedies e.g. remedy of winding up and 

alternative remedies referred supra on the same cause of action. Hence, the 

remedies may be specified for each wrong and the matter should not be left at 

the behest of aggrieved persons who linger on the proceedings. Thus, a 

provision barring additional remedies may be inserted in the Ordinance 1984 

or new law.1797 

 

                                                             
1793Engro Chemical Pakistan Ltd v Muhammad Hussain Dawood etc., 2003 CLD 293 
1794 Draft Companies Bill 2015 (Companies Act 2017), s 2(26)  
1795 Family Courts Act 1964, s 17; Punjab Rented Premises Act 2009, s 34 
1796 Draft Companies Bill 2016, s 6(10) 
1797 Specific Relief Act 1877, Ss 42 and 56(i) 
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xxii. There is a mixture of substantial and procedural provisions of the Ordinance 

1984 and the Rules 1997. Hence, the provisions and rules of substantial nature 

may be consolidated in the Ordinance 1984 or new law and the provisions and 

rules of procedural nature may be consolidated and placed in the Rules 

1997.1798 

 

xxiii. The automation of courts is the need of time. There is a growing tendency of 

utilizing modern technology in the world with respect to the administration of 

justice. Hence, appropriate steps may be adopted to facilitate e-filing of 

winding up petitions, e-balloting etc in Pakistan.1799 

 

xxiv. There is no recognized forum of valuers of assets of the company under 

liquidation in the Ordinance 1984. Thus, the assets are not properly valued 

and interest of creditors and contributories is compromised. Therefore, a panel 

of qualified valuers may be maintained by SECP and appointed by Court to 

determine the worth of assets of the company before the disposal of 

property.1800 

 

xxv. Section 330 (custody of property), section 339 (settlement of list of 

contributories), section 342 (making calls) of the Ordinance 1984 bestow 

powers upon the Courts but these powers are exercised by the official 

liquidator in light Rules 1997 framed under section 438 of the Ordinance 

1984. Thus, is an apparent contradiction of between the provisions of the 

Ordinance 1984 and the Rules 1997? Hence, appropriate amendments may be 

introduced in the Ordinance 1984 or new law and in the Rules 1997.1801 

 

                                                             
1798 See: Paragraph 2.3, Concept Paper complied by Company Law Review Commission.  
1799 Draft Companies Bill 2015 (Companies Act 2017), Ss 2(47) and 475    
1800 Draft Companies Bill 2015 (Companies Act 2017), s 2(71). See: the chapter XVII, section 247 of 
Indian Companies Act 2013 
1801 Section 341 of Draft Companies Bill 2015 (Companies Act 2017) casts duty upon official liquidator to 

take custody of company's properties, section 355 requires him to keep books containing proceedings of 

meetings, correct and fair view of` the administration of the company's affairs, maintain proper books of 

accounts including accounts of receipts and payments made by him. See also: UK, Insolvency Act 1986, s 

144 
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xxvi. Delay and multiplicity of litigation happen in the process of securing sanction 

from the Court or committee of inspection. Hence, the official liquidator 

should be empowered to exercise legal powers without sanction either of the 

Court or Committee of Inspection as all acts of the official liquidator are 

challengeable before the Courts.1802 

 

xxvii. There exist confusion and ambiguity with respect to duties and powers of the 

Court and official liquidator as enshrined in the Ordinance 1984 and the Rules 

1997. The precious time is wasted in the determination of a forum to perform 

the duties and exercise the powers. Hence, the duties and powers of the Court 

and official liquidator must vividly be distributed and distinguished in the 

Ordinance 1984 and the Rules 1997.1803 

 

xxviii. The role of the official liquidator is technical in nature whereas many official 

liquidators have been appointed who had no experience and expertise. The 

Ordinance 1984 and the Rules 1997 are silent with respect to the selection 

criterion of official liquidators. Hence, the criterion for appointment and 

selection of official liquidator may be objective and codified.1804 

 

xxix. There should an independent statutory office of the official liquidator. The 

qualified and experienced persons may be appointed in the office as is the 

case in India.1805 

 

xxx. The appointment of the joint official liquidator may be abolished from the 

Ordinance 1984 to remove the confusion of distribution of powers and duties 

and fixation of liability in case of breach of duties etc.1806 

 

                                                             
1802 The Companies Act 2013 has abolished institute of committee of inspection’ 
1803 Draft Companies Bill 2015 (Companies Act 2017), Ss 341 and 355. See: UK, Insolvency Act 1986, s 

143 
1804 Draft Companies Bill 2015 (Companies Act 2017), s 332  
1805 Indian Companies Act 2013, s 359(1)  
1806 Indian Companies Act 2013 has abolished appointment of joint official liquidators. See also: Draft 

Companies Act 2016, 363.  
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xxxi. The prevalent quantum of remuneration of the official liquidator is insufficient 

and uncertain. Hence, sufficient remuneration of the official liquidator may be 

fixed keeping in view workload, time consumed and financial capability of the 

company and petitioners.1807 

 

xxxii. The official liquidator can be removed at any time by the Court. There are no 

prescribed grounds for removal of the official liquidator. Hence, the removal 

of official liquidator should not be on the discretion of the Court but regulated 

by the settled prescribed principles.1808 

 

xxxiii. The official liquidator who resigns is not entitled to a single penny. This 

deprivation is harsh and unjust. Hence, resigning official liquidator should be 

paid pro-rata remuneration and be not deprived in toto.1809 

 

xxxiv. The official liquidator performs fiduciary duties and acts on behalf of the 

prestigious department of the judiciary. Hence, harsh penalties may be 

imposed upon the official liquidator who is found guilty of fraud and corrupt 

practices.1810 

 

xxxv. The Courts have failed in the adjudication of winding up petitions within 

prescribed time and lack the technical experience. Hence, the Court may be 

replaced with Company Law Tribunal as is the case in India.1811 If the Court is 

                                                             
1807 Section 334 of Draft Companies Bill 2015 (Companies Act 2017) prescribes some parameters for 
fixation of remuneration of official liquidator. The Section postulates that ‘the terms and conditions of 

appointment of a provisional manager or official liquidator and the fee payable to him shall be fixed by the 

Court on the basis of task required to be performed, experience, qualification of such liquidator and size of 

the company’. 
1808 Section 333 of the Draft Companies Bill 2015 (Companies Act 2017), Removal of official liquidator 

etc. (1) The Court may, on a reasonable cause being shown and for reasons to be recorded in writing, 

remove the provisional manager or the official liquidator, as the case may be, on any of grounds e.g. (a) 

Misconduct, (b) Fraud or misfeasance, (c) Professional incompetence or failure to exercise due care and 

diligence in performance of the powers and functions, (d) Inability to act as provisional manager or official 

liquidator, as the case may be, and (e) Conflict of interest during the term of his appointment that would 

justify removal.  
1809 Section 364 of the Draft Companies Act, 2016 fully deprives the official liquidator from remuneration 

in case of removal and resignation and the same is the case in the Companies Ordinance 1984. 
1810 The penalties prescribed in sections 412, 413, 415, 416 and 420 of the Companies Ordinance 1984 for 

the offences committed by the Official liquidator lacks deterrence effect. 
1811 National Company Law Tribunal under section 408 and National Company Law Appellate Tribunal 

under section 410 of the Companies Act 2013 have been established in India.  See also: Indian Report by 
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not replaced with the Company Law Tribunal, the qualified and competent 

person having experience of law, commerce and company matters may be an 

appointment for company benches of High Courts.1812 

 

xxxvi. The Supreme Court of Pakistan has prescribed guiding principles for 

adjudication of winding up petitions. However, these principles have no place 

either in the Ordinance 1984 or the Rules 1997. Hence, the discretion of the 

Company Bench may be regularized by inserting appropriate provisions or 

amendments in the Ordinance 1984 or new law or the Rules 1997.1813 

 

xxxvii. There is the controversy of the forum of appeal against orders passed by 

company benches of High Court whether before the Supreme Court or 

Division Bench of High Court. The Division Bench of High Court may be 

empowered to hear appeals from any interim order and Supreme Court of 

Pakistan from the final order passed in winding up petitions by the Company 

Bench and thus this controversy can be resolved.1814 

 

xxxviii. The appeal and leave to appeal lies before the Supreme Court who entertains 

questions of law. Hence, only leave to appeal before the Supreme Court 

should lie and rest of the modes and conditions may be repealed.1815 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
the High Level Committee on Law Relating to Insolvency and Winding up of Companies, 2000 chaired by 

Justice Shri V. Balakrishna Eradi, P.46 and Indian Report on Company Law compiled by Dr. Jamshed J. 
Irani, New Delhi dated 31.05.2005, Ch. XIII, Para. 4 
1812 Section 411 of the Indian Companies Act 2013 prescribes qualifications of members of tribunal. The 

qualification of judges of company benches of High Courts in Pakistan may be prescribed in line with 

Indian pattern. See also: Indian Report by the High Level Committee on Law Relating to Insolvency and 

Winding up of Companies, 2000 chaired  by Justice Shri V. Balakrishna Eradi, P. 46 
1813 See: Chapter 7 See also: Anjuman Bhahbood-e Mutasreen Taj Company Ltd. v Registrar of Companies 

etc., 2005 CLD 1818; Lipton  Pakistan Ltd. Case, 1989 CLC 818; Mohib Textiles Mills Ltd v National 

Bank of Pakistan, 2005 SCMR 1237; Messrs Ittehad Cargo services v. Messors Syed Tasneem Hussain 

Naqvi, PLD 2001 SC 116; Hudabia Textile Mills Ltd v Allied Bank of Pakistan Ltd., PLD 1987 SC 512 ; 

Ramzan Sugar Mills Ltd. v. Mian Miraj-ud-Din, 1994 SCMR 2281;  
1814 See: Chapter 5 and Section 10 of the Companies Ordinance 1984. See also:: Messrs Central Cotton 
Mills Ltd v HBL, 2004 CLD 1272; Messrs Glorex Textile Ltd v Messrs Investment Corporation of 

Pakistan, 1999 SCMR 1850; Messrs Excel Financial Services Pvt Ltd v Executive Director (Registration) 

SECP, 2010 CLD 205; Ramzan Sugar Mills Ltd v Mian Miraj-ud-Din etc., 1994 SCMR 2281 
1815 Section 9(1) of Draft Companies Bill 2015 (Companies Act 2017) postulates that ‘an appeal shall lie to 

a bench of two or more Judges of a High Court against any final order, decision or judgment made by a 

single judge of the Court in the exercise of its original jurisdiction under this Act’. 
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xxxix. The Role of SECP must be enhanced. Each matter ought not to be placed 

before the Court. SECP may be empowered to strike off the name of the 

company in case invoked grounds of winding up of a company are- default in 

convening statutory meetings, statutory reports, AGMs, or ceasing 

membership, ceasing to be a listed company.1816 

 

xl. The ‘Court’ having jurisdiction to try offences before or during winding up as 

defined in definition clause of the Ordinance 1984 and Rules 1997 and section 

476 of the Ordinance 1984 is contradictory and ambiguous. Whether the 

Company Court or Court of Session has jurisdiction to try these offences? 

Hence, an appropriate amendment may be inserted in the Ordinance 1984 and 

the Rules 1997 and this contradiction and ambiguity may be removed.1817 

 

xli. The ‘amounts of fine’1818 and period of imprisonment for various offences are 

meagre and short in the present scenario and lack feature of deterrence. 

Hence, the quantum of fine and period of imprisonment should be 

proportionate to aggravation of offence and principle of deterrence.1819 

xlii. Sections 412 (3) and 413 of the Ordinance 1984 is hit by the principle of 

‘double jeopardy’. The penalty of the offence of fraudulent conduct of 

business under section 413 is two years imprisonment and a fine of Rs.20000 

or both but the criminal liability is in addition as per section 413(5).1820  

Similarly, imprisonment of two years is the punishment of offence under 

section 413 of the Ordinance 1984 and criminal liability is in addition. Hence, 

criminal liability, in addition, should abate in presence of imprisonment.  

 

                                                             
1816 These grounds of winding up of companies by the court are of non-controversial nature. There should 

be a right of appeal against order of SECP who must afford an opportunity of hearing before passing order. 
1817 Section 484 of Draft Companies Bill 2015 (Companies Act 2017) reads as-  ‘Adjudication of offences 

involving imprisonment.-(1) Where imprisonment or imprisonment in addition to fine is provided for any 

contravention of, or default in complying with, any provisions of this Act, it shall be adjudged by a Court 

not inferior to that of a Court of Session. 
1818 Section 480 of Draft Companies Bill 2015 (Companies Act 2017) introduces penalty of fine on three 

Levels I, II and III. 
1819 See: Indian Report by the High Level Committee on Law Relating to Insolvency and Winding up of 

Companies, 2000 chaired  by Justice Shri V. Balakrishna Eradi, P. 49. See also: Section 319 (1) (a) of the 

Draft Companies Bill 2015 (Companies Act 2017) 
1820 See: Code of Criminal Procedure, 1898, s 403 
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xliii. The offences under sections 412, 413, 415 and 416 have been repeated in 

section 420 of the Ordinance 1984. Hence, these sections may be reconciled 

and repeated words may be deleted from the Ordinance 1984 or the upcoming 

new law. 

 

9.4 Area of Further Research 

The thesis in hand has discussed various new important concepts linked with law of 

winding up of companies in Pakistan. The concepts of Company Tribunals, the 

establishment of separate institution of official liquidators and valuers, need for 

consolidated and separate law of winding up of companies in Pakistan, and devising a 

special procedure of summary nature for winding up of companies in Pakistan. These are 

the rich areas for future research in Pakistan in company laws in Pakistan. 

 

*********************** 
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Appendices I   

Judicial Hierarchy in Pakistan 
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Appendices II   

Corporate Judicial and Quasi-Judicial Forums in Pakistan 
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Appendices III 

 

Penalty Structure of Offences in Winding up  
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Appendices IV 

 
Quantum of Penalties  

 
Sr. # Offences Fine/ Penalty Section/ 

Rule 

1 Misappropriation etc of 
money or property of 

company 

Repayment of money or property with 
surcharge (Cr. L is additional)* 

412 

2 Fraudulent Conduct of 
business 

Personal liability of responsible person for 
debts and liabilities 

Maximum two years imprisonment or fine 

25000/- or both 

(Cr. L is additional) 

413 

3 Fraud by Officers of 

company 

Maximum two years imprisonment and fine 415 

4 Not keeping proper 
accounts  

Maximum two years imprisonment or fine 
20000/- or both 

416 

5 Falsification of books Maximum two years imprisonment or fine 

20000/- or both 

417 

6 Giving false evidence Maximum two years imprisonment and fine 419 

7 Miscellaneous offences Maximum five or two years imprisonment 
and fine rupees 20000/- 

420 

8 Violation of Rules Maximum Rs.2000 + Rs. 100 per day  Rule 292 
                 

 *Cr. L stands for criminal liability 
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Appendices V 

  

Tribunals in Pakistan 
 

 

S# Name Composition Qualification 
1 Modarba 

Companies 

Tribunal 

One member  A person who is or has been or is qualified to be a Judge of a 

High Court 

2 ‘National 
Company 

Law 

Tribunal’ 

President+ 
Judicial and 

technical 

Members  

(1)The President- a person who is or has been a Judge of a High 
Court for five years. 

(2) Judicial Member- a person who- 

(a) is or has been, a judge of a High Court; or 

(b) is or has been a District Judge for at least five years or 

(c) an advocate of a court with 10 years experience. 

 (3) Technical Member- a person who- 

(a) has been, for at least fifteen years been a member of the 

Indian Corporate Law Service or Indian Legal Service out of 

which at least three years shall be in the pay scale of Joint 

Secretary to the Government of India or equivalent or above in 

that service; or 

(b) is or has been, in practice as a chartered accountant for at 
least fifteen years; or 

(c) is, or has been, in practice as a cost accountant for at least 

fifteen years; or 

(d) is, or has been, in practice as a company secretary for at least 

fifteen years; or 

(e) is a person of proven ability, integrity and standing having 

special knowledge and experience of not less than fifteen years, 

in law, industrial finance, industrial management or 

administration, industrial reconstruction, investment, 

accountancy, labour matters, or such other disciplines related to 

management, conduct of affairs, revival, rehabilitation and 
winding up of companies; or 

(f) is or has been, for at least five years, a presiding officer of a 

Labour Court, Tribunal or National Tribunal  constituted under 

the Industrial Disputes Act, 1947. 

3 

 

‘National 

Company 

Law 

Appellate 

Tribunal’ 

Chairman + 

maximum 11 

Judicial and 

technical 

Members  

(1) The chairperson shall be a person who is or has been a Judge 

of the Supreme Court or the Chief Justice of a High Court. 

(2) A Judicial Member shall be a person who is or has been a 

Judge of a High Court or is a Judicial Member of the Tribunal for 

five years. 

(3) A Technical Member shall be a person of proven ability, 

integrity and standing having special knowledge and  experience, 

of not less than twenty-five years, in law, industrial finance, 

industrial management or administration, industrial 
reconstruction, investment, accountancy, labour matters, or such 

other disciplines related to management, conduct of affairs, 

revival, rehabilitation and winding up of companies. 

4 Appellate 

Tribunal 

Inland 

Revenue 

Chairman + 

Judicial 

member and 

Accountant 

(1) District Judge or Advocate eligible for appointment of Judge 

of High Court (Judicial) 

(2) Regional Commissioner and the Commissioner of Inland 

Revenue or Commissioner of Inland Revenue (Appeals) having 
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member at least five years experience as Commissioner (Accountant) 

5 Customs 

Appellate 

Tribunals 

Two members: 

Judicial 

member and 

Technical 

member 

(1) Judge of high court, District Judge or Advocate eligible for 

appointment of Judge of High Court. (Judicial) 

(2) Officer of Pakistan Custom service equivalent in rank to 

member of Board, Chief Collector of Custom, or Director 

General or Senior Collector with three years. (Technical) 

6 Rent 

Tribunal 

Special judge 

rent 

Civil Judge or Judicial Magistrate 

7 Insurance 
Appellate 

Tribunal 

One person District and Sessions Judges 

8 Federal 

Service 

Tribunals 

Chairman and 

at least three 

members 

A person who is or has been or eligible for appointment of Judge 

of High Court for chairman and prescribed qualification for 

members  

 

9 Competition 

Appellate 

Tribunal 

Chairman and 

two technical 

members 

Chairperson-  a person who has been a Judge of the Supreme 

Court or is a retired Chief Justice of a High Court and two 

technical members- persons of ability, integrity and have 

special knowledge and professional experience of not less 

than ten years in International Trade, economics, law, 

finance and accountancy. 

10 Provincial 

Service 
Tribunals 

Chairman 

+members 
determined by 

government 

(a)  the Chairman- a person who has been or is qualified to be a 

Judge of the High Court and is not more than sixty three years of 
age on the date of appointment; and 

 (b)  Member- a person who is– (i) a District Judge; or (ii)   in 

service of Pakistan of the rank of Secretary to the Government 

(or equivalent) and who has performed quasi-judicial functions or 

functions relating to service matters of civil servants; or (iii) a 

person qualified for appointment as Judge of a High Court, in 

case the persons mentioned at (i) and (ii) above are not available. 

11 Intellectual 

Property 

Tribunal 

Presiding 

Officer 

District and Sessions Judge 

12 Lahore 

Developmen

t Authority 

Tribunal 

President Senior Civil Judge or 

Civil Judge 1st Class with five years experience or an advocate 

with seven years experience or retired district or Additional 

District Judge 

13 Anti 
Dumping 

Appellate 

Tribunal 

Chairman and 
two members 

(i) Chairman-    a retired judge of the Supreme Court  
(ii) Member:  a person well known for his integrity, 

expertise and experience in economics with particular 

reference to international trade related issues; and 

(iii)   a person well known for his integrity, expertise and 

experience in matters related to customs law and practice. 

14 Environmen

tal 

Protection 

Tribunals 

Chairman and 

one legal and 

one technical 

members 

Chairman and Judicial Member- a person who is or has been or 

eligible for appointment of Judge of High Court. 

Technical Member- a person of professional qualification and 

experience in environment.  
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Appendices VI 

Comparative Provisions of Ordinance 1984 and Act of 1956 

 

1984 1956 1984 1956 1984 1956 1984 1956 1984 1956 1984 1956 

1  16 13 31 36 46 43 61 64 76 108 

2  17 13 32 34 47 45 62, 62A  77 111 

3 4 18 13 33 35 48 51 63 65 78,78A 111 

4  19 15 34 38 49 52 64 66 79  

5  20 16 35 39 50 53 65 67 80 109A 

6 9 21 17 36 40 51 54 66 68 81 109 

7 10 22 17 37 20 52 55 67 72 82 76 

8  23 17 38 22 53 56 68 69 83 78 

9  24 18 39 21 54 57 69 70 84 79 

10  25 19 40 23 55 58 70 71 85  

11  26 26,27 41 24 56 59 71  86 81 

12  27 30 42 25 57 60 72 73 87 81 

13  28 31 43 37 58 61 73 75 88 58A 

14 11 29 29 44  59 62 74 113 89 82, 83 

15  30 33 45 44 60 63 75 84 90  

1984 1956 1984 1956 1984 1956 1984 1956 1984 1956 1984 1956 

91  106  121 125 136 144 151 154 166 178 

92 94 107  122 127 137  152 111 167 179 

93 95 108  123 128 138 421 153  168  

94 97 109  124 129 139  154  169 191 

95, 
95A 

 110  125 130 140  155 164 170 167 

96 100 111 322 126 131 141  156 159 171 168 

97 101 112 323 127 132 142 146 157 165 172  

98  113 118 128 133 143 147 158 166 173 193 

99 101 114  129 134 144 147 159 169 174 252 

100  115 120 130 136 145 148 160, 
160A 

 175 253 

101 102 116 121 131 141 146 149 161 176 176 254 

102 103 117 122 132  147 150, 
151 

162 187 177 255 

103  118 123 133  148 153 163 187A 178  

104 104 119  134 142 149 152 164 190 179  

105 105 120  135 143 150 163 165 177 180  

1984 1956 1984 1956 1984 1956 1984 1956 1984 1956 1984 1956 

181 284 197 
197A 

293A 213 50 229 420 245  261 234 

182  198  214 299 230 209 246  262 234A 

183  199  215  231 209A 247  263 235 

184  200  216 300 232 209A 248 205 264 236 

185 290 201  217  233 210 249  265 237 

186  202  218 302 234 211 250 206 266  

187 267 203  219 301 235  251  267 239 

188 283 204,204A  220 303 236 217 252 224 268 240 

189 272 205 303 221 305 237  253 225 269 241 

190  206  222  238 213 254 226 270 242 

191 309 207  223  239 214 255 227 271  

192 312 208  224  240  256 230 272  

193  209 49 225 416 241 215 257 229 273  

194 322 210 46 226  242 220 258  274  

195 295 211 47 227 417,418 243 219 259 232 275 243 

196 292 212 48 228 419 244 218 260 233 276 244 
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1984 1956 1984 1956 1984 1956 1984 1956 1984 1956 1984 1956 

277 245 293  309 439 325 450 341 469 357  

278 246 294 406 310 440 326 451 342 470 358 484 

279 250 295  311 441 327 453 343 471 359 486 

280 251 296  312  328 454 344  360 487 

281  297 425 313 442 329 455 345 473 361 485 

282  298 426 314 443 330 456 346 474 362 488 

283  299 427 315 445 331 464 347 475 363 489 

284 391 300 428 316 446 332 465 348 476 364 490, 
491 

285 392 301 429 317  333 457 349  365 492 

286 393 302 430 318 447 334 458 350 481 366 493 

287 394 303 431 319 466 335 459 351 477 367 494 

288  304 432 320  336 461 352 478 368 495 

289 395 305 433 321 448 337 462 353 479 369 496 

290 397 306 434 322  338 460 354 480 370 497 

291 402 307 435 323  339 467 355  371 498 

292 403 308 436 324 452 340 468 356  372 499 

1984 1956 1984 1956 1984 1956 1984 1956 1984 1956 1984 1956 

373 500 389 516 405 530 421 546 437 558 453 594 

374 501 390 517 406 531A 
536 

422 557 438 643 454 595 

375 502 391 518 407 535 423 548 439 560 455 596 

376 503 392 519 408 531 424  440 561 456 599 

377 504 393 520 409 533 425 458A 441 562 457  

378 505 394  410 537 426  442 563 458  

379 506 395  411 534 427 549 443 582 459  

380 507 396 522 412 543 428 550 444 583 460  

381 508 397 523 413 542 429 559 445 585 461  

382 509 398  414 544 430 551 446 586 462  

383 510 399 524 415 540 431 553 447 587 463  

384  400 526 416 541 432 555 448 588 464  

385 511 401 527 417 539 433 461 449 589 465  

386 511A 402  418 545 434  450 591 466 609 

387 512 403 528 419 629 435 556 451 592 467 610 

388 515 404 529 420  436 547 452 593 468  

1984 1956 1984 1956 1984 1956 1984 1956 1984 1956 1984 1956 

469  477  485  493 630 501 637   

470 611 478  486  494  502 410   

471  479  487  495  503 616 509  

472  480  488 633 496  504 640B 510  

473  481  489 634 497 631 505 641 511 653 

474 622 482  490 635 498 629A 506 642 512 651 

475 624 483  491 635A 499  507  513  

476  484  492 628 500  508 644 514  
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Appendices: VII Comparative Index of Companies Act of 2017 and 

Companies Ordinance of 1984 

Companies 

Act 2017 

Companies 

Ordinance 

1984 

Companies 

Act 2017 

Companies 

Ordinance 

1984 

Companies 

Act 2017 

Companies 

Ordinance 

1984 

Companies 

Act 2017 

Companies 

Ordinance 

1984 

1.  1 2.  2 3.  5 4.  6 

5.  7,8 6.  9,10 7.  12 8.  13 

9.  14 10.  37 11.  38 12.  39 

13.  40 14.  15 15.  47 16.  30 

17.  31 18.  32 19.  146 20.  146 (3), (5) 

21.  142 22.  143 23.  No 24.  144 

25.  145 26.  No 27.  16 28.  17 

29.  18 30.  19(2) 31.  19 32.  21 

33.  22 34.  23 35.  34 36.  26 

37.  27 38.  28 39.  35 40.  36 

41.  29 42.  42 43.  No 44.  No 

45.  43 46.  44 47.  45 48.  109 

49.  No 50.  41 51.  110 52.  46 

53.  48 54.  49 55.  50 56.  51 

57.  52 58.  90, 91 59.  108 60.  89 

61.  89 62.  89 63.  113 64.  118 

65.  119 66.  120 67.  67 68.  71 

69.  72 70.  73 71.  74 72.  No 

73.  75 74.  76 75.  77 76.  77(2) 

77.  78 78.  79 79.  80 80.  78A 

81.  83 82.  84 83.  86, 87, 94 84.  88 

85.  92, 93 86.  95 87.  95 88.  95A 

89.  96, 97 90.  99 91.  100 92.  101 

93.  102 94.  104 95.  105 96.  106 

97.  107 98.  111 99.  112 100.  121, 

122,127 

101.  123 102.  125 103.  126 104.  128 

105.  129 106.  129 (3) 107.  130 108.  131 

109.  132 110.  133 111.  134 112.  135, 136 

113.  137 114.  138 115.  139 116.  140 

117.  141 118.  2(21) 119.  147 120.  147(2) 

121.  148 122.  149 123.  (149(2) 124.  150 

125.  151 126.  152 127.  153 128.  154 

129.  155 130.  156 131.  157 132.  158 

133.  159 134.  160 135.  160 136.  160A 

137.  161 138.  163 139.  163 140.  164 

141.  165 142.  166 143.  167 144.  No 

145.  168 146.  169 147.  170 148.  171 

149.  No 150.  172 151.  173 152.  173 

153.  187, 175 154.  174 155.  No 156.  No 

157.  176 158.  177 159.  178 160.  179 

161.  180 162.  No 163.  181 164.  182 

165.  183 166.  No 167.  184 168.  185 

169.  186 170.  191 171.  188 172.  No 

173.  No 174.  192 175.  189 176.  193 

177.  190 178.  173 179.  No 180.  194 

181.  No 182.  195 183.  196 184.  197 

185.  197A 186.  198 187.  199 188.  200 

189.  201 190.  202 191.  203 192.  No 

193.  204 194.  204A 195.  204A 196.  206, 207 

197.  205 198.  205(4) 199.  208 200.  209 

201.  210 202.  211, 212 203.  213 204.  No 

205.  214 206.  215 207.  216 208.  No 

209.  219 210.  No 211.  No 212.  217 

213.  218 214.  225 215.  No 216.  No 

217.  226 218.  227 219.  229 220.  230 

221.  231 222.  232 223.  233 224.  No 

225.  234 226.  No 227.  236 228.  237 

229.  238 230.  239 231.  240 232.  241 
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233.  242 234.  No 235.  243 236.  244 

237.  245 238.  246 239.  247 240.  248 

241.  249 242.  250 243.  251 244.  No 

245.  No 246.  252, 253 247.  254 248.  255 

249.  No 250.  258 251.  257 252.  259 

253.  260 254.  261 255.  262 256.  263 

257.  265 258.  No 259.  266 260.  267 

261.  268 262.  269 263.  270 264.  271 

265.  272 266.  273 267.  274 268.  275 

269.  276 270.  277 271.  278 272.  279 

273.  280 274.  281 275.  282 276.  No 

277.  No 278.  283 279.  284 280.  285 

281.  286 282.  287 283.  288 284.  No 

285.  289 286.  290 287.  291 288.  292 

289.  293 290.  294 291.  295 292.  296 

293.  297 294.  298 295.  299 296.  300 

297.  301 298.  302 299.  303 300.  304 

301.  305 302.  306 303.  307 304.  309 

305.  310 306.  311 307.  313 308.  314 

309.  315 310.  316 311.  317 312.  318 

313.  319 314.  320 315.  321, 322, 325 316.  No 

317.  323 318.  324 319.  326 320.  328 

321.  329 322.  No 323.  339 324.  330 

325.  340 326.  351 327.  352 328.  353 

329.  341 330.  342 331.  343 332.  344 

333.  345 334.  346 335.  347 336.  348 

337.  333, 335 338.  336 339.  337 340.  338 

341.  349 342.  350 343.  354 344.  355 

345.  356 346.  357 347.  358 348.  359 

349.  360 350.  361 351.  362 352.  362(5) 

353.  364 354.  365 355.  366 356.  367 

357.  368 358.  369 359.  370 360.  371 

361.  372 362.  373, 374 363.  375 364.  377 

365.  378 366.  379 367.  380 368.  381 

369.  382 370.  385 371.  386 372.  387 

373.  388 374.  389 375.  390 376.  391 

377.  392 378.  393 379.  394 380.  395 

381.  396 382.  397 383.  398 384.  399 

385.  400 386.  401 387.  402 388.  403 

389.  404 390.  405 391.  406 392.  407 

393.  408 394.  409 395.  410 396.  411 

397.  412 398.  413 399.  414 400.  415 

401.  416 402.  417 403.  418 404.  419 

405.  420 406.  421 407.  422 408.  423 

409.  424 410.  425 411.  426 412.  427 

413.  428 414.  429 415.  430 416.  431 

417.  432 418.  433 419.  434 420.  435 

421.  436 422.  437 423.  438 424.  No 

425.  439 426.  No 427.  443 428.  444 

429.  445 430.  446 431.  447 432.  448 

433.  449 434.  450 435.  451 436.  452 

437.  453 438.  454 439.  No 440.  455 

441.  456 442.  457 443.  458 444.  459 

445.  460 446.  461 447.  462 448.  463 

449.  464 450.  465 451.  No 452.  No 

453.  No 454.  No 455.  No 456.  No 

457.  No 458.  No 459.  No 460.  No 

461.  No 462.  466 463.  467 464.  468 

465.  No 466.  No 467.  No 468.  469 

469.  470 470.  471 471.  No 472.  No 

473.  No 474.  472 475.  473 476.  475 

477.  474 478.  No 479.  476 480.  477 

481.  No 482.  476(4) 483.  478 484.  479 

485.  479(4) 486.  480 487.  481 488.  482 

489.  483 490.  486 491.  487 492.  488 

493.  489 494.  490 495.  491 496.  492 
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497.  493 498.  494 499.  495 500.  496 

501.  497 502.  498 503.  499 504.  501 

505.  503 506.  504 507.  505 508.  506 

509.  508 510.  506 B 511.  507 512.  506A 

513.  No 514.  511 515.  514   

 

 New sections added in the Companies Act 2017:  

 

20, 23, 26, 43, 44, 49, 72, 144, 149, 155, 156, 162, 166, 172, 173, 179, 181, 192, 

204, 208, 210, 211, 215, 216, 224, 226, 234, 244, 245, 249, 258, 276, 277, 284, 

316, 322, 424, 426, 439, 451 to 461, 465 to 467, 471 to 473, 478, 481 and 514.  

 

 Sections of Companies Ordinance 1984 not included in the Companies Act 

2017: 

 

 3, 4, 11, 24, 25, 33, 68 to 70, 81, 82, 98, 103, 114 to 117, 124 to 127, 136, 228, 

235, 256, 264, 308, 327, 331, 332, 334, 363, 376, 383, 384, 484, 485, 509, 512, 

513, 514 and 515. 
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